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CHAPTER ONE 

In which we get to meet our protagonists 
 

Lady Peg walked down the stairs, at the bottom of which, four people were 

waiting, all on edge to see her once again. “Ladies and gentlemen. Oh… I mean, 

all of you who are here today.” The four looked around suspiciously at each other, 

but three of them were looking mostly at Mel. They’d all heard of Mel, but never 

actually had the pleasure of being in the same room as Mel. Except of course for 

Lady Peg, who had supped and dined with all four members. 

 

Nobody could tell Mel Crayon’s gender. And one look at Mel was enough to see 

why nobody would ever dare ask. The rumours were that Mel himself didn’t even 

know if she was a man or a woman. The use of pronouns was more or less 

banned in the company of Mel, on the rare occasion that anyone actually wanted 

to talk to him… her… it. Mel had the delicate face of an angel on a body of 

gorilla. There have been sightings of Mel out on the town in the arms of another 

androgynous person (although those sightings were often preceded by heavy 

drinking so should be taken with a pinch of salt), which confirmed once and for 

all that nobody had any idea what gender Mel was. 

 

“Mel, Jeffery, Tristan and Louisa, the four of you know why you are here. Today I 

start the competition. Take a good look around you, as you four will all be 

competing for the same… prize? Shall we call it a prize? Yes, let’s. We shall. We 

shall call it a prize. The prize. All will be competing for the same prize, even 

though it’s not the same prize for all of you. Still, you are all competing to win a 

prize, which one of you will win!” 

 

Jeffery, or Jeff, as his friend (of which he had none) would have called him, was 

always the centre of every party. His good looks and apparent charm would draw 

people to him instantly, but then repel them just as quickly, as soon as they 

realised that Jeffry was, and there is genuinely no better way of putting it, a dick. It 
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wasn’t really Jeff’s fault, as he was born with a golden spoon in his mouth and 

raised by a woman who really did believe that a woman’s point of view should be 

from the kitchen window. His mother’s subsequent infertility post his birth meant 

that he never had any siblings to teach him any better, and only a xenophobic 

father to explain to him the ways of the world. If it weren’t for Jeff’s good looks – 

oh, and extreme wealth of course – he wouldn’t have made it anywhere in the 

world, but as luck would have it, Jeff had by this point become one of the richest 

and most influential people in his industry, which I would love to describe to you, 

but don’t quite understand enough to do so. Something to do with finances, I 

think. Or is it HR? In all honesty, I don’t really care what he does because, as I 

mentioned earlier, he’s a dick. 

 

The third person in the group was Louisa. The youngest of ten children. Her 

father used to be a woodworker until he met her millionairesse mother in a story 

so kitsch that it would sicken even Hollywood fans. I won’t bore you with the 

details, but suffice to say it involved a chance meeting when the boy saved the 

girl’s life, a whirlwind romance that was doomed to failure and a last-minute, 

heart-wrenching speech at her arranged wedding to a multi-millionaire before she 

bolted. This sickening story, which Louisa would later in life find out was not 

even true, was one of the key factors in defining Lou’s personality. As opposed to 

most little girls, who grew up hearing fairy tales and hoping they were true, Lou was 

always adamant that fairy tales did and do come true.  

 

The last member of the group was Tristan Honeycomb. By the age of twenty-

three Tristan had slept with over a thousand people. Now, anyone who ever met 

him would say, “This guy? No way!” And I agree, he’s not much to look at and 

he’s definitely not the most confident of guys. You would expect someone with so 

many ‘conquests’, as people often mistakenly call them, to be a really cocky, 

pardon the pun, full-of-himself Lothario. And yet, when you look at him, all you 

can think is, ‘he’s such a geek. No geek gets to shag so many people.’ But indeed, 

he did. Tristan has always been a geek. Not the “Star Wars”/”Star Trek”/can say 

a few words in Klingon type, but his geekiness was to do with books and old 
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films. He particularly had an affection to film noir and dark comic books. I asked 

him once, “If you were a superhero, what would you be able to do?”  

“Easy,” he said. “Out of all the comics I’ve read, all the superhero films I’ve seen 

and all the sci-fi programmes I’ve watched, it must be the ability to turn back time. 

Not so much going back and changing the general course of history (yes, we all 

know what can happen to the time-space continuum if we go back and murder 

Hitler), but changing my particular history.” 

It took me a while (and a lot of digging into his history) to figure out why. See, I 

spoke about his ‘conquests’ (right, I’m going to stop calling them that from now 

on, as it makes them sound as if Tristan felt they were some achievement to be 

proud of, which he most certainly didn’t). I think Tristan considered them to be 

mistakes. He’d always lived a double life. Not quite Searching for Mr Goodbar or 

The Piano Teacher, but enough to cause a double take in most people if they ever 

found out.  

 

Finally, Lady Peg. Now, Lady Peg wasn’t really a lady (for that matter, she wasn’t a 

peg, either). She was called Lady because of her demeanour and the way in which 

she made her money. Lady Peg never worked a day in her life, but had been 

showered with money by the men she used to date. Yet, Lady Peg never forgot 

where she came from. Very few people knew Lady Peg’s real history. Luckily for 

you, I am one of those rare creatures who managed to find out the true story. I 

won her biography in a game of poker. She wanted to give me her body – her life 

story sufficed! 

 

Lady Peg was born Fanny Theresa Margaret Ver when she was thirty-seven weeks 

old. However, once she was born, her parents decided to ignore the initial count 

and begin counting her age afresh. Her parents were both peasants. Well, the 

modern equivalent of peasants – they worked in the bakery section of a big 

supermarket chain (which I can’t disclose for legal reasons, because every little 

clue I give you might help), and from the moment Peg was able to chew, she 

would eat dough. Not the raw stuff, mind, but baked dough. In all sorts of shapes 

and sizes.  
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“And so, my children.”  

None of them really understood why she called them ‘children’ considering they 

were all around the same age, yet Lady Peg called everyone ‘children’ including her 

elders.  

“I have some very important things to say to you. As you know, I’ve always 

believed that doing nothing is the equivalent of sitting and waiting to die.”  

It was true. They did all know that. 

“And as you all probably know by now, I am dying.” 

It was not true, and none of them knew that. 

At this moment, Peg took a dramatic pause, sighed like a southern Belle and 

waited for her children to say something. None of them did.  

She looked down at them from the top of the stairs and whispered, “I need some 

water. I’m so… so frail.”  

The four looked at each other as if to encourage someone else to head towards 

the kitchen and procure a glass of water. One of them (Jeffery) was frustrated, ‘the 

fact that she has no servants is bad enough, but who does she think we are?’  

And so, it fell to Tristan to go to the kitchen. 

 

Tristan was always awkward when it came to sex. But as his tastes developed and 

he grew to despise sex more and more, sex began to love him and lurked in every 

corner. Tristan developed a reputation for his under-excited technique, which for 

some reason drove the women in his circle wild. His first ever experience was 

when he was thirteen, with Lucy (who was fifteen). She took his hand and placed 

it on her fairly non-existent breasts. Tristan was so busy thinking about dinner 

that he didn’t even realise. After a few seconds, he noticed where his hand had 

been placed, but his thoughts were not turned to passion. Instead, they went to 

analysis. ‘Spongy,’ he thought. Lucy began to groan. Tristan stared at her shut eyes 

and asked himself, ‘Am I gay? Do I like penises? Peni? Which one is it?’ But as he 

stumbled through that thought, Lucy lunged in with a kiss and the doubt was 

gone. ‘No. I certainly like women.’ And thus, Tristan’s sexual awakening and 

exploration completed. That would be the last time he would question his 
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sexuality, but the first time of many that he would question sex. Not that his lack 

of questioning his sexuality stopped him from having sex with his own gender. In 

fact, as he continued developing his aversion to sex, it didn’t matter to him whom 

he was not enjoying sex with, it all generated the same level of indifference. 

Though Tristan never went out looking for sex (particularly with men), sex 

constantly came looking for him (particularly with men). Something about his 

conduct, despite being incredibly against the prevalent image of what a man 

should be, allured many. 

 

Tristan didn’t know where the kitchen was. The house was bigger than he 

expected and he fumbled his way across the hallway, not realising that he was 

walking in the wrong direction, but Lady Peg was too frail to correct him. After 

opening several doors and finding himself in rooms with no taps and no glasses, 

Tristan courageously walked back to the room from whence he came only to 

cross it and leave through a different hallway. The picture he saw when re-

entering the room was a reassuring one for anyone who hopes that the world 

ceases to exist when they are not a part of it – the room looked exactly the same. 

None of the persons in it had moved. At all. As Tristan left to explore the other 

side of the house in his stalwart pursuit of the kitchen, he pondered the only 

ponder that he could ponder in such a circumstance, which was, ‘does the world 

cease to exist when I’m not part of it? Can it be true? Am I the only real living 

person in this world?’ He remembered the ‘brain in a vat’ theory from his school 

days and all those other solipsistic writings that had passed through his apparently 

vatted brain. ‘So why do I need to bring her water? Nothing can happen to her. 

She doesn’t exist.’ As he completed that thought, he found the holy grail of his 

quest. A glass grail. A fairly small glass grail. In fact, one could argue that it was 

just a glass. Placed on a counter in what appeared to be a kitchen. His heart was 

content. ‘Enough with my puerile thoughts. The tap is here.’ He filled the glass 

with water and exited the kitchen, retracing his steps back into the main room. 

With the glass of water. 
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By the time she was twelve, Peg (who was not yet a Lady) was considered obese. 

She was always the largest girl in the class and was often ridiculed for her weight. 

Peg’s demeanour was quite demure and therefore she didn’t appear to have been 

upset by the degradation and ridicule thrown daily at her rounded figure. In effect, 

Peg’s internal emotional organs were being damaged heavily, yet she was unaware 

of any of that. It was the random discovery of Breakfast at Tiffany’s that changed 

Peg’s life and took her on the voyage that ended in what we now know as Lady 

Peg. Peg instantly fell in love with Holly Golightly and developed her first 

woman-crush on Audrey Hepburn. It was only then that Peg noticed that her 

figure is not appealing to the general public and Peg stopped eating. Making an 

enemy out of baked goods, she alienated her parents who were unable to 

communicate with her without the aid of pastry. As she stopped eating, the family 

stopped talking and the loving nest they’d worked so hard on developing over the 

first fourteen years of her life crumbled into a crumble-less world. Dinners at the 

Ver family used to be joyous events. The Vers always enjoyed bringing in a fresh 

loaf of bread and breaking it. They had a family tradition that whenever they took 

a piece of bread, they would say “I love you to each other,” followed by detailed 

description of each of their days. The father would always ensure the bread would 

be cut evenly so that nobody ever felt they were getting a smaller piece than the 

rest and thus avoiding and feelings of inferiority in the family. Once Peg stopped 

eating bread, tat tradition turned sour. They say that a family that eats together 

stayed together and for the Ver family, it was when they stopped eating together 

that the family began to fall apart. Dinners turned from joyous to argumentative. 

For the first few weeks, the parents would get infuriated with Fanny’s insulting 

behaviour. Their concern for their daughter’s well being coupled with a genuine 

inability to understand why anyone would not want to eat bread caused friction 

between the parents and the family that would talk about everything would stop 

talking about anything. Laughter disappeared out of the home. 

 

Peg managed to achieve her anorexic-looking figure before her sixteenth birthday. 

It’s easy to remember that, as it was her sixteenth birthday when she allowed 

herself to socialise with her classmates for the first time in four years and the first 
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time she was able to fit into a size-eight dress. But it still wasn’t enough. Audrey 

was a size six. Peg still had a lot more work to do. Alas, it didn’t matter how much 

Peg tried, she was never able to drop another size. Her hips and shoulders were 

just too big. This was Peg’s biggest failure in her life, and one she would never 

forgive herself for. 

 

“Oh, my angel. My saviour. Tristan, your kindness will not go unrewarded. You 

will get a head start in the competition. And the rest of you, kindness is not 

unholy.”  

None of them understood what she was talking about. And I really do mean ‘none 

of them’ as I’m including Lady Peg as well. Lady Peg often said things without 

understanding. It was a character trait of hers.  

 

Tristan, on the other hand, was on cloud nine. The combination of the approval 

received from Lady Peg (and isn’t that what Tristan always yearned for? Approval 

from anyone?), and the head start he had received excited him fully. 

 

Mel usually spent Saturday nights sitting at home, listening to jazz on the radio. 

Mel would hardly ever go out, for fear of… well, people. Mel wasn’t a big fan of 

people. And, dear reader, can you really blame Mel for fearing people?  

 

“I used to think that people inspire me – they don’t,” he would often say.  

“Solitude is the solution. Ever noticed how similar the words solitude and 

solution are? So there. What more proof do you need?” Nobody argued with Mel. 

Despite always coming up with incredibly decisive and declarative statements, 

most of which didn’t really make sense or were based on nothing at all to do with 

reality, the confidence with which those statements were delivered was so 

commanding that not only did nobody question them, they were in fact believed 

to be true. Such charisma had Mel.  

 

Mel had to become terrifying. An entire childhood of being teased, mocked and 

beaten up led it up the path of pure power. This, of course, encouraged more 
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people to assume that she was a he, but Mel always knew that women could be 

just as strong as men, if they put their minds to it. Being outside of both genders, 

Mel was able to observe the ridiculousness of the divide and would often try to 

convince people of this. He always succeeded. People were scared into agreeing to 

anything when Mel said it.  

 

In particular, it was the joint abuse Mel received from both genders that led to his 

understanding that they are not dissimilar. As a child, the assaults would rotate 

between the two genders. From the age of four till about nine, it was mainly the 

boys and then from nine until twelve-ish it was girls, back to boys until about 

fifteen and then both together up to his mid-twenties. But the worst abuse came 

in the form of a boy - Max Burger. Max Burger lived down the road from Mel. As 

children, they would often meet in the street and play games. Sometimes they 

would play football, sometimes hopscotch (unsurprisingly, Mel didn’t 

differentiate, and coming from a home of progressive parents, neither did Max). If 

you had asked Mel who her best friend was, he would say “Max. Max Burger.” 

And that statement would last all the way until their early teens. But then it 

happened. Max Burger did the worst imaginable thing to Mel. It was such a 

horrible and traumatic experience that Mel never really ever got over it. To this 

day, if you were to ask Mel who her worst enemy was, he would say “Max. Max 

Burger.” It was after that fateful afternoon that Mel realised people in the world 

are horrible and never to be trusted. And Mel would never speak about what Max 

Burger did to it to make her hate people so much. Max Burger would also never 

fully recover from the happenings of that afternoon in May. For years to come, 

Max Burger would still refer to that day as Terrible Tuesday.  

 

And so it was, on a Tuesday in May, both in their early teens, that Max Burger and 

Mel were playing in Max Burger’s bedroom. They were all alone and Max Burger 

had recently become a teenager. You know the sort, mean, horrible, self-obsessed 

and desperately trying to come to terms with what kind of a person Max Burger 

would grow up to become. And there was Mel. Frightfully pretty and pretty 

frightful. Sitting on the bed and playing. Monopoly it was at the time. Not that 
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either Mel or Max Burger ever understood the point of Monopoly (neither could 

understand how a game can encourage people to take advantage of those who 

have bad luck by pricing them out of the game. Not to mention the blasé way in 

which it considers spending time in jail, with players often believing it’s a nice 

place to rest for three turns so as not to lose any money. It also encourages people 

to join beauty contests, even if they’re not pretty enough to win them).  

 

The Terrible Tuesday act itself was done innocently enough, despite Max’s 

menacing, teenaged tendencies, but for Mel it was to be the worst thing ever to 

happen. For just as Mel landed on Park Lane with a hotel (enough to upset any 

adolescent), Max Burger leaned forward and kissed Mel. Mel reacted badly. Very 

badly. Suffice to say the game was never finished. Max Burger spent two weeks in 

hospital and the Burgers moved away within two months, Max Burger and Mel 

never to see each other again.  

 

Max Burger, incidentally, is now working as a teacher for a small firm in 

Loughborough (he never attempted to go into the business world… for obvious 

reasons). Single, un-childed and generally miserable. Sure, Max Burger tried to live 

life to the full. Ecstasy raves and serial sexing at university, but nothing ever 

managed to fill in the great hole created by the great Mel. 

 

Of course, the notion of ‘enemy’ is a relative thing. For Mel now had three new 

enemies, all willing to do anything to win the competition. 

 

Lady Peg finished sipping her glass of water in a composed, genteel and frail 

manner. The action lasted several minutes and the four stood staring at her. She 

enjoyed the attention. The four didn’t enjoy giving that attention. ‘I have better 

things to do with my time,’ thought Louisa. The truth is, she didn’t. 

 

Louisa Cumberband was not a good-looking girl, and with that came all that 

applies to people who are not particularly good-looking. They learn to rely on 

their personalities. And despite being in love with the concept of love and fixated 
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with fairy tales, it was never really sufficient to mask her distinct lack of 

personality. She was not remarkable in any way, not even in her lack of 

remarkability. Louisa had met, in her lifetime, close to ten thousand people. If you 

were to ask any of them if they’d ever met Louisa, only forty would say yes. The 

rest would be willing to swear on their lives that they have never met the girl. 

Among those forty was, for a while, Lady Peg, who was, to the great joy of 

Louisa, a close friend of the family (well, Lady Peg made it her life-long mission to 

be close friends of families with a net worth of several million pounds, and the 

Cumberband family was one of those). In order to gain favour with the family, 

Lady Peg took Louisa under her wing as a sort of surrogate godmother (despite 

being around the same age as Louisa. Please don’t ask me to tell you what their 

ages were, it’s not gentlemanly of me. Let’s just say that Louisa is somewhere in 

her thirties. Late thirties. Just past the midway mark. I don’t think anybody knows 

how old Lady Peg is. But let’s just say that she is around the same age as Louisa. 

Very much around the same age. About one year older). Lady Peg’s relationship 

with Louisa began when they were both in their early twenties. Around fifteen 

years ago, or so. Lady Peg discovered the Cumberband family at a soirée and 

ingratiated herself with the daughter, whom she saw as easy prey. Louisa, as usual, 

was sitting alone at the soirée, eating. She knew most people in the room, but they 

didn’t really want to talk to her. Lady Peg, as to be expected, was the life and soul 

of the party. When the Cumberbands entered, Lady Peg asked one of the hanger-

abouters who they were and was given the response she had hoped to get. 

“Yes, Lady Peg, they will go on your list.”  

Even though Louisa entered with her parents, it wasn’t until several hours later, 

when Lady Peg noticed Louisa standing beside her parents and made the 

connection. She had to ask a dozen people who that wallflower was before 

anyone knew Louisa.  

 

“Your dress, darling, is fabulous! So poor-chic,” said Peg. 

“Oh, thank you.” 

“You are an adorable little thing, aren’t you? Please, you must tell me all about 

yourself and we shall become best friends. What is your name?” 
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“It’s Louisa.” 

“Of course it is. Such a beautiful name for a beautiful girl.” 

“Um…” 

“Louisa, isn’t this party a bore?” 

“I suppose so.” 

“What do you say we get out of here and hit the town? We can go and have 

cocktails. I know a charming little place not too far from here.” 

“Oh, okay.” 

 

And the two were off. It is true that Lady Peg’s intentions were cynical, and that 

the relationship that then developed between her, Louisa and, more importantly, 

the Cumberbands was purely economical, but it is also true to say that Lady Peg 

had a soft spot for Louisa, and the time they spent together meant something to 

the Lady who had never before really had any friends, particularly female. Louisa, 

as you could probably have guessed, had never really had any friends either. Of 

course Louisa bored Lady Peg, particularly when she would ‘go off on one of her 

fantasy rants,’ as Lady Peg would exclaim, but when she was able to look past 

that, she considered Louisa to be a fine young woman and a good friend. 

 

The friendship developed over the years and, as was to be expected from most 

friendships, came and went and came and went as often as the tides. In fact, 

Louisa believed their friendship was at the ‘went’ phase (after the heinous thing 

that Lady Peg did to her) when she received the call to attend her soirée that 

Saturday evening. 

 

Soon after her seventeenth birthday, Peg discovered that she didn’t have to stay in 

school. With her parents on the verge of divorce and nobody in the house talking 

to her (in their defence, what can you talk about to a person who doesn’t eat 

cake?), Peg decided to leave home and move to London. She stole some money 

from an old boyfriend whom she’d met in a club, bought herself a suitcase and 

filled it with dresses and shop-lifted champagne, and took a train to the big city. 

On her first night there, she managed to convince an innocent gentleman to let 
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her stay the night with him. He assumed she would fork out some sexual favours. 

He was disappointed. Peg had no intention of sleeping with him. She knew that 

her power lay in seduction rather than in bed. The moment she gave him her 

body, she would lose her ability to control him. Peg ended up staying for three 

months in that flat, giving her enough time to start filling up a little black book 

and acquainting herself with some rich girls, who assumed she was indeed a Lady 

(nobody questioned why someone so young could become a Lady, they just 

thought she was much older than she looked and had paid good money to look as 

young as she did. Some people, to this day, think there’s a hideous painting of her 

somewhere). 

 

Tristan looked at his water-bringing success. 

“Now that I’ve replenished, shall we go and sit in the drawing room?” 

Unfortunately for Lady Peg, she quite easily betrayed her own upbringing. Not 

truly knowing what a drawing room was, she filled the room with dozens of 

easels. In the centre was a chaise longue and a small, tall coffee table holding a 

fruit bowl. Each easel was paired with what looked like an incredibly 

uncomfortable chair.  

“Please,” said Lady Peg. “Grab a chair and come sit down around me.”  

And as her words completed, she fell in an almost faint-like way onto the chaise 

longue. Jeffery instantly questioned Lady Peg’s breeding. He had heard rumours, 

but was never quite sure about them.  

“So, when you say drawing room…” he tried to gently nudge her. 

“Yes, my favourite. A room for drawing. Every house must have one, and we 

must all sit here, but no drawing now. We shall keep that for later, perhaps. We 

have more urgent business to attend to.” 

“Of course,” said Jeffery. 

“Oh, what the hell. Let’s all draw! Since I’m already on the chaise longue, it seems 

only fitting that you all draw me, yes? Yes!”  

Louisa looked up at Lady Peg and then at the other three. ‘Why isn’t any of them 

saying something?’ she thought to herself. Tristan refused to look up. The 

moment Lady Peg imperatived at them, he knew that this was going to be a losing 
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battle. All his anxieties surfaced and a distant memory of a drawing lesson his 

parents once forced him to attend jumped out of his memory. He remembered 

standing in class with his imaginary voices taking turns to insult him. 

‘You can’t draw!’ 

‘You’re a failure and they’re all going to see right through you!’ 

‘Look at you?! So pathetic with all these talented people! They are all so much 

better than you!’ 

‘And now they will all discover what an idiot you really are.’ 

‘You can’t draw!’  

These comments were not helped as the teacher looked with contempt at the 

attempt. The truth was that Tristan really couldn’t draw. His hands were so 

discoordinated that even with the aid of a ruler he would fail at drawing a straight 

line. Yet bigger than his fear of failure was his desire to be loved and accepted, 

and so he said nothing, instead taking his chair and sitting by the canvass. Hiding 

behind the canvass with only a simple thought in his mind: ‘Why isn’t any of them 

saying anything?’ 

Mel would probably have been able to say something and stop this farce, but 

unluckily for the other three, she decided that this would be the perfect time to 

test his powers of telepathic persuasion on Lady Peg. Staring intently and intensely 

at the Lady, Mel began to radiate thought waves of stop this nonsense and tell us why 

we’re here, you stupid lady, yet, unsurprisingly, this failed. Mel, feeling defeated, placed 

her chair behind the canvass and began painting. Glancing hurriedly at the others, 

it asked himself, ‘Why isn’t any of them saying anything?’ 

Jeffery would gladly have said something, except that he really liked drawing and 

was the first to take up the offer and picked up the brushes. 

It had never been clear to any of them why they didn’t object to the preposterous 

idea and instead spent the best part of an hour drawing Lady Peg as she lay 

unsilently on the chaise lounge. Most of them couldn’t draw. Jeffery could, 

though, and he eagerly sat and painted Lady Peg, despite her not being able to sit 

down quietly for longer than twenty seconds, constantly changing her position 

followed by what became her mantra that session: “Do I look better from this 

angle?”  
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She didn’t look better from any angle, but nonetheless, Jeffery managed to 

incorporate her movement into his masterpiece. 

 

Jeffery Michael Philip Bartholomew Garden The Third came from a wealthy 

home. His father owned the forty-seventh largest chocolate manufacturer in the 

world. Ah, a father with a chocolate factory – every child’s dream. And yet, 

despite being the forty-seventh largest chocolate manufacturer in the world, 

Jeffery always thought that the sweets produced by his father were the most 

disgusting ever. He wasn’t too far off. Of course some people have a taste for 

Garden Sweets confectionary, but his target audience were mostly in their 

seventies. Children hated his sweets. Jeffery always believed that the only reason 

old people bought those sweets was to carry out aversion therapy, so as to 

discourage children from eating sweets. He also believed old people got Garden 

Sweets in order to ensure no child visiting them would steal their precious 

confectionary. The cheap bastards. In fact, their entire marketing campaign in the 

eighties was based around the slogan “All for you, none for the little ones.” 

The confectionary included raisins covered in bitter chocolate; small bars of 

chocolate with aniseed; dried jelly covered in salt and sugar; orange peel covered 

in dark chocolate; and of course, the most dreadful of them all, the dragée – 

almonds covered in panned sugar and painted colours that resembled soap more 

than sweets. 

Suffice to say, Jeffery’s birthday parties were never popular. Which was the reason 

he still believes today that nobody wanted to come to them. The truth is, nobody 

wanted to come to them because nobody liked Jeffery (though the disgusting 

sweets handed out in the party bags did not help matters).  

Every child’s wet dream had become Jeffery’s haunting nightmare. He regularly 

has flashbacks of tasting some of the sweets as a child. Enough to traumatise 

anyone. Suffice to say that Jeffery did not join the family business, as both he and 

his father knew full well that he would intentionally run it to the ground.  

 

Jeff’s relationships never lasted longer than a matter of months. Not for lack of 

trying, but for the obvious reason that he treated women as if they were his 
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servants. Jeff never understood why women were unhappy with that position. He 

took it for granted that a woman is inferior to a man and should therefore be 

happy to serve him. It’s easy to judge Jeffery for that, but in his defence, he really 

never knew any better. This was how he was brought up. His mother did live a life 

of servitude and the only other women in his life all worked for him. His father 

had obviously never hired female employees in his business, except for his 

secretary, and the women who worked for the household were cooks and 

cleaners, there to help his mother. Jeffery also believed wholeheartedly that good 

looks and money are enough to keep a woman, and though it is true that his good 

looks and money attracted a certain type of woman, it was also true that it was 

never enough to keep hold of them. With every break-up, Jeffery grew more and 

more confused, yet he never managed to link the break-ups to his fundamentally 

troubled viewpoint of womanhood. He just thought they were all (and excuse me 

for utilising his vulgarity) ‘crazy bitches’. 

 

It was finally time for Lady Peg to attach her eyes to the paintings and silently pass 

judgement, whilst unsilently adoring and thanking. Remarkably, all four painters 

were happy to continue working on their masterpieces, yet it was Lady Peg who 

became so bored with the silence and lack of fabulousness in the room (the 

novelty of being drawn quickly wore off) that she decided to call the session to a 

halt.  

“Darlings, I’m sure it should all be extraordinary now.” 

Jeffery was pleased. Yes, it wasn’t finished, but he knew she would adore his 

painting. Louisa and Mel were disappointed. It seemed they were just getting into 

the experience. And Tristan, well, he simply hoped that Lady Peg liked abstract 

art. 

“Oh, Louisa, that’s so interesting… Mel, lovely. Lovely… Tristan, that is… it’s 

definitely something. Yes. It’s definitely something… But, Jeffery, wow. What can 

I say? This is incredible. Except that you’ve made me far too beautiful. Surely I 

don’t look so beautiful.” 

Silence. 

“Surely you’ve made me far too beautiful?” 
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Silence still. 

“I mean, I’m not as beautiful as you’ve made me.” 

Uncomfortable silence. 

“Someone tell me how ugly I am. Jeffery?” 

Silence was finally broken, as Jeffery finally lied. 

“My only failure, Lady Peg, is that I didn’t manage to capture your full beauty. 

This painting is horrid in comparison to the original subject matter.” 

“Oh, Jeffery. Your drawing, as opposed to your flattery, is incredulous. Your 

talent shall not go unrewarded and you, too, will get a head-start on the 

competition when it finally commences.” 

Jeffery was on a high. The compliment didn’t mean much to him, as he already 

knew the value of his talents and did not need anyone to reassure him, particularly 

not a woman, but he did like having advantages over others, and since he was 

planning to cheat in the competition in any way he possibly could, a head start 

would surely help. Even if he did have to share it with Tristan. 

 

Tristan was not happy. It was fair to say that he was pretty depressed.  

Some people are born without the will to live. No matter how much love they get, 

they’re simply not programmed to be able to cope with existence. It's not to do 

with bad parenting or lack of friends. It's not even self-pitying, as most people 

might think. You can blame genetics or some great power or you can simply call it 

bad luck, but the bottom line is that they aren't equipped to cope and perhaps 

they shouldn't. Tristan is one of those people.  

 

Tristan wasn’t crazy or insane. At least that’s what he liked to believe and as there 

has never been an official review of his mental wellbeing, it’s hard for any of us to 

truly know. What is evident, though, is that he believed wholeheartedly that he 

wasn’t mad, just astute. Tristan never had imaginary friends, as a child (or as an 

adult, for that matter), but he did have many voices in his head. When he was six, 

he found out that his schoolmates all had imaginary friends, although they didn’t 

think they were imaginary at all, and so he decided he needed one, but his 

imagination was never strong enough to create a new person. Instead, Tristan 
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began naming the voices in his head. Being of sound and unimaginative mind, he 

named them in chronological order of speech and in an alphabetical manner. 

Adrian was always first to speak, followed by Bertie, followed by Craig, and then, 

in order not to feel too gender constricted, Deborah. Tristan had many more 

voices in his head, but after Deborah, he would just assign the next voice to 

Adrian and so on. As one can imagine, this randomisation of voices meant that 

none of them actually had any real personality, just contraried to their leader – 

Tristan. Tristan loved being regarded as their leader, although at times he would 

consider them to be his children. Regardless, he would always look down on those 

voices and they in return would look up to him. Despite telling him off for almost 

every single thing he ever did. I feel my description of those voices and their roles 

within Tristan’s mind might be a bit unclear, so let me use an example of a typical 

conversation.  

Tristan: ‘I forgot to say goodbye to Ms Poopsy.’ 

Adrian: ‘You idiot. Now she’s going to hate you.’ 

Bertie: ‘They’re all going to hate you. They’re all there talking about how rude you 

are. Of course they’ll never want to see you again.’ 

Tristan: ‘I want Ms Poopsy to be my friend.’ 

Craig: ‘Ms Poopsy will never be your friend, you complete and utter nincompoop.’ 

Tristan: ‘What can I do to make it better?’ 

Deborah: ‘There’s nothing you can do to make it better. You might as well go 

home and lock yourself in your room and never go out.’ 

Tristan: ‘My life is worthless.’ 

Adrian: ‘Well, not necessarily worthless, but pointless.’ 

Bertie: ‘Meaningless, even.’ 

Tristan: ‘Oh, Bertie, you always say the nicest things.’ 

Etcetera.  

 

This was a typical daily occurrence in Tristan’s head. And he was only six at the 

time. But he was not mad. Just astute. 

 

“Right, so now that we’ve finished drawing, I reckon it’s time to talk business.” 
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The eight ears, directed more or less perpendicularly toward Lady Peg, 

metaphorically lit up. One of them lit up literally, as Mel had a hearing aid on his 

left ear. The battery was running low, which was a worry to Mel, as she knew that 

if the battery died completely, so would his chances of winning the competition, 

assuming of course that the competition required Mel’s full hearing attention in 

the near, pre-battery-changed, future. It was not the case for any of those matters. 

The battery didn’t run out, and Mel didn’t need to have acute hearing abilities in 

the near future.  

 

Mel was not born with a hearing impairment. It was only in her early twenties that 

it developed. Mel was a big music fan. It was music that allowed her to really 

enjoy its own company at home, alone with no others. Nothing would give Mel 

more joy than to go into his room, close the doors and windows and listen to 

music. Mel’s taste in music was varied and exciting. She was a big fan of most 

types of music from classical to reggae. Mel’s love and appreciation for music was 

so great that he would often go to shops in order to buy new gadgets to help 

intensify the musical hearing experience. And soon after buying a new pair of 

headphones – top of the range – Mel was told by the seller in the shop that if she 

wanted to experience them to their fullest, she must set them to maximum 

volume. Leaving the shop and immediately extricating the box from the 

headphones (I say immediately, the headphones were packed in such a way that it 

took almost twenty minutes for Mel, who don’t forget is incredibly strong, to tear 

the plastic and release the headphones into Mel’s private kinesphere. Mel waited 

no longer, connected the headphones to his music-playing device, hit full volume 

and played Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. As the opening eight notes exploded 

through the heightened headphones and echoed into Mel’s eardrum, canals and 

cochlea, somewhere along the lines, permanent damage was made and Mel 

inadvertently played homage to the great composer of those notes by slightly 

deafening one ear. It was the end of an era. The end of a fully functioning ear era. 

Those eight notes would henceforth follow Mel around in everything he did. 
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Due to Mel’s fearfuling demeanour, and misanthropic radiance, many people 

preferred to stay away. She was never hassled on streets, people didn’t bump into 

him and, generally speaking, it was able to make any person run away just by 

looking at them. This terrifying exterior was often misconstrued by Mel as 

something more powerful – something of a telepathy. Mel believed that by 

thinking something hard enough, it would happen. This was not an unbased 

claim. In fact, it was often the case that Mel would think something and it would 

happen. However, despite her belief, it was not the case that his mind was 

controlling the action, it just happened to be that Mel’s thoughts often involved 

people moving or staying away from her, and Mel’s character, look and 

personality caused people to run away. For Mel, nonetheless, it meant she 

possessed great power over the rest of humanity. A power he did not take lightly, 

and considered to be a dangerous weapon only to be used in emergencies. 

Tristan never knew what he wanted to be when he grew up, so like any good child 

did, he followed his parents’ advice and went to study law. He was clever enough 

and easily had the grades to be accepted onto a law course, and he was also hard 

working and good at reasoning. All the components to ensure a solid and safe 

career in law, but Tristan’s passion was never in it. That is more because Tristan 

had no passion in anything really. Law was no different. Tristan did not complete 

his law degree. Instead he moved back home with his parents and did the next 

thing any good boy does – joined the family business. 

 

Tristan’s father was a shopkeeper. He kept a shop, which sold books. It was a 

book shop and Tristan, who did always appreciate a good book, reprised the role 

he took every summer holiday during his adolescence, and began selling books in 

his father’s book shop. Peg often found that admiration came to her in much 

more substantial dosages from the poor, who, along with admiration, were often 

jealous of her – a superb emotion that Peg could feed off from for days. She 

never experienced guilt about it as she felt that she’d worked very hard since she 

was fourteen to achieve the financial stability she currently held. Very hard indeed. 

This was definitely one of the things that attracted her to Tristan. 
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“Ladies and gentlemen…”  

Said Lady Peg before a mild panic entered her brain as she scoured the room.  

“…And Mel, of course.”  

The panic in her brain calmed. 

“I have always believed that, without competition, there can be no progression. It 

is humans’ competitive instinct that drives us to achieve amazing things, and it is 

this drive that I wish, in my benevolent way, to develop. The world has been 

turning for centuries, even millennia, and what makes the world go around? 

Humans. We’ve been here for billions and billions of years and we’ve survived. 

We saw the dinosaurs off, we saw the cavemen off, we saw everything off. Even 

the dodo. And we have survived. Humans. And what made us survive? Our innate 

desire to be better than our neighbours. People say an asteroid killed the 

dinosaurs. But that’s a lie. I think they entered a competition with humanity, and 

humanity beat them. And so, I would like to keep furthering this. I chose the four 

of you because I believe each of you can contribute in the most unique ways. I am 

setting the four of you a challenge. Be amazing. Be incredible. You each have a 

week to do something spectacular. At the end of the week, we will meet again, and 

having presented to me all your achievements, I will decide which of you has won, 

which of you is the most amazing, which of you has done the most spectacular 

thing.” 

 

Tristan, who was distressed with the number of errors Peg had made in her 

speech, didn’t quite manage to hear the end of it. 

“Sorry, Lady Peg, what exactly are we meant to do?” 

“Ah, dear boy, this is where you are wrong. Your job isn’t to ‘do’. Your job is to 

‘outdo’. The aim is to beat the other three by doing something amazing.” 

Lady Peg stood up and walked to the door of the room. Eight eyes followed her 

every step. She loved it. 

Suddenly, Mel did something unexpected. He spoke. 

“I’m sorry, Lady Peg, but what’s in it for us? Why should we take part?” 

“It’s for fun, isn’t it?” said Jeffery. 

“Thank you, but I have more fun things to do with my time,” retorted Mel. 
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“Oh, Mel, I think you will certainly want to take part,” said Lady Peg as she slowly 

approached her. “I have something for you. Something very special. And you 

know what it is.” Mel’s eyes expanded. 

“As you know, each of you wants something from me. Something I have refused 

to give you over the years. Your incentive… the prize… whoever manages to 

convince me that their action was the most fabulous will get their wish.” 

Six more eyes followed suit and expanded to at least the same size as Mel’s. Jeffery 

became physically excited, whereas Louisa felt almost faint and had to sit down. 

“You mean that…” mumbled Louisa. 

“Yes, my dear. Of course. I will give it to you.” 

Tristan began smiling. His inner cogs went into overdrive and turned like 

demented windmills. He was going to win. He had to win. 

Jeffery went up to Lady Peg and whispered in her ear, “Lady Peg, you know that I 

will win. I always win in competitions. You do realise what you’re agreeing to, 

don’t you?” 

“Yes, Jeffery, and I wish you all the best.” She whispered back at him before 

exclaiming to the room. “May the best man or woman… or… Mel win!” 

Another awkwardness fell on Lady Peg who felt the need to compensate 

“I’m so sorry, Mel, I keep blundering this. As compensation, please accept a 

complementary head-start.” 

“Lady Peg, this is quite ridiculous,” shouted Jeffery. “Everybody seems to have a 

head-start now.” 

“Um… I don’t” said Louisa tearfully. “I’m the only one that doesn’t have a head-

start. I’m going to lose.”  

“Oh, my poor little chickpea. I’m sorry. Have one too.” 

“This is farcical” Jeffery muttered as he exasporatly sat on his chair. 

“What does this head-start involve?” asked Louisa, not realising the futility of 

their position. 

“Whoever received a head-start can start five minutes before the rest.” 

Louisa smiled. She was content to be offered the head start, still not realising. 

“Right, so what are you all waiting for you? You have one week to be 

extraordinary. Go!” 
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After several seconds of sitting and thinking, Tristan was the first to get up and 

run out. 

“Lady Peg. I will see you in a week to collect my… prize.” 

Jeffery, panicking at the fact that Tristan beat him to the door followed suit, 

smacking a wet long kiss on Lady Peg’s lips. 

“You will finally be mine, Lady Peg.” 

Mel got up slowly, looked at Lady Peg and exited saying nothing. She was 

certainly a man with a plan and Louisa, was still so happy to be offered the head-

start that she remained sitting for another five minutes rejoicing in her situation. It 

was only when Lady Peg came to her and told her she’d better be off to start, that 

she’d realised her head start has been completely lost on sitting down. 

As the four left, Lady Peg felt concerned. She’d picked the four contestants for a 

reason. She was happy to give them their desire, but nonetheless, she was clearly 

happier giving it to some more than others. Lady Peg wholeheartedly believe that 

competition was the only thing of true value in the world, and passionately 

believed in the cause she was creating. She refused to believe that bread should 

ever be broken evenly between people, as they are inherently uneven, but little did 

she know that her circumstances were about to change all that.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Sunday 
 

Mel’s face was the picture of rage. The time was ‘first thing in the morning’ on a 

Sunday (well, it was nine AM, but she had just woken up). And his face was 

rageful. Sundays were the worst days for Mel, but this one in particular was 

worster. This Sunday morning began after an eventful and sleepless night in which 

Mel was reeling over Lady Peg’s audacity. He never really liked her (though seeing 

as she never really liked anyone, not liking Lady Peg was not such an 

achievement), but to hold his dear wish as ransom was taking things a step too far. 

‘Who does this cow think she is? Just because she’s rich, doesn’t give her the right 

to play with people’s emotions like that. I’m not a toy.’ Mel stopped and pondered 

on that thought for a moment. There was something quite appealing about being 

a toy. Not in a sexual way, obviously, but it does take away a lot of the pressure. 

It’s almost like being a child. And then, thought Mel, does that mean that children 

are like toys? Is that why people have them? Needless to say, Mel was never 

inclined to have children. He’d heard all about the biological clock, yet it still did 

not interest him. ‘Drying womb or no drying womb, children are the death of 

their parents.’  

 

Rageful Mel was determined. She was determined to ensure it won. There was no 

other option. Mel knew that Lady Peg would never hand over the documents 

unless she’d won and he knew he had to win. There was no question about it, but 

there was one problem. Mel had no idea how to do anything extraordinary. Mel 

saw himself as ordinary and never understood why people were obsessed with her.  

 

It took four cups of coffee for rageful and determined Mel to reach a new 

conclusion. One that would make him feel super-clever and believe she probably 

had an advantage over the other three contestants. Mel realised that in order to 

win, rather than doing something it finds amazing, she had to do something that 

Lady Peg would find amazing. Mel started thinking. ‘What kind of things does 
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Lady Peg find amazing? Fabulous? Gosh, Lady Peg does claim that most things 

are fabulous. Hard to think what would surprise her.’ 

 

Mel met Lady Peg a decade ago. It was at about three PM (not long after Lady Peg 

had woken up) when she received a phone call from one of her acquaintances. 

“Peg, who does your taxes?” 

“I beg your pardon?” she naturally asked. 

“Your taxes, who takes care of them?” 

“Who is this?” 

“It’s Frederica.” 

“Oh, I don’t know. I don’t have any understanding or knowledge of money.” 

“Darling, that’s exactly why you need an accountant. Do you want to tell me that 

nobody is taking care of your money? You must be paying massively more than 

you need to.” 

“Well, I don’t know. I don’t really care. I’m sure everything is fine.” 

“Never mind that. I’ve found you an accountant. I just met the most 

extraordinary person. You must have him… her… I don’t know what to call… 

it.” 

“Dear girl, what on earth are you rambling on about?” 

“I’ve just met an hermaphrodite accountant. At least I think it’s an hermaphrodite, 

I have no idea. It might be a man. No, it can’t be a man. But it can’t be a woman 

either. I have no idea what it is.” 

“Stop rambling and start talking sensically.” 

“Lady Peg, you must meet this accountant. You need an accountant and this 

person is perfect for you. Trust me, you will love, love, love it!” 

“Well,” said Lady Peg, drawing the conversation to a conclusion, “if so, you’re 

right, I must have it. Arrange a meeting.”  

And as she hung up the phone, she forgot all about it. 

Two days later, Lady Peg received another phone call at about the same time 

(nobody called Lady Peg before three PM. That would be the equivalent of calling 

an office before ten AM). 

“Darling, I’ve arranged a meeting for you,” said her friend. 
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“What on Earth about?” 

“Have you forgotten already? The hermaphrodite accountant.” 

In honesty, Lady Peg was too embarrassed to admit that she didn’t know what the 

word ‘hermaphrodite’ meant, nor did she have an inkling as to how to spell it in 

order to check in her dictionary (Lady Peg had a massive dictionary in her house, 

one that she never opened, but that looked fabulous). 

 

Arranging a meeting for the following morning at three PM, Lady Peg was not 

excited or looking forward to it. She had forgotten that, two days ago, she had 

exclaimed that she must have that accountant, but now it was just an inconvenient 

engagement forcing her to get dressed very early. 

 

As the next day arrived, Lady Peg once again forgot she had visitors coming over. 

At about three PM, the doorbell rang. A vagueness of memories surfaced as she 

panicked and rushed downstairs still in her house attire – not any way to accept 

guests. She opened the door and her memory finally aligned with the fact that 

Frederica was standing on the other side of the door with a striking human being 

– sedate and incredibly striking, it was Mel. 

 

“Darlings, you must excuse me, I am not yet dressed.” 

“Lady Peg, you forgot.” 

“Of course I didn’t. It’s just been one thing after another.” (Only if you count gins 

as ‘things’). “Please, excuse me and I’ll be with you shortly,” she said and swanned 

off, leaving Mel and Frederica to host themselves for the best part of an hour. 

Eventually, Lady Peg emerged looking the beautiful swan she earlier had swanned 

off to swan up and become. 

 

“Now, then. I’m Lady Peg.” 

“Lady Peg, meet Mel Crayon, the best accountant out there.” 

It was, of course, Mel’s look that affected Lady Peg the most and, as promised by 

Frederica, it was incredibly confusing to decide what gender Mel was, yet, its 

terrifying looks were too much for her to handle. Mel didn’t speak a word 
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throughout the meeting, nor placed too much judgement on anything she saw; 

after all, he’d been working for the rich and affluent for many years and had 

become somewhat specialist on helping them maximise their money. That was 

why Mel believed she was being passed along for all to hire. Of course, he was 

really being passed along so that everyone could share a glimpse of this 

extraordinary creature, and now it was Lady Peg’s turn, and not a moment to 

soon, might I add. 

 

Lady Peg soon took to the creature. She found him intriguing and had always 

been obsessed with intriguing playthings. What fascinated her the most about Mel 

was the fact that, despite all her efforts, Mel would never let on about anything, 

would never reveal a single thing about its past or its present life. The mystery was 

exciting for Lady Peg, and it soon became about far more than just the enigmatic 

gender. Mel was the talk of her social milieu, all trying to figure out who or what it 

is. It would often be the case at a party that one person would exultantly come in 

with some news they’d discovered about Mel. 

“I saw Mel with a man last night coming out of the pizza place on the high street. 

It must be a woman, or a homosexual. Either way, it likes women,” said one 

person, only for another person to respond that it had been her with Mel and that 

they met about her accounts. They all concluded that all they know is that Mel 

likes to eat pizza. 

“I saw Mel in Topshop buying trousers,” another rejoiced. “Mel likes Topshop.” 

But again, all they could determine from that was that Mel wasn’t as rich as they 

all were – hardly a new fact, since they were all employing it and knew exactly how 

much he was earning.  

 “Mel spoke to me today about children,” said Christina. “It asked me how my 

kids were feeling. That shows she’s broody. She wants children. It’s a she. Maybe 

she’s even married!” 

“I accidentally alluded to it being a he. He just got up and walked out saying, 

“Please never use gendered language with me,” said Fifi. 

One day, George ran in to a party looking fairly run down. People tried to 

understand what was going on, but George was too embarrassed to say. After a 
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few drinks, the truth came out. “I don’t know what I was thinking. I touched Mel 

and it was furious. Told me if I ever did it again, it will kill me and eat my 

children.” George started crying. “Do you think it can really do that? Is it a 

cannibal?” People began to fear Mel, but no real interesting conclusions ever 

emerged, and gradually the topic of conversation began to diminish and eventually 

vanish. Mel just became Mel, and they all accepted it for what it was, never daring 

to engage with it in conversation that did not involve rebates and investments.  

 

Lady Peg, however, never gave up, and tended to focus more on Mel’s gentle face 

rather than its frightening attitudes, and when everybody else stopped obsessing 

about Mel, she hired a private detective to follow it. A few days later, the detective 

reported back to Peg sporting a black eye and a swollen face. “I quit!” he said 

dramatically.  

“Poor darling, what happened?” 

“Mel discovered me and told me if I ever follow it again, I’ll be hanged, drawned 

and quartered. I said ‘nobody can do that.’ Mel just stared at me menacingly. I’m 

not following that maniac again.” And the detective ran out of the house to 

ponder his career choice. 

 

Lady Peg was unable to let this go. The intrigue became more and more addictive 

to her and she felt a need to know, whether this dragon she was chasing was a 

dragon or a dragoness. ‘Nobody can live in such mystery and get away with it,’ she 

thought to herself and began concocting a plan to discover the truth.  

 

She invited Mel over for dinner the following week, hoping to get it drunk enough 

to reveal some truth, but Mel, as is probably expected, did not drink (at least not 

in public) and Peg had to resort to plan B. When Mel went to the toilet, she 

quickly started rummaging through his jacket with the hope of finding something, 

but there was nothing there. Before she could reach its bag, Mel returned and plan 

B was over. But Lady Peg did not give up, and she did eventually discover 

something. Something truly amazing that she’d kept between her and Mel all this 

time and was now willing to give back to Mel (if it won the competition, that is). 
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Rageful Mel took a piece of paper and began brainstorming Lady Peg. Scribbling 

down any associative words that came to his mind whenever she thought of Lady 
Peg:  

rich 

bitch 

blonde  

hair  

light 

jewellery  

darling  

lovely 

champagne  

wine 

sweets 

fruit 

matchsticks 

playboy 

 

Mel had to stop. ‘It’s becoming silly. I’m just writing random words that have 

nothing to do with Lady Peg. Why on earth did I write ‘playboy’ and 

‘matchsticks’? Or ‘fruit’, for that matter? Well, I guess sweets remind me of fruit, 
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because I would always rather have fruit than sweets. I thought of matchsticks 

because I crossed out the word ‘fruit’ and the crossing-out looked like a 

matchstick and playboy because matchsticks remind me of fire, and it reminds me 

of the time I burnt my dad’s Playboy magazines. I guess there’s more method to 

my madness. Still, I need to find something to amaze Rich Bitch Peg. I don’t think 

matchsticks or Playboy will help. Although, I don’t know. Maybe if I get a picture 

of me naked in Playboy that will amaze her. But then I’ll need to burn it.’ 

 

Mel had inadvertently come up with a brilliant idea to surprise and amaze Lady 

Peg. Although it realised soon after that the idea, although brilliant, was entirely 

unachievable in such a short period of time. ‘Perhaps, then, I need to create a fake 

Playboy magazine and hand it over before burning it?’ thought Mel. ‘Though, how 

will Peg know that I’m telling the truth and it contains a naked picture of me? 

What if I send her some ashes of the photos? That could work.’ Mel began getting 

excited. ‘This will surely win me the competition. Lady Peg will never expect to 

see my naked body, and I’m sure it would amaze her.’  

 

Mel set off preparing for its photo shoot that day. He had a quality professional 

camera stored in her cupboard. It took it out and started wandering around its 

flat. ‘Where would be the perfect room for my nudeness? Living room? Bedroom? 

Kitchen?’ But Mel knew exactly where he wanted to have her nude picture taken. 

It was obvious from the moment he came up with the idea – the office.  

 

Mel’s office was a large yet stuffy room, completely covered in mathematical 

equations. Mel found the power of the equation to be a soothing one on her soul. 

With his gender being so ambiguous, the certainty that numbers gave it were 

invaluable. Mel felt that defying definitions was a daily part of his life, and 

therefore, having certain knowledge regarding some ultimate truths allowed it to 

focus and be more productive, and seeing as he would spend most of her day 

inside the office, that was the room that Mel had decided to fill with numbers, 

elements and other mathematical assurances. 
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Mel undressed and looked at itself in the mirror. ‘Wow,’ it thought as it perved on 

all the nooks and crannies. ‘I must admit that I am incredibly good looking. It’s a 

shame nobody gets to see my body.’  

It was sad, but Mel didn’t actually believe any of what it was saying. The truth was 

that Mel stared at its body and regarded it as sick-making and one of the most 

horrendous things it had ever had the displeasure of staring at. Mel had no liking 

for the human form and refused to look at any art that wasn’t wholly abstract if 

the human form was the subject. This was why Mel loved music. Music was 

always clean of the horrendousness of the human form and could transcend it. 

Sculptures, drawings or even film and television did not sit well with Mel, as it 

more often than not presented humans – the very bane of Mel’s existence. 

 

Mel had to psych itself up to being able to be represented by the camera in its 

office. Mel kept saying aloud how amazing she looked, with the hope that the 

article it read regarding Positive Feedback was indeed true and did indeed work. 

Even though the article mentioning this technique was primarily meant to deal 

with depression (not that Mel would ever consciously admit to suffering from 

depression), Mel still thought it was worthwhile reading and apparently trying. 

Amazingly enough, it worked. To a certain degree. Mel did manage to pump itself 

up enough to be able to complete the photo shoot. In essence, Mel did believe all 

the things it was saying. Deep down. Unaware of it. So, the self-persuading 

journey was not as convoluted as it might have expected.  

 

Mel’s photos were dull. Not that Mel had any idea that they were that. Mel 

thought they were rude, provocative and extremely sexual. However, all they 

depicted was Mel sitting in a boxed-portrait position behind the office table. The 

only bits of Mel that were not hidden were the head, the top millimetre of the 

shoulders, the forearms and the feet, and to what would undoubtedly be Lady 

Peg’s greatest disappointment, no gender hints were given. Mel might as well have 

been fully dressed.  

Mel then closed her eyes and engaged all his inner power to try and reach Lady 

Peg on his special psychic link, trying to dictate to her how much she will enjoy 
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the photos and crown her the winner. ‘This is amazing,’ thought Mel. ‘I am 

definitely going to win this. When Lady Peg sees this, she will be… I don’t 

know… flabbergasted? No. She will just… like… her draw will jop. I mean, her 

jaw will drop. It will be incredible. I can’t wait for her to see this.’ 

Mel should have probably realised that the fact that she was so okay with the 

photo and felt no shame or embarrassment about it was a clear indication that it 

was not a good enough picture and certainly not something that would shock, 

surprise or excite Lady Peg, who had seen (and frankly, had done) far, far worse 

things than this photo.  

 

Mel knew this was a good day. Still, it was clear that resting on his laurels was not 

an option. Mel was not going to take any chances, and would have to keep on 

doing more things that are amazing before the week was over. Mel sat down for 

dinner and concluded, ‘Tomorrow, I’ll do something even amazinger!’ Mel was 

excited. 

 

* * * * 

 

Jeffery didn’t sleep at all during the night, bar a two-hour literal falling asleep, 

when he collapsed in his living room. He was too busy throughout the night 

drawing plans and thinking of ways not in which to do something amazing, but 

ways in which to outdo his fellow contestants. That was his tactic. That was 

always his tactic. Jeffery’s business and life motto was, ‘It’s not about being good, 

it’s about being better than the competition.’ At about four AM, he came to the 

conclusion that not only must he outdo the others, he should annihilate them as 

well. Destroy each and every one and, by five AM, he had a mood board up 

showing his three competitors, looking at their lives and, most importantly, at 

their weaknesses. 

“The big question is…” (by this point in the morning, Jeffery was starting to talk 

aloud to himself) “…what do those idiots think is amazing? Mel probably thinks 

being a man is amazing. Or being a woman? I don’t know… What the fuck is it 

anyway? I need a drink. No. I don’t need a drink. A drink will just make me want 
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to sleep. I need a… what do you call it? That thing that wakes you up. Come on, 

everybody drinks it all the time. Fuck, what is it called? Coffee! That’s it.” 

And as he went and made himself a cup of coffee, which ultimately made him 

more tired, Jeffery kept considering his opponents’ weaknesses. 

“What about that Louisa girl? From what I understand, she’s quite weak. All I 

need is to give her a man and she’ll forget all about this competition. Yes, that’s it. 

I need to find her a man. Or should I do it myself? Take one for the team? What 

team? The team of me, obviously! The best team in the world! These fuckers will 

have no chance! No chance at all, I say!” 

And as he overwhelmed and over-exciteded, he broke his coffee mug; liquid and 

shards alike flew all across the floor. 

“Fuck it, Florentina will clean it in the morning,” he said and exited the room. 

Walking upstairs, Jeffery realised something. His biggest competition in this 

competition was clearly going to be Tristan. That sneaky, two-faced, double-

crossing Tristan.  

 

Tristan and Jeffery first met at one of Lady Peg’s soirées. As soon as he walked in, 

Jeffery noticed Tristan, as he was surrounded by the prettiest women at the party. 

Jeffery remembered looking at him and thinking to himself, ‘What is it about that 

geek that attracts those bitches?’ and he assumed it would be money. And so, he 

went to Lady Peg and inquired, “Lady Peg, who is that geek?” 

“That, dear man, is Tristan Honeycomb, a dear man.” 

“Rich, eh?” 

“Not at all. Disgustingly poor. Works in a bookshop.” 

“Lady Peg, I’m shocked. What on earth do you need a poor man in your life for?” 

“Oh… I don’t know. There’s something about him.” 

“How did you even find him?” 

“I read!” 

And with that offended-defensive comment, Lady Peg walked away, only to 

ignore Jeff for the rest of the evening.  

Jeff’s curiosity grew. What was that something about him? Why did he bother him 

so much? A few drinks later, Jeff decided to converse with Tristan. 
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“So, you must feel completely out of your depth here, eh?” 

“Excuse me?” 

“What with all the rich people, and you, a mere bookshop seller. You must feel so 

strange.” 

“No, in honesty. I think I feel quite at home here.” 

“Yes, but your tastes. Surely you can’t appreciate the fineries here.” 

“Yeah, perhaps you’re right. I’m Tristan.” 

“Jeffery.” 

“I must say, my name sounds a lot posher than yours does, Jeff!” 

“Well…” 

As that comment appeared to offend Jeffery, Tristan quickly added, “Of course, 

I’m sure I’m nowhere near as rich as you, so despite my name, you’re obviously a 

hell of a lot better than me.” 

Jeffery was puzzled by that comment. Was he being sarcastic? Even if he were, he 

couldn’t help but feel quite flattered to hear such a thing, which deep down (and 

actually, quite superficially too) he did wholeheartedly believe. ‘It’s always nice to 

see when poor people know their place,’ he thought ‘in prison!’ Jeffery was 

eternally internally conflicted when it came to prisons. He felt very uneasy living in 

a country that encouraged co-habitation of the classes, and could not understand 

why no matter where he lived in London, his house would be close to poor 

houses. He felt that a separation of the classes would be most productive for all. 

However, he had little tolerance for criminals (of which he assumed most if not all 

of the poor people were). He wanted them all to go to prison without trial and 

stay there for the rest of their lives. And this was where his conflict came into 

place, as he was unhappy by the fact that it was his taxes that would pay for their 

life of leisure in prison. He believed that prison life was a fun place an that poor 

people were encouraged to go there for the free benefits (free meaning that he 

had to pay for them). He was no monster, though, he didn’t want them all to be 

executed (despite claiming that once in a party after drinking far too much), but he 

thought that prisons at the moment are too soft and should be cruel places, 

learning from the Victorian era. For him, it would be the only way to clean the 

streets of his biggest bane – poverty.  
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“You’re alright,” he said to Tristan.  

“Thank you. Coming from you, that means a lot.” 

By this point in the conversation, Jeffery didn’t really care whether Tristan was 

being sarcastic or not. He took his words at face value and relished in them. He 

also instantly understood what it was about Tristan that drove all the women wild, 

and felt he could give him his seal of approval.  

It was only later that evening, when Jeff was already in bed, going through his 

nightly ritual of classifying in his brain all the people he had met that day and 

scoring them in terms of productivity, usefulness and charm that he came to the 

conclusion that Tristan was not a poor person who knew his place. In fact, Tristan 

was mocking him. ‘The audacity! How dare he?’ wondered Jeffery, cuddled in his 

blanket as his mind began to wander into the blankness of sleep.  

 

Tristan and Jeffery met several times subsequently. After all, Jeff did not make a 

habit of missing any of Lady Peg’s parties, where Tristan was a regular fixture. 

Tristan tried being social, but Jeffery did the only thing he knew to do when 

someone scared and angered him so much – blank them and try to undermine 

them by making up lies. He would regularly spend most of Lady Peg’s parties 

walking around and telling people about Tristan’s poorness, lack of decorum and 

general unworthiness. Some believed him and stayed away, until Tristan came up 

in conversation with Lady Peg, when she reassured them of his delightfulness. 

Some already knew Jeffery for what he truly was: a lying, scheming under-hand, 

bitter man.  

 

‘So what is it that Tristan would try to do?’ thought Jeffery, as he began 

daydreaming (or should it be night-dreaming?). He wasn’t sure what time it was 

anymore and he might have drifted into sleep without noticing. However, as 

happens when not sleeping properly, dreams start weaving themselves into reality 

and hallucinations begin intertwining with facts. A vision of his mother telling him 

off, Lady Peg naked on his bed, Momo – a childhood friend – begging him to play 

with his aeroplanes – all started confusing Jeffery. It was time to sleep, he decided, 
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but the fatigue was so severe that he was unable to, and instead had a few hours 

of what he felt was no sleep whatsoever. At about three PM, he finally decided to 

emerge from his bed and continue his plotting and planning.  

 

Jeff went downstairs to the kitchen. It looked different. He couldn’t put his finger 

on it, and then a flashback emerged. The shards were not there anymore. ‘Was I 

dreaming?’ thought Jeff to himself. ‘I must have been.’ Not considering the 

possibility that Florentina, his cleaner, had already been and gone, he concluded 

that the whole night was full of unuseful imaginations. ‘I am never doing that 

again,’ he decided. ‘I must be on top form this week. I have so much to do. So 

much. I can’t afford to lose another night on something like that. It’s worse than 

taking drugs. At least on drugs I get inspired sometimes.’ That conclusion led him 

to make a daring decision and he immediately got on the phone to his dealer. 

Ordering from him a few letters, he was promised delivery in the next few hours. 

Jeffery had a very reliable, albeit extremely expensive, dealer. Of course, the drugs 

he delivered were of the same quality as everybody else’s, but knowing his 

clientèle was so rich, the dealer was happy to declare them to be of superior 

quality. They weren’t. They were the same shit.  

 

Dear reader, I don’t wish to confuse you and make you think that I am judging 

Jeffery, or indeed anyone who used narcotics, by using the word ‘shit’ to describe 

those recreational head-bangers. Indeed, each to their own is what I say, but 

regardless of my own opinion and relationship to them, I call them ‘shit’ because, 

colloquially (so I understand), it is what is to be expected. However, I should 

probably forewarn you that, despite thinking he’s come up with some 

extraordinary ideas, the mistake of taking too much for his first line of the evening 

meant that he forgot to write anything down. This ended up being a wasted 

evening for Jeffery and one about which, for his self-respect and mine, I shall not 

go into too much detail. Suffice to say that Jeffery rocked, cried, was terrified, 

masturbated and made a few incoherent phone calls to people he didn’t really 

remember. The point was that Jeffery managed to go to sleep on that Sunday at 

about three AM, being none the wiser about how to outdo his opponents. His 
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house was a mess, with some unfortunate faeces stains on the sofa – please don’t 

ask me how they got there, as there are some bits I would rather erase from my 

memory. Obviously, Florentina was not happy the next morning. It gave more 

ammunition to her already ample arsenal when she went home and spoke to her 

husband about Mr Garden and his shenanigans (that’s not my word – it’s hers. I 

would have used a far more violent and horrible word to describe his behaviour, 

as shenanigans make them sound adorable).  

 

* * * * 

 

Louisa’s brain went into overdrive. So much so, that it was a menace to have her 

drive home that Saturday evening. It wasn’t until Sunday morning, when she woke 

up in her bed and saw the car parked outside, that she knew she’d made it safely 

home, having spent the entire time thinking and mulling over what could be the 

most amazing thing she could think of. Unfortunately, two cats did not make it 

safely home that night. To her delight, though, Louisa did manage to come up 

with a list of things she found amazing. It wasn’t too difficult: she thought most 

things that she didn’t have were amazing.  

 

As she slept, a memory entered her brain and affected her dream. In the dream, a 

small green book took flight and grabbed her by the nose. They both flew 

together above the world, enjoying the sights like the Snowman and the child, and 

as to be expected from memories in dreams, the things weren’t nearly as amazing 

as she had thought, and it didn’t really matter anyway, as by the time Louisa had 

woken up, she couldn’t even remember any of them. After flying for what felt like 

eternity, the book suddenly let go of Louisa’s nose and she plummeted down to 

her imminent doom, the fall waking Louisa with a fright, and several seconds later 

she was calm again. But one memory remained – a little green book. ‘I have a little 

green book. I used to keep a journal with all my dreams in it.’  

 

Louisa leaped from her bed like a child on Christmas day and hurried upstairs to 

the loft. She began to desperately rummage through all her unused, unthrown-
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away belongings and sought her little green Holy Grail. ‘That book will surely 

have everything I need. It will be full of ideas, I’m sure of it.’ 

An hour into the search and still no joy. Louisa felt disheartened. ‘I’m sure I 

couldn’t have thrown it away. It’s too important to me. Too valuable. I’m sure of 

it.’ But the book was nowhere to be seen. She kept on turning every box until the 

tidy, if metaphorically overflowing, loft began to look more like a charity shop 

backroom on a Monday morning. Louisa decided to stop and have a cup of tea. It 

was morning after all, and she was still in her dressing gown and caffeine-less.  

 

‘What if I’ve lost it?’ she thought to herself as she waited for the kettle to boil. ‘It’s 

my most prized treasure’. Panic ensued… ‘God, and I have to win this 

competition.’ Her decisiveness was paired with the sound of the kettle boiling and 

she poured the water, rushed the teabag out before it reached its full brewing 

potential, splashed the milk in and ran back upstairs with renewed determination 

to find the book, spilling tea everywhere. As she arrived at the loft for a second 

time, with a half-empty cup of tea, and able to survey the mess she’d created in 

the past, she stopped, scratched her head and sipped what was left of her tea. ‘Oh, 

the cup is only half full. How strange,’ she thought as she panoramaed around the 

loft. ‘Right. I need to do all of this in order. I need to be methodical.’ Louisa was 

always a good Methodist. Not religiously, but when need be, she could always 

create a good method to work to. Find a beginning and an end for any situation 

and build a thread to carry her from one to the other, without missing anything in 

the middle. This was the skill that made her the perfect PA to her mother’s best 

friend – a job she’d been forced to take during her teens by her father (though her 

mother objected) to help her appreciate her wealth.  

 

It was whilst working in that job that Louisa met her first boyfriend-turned-

fiancée-turned-disappearer. Pring was ten years older than Louisa, and the 

seventeen-year-old offered him something he had forgotten all about after 

working for seven years in an office – youth. Dating a secondary school girl was 

an exciting prospect for him. Nonetheless, he only managed to maintain it for just 

shy of a year (although by the time they were finished, she wasn’t seventeen 
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anymore, nor was he still twenty-seven. However, the ten-year gap between them 

never altered). Louisa knew John Pring was the right man for her when he 

accidentally bumped into her by the photocopier. ‘This is a classic romantic 

comedy scenario,’ she thought to herself. ‘He must be the one.’ 

 

After calling her several undignified names, Pring looked up and was enchanted 

by Louisa’s youth. Intensive flirting commenced and lasted a few weeks, before 

Pring managed to collect his shattered confidence (caused by a recent bad break 

up) from the floor of his heart and asked Louisa out. Louisa did not play any 

games, and immediately agreed, which helped mend his confidence. Bit by bit, 

Louisa rebuilt Pring’s self-esteem and it was only when it was complete that he 

was able to leave her. Unfortunately for Louisa, that was after he had proposed to 

her, after she had agreed and after they had begun talking about a wedding.  

 

Pring’s break-up technique, even unfortunatelier for Louisa, was not the best. 

Having his confidence restored fully, Pring just disappeared. He changed his 

phone number, his address, left his job and vanished. Louisa was worried for a 

while, but a month of searching led her to his parents (whom he’d managed to 

never introduce Louisa to) who confirmed that he had moved out of the country 

and was living with a different woman. Louisa would later find out that he lived 

with another man. This was not the only man who discovered his sexuality after 

dating Louisa. Louisa had had three of them. Now, I admit that one is bad luck, 

but three is a pandemic.  

 

The second man Louisa had apparently ‘turned’ gay was Florian, or Flocki, as he 

was known to his friends. Flocki was Louisa’s first kiss and first love. Being her 

first love, she obviously directed towards him all her passion and emotion, and 

basically tried to force into play any romantic cliché she possibly could. Flocki was 

more than happy to reciprocate. In fact, it was their love of love and obsession 

with romance that kept their relationship going. They would cry to each other 

dramatically on the street, send flowers and chocolates, kiss passionately in the 

rain after arguments they’d engineered in order to be able to make up, write love 
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songs to each other (or more often than not, copy love songs they liked) and 

claim they were saving themselves for the wedding. At least that was what Flocki 

insisted on. Louisa had been happy to open her body for him, but Flocki had said 

it would be more romantic to wait for their imminent wedding night. They did 

eventually have sex… sort of… but this was after breaking up, and after Flocki’s 

coming out. Louisa, still a virgin, asked Flocki to do her a favour and help her. She 

was scared of being a virgin, when none of her friends were anymore. She was 

scared of finding the man of her dreams and not knowing how to please him 

sexually. She wanted some experience, and so she asked him to help her. Her 

reasoning behind it was that he too was a virgin, and he must be curious to try it 

at least once with a woman. They were friends, and they could give it a try. At 

least they trusted each other. 

 

Flocki, who indeed was curious to confirm his sexuality conclusion was not 

mistaken, agreed to take part in this experiment. And so, on a Friday night, after 

drinking with friends in a pub, they found a small hotel with vacancies. They 

bought some condoms, they bought some vodka and they entered their room. In 

an awkward fumble, Louisa began undressing Flocki. She asked if it would be 

alright if she put the condom on him (as she wanted to develop her technique). 

Flocki agreed, but a combination of alcohol and the fact that he was genuinely not 

attracted to the naked body laying in front of him had rendered that conversation 

irrelevant. There was never anything worthwhile to put a condom on. Flocki tried 

for several times to pump blood into it, and squeeze it by the base to make it 

bigger, but to no avail. Louisa’s body was to be rejected, and not for the last time. 

 

Peter Thomson was the third person for whom Louisa was the last female 

conquest before moving to the more masculine side. In fact, despite being 

together for three months (according to Louisa! Only four weeks according to 

Peter), they only ever had sex the once – just before breaking up. It was that 

shambles of a sexual experience that cemented the conclusion in Peter’s mind that 

he was definitely not interested in girls. Louisa misinterpreted this to mean that he 

was not interested in her. She found it very hard to recover from this incident. 
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Despite having so many siblings, Louisa was quite alone in the world, as none of 

them had the time of day for her. And despite having so many siblings, who 

should have taught her better as a child, she was still clueless to humanity.  

 

Louisa began her methodical rummage for the little green book, going through 

every piece of nostalgia stored in the loft, but as with most wistfulness-filled 

rooms, she was struck by the deadliest and most time-consuming disease of all – 

reminiscing. Louisa did manage to find the book, but by the time she did, it was 

already dark time, and she was only halfway through her methodicalogical process, 

which meant she had to continue and finish it, reminiscing some more on her way 

and completing the task way after midnight. It was time to sleep, not even time to 

look at the content of the book. 

 

So already a day behind everybody else (and five minutes behind them, due to her 

false head-start from the previous day), Louisa awoke the next day with renewed 

energy, looking forward to flicking through her little green book.  

 

* * * * 

 

Tristan’s tactic was slightly different from the others’. Being an avid chess player, 

he didn’t just think about what he found amazing, or what Lady Peg might find 

amazing. Tristan’s tactics were to think of something that Lady Peg would think 

was an amazing thing, coming from him. Yes, quite a complicated notion, but one 

that Tristan could easily understand and pursue. His first mission was to think 

about what it was that Lady Peg thought of him.  

 

He remembered their first meeting on a rainy day, in his bookshop. Lady Peg ran 

inside, soaking wet. 

“Dear boy, do please accept my sincere apologies, but I am drenched.” 

Always one to help a damsel in distress, Tristan hastily took her by the hand and 

sat her by the heater, offering her a towel and some comfortable clothes he 

happened to have in the shop with him.  
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“Thank you. I’ve always depended on the kindness of strangers.” 

Unbeknownst to Lady Peg, A Streetcar Named Desire was one of Tristan’s 

favourite plays and he was immediately enchanted by the Lady. Unbeknownst to 

him, Lady Peg had no idea what A Streetcar Named Desire was, and had only 

quoted the sentence because she’d once heard someone say it and it had stuck in 

her brain. 

“So, Miss Dubois, how come you’ve been caught out in the rain?” 

Not understanding the reference to the name, but not wanting to offend her 

gracious host, Lady Peg ignored the third word in his sentence and responded to 

what was left of it after that small deletion. 

“Well, I was out having a fabulous day, but it appears I have lost my driver, and 

it’s virtually impossible to catch a taxi when the weather is like this.” 

“Would you like me to order you one?” 

“Oh, that’s quite alright. I’m sure I could stay here for a little bit longer until the 

rain stops. That is, of course, if it’s alright with you.” 

“Yes, indeed. It’s more than alright. I’m glad to have such wonderful company.” 

As the pair continued to flirt intensely, whilst smiling and gazing into each other’s 

eyes, Tristan began thinking what he always thought when he found himself in 

these situations: ‘Why am I doing this to myself?’ The voices in his head tended to 

agree and berated them to their imaginary hearts’ content. 

Lady Peg, in the meantime, produced a bottle of champagne from her bag. 

“Do you have any glasses?” she asked. 

“How come you have a bottle of champagne in your bag?” 

“Darling, I never go anywhere without a bottle of champagne. Can you imagine 

anything worse than reaching four PM and finding yourself in a place without 

champagne? I assume you don’t have a bottle here, do you?” 

In fact, Tristan did have a bottle of champagne in the shop, but since he was 

being offered some free champagne that looked a lot more expensive than his 

supermarket own-brand stuff, he thought he would keep that a secret, at least for 

the time being. 

“No. Your champagne looks lovely. I shall get us some glasses.” 
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Lady Peg placed the bottle of champagne on the small stool and waited for him to 

return. 

“Dear, if you have an ice bucket, I’ll be eternally in your debt.” 

“Of course. I’ll bring it over.” 

This gave Lady Peg the opportunity to start browsing around the shop. After all, 

isn’t that what one is meant to do in a bookshop? As she wandered around all 

those books, checking for dust and judging the overall atmosphere, the door 

opened and a customer entered. In an instant panic, Lady Peg quickly shouted, 

“We’re closed!” and pushed the customer out, locking the door and turning the 

sign round from ‘Closed’ to ‘Open’ (from her viewpoint, which is really the only 

viewpoint one should ever discuss regarding Lady Peg). 

As Tristan returned with the glasses and an ice bucket, he was pleased to still see 

Lady Peg there. 

“Be a dear and open the bottle. I’m always scared of the cork.” 

Tristan was more than happy to oblige. He himself was also terrified of the cork, 

but Lady Peg’s frailness ignited something that Tristan didn’t even know existed 

in him: chivalry. He was able to push aside all fears and concerns, all childish 

under-the-bed-monsters and conquer all apprehensions. Lady Peg seemed to be 

the best cure for Tristan’s anxieties. Several doctors had failed in what she 

managed to do in less than an hour. Tristan was smitten.  

 

Suffice to say they did end up coiting with each other and, as always, Tristan was 

unable to understand the point or reason for it, nor was Lady Peg able to resist 

him throughout and following it. Tristan’s smittenness soon vanished and Lady 

Peg’s obsession grew. She frequented the bookshop on a daily basis. Tristan was 

able to gently turn her sexual advances down and miraculously did something no 

man has ever done to Lady Peg before he was able to develop a friendship with 

her. Of course, the friendship on her side was built on the hope that one day he 

might change his mind and be with her, but Tristan managed to, consciously or 

not, be unaware of that and wholeheartedly believe that Lady Peg truly was a 

friend who wanted nothing more than his company.  
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As the novelty of Tristan’s aloofness wore off, Peg’s visits to the bookshop 

dwindled. Heartbroken, she realised she would never be able to have him, and 

stopped pretending to enjoy his books. Her uncoming evoked a new excitable side 

to Tristan, who unknowingly began to use his flirtatious innateness to seduce her 

into meeting with him. Lady Peg was happy to oblige, as she did enjoy his 

company, but refused to meet him on her own. Knowing his charm and wit were 

pleasurable, he became a constant fixture at her parties and regularly delighted and 

joyed her rich friends. Whenever he was around (which was for most of her dos. 

After all, who can turn down free champagne and food?), he would be surrounded 

by many of the guests.  

 

‘So what is it that Lady Peg thinks of me?’ She thinks I’m a tease… she thinks I’m 

handsome and intriguing, but she also finds me infuriating and upsetting. Perhaps 

what she would find incredible would be if I were to settle down with her.’ 

Tristan was taken aback by his own thought.  

‘Come on, Tristan. That’s disgusting and so full of yourself,’ said Adrian. 

‘When did you become so self-centred?’ added Bertie. 

‘Nobody wants you, and certainly not Lady Peg,’ Craig continued, taking his turn. 

‘Why would you think that Lady Peg even fancies you, you disgusting piece of 

crap?’ completed Deborah. 

‘You’re right,’ retorted Tristan, only half-believing himself. ‘I’m sure it can’t be 

that. So what else does she think of me?’ 

‘Look, she probably thinks there’s something about you.’ 

‘Yeah, I mean there must be something interesting about you.’ 

‘I guess I am educated. More than her, for sure, and she has money.’ 

‘She might like the fact that you’re poor. It might make her feel good about 

herself.’ 

‘Do you think?’ 

‘Yes, it has to be your financial situation. What else would make her like you?’ 

‘Yes, you’re like her pet.’ 

‘I don’t know.’ 

‘Yeah, little pet boy.’ 
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‘Petty, petty, pet, pet.’ 

‘Say woof, pet boy!’ 

‘Enough! Shut up all of you.’ 

… 

… 

… 

… 

‘Thank you. Right. Now back to the point. She obviously likes me and thinks I’m 

clever and up-market. She wouldn’t be talking to me about things if she didn’t 

think that. Whether she fancies me or not is irrelevant. I’m not going to marry her 

just for the competition. So I need to think of something else. If she thinks I’m 

clever, what would she think I think is amazing? Maybe to be of a better social 

class? I mean, if I were as rich as her, surely she would find me more attractive. 

And no, Adrian, don’t say anything. I don’t mean physically attractive, I mean 

generally appealing to her.’ 

Tristan’s final conclusion caused the edges of his lips to move apart in an upward 

motion. He was pleased with himself. After all, how hard could it be to become a 

millionaire in just seven days? 

And then it dawned on him. ‘Yeah, that’s not going to happen.’  

 

But then a different thought occurred to him. One that might not make him a 

millionaire, but would certainly shock and amaze Lady Peg. ‘She would never 

expect me to do something like that,’ he thought to himself as he ran upstairs to 

look in his cupboard for a toy. After a few moments of frantically rummaging 

through his childhood memorabilia, he finally found what he was looking for – a 

toy gun. “Great!” he shouted as he ran downstairs and opened the drawer full of 

winter paraphernalia. He rummaged even franticallier until he found his balaclava. 

‘Right,’ he thought to himself. ‘I’m ready.’ 

‘Are you really going to go through with this?’ 

‘No way. He’ll never be able to do it.’ 

‘I don’t know. He does have a dark side to him.’ 

‘Yes, but that’s a step too far. He’s too much of a coward.’ 
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‘Yeah, maybe.’ 

‘Shut up all of you! I can and will do it! Lady Peg would never expect me to rob 

someone. She will be flabbergasted. I’m telling you, if I pull this off, I will win. 

And you know as much as I do how much I want to win this!’ 

‘Yeah, alright.’ 

‘Fine.’ 

 

And Tristan knew exactly where to find his victim. A few hundred yards away 

from where he lived was a beautiful leafy cul-de-sac with massive mansions. He 

would often walk down the street and enviously look at the rich people living their 

rich lives. What also perfected the prospect in his mind was the fact that the street 

was not very well lit at the moment, with two of the street lamps being broken 

and the council being too slow to do anything about it. He knew that because, just 

the other day, a bored housewife knocked on his door and asked him to sign a 

petition to get the lights fixed. 

‘If nothing else,’ thought Tristan, ‘at least this act of crime will anger the residents 

more and perhaps get the council to work faster. It’s a win-win situation: I am, in 

fact, supporting my local community.’ And with this false sense of social 

benefaction, Tristan left the house with his balaclava and toy gun stashed in his 

camouflage jacket pocket. 

 

Standing in the bushes, by the hidden entrance to the nearby park, Tristan 

patiently stood, waited and observed the people passing by. It was dark enough, 

but he had to make sure he found the right person. Several children passed, as did 

some vulnerable-looking people. He knew what he was after. A person who 

looked confident enough to walk the streets, as they would be more likely to have 

cash on them. He preferred someone who seemed drunk and, despite all his 

philosophical beliefs regarding gender equality, he preferred it to be a man. He 

couldn’t cope with the possibility of traumatising a woman near where she lived.  

 

Tristan was getting excited. His heart raced every time somebody passed by. A 

man was walking toward him. He fitted the profile. He looked right. He was 
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young, he was rich, he was a bit nerdy – perfect. Tristan was ready to go. ‘Any 

second now he will pass by me and I will pounce,’ he thought, and the man kept 

nearing and nearing. ‘Now!’ said Tristan to himself, yet his legs stayed still. Unable 

to move, the man passed him, without noticing a balaclava-wearing man, and 

Tristan threw up.  

 

After regaining his composure and spitting the rest of the throw that was upped, 

Tristan began having second thoughts. 

‘Told you he wouldn’t be able to do it!’ said Adrian. 

‘I can do it!’ shouted Tristan at him (in his head), but I need to brush my teeth 

first. 

 

And Tristan ran swiftly home. He’d gone one hundred and fifty yards before he 

realised he was still wearing his balaclava and he took it off, hoping nobody had 

seen him and alerted the police. He was in luck. Nobody had and police had not 

been alerted.  

 

Tristan got back home and sat down in the toilet. His stomach was still not well 

and he doubted whether he’d be well enough to go back out. ‘And besides,’ he 

thought to himself, ‘maybe I should wait for the pubs to close. Drunk people will 

be much easier to steal from.’ 

‘Yeah, right. That doesn’t at all sound like an excuse.’ 

‘Shut up!’ 

And to numb the voices in his head, Tristan turned the television on and started 

watching the news. Unable to stomach the pain and misery inflicted on his eyes, 

he didn’t last long in front of the bringer of actuality and instead, he got up and 

went into the kitchen. ‘Maybe I just felt a little sick because I haven’t eaten 

anything,’ he thought to himself, and made a piece of toast. But no matter what he 

tried to do, he could not get rid of the feelings that had possessed him – a 

combination of fear and disappointment. He was going to do it. He knew he was. 

He just needed to be confident and go for it. He was certain to succeed, as people 

in that neighbourhood were so scared of their own shadows that he was bound to 
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manage it. And as he began pepping himself up, he started pumping himself out 

too. Forty push-ups (he never did push-ups), eighty sit-ups (he hadn’t done sit-ups 

since secondary school) and a few squats (no idea why) and he was ready to go. 

He bellowed a strong ‘Uh’ like he saw in American sports films and out he went 

into the dark night, still lit by street lamps. He walked the several hundred yards 

until reaching his designated street. He was ready to go. Raring to go. He put his 

balaclava back on, placed the gun in the pocket of his jacket and was prepared for 

anyone that might have come (as along as they weren’t fragile or a woman, he 

disappointed). Alas, as pumped and ready as Tristan was, nobody came past, and 

Tristan struggled to keep up the pumping, eventually crashing in energy, mood 

and self-belief. Still, he decided he was not going to give up, and would remain in 

his spot until… well, until he thought everybody would be home asleep. After all, 

the more time that passed, the drunker they probably were and the more 

successful this robbery would be.  

 

Tristan stood in the dark, feeling hot from the coat and balaclava, and tried to 

pass the time without losing his hypernity and pumpness. His entire being began 

feeling like a grinding stone that had been overused. He felt spent, over-heated 

and very hot.  

Just as he was about to give up for the day, a few minutes before midnight, he saw 

him – the perfect ‘mark’ (at least that’s what Tristan thought they should be 

called). He was in his late forties, wore an expensive suit and looked rather sad, 

stumbling along his way barely managing to walk straight, carrying a briefcase and 

coat pockets bulging. Tristan prepared himself for one final mental pump. He put 

his hand in his pocket, held the gun so as to make it stick out, waited for the 

person to pass him and stuck his angled fingers to his back (just like they do in 

films, after all he had no other frame of reference for how to do it).  

Tristan had enough time to think about what he wanted to say when he finally got 

to make the threat and demand the cash. He wanted to say something cool, 

intimidating yet witty, but with the adrenalin kicking in, he just blurted out 

“Money!” and was immediately disappointed with what had come out of his 

mouth.  
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The man stopped walking and stood silently for a few seconds. 

“I… I said, money or life. You know. Yours. I… I’ve got a gun!” 

The man started laughing. This was not what Tristan has expected.  

‘He’s on to you, Tristan.’ 

‘He recognises you! He knows who you are! You’re busted, you idiot!’ 

‘He knows it’s a toy. You’re a joke, and you’ll be going to prison where they’ll rape 

you every day.’ 

‘As if anyone could believe you will ever shoot anyone’ 

‘Why is he laughing? Did I say it wrong?’ 

Tristan’s mind was racing but the man just continued laughing. 

“I’m not joking, man! Give me your money or I’ll shoot!” Tristan was amazed at 

how coherent that sentence was, considering he didn’t believe any of it himself, or 

perhaps he had started to believe that he might just shoot him, only to remember 

a second later that it was a toy gun. 

The man continued laughing, putting Tristan utterly out of kilter. ‘Should I run?’ 

asked Tristan. 

The man turned around and Tristan could finally see his face. He had tears 

running down and his laughter was more like a grimace. 

“Go ahead,” said the man. “Shoot me. You’ll be doing me a massive favour.” 

“What?” 

“Please. Do it! End it all! I’ve had enough. Please, you’ll really help me. I promise 

I won’t tell anyone.” 

“What do you mean you won’t tell anyone?” 

“About you killing me. You want me to sign something? A disclaimer? Saying that 

I wanted you to kill me.” 

“Dude, I don’t want to kill you.” 

“Why not?” 

“I just want your money.” 

“You said if I don’t give you my money you were going to kill me, right?” 

“Yes.” 

“Well, then do it. I want to die. Kill me!” 

“No!” 
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“Well, I won’t give you my money!” 

Tristan instinctively went from predator to councillor as his good personality 

always forced him to do when seeing others in need, and he just had to ask the 

man, “What’s wrong? Why do you want to die?” 

“What’s the point? It’s all a waste of time. Kierkegaard said that despair is just a 

failure to be a human being.” 

‘Kierkegaard?’ thought Tristan. ‘Now there’s an unexpected turn.’ But one which 

Tristan knew he could engage in. 

“He also said that hope and faith are the solution.” 

“Exactly. There is no hope. There is no faith. Life is over. Meaningless.” 

“Yes, we all know that.” 

“No! That’s the problem. We don’t all know that. Nobody knows it. Look at all 

those people just living their lives as if nothing was wrong with it. It’s all 

inherently wrong. All of it. I don’t want to be a part of this world.” 

The two men stared at each other for a few moments. Tristan knew he had to 

choose his words wisely. This man was not going to be an easy soul to save, and 

Tristan felt a godly calling to rescue this man from his existential crisis.  

“What’s your name?” 

“Mark.” 

‘Well, there’s a fitting name,’ thought Tristan. 

“Right, Mark. Let’s go and get you some coffee.” 

“It’s almost midnight. I won’t be able to fall asleep!” 

“Why sleep? What’s the point in that?” 

“Yeah, fine. Why not.” 

Tristan took off his balaclava. Mark looked at him appreciatively. They started 

walking towards Tristan’s house. 

“So… you’re not going to kill me?” 

Tristan took the toy out of his pocket. “It’s a toy.” 

“Great. Even my death is a failure in existence.” 

“No. I don’t think it is. We’re going to sort this out,” said Tristan, and they 

continued waking in silence for a few more minutes. 

“Why do you need the money? You must be as desperate as I am.” 
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“I am, but for other reasons.” 

“What kind of reasons?”  

“I need to be extraordinary.” 

“And robbing me will make you that?” 

“It can’t hurt, I reckon.” 

“Yeah.” 

They continued walking in silence until Mark broke it again. 

“Do you want my money?” 

By this point, Tristan didn’t care about the money. He was still going to have a 

story to tell Lady Peg. He might not produce a lot of money from it, but he could 

still hand her over a person whose life he’d saved. Could he claim he’d saved his 

life if he’d caused its endangerment to begin with? He was unsure. 

 

They arrived at Tristan’s home and the two men went into the kitchen as Tristan 

warmed up his coffee machine. A few moments later and a latte was presented to 

Mark.  

“Thanks,” he said.  

“You’re welcome.” 

“So how come you’re robbing people? You don’t look like you live below the 

breadline.” 

“It’s stupid.” 

“You do it just to feel alive?” 

“I think, in a sense… it’s… it’s complicated.” 

“Complicated? How so?” 

“I found myself in a bit of a pickle.” 

“Financial?”  

“No.” 

“So what is it?” 

Mark noticed Tristan’s discomfort, yet still felt the urge to prod. His belief was 

that people needed to be asked several times in order for them to open up. 

Luckily for both men, it suited Tristan’s shyness of discussion, and ability to only 

open up when being questioned several times. Tristan always believed his heart 
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had several locks to it and the code needed to be cracked in order for it to open 

up. It required patience and commitment, but most of all, it required genuine 

interest. It was a way for him to weed out the fakers, though as a result, it also 

infuriated most people and pushed away many genuine carers, who just didn’t 

have the patience. Tristan didn’t care. It was worth his while. 

 

“No. It’s really nothing,” said Tristan, already melting slightly with a few more 

pieces of the code being cracked.  

“Well, it might help to talk about it. Maybe I could help.” 

‘So close,’ thought Tristan to himself. ‘If he had just stopped before saying he 

could help, I would be opening up now. But as it is, I just have to re-lock one of 

the codes.’  

Tristan retreated into himself and did what came most naturally to him – tried to 

help rather than be helped.  

“Look, tonight isn’t about me. You’re the one who wanted to end it all. I’m still 

full of hope and all that crap.” 

“Really? You have hope? How come?” 

“I don’t know. I probably feel there are still a few things I need to do before I 

die.” 

“Such as?” 

“I don’t know… publish my novel?” 

“Oh, are you a writer?” 

“No.” 

“Oh. Have you ever written anything?” 

“No.” 

“Oh.” 

“But everybody has a novel in them, and I need to get mine written before I die.” 

“I don’t think everybody has a novel in them. I certainly don’t.” 

“No?” 

“God, no. It seems like so much boring work.” 

“You don’t like novels?” 

“Meh. I prefer watching television.” 
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“Really? But…” and before getting too impassionate about the one thing he held 

so dear to his heart, Tristan stopped himself. In any other situation, he might have 

taken off on a massive rant to prove Mark wrong. In any other social scenario, he 

would have been relentless until his subject submitted to whatever Tristan thought 

of the subject, but as it went, Tristan knew his duty today was first and foremost 

dedicated to Mark and he shouldn’t destroy what few beliefs he held. 

“Yeah, I guess not. I do love books. I also love television.” He didn’t. “Do you 

like any books?” 

“I haven’t read a book since I was at school. I think the last book I ever read was 

David Copperfield. Boring as shit!” 

Tristan was struggling to not take this comment personally. He found any attack 

on Dickens to be extremely offensive, but especially on Copperfield. A book that 

had helped him greatly during his teenage years. Still, Tristan knew what part he 

had to play in this conversation and it certainly couldn’t be an antagonising one. It 

had to be accommodating. Of anything that his ex-mark, Mark, might throw at 

him. 

“Yeah. What the Dickens is that shit, eh?” 

Mark looked at him blankly. Tristan retreated. 

“So how come you know so much about Kierkegaard if you don’t read?” 

“They were talking about him on the telly. Some programme about 

existentialism.”  

“Oh, so you don’t really have an interest in philosophy?” Tristan knew that 

sentence could have been phrased a lot better. 

“No, not really. Unless it’s chewed into small bite-sizes and put on TV.” 

“I see. So what makes you feel so worthless?” 

Mark thought about it for a little while and then conceded, “TV.”  

“Would you like a book?” 

Mark felt fragile; Tristan could tell he might be taking advantage of a poor 

librophobic man and took it back. “Just kidding. Maybe you just need to control 

your TV habits?” 

“Maybe.” 

“What do you do for a living?” 
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“You mean job?” 

“Yes.” 

“I don’t really know.” 

“Okay. What’s your job title?” 

“VP of Semantics.”  

“Semantics?” 

“Yep.” 

“Okay. What company?” 

“It’s an American corporation. We make car parts. Parts for cars.” 

“Yes, I do understand what car parts are, but why do you need a VP for 

Semantics?” 

“New CEO came in with this whole new management system based on semantics. 

I used to be a team leader. He just took all us team leaders and gave us these 

strange titles – and new made-up positions – and I am VP of Semantics.” 

“Yeah, but what does that mean?” 

“That’s the problem. I have no idea.” 

“How did he explain himself? Surely he had to justify his actions? Explain his 

management style, no?” 

“Yeah. He said business is about communication and we needed to ensure we 

communicated appropriately and used the right wording for everything. Don’t 

forget, I’m just the VP. We’ve all become just VPs. Almost everyone in the 

company is a VP now. There’s a P who is meant to know what he’s doing. I’m 

just there to push pens.” 

“Pencils.” 

“No. Semantics. He changed the expression to pen-pushers.” 

“Um… why?” 

“No idea. Something to do with modernisation.” 

“I suppose I need to ask the P.” 

“Speaking of which, I need to pee.” 

“Oh, of course. The toilet is just down there.” 

Mark left the room and left Tristan contemplating. His first contemplation was 

regarding his tiredness. ‘How do I get rid of him? I do have a lot still to do,’ he 
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thought to himself, but not getting too far with his conclusion, Mark returned and 

luckily said, “Look, thanks a lot for everything. I really appreciate it. It’s nice to 

have someone to talk to, even if we’re not really getting anywhere. I feel better.” 

And with that sentiment, so did Tristan. 

“That’s great,” said Tristan and faked a really long, large yawn. 

“Are you tired?” asked Mark. 

“Yes, I’m exhausted, actually. I also have a long day tomorrow.” 

“Oh yes, more people to rob?” 

“No. I need to think of something else extraordinary to do, seeing as this one was 

a complete write-off.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“But hey, if you want to stay the night here, feel free,” said Tristan and prayed the 

offer would not be taken. 

“Thank you so much. I really appreciate that. I think that might be a good idea.” 

Before retiring completely to sleep, Tristan turned to Mark and said, “In return 

for letting you sleep here, I ask for only one thing.” 

“Yes?” 

“I need to find something amazing to do tomorrow. Could you help me?” 

“I could try.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Lady Peg spent her Sunday the same way she spent most of her Sundays: dressed 

in her dressing gown, drinking and going through her paperwork. Writing notes 

on people she’d encountered that week, keeping up her black book, her diary and 

her general conclusion-making. This Sunday was slightly different in that she also 

needed to go over the four contestants. She woke up with some regret over the 

entire competition, ladened with trepidation. She knew one of them was going to 

win and she knew that she had to let go of one of her prized possessions, but 

despite thinking she would be fine with any of those losses, she knew that there 

were one or two she preferred to keep. Most importantly, her singleness.  
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“What if Jeffery wins?” she feared. “I can’t really become Lady Garden, can I?” 

The thought of giving her hand in marriage to Jeffery didn’t stop at the name she 

would acquire. Jeffery, as I have made clear before, was a dick, and Lady Peg 

enjoyed being alone. “I can’t marry a misogynist pig. What the hell was I 

thinking?”  

As she recounted her experiences with Jeffery as a bystander, she began to panic 

more and more. “It seemed like a good idea at the time. Oh dear, what am I going 

to do?” 

 

Lady Peg knew first-hand of Jeffery’s competitive nature. It was part of the 

intrigue in adding him to the group. She remembered seeing him down an entire 

bottle of champagne to win a bet at a party. She remembered how he was foaming 

as he forced down the exceptionally sparkly bottle of expensive drink without 

losing a drop. Foaming out and then sucking it all back in before anything spilt on 

the floor. He was later sick in the toilet and had to be ordered a taxi. ‘That was 

disgusting,’ she remembered. It was the first time she had met Jeffery, and she’d 

decided to stay away from him for a while. However, Jeffery was a hard person to 

avoid for anyone circling her social circles. Never one to miss out on socialising, 

he would arrive at most of the events she went to. Lady Peg always struggled with 

Jeffery. Being the heir to the Garden Confectionary, she knew he would be useful 

in her life, but could not tolerate his demeaning behaviour. Lady Peg was proud of 

herself for being able to resist his financial worth and put his personality first. But 

this moral blocking did not last too long. 

 

It was at a subsequent party that he finally introduced himself properly, and 

managed to charm her just enough to make her consider him as an acquaintance. 

He smiled at her and said, “You’re Lady Peg, aren’t you? I’ve heard so much 

about you.” 

“Only good things, I hope,” she replied. 

“Well, some good, but mostly dirty.” 

She smiled politely. 

“I bet I could undirty you, though,” he said. 
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“Oh, I bet you could.” 

“How much?” he asked, not realising there was no real bet there, because they’d 

both agreed on the statement.  

“Not much. And if you’ll excuse me, I need to go and powder my nose.” 

“I have some powder for your nose if you’d like.” 

“Oh?” 

“Oh!” 

“What is it?” asked Peg. 

“Some uber-expensive, clean-cut cocaine.” 

“Ah,” said Lady Peg and Jeffery Michael Philip Bartholomew Garden The Third 

immediately ingratiated himself to her. 

Well, in that case,” said Peg, “please come with me.” 

Lady Peg was not a regular narcotics-taker, but she did enjoy the odd line now and 

again. She had a remarkable ability to never need more than one or two lines over 

the course of a night. She also had an uncanny ability to never get drunk. Her self-

control was her forte. It was what had helped her become the strong socialite she 

was, never getting too drunk and able to judge all those around her as they 

embarrassed themselves. Keeping score and using it against them as and when 

necessary. 

 

Lady Peg had no problem returning the documents she had to Mel. She never 

really understood why she’d been so cruel as to keep them in the first place, but 

she didn’t regret it. Having power over people had always been one of Lady Peg’s 

favourite pastimes. She had something on most people, though unlike the 

situation with Mel, most people didn’t have any idea that Peg knew these things 

about them, let alone had proof of them. Lady Peg had several private detectives 

in her possession. She would frequently ask them to go out and acquire 

knowledge for her. Knowledge had always been her strongest weapon and, with 

weapons, one can acquire more money and, with money, more status and with 

status more knowledge. It was a never-ending circle (although, wouldn’t all circles 

be never-ending? I think I mean it was a constantly moving loop? No. That makes 
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very little sense. The bottom line is, it kept on going on forever. Never ceasing to 

move. Perpetually, almost).  

 

With Louisa and Tristan, matters were a bit different. She genuinely did not mind 

giving them what she had promised, and there was something exciting about the 

possibility of either of them winning. If Louisa were to win, it would be like 

Professor Higgins presenting Eliza at the ball. She would feel an honour in having 

created her Galatea and being able to parade around (even to herself) with a sense 

of accomplishment. With Tristan, it would mean that he would finally be accepted 

to her circle as an equal, and perhaps he would appreciate it enough to sleep with 

her again, at the very least. She was desperate to enjoy Tristan’s body, but alas, he 

was such a virginal geek, it would never happen.  

 

Lady Peg ate very little when she had company. She therefore had a lot of 

catching-up to do when people were not around her. Sundays were the perfect 

opportunity for that, as it would give her the chance to raid her secret stash of 

junk food, which she enjoyed tremendously, before burning the packets to ensure 

no one discovered them. Her secret almost cost her with her life, when the plastic 

bag she burnt flew all over the room and ignited the various fabrics draped around 

her bedroom. Lady Peg was lucky enough to have controlled the fire herself, but 

ruined her special pashmina in doing so. Still, she had learnt her lesson and would 

only ever burn the bags in the bathroom. 

 

On this Sunday, she ate four bags of crisps (two prawn cocktails, one cheese and 

onion and one salt and vinegar), three Mars bars, one Milky Way and seven Curly 

Wurlies. She would only eat Garden confectionary when she had guests. The 

sweets were so disgusting, yet created an illusion of some sort of status, which she 

had to maintain, plus, she would always be given Garden sweets as presents, 

seeing as it seemed the right thing to do in those circles.  

 

Lady Peg had a love-hate relationship with days like today, when she didn’t meet 

anyone. On the one hand, it was joyous for her to be able to fart freely and not 
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have to get dressed, but on the other hand, she felt like she was wasting her life. 

Sociability was her favourite pastime and one which she cherished doing. She also 

believed that a day without climbing higher on her social ladder was a wasted day. 

If she didn’t become royalty before dying, it would all be in vain. Don’t get me 

wrong, she wasn’t delusional. She knew very well that she would never become 

royalty (although she was certain that if she looked hard enough, she would find 

some sort of a link between her and some Plantagenet and might even have a 

claim to the thrown), but she did feel she also needed to aspire to something to 

ensure she wasted nothing in her life. This was the main reason she wouldn’t have 

been too unhappy if Jeffery were to win. At least she could acquire some status 

before divorcing him several years later. 

 

So Peg sat in her house, in her house-clothes, ate rubbish and farted to her heart’s 

content (or to her gastrological content, at least). She got tired of noting in her 

book and instead put on a film. It was her guilty pleasure, and one she acquired 

from Louisa as a present all those years ago (after telling Louisa she had never 

seen this film, which was an utter lie). It was the film Pretty Woman. Peg had no 

moral issues with the film, not considering that prostitution was perhaps dubious 

(she had done far worse things than Julia Robert’s character did). Louisa never 

realised the problematic nature of the film either. She just enjoyed the fantastical 

fairy tale aspect of the film. Peg finished the film, cried, went to the toilet, came 

back and started watching it again. She finished watching it for the second time, 

cried some more and went to sleep. 

 

‘Tomorrow,’ she thought to herself, ‘tomorrow, I’ll do something worthwhile. 

Richard Gere won’t just turn up.’ 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Monday 
 

“Ahhhh,” said Jeffery after a night full of tossing and turning. ‘What the fuck was 

I thinking? I’m dying,’ he cried to himself, being careful not to make too many 

sudden movements and ignite his throbbing peak. I hope that you’re all following 

the plot so far and it is therefore clear this metaphor relates to Jeffery’s head 

rather than his sexual organ, which was also throbbing. Jeffery knew he must take 

care of it, but I shall skip those fifteen minutes and return to Jeffery in the midst 

of his shower. Jeffery has already been in the shower for ten minutes and had no 

intention of getting out any time soon. The constant pouring of water over his 

body has caused him to fall into a thought-less place and allowed the last bits of 

come down, hangover and regret to wash away with the sweat, dirt and leftovers 

from his engagement over the five minutes before the shower started.  

 

‘This head woodcock will nag at me all day,’ thought Jeffery whilst getting dressed. 

He knew that if he wanted to get any work done that day he would have to take 

some medication. If only he also had something to soothe the pain of the 

inevitable emotional fall-down that was looming.  

 

It was fairly impressive to see Jeffery function that day, on a day that would have 

left most people incapacitated on their sofas staring at their television screens. Of 

course, his day was a lot slower and laboured than it could have been, but to his 

credit, one must admit that it was not a write-off.  

 

Though impressive, it was hardly surprising, as Jeffery had the incredible ability to 

never let pain hinder his performance. The man-flu, which most men are 

subjected to at least yearly, took no toll on Jeffery, who was always able to fight it 

off (without any medication, mind) and continue working and socialising. He was 

also never guilty of taking sick days due to sickness. What he was very guilty of, 

on the other hand, was taking sick days to avoid going to work, in an act that had 
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the honour of being both morally and legally dubious. Jeffery had so much energy 

that even on days in which he was functioning at fifty per cent, he would be more 

energetic than the average Joe (which coincidentally was the nickname of his work 

colleague, Joe Mean, who hated Jeffery).  

 

Average Joe was not average. His IQ was above average, his height was below 

average, his weight was wavering around the average mark, and his dislike of 

Jeffery was the only thing about him that was exactly average, which meant it was 

very high. Average Joe and Jeff used to get along, though. When they started 

working together, they would often go to the pub, have a drink, go out clubbing 

and dance the night away or sit in one of their living rooms and talk till dawn, but 

Jeff’s behaviour in the office had begun to annoy Joe, who had had to start 

covering up for Jeff’s incompetency. Joe would often wish for Jeff to get sick (not 

realising his sick days had nothing to do with illness) just so that he wouldn’t have 

to see him. Jeff was also incredibly rude to Joe’s wife. When they first met, Jeff 

pinched her bum and told her to get him a drink. Joe’s wife (with the unaspiringly 

average name of Jane) bit her tongue and survived the evening, having to hear 

Jeff’s misogynistic jokes on a loop before declaring to her husband that if that 

man ever set foot in her house again, she would leave him (Joe that is, not Jeff, 

seeing as she didn’t have a relationship with Jeff, and therefore had no need to 

leave him. It would also be fairly odd if she did tell the person with whom she was 

having a relationship that if he were to set foot in their house she would leave 

him, as that would put them both at a sort of pointless relationshipal impasse).  

 

So Jeff did what he hardly ever did – took some painkillers and sat down to think 

(the medication being the something he never did, rather than the thinking, which 

he did do often, albeit not too successfully). But no matter how hard Jeff tried to 

push his brain into the right direction, creativity was not his forte at the best of 

times, let alone when his brain was hurting. He sat in his kitchen for several 

minutes before he began to realise that something in the room was different. He 

couldn’t quite put his finger on it, but something was definitely not the way it 

usually is. He suspected for a moment that there was some sort of ghost residing 
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in the kitchen, but concluded against it. His final though on the matter was that it 

was all in his head, after all, he was never very strong at noticing things like that. 

The truth is, he wasn’t wrong. Something was very different about the kitchen. It 

was a mess, which is never the case when Jeffery wakes up. Florentina has had 

enough. She left a few surprises for Jeffery in the house, stole money from his 

deposit drawer and ran home to her husband who was thrilled to help her find a 

new job (after they spent the stolen money on a holiday).  

 

The painkillers kicked in after twenty minutes, but there were no painkillers for 

the soul, and it appeared that in order to generate creativity, the soul was what 

urgently needed some extermination of pain. Jeff didn’t give up, though. He took 

a course (well, was forced into a course) at work about how to encourage 

creativity and he began applying some of the tricks he had learnt. He remembered 

that, on the course, the instructor, who was also called Jeff, had told them to think 

outside the box. Jeff had never heard that expression before and was excited 

about the metaphor. Trainer Jeff told them to take a piece of paper and draw a 

box. Whereas Joe drew an average box and nobody spent longer than ten seconds 

on it, Jeff continued perfecting his box for five minutes until he was pleased with 

it and Trainer Jeff had to tell him off, saying, “Brother Jeff, so cool we have the 

same name, but listen, man, don’t worry too much about the box, just let it be. 

Just draw anything. What’s important is that you have a box. Even if it’s not 

perfect.” Jeff stared at Trainer Jeff, disregarded his every word and continued 

perfecting the box. By the end, indeed it was perfect. 

“Right, guys,” said Trainer Jeff, “now I want you to imagine that inside the box is 

the most obvious and boring idea you can think of.” Jeff thought of Average Joe. 

Actually, most people thought of Average Joe. Average Joe was just there so it 

didn’t involve too much creativity. Average Joe felt an above average level of 

awkwardness when he saw most of the class staring at him and at their boxes 

respectively. Average Joe thought of a banana. He did not like bananas. 

“Right, guys, you have a boring thing in the box. Now, I want you to think of 

other things that can do similar things to whatever it is in the box – but don’t be 
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boring, yeah? Be creative. Be imaginative. Think of the most random shit, guys, 

okay?” 

“Excuse me,” said Susan. “I don’t know what I’m supposed…” 

“Suze, listen, don’t think, just write. Just go wild. Let me give you an example. I’m 

putting something really boring in a box – working a nine-to-five job. Now I’m 

thinking outside the box – what can I substitute it with? Hey, I tell you what, I’ll 

take a nine-to-five job and substitute it with a rollerblade. How awesome is that? 

Or, let’s go even wilder. I’ll replace it with the planet Mars. I’m crazy, aren’t I?”  

Trainer Jeff managed to alienate half of the group by stating that a nine-to-five job 

(which was the way they spent most of their days) was the most boring thing in 

the world, and the other half of the group by giving them a task they did not 

understand. All were alienated, apart from Jeff, who got incredibly excited. He got 

it. He got the metaphor. There’s a box and Average Joe was in it, and outside it 

there was everything else. Thinking outside the box for Jeff was basically thinking. 

Jeff went wild, he started writing random words and drawing in an associative 

way, getting his entire brain onto the paper. When Trainer Jeff saw the passion 

with which Jeff was writing, he commended him and came over to look at what 

he’d written. 

“Whoa, Jeff, you’re like literally thinking outside the box. You made up words and 

shit, man. And there’s everything here. That’s awesome, man!” 

Jeff could never resist having his ego inflated at any opportunity he got, and the 

encouraging words ignited his excitement. From that moment on, Jeff saw himself 

as creative. 

 

Still not understanding the task given to him in the course, or the concept behind 

the exercise, Jeff now sat and drew a box. This time it was even better than his 

others. He spent two and a half hours perfecting it, ensuring all the lines and 

angles were accurate and that the box was to scale. Jeff then closed his eyes and 

imagined Lady Peg in the box (opening his eyes every so often to admire the 

beauty of his box). Jeffery enjoyed thinking about Lady Peg. There was something 

about her that he found irresistible. He could never put his finger on it. The finger 

should be on her rejecting him. Lady Peg had a technique to manipulate stupid 
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men, and Jeff was the easiest target she ever had. But he was smitten, and despite 

never being able to admit it, he was in love with her. When he could see her half-

naked body chained to the inside of the box, begging him to release her sexily, he 

was able to continue. “Right, I need to put things outside the box. I need to think 

outside it. Lady Peg is inside, and what’s on the outside?” 

Jeff then began a frantic session of randomisation. He wrote words (most of them 

made up and the rest had no relevance to anything else), he drew lines and circles 

and every so often he would make a noise. Jeff felt so creative that he superiorised 

over artists. ‘What a joke! I can do what they do so much quicker and easier. And 

I don’t expect the government to fund me. Idiots!’ he said to himself as he 

continued writing things like ‘plork’, ‘mating’, ‘conococonroc’, ‘white’, drew a 

circle and made a little squeal.  

 

Jeffery finished his ‘brainstorm’ and stared at the piece of paper. It was near 

impossible to recognise the box any more, as his semi-possessed session resulted 

in most of it being covered by gibberish. Jeff felt so proud of himself. ‘I’m ready 

now. That was super creative,’ he thought. ‘I deserve a drink.’ He went and 

poured a large scotch whisky and sat opposite his drawing.  

 

He continued staring at his art with a smug feeling for another thirty minutes, 

whilst sipping his whisky, before allowing his penny to drop and concluding that 

he had no idea how to interpret any of what he’d just done into action. “What the 

fuck am I supposed to do with that? That’s not amazing.” Jeff then raged for 

another few minutes over how pretentious and ridiculous all art was and that all 

artists are scroungers who deserved to be shot, and poured another glass of 

whisky before retiring to his bedroom to resort to plan A – finding ways in which 

to stop the others from winning. 

 

Jeffery’s phone rang all of a sudden, giving him a slight fright and a slighter jump. 

It was work. 

“Jeffery, are you not coming in today?”  
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Jeffery didn’t have time to waste on stupid work people, and so he just shouted 

back, “I’m taking the week off!” and hung the phone up. This wasn’t the first time 

Jeffery had hung the phone up on work colleagues, in fact he was known for his 

abrasiveness over the phone and downright rudeness towards his fellow 

colleagues.  

 

He took to the computer and began researching his opponents. Unsurprisingly, he 

could not find much about Mel Crayon, but nonetheless, he continued relentlessly 

looking to see if there was anything, anywhere. He did find a page that someone 

had written about strange people and Mel was on it (with a candid picture). But a 

few more searches led him to find a very interesting forum post on a website 

dedicated to finding old flames. On it was a post by a MB77832 who said he was 

looking for someone called Mel Crayon. In the ‘description’ section, all it said was 

‘if you’ve met Mel, you’d know whom I’m talking about’. In ‘nature of 

relationship’, MB77832 wrote, ‘I have never loved anyone the same way I loved 

Mel’. The post was three years old and had had no responses whatsoever. Jeffery 

got excited. ‘This is it! This is my ticket to crushing Miss Mister!’ 

 

He quickly began composing his email to MB77832. 

 

Dear MB77832, 

 

I understand that you are looking for Mel Crayon and I think I may 

be able to help you. I wasn’t sure if you meant the Mel Crayon 

that I know, but your description is pretty accurate, so I now have 

no doubt it must be the same Mel Crayon. 

 

If you are still interested in finding Mel, do let me know and I’d be 

happy to get the two of you to meet. Maybe even this week! 
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Yours,  

JMPBGTT 

 

Jeffery pressed send and giddied himself with excitement. ‘I hope he replies this 

week. No point in setting them up next week. If this MB person really is so in 

love with Mel, then Mel will be so screwed up in the head that heshe will lose all 

concentration. This is brilliant.’ 

 

Jeffery kept researching the other two contestants. He found an entire website 

dedicated to Tristan, on which girls wrote about how amazing he was. 

Ilovetristanhoneycomb.com was buzzing with people exchanging stories, yet none 

of them were of a sexual nature, which Jeffery found to be odd. Still, it only 

reignited his despisition of Tristan. He decided to put Tristan to one side for the 

moment. He knew he would need something very special to stop him. 

 

And so, he refocused and moved on to Louisa, who had an incredible online 

presence including a blog, which despite being written anonymously, was 

accidentally linked to her email address and was easy to find. The blog, written by 

‘Dream Girl’ was dedicated to all things bright and pink, and gave Jeffery a sick 

feeling of developing diabetes. Jeffery spent four hours reading all the dense posts 

on the blog before concluding two things: one, there was nothing on the blog of 

interest and two, Louisa was an incredibly boring person.  

 

‘There clearly must be a reason why Louisa had written all this anonymously. She 

probably thinks she will never be found out. A proper hidden online presence. 

Now there’s something I could probably exploit.’ Jeff got excited by the prospect 

of blackmailing Louisa, though he knew he should probably be subtler than that. 

‘I don’t want her out of the competition. I only want her to lose. And this blog 

will be the perfect distraction.’ Jeff set out a plan to start harassing her on her 

blog. Force her to spend most of her day responding to him rather than working 

on her amazingness. Of course, the problem with his plan was that if he needed to 
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converse with her for a long time, it might distract him too, so he needed to find a 

way that would upset her so much that he wouldn’t even need to respond to her 

again. 

 

Jeffery sat in front of his computer and began phrasing his response on her blog. 

 

Dear cunt,  

 

(Unbeknownst to him, this would not be the first time that day that Louisa would 

hear that word and, despite despising it greatly, she would, by the time she read 

his blog response, not be as shocked as Jeff would have hoped she might be) 

 

Your tits are tiny and you need to die, whore! I wish you’d drown 

yourself in a tub of acid so that you stop polluting our world with 

your muff stench. 

 

‘Wow’ thought Jeffery. ‘I am good!’  

Of course, this sort of online harassment came very easily to him. Not that he’d 

ever done it before. In fact, he’d hardly ever looked at commentable things, let 

alone commented on them himself. But he knew how to write abuse, he knew 

what would get to Louisa and he was shockingly successful at that. 

 

He looked at his post over and over again, tidying it up, sticking a few typos here 

and there and ensuring it could not be traced back to him before sending it into 

the Ethernet and Louisa’s life. 

 

Jeffery’s telephone rang. He panicked. Could it be this MB77832? Already? 

Although he didn’t give his phone number… Oh no, what if somebody was on to 

him? What if his address or phone number was traced because of the obscenities 

he had typed? What if it was the police wanting to arrest him for harassment? He 
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began to freak out, but decided to look at the phone and see who it was. It was 

work. Nothing to worry about. He ignored it.  

 

Jeffery was pleased. It had been a good day. He’d set the wheels in motion for 

derailing two of his competitors, only leaving the devil himself – Tristan. ‘I 

probably should,’ thought Jeffery, ‘do something amazing too before Peg ends up 

defaulting to one of the other ones. Now, what’s amazing? I guess being me is 

amazing enough.’ He knew that wouldn’t satisfy Lady Peg, so he started strolling 

around his house looking at things, thinking what he could do with them. He had 

no ideas and felt no inspiration. He spent two hours walking around the house in 

futility. The walk became almost meditative and he began to feel tired. ‘Perhaps 

it’s time to sleep,’ he thought to himself. ‘Yeah. Sleep. That’s a great idea’. He 

didn’t care what time it was, and he was still quite tired from the last few days. 

Jeffery went to bed. 

 

As he began to fall asleep, he heard a ‘ping’ sound. He knew what the ping sound 

meant. He knew the ping meant that he had received an email, but he was so tired 

at that point that he ignored it. ‘It can’t be urgent,’ he thought. ‘It can wait till 

tomorrow.’ It’s a shame he’d thought that, as he would have found a new lease of 

life had he got up to read the message. It would have been an exciting message for 

him. It was a response to his email, but Jeffery would have to wait until the next 

day in order to find out what that response said and how he could use it to his 

advantage. 

 

* * * * 

 

Tristan woke up the next morning to find his visitor had left and had left him a 

note. 

 

Dear T. 

Thank you for your help. 
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I appreciate it. 

I’ve left you my wallet. 

You can tell people you robbed me! 

Yours,  

M. 

 

In the wallet was about seven hundred pounds, an oyster card, four credit cards 

(two of them gold), some photos and a handwritten poem: 

 

My life will never be the same 

You’ve touched me and made them full of pain 

Produce an ache to steal again 

My misery is wholly your blame 

 

Mark also left his driving licence, which luckily had his address and full name, 

Mark Target. Tristan knew he couldn’t keep Mark’s belongings, nor did he want 

to. Tristan often felt very sad to be morally compassed such as he was. He would 

often look at people around him who were very unscrupulous and his eyes would 

emeraldise with jealousy. He remembered at school there was a boy, Appil, who 

was always so good at talking to people and manipulating them into doing what he 

wanted them to do, without any feelings of guilt or wrongdoingness. He would 

look at him and being the disgruntled teenager that he was, began to develop 

severe hatred towards him. Every time he would look at Jeffery Garden, he would 

be reminded of Appil, and jealousy combined with rage would take over.  
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Tristan sat down in his kitchen and took out a notebook. His brainstorming the 

previous day had not been as fruitful as he had hoped and all he was left with was 

a story about a failed mugging and the wallet of a stranger who, despite hoping to 

never see again, he would have to see in order to return his belongings.  

‘Dick! You’re never going to win,’ Tristan’s imaginary friends had woken. 

‘You’ll never get your bookshop.’ 

‘Oh, don’t be mean to him. He might. I mean, he won’t, but he might.’ 

‘Guys, that’s enough. If you don’t have anything productive or useful to say, shut 

up!’ 

… 

… 

… 

‘Well, with that attitude, I don’t think I want to help you anymore.’ 

‘Ditto!’ 

‘Then screw all of you, I’m busy!’ 

And the voices went to their imaginary corners to sulk. 

 

He knew he had to come up with some clever ideas, but he felt tired. He hadn’t 

slept very well the previous night. Perhaps it was the knowledge that a strange 

man was in his abode or perhaps he felt anxious about the competition. Most 

likely it was adrenaline from the evening’s events that kept his body in an 

unbalanced state. Either way, he kept waking up all through the night and felt like 

he had spent most of it tossing and turning rather than sleeping (oh, it was 

probably the coffee he drank at one AM).  

 

Tristan took out the poem from Mark’s wallet. He considered himself to be fairly 

versed in poetry and this did not seem familiar. Nor did the tone and style of the 

writing lead him to believe he knew the poet. Tristan concluded that the poem 

must have been written by Mark or perhaps by someone who was close to Mark. 

All that Tristan knew was that it was rubbish. He didn’t even feel too snobbish in 

dismissing the writing as a bad piece of art, because it was evidently so. 
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‘Stop getting distracted.’ Tristan’s imaginary friends returned. 

‘Yes, I know. I need to think of some creative things,’ he anxiously retorted and 

began writing in his notebook.  

 

‘Perhaps I should write some poetry. Would Lady Peg find that amazing?’ Tristan 

had never tried to write poetry, not even as a miserable teenager. He’d always felt 

poetry should be regarded highly and therefore should be left to the professionals. 

He believed strongly that elitism in art was a positive thing. ‘Different people have 

different things. Some people have sport. And they enjoy watching professionals 

play. Why should it be any different with art? What’s all this fuss about making art 

accessible to everyone? It’s poppycock. Art should be done with the intention of 

challenging people and if people don’t want to be challenged, they don’t have to 

be – they can find a different pastime.’ Tristan once got into a heated argument 

with a patron at his bookshop who’d started saying that art should be for 

everyone. And although Tristan made a point of not getting into futile arguments 

with clients, it was a cold and rainy day following a sleepless night (he seemed to 

have a lot of those) and a bad journey to the shop served to increase his inner 

urge to out-take all his frustration on this hapless book-shopper.  

 

Lady Peg, of course, was very aware of Tristan’s feelings regarding art in general 

and poetry specifically, and she was always more than happy to entertain Tristan’s 

passions. Lady Peg tended to agree with most people about things they said, 

mostly because she believed that having an opinion about something was a waste 

of energy. Whenever Tristan got into one of his rants, she would always agree 

with him, though would easily contradict herself five minutes later if talking to 

someone else she wanted to impress and, yes, Lady Peg wanted to impress Tristan 

very much – he was clever, and she admired him for that. She wasn’t jealous, as 

she’d never wanted to be clever herself (she believed that being clever would stop 

her from climbing up her ladders and that people, particularly rich people and 

particularlier rich men, did not appreciate people who were clever, and would 

much rather have stupid ones around them as their toys. It was a habit she had 

developed early on and never stopped). 
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And so, Tristan took a pen and a piece of paper and desperately tried not to 

sound pretentious. ‘What should I write about?’ he thought. ‘Perhaps I should 

write a poem about Lady Peg.’ 

 

“Your eyes twinkle like a bauble on Christmas Day.” 

‘Jesus, that’s shit.’ 

 No. I can’t just do stupid similes like an untalented poet. I’m better than that.’ 

‘Yes, Tristan, you are better than that…’ 

‘But not by much.’ 

‘You need to think about what she makes you feel.’ 

‘What does she make me feel? Well, at the moment she angers me very much. I 

don’t really like her.’ 

‘So write about what a bitch she can be.’ 

‘Okay, so don’t.’ 

‘I don’t want to describe her and I don’t want to talk about how she makes me 

feel. Maybe I should just write something that isn’t about her but sounds like it is.’ 

‘That actually sounds like a good idea.’ 

‘I’ll write a poem about a beautiful woman.’ 

 

She curves her way through life 

Causes constant strife 

I pledged my heart to her beauty 

But not for… 

 

‘Jesus, poetry is fucking hard. I don’t know if I can do this.’ 

 

However, Tristan did not give up and spent a few hours trying to work on a 

poem. He wrote many lines and threw many pieces of paper away. He did end up 

with a poem in the end, and below is the completed version: 
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Sadness of thought and sadness of mind 

Engulfed in a feeling that you’re left behind 

A few more steps forward or back in the past 

Emotions with barriers like nails with rust 

 

My hands feel so empty, my body alone 

The picture of you to remind of mine own 

Emotions are somewhere, not here and not there 

Existing in limbo, floating in air 

 

The future and present, or present and past 

Knowing that longing will not pass days fast 

I sigh and I whimper, but laugh and smile too 

I’m filled with joy when I think of you 

 

Like clocks that stopped ticking, existing alone 

We plan our lives separately, each betters one’s own 

The memory is all and all that we need 

For now whilst our clocks are on different speeds 

 

And waiting for something to change for us soon 

Meanwhile I’ll lie down and stare at our moon 

One look, some words, a smile, a fake kiss 

And that picture keeps reminding me of she whom I miss 

 

‘Well, it’s no Wordsworth, but at least it’s something. I guess it should be enough 

to impress Lady Peg. Is it enough for her to crown me the winner? I don’t know. I 

don’t know anything.’ 

‘Of course not. You’re stupid.’ 

… 

… 
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… 

‘Hey, Tristan… Don’t be upset.’ 

‘Yeah, you know we really love you and only teasing you.’ 

‘I need a drink.’ 

 

Tristan felt exhausted and walked towards the bar in his lounge. He poured 

himself a large Tia Maria and collapsed on his sofa. His living room was full of 

posters of old films, restaurants and adverts for things. It was very colourful, but 

the colours did not cheer him up. He felt deflated, as many writers feel after 

attempting and failing to write something of quality. I, for one, understand all too 

well how he felt. All too well. Staring at these lines myself, I can’t help but feel as 

deflated. If only I liked Tia Maria! 

 

Tristan eventually got up from the sofa. He was able to sit on it for hours on end, 

allowing his mind to switch off, particularly if he was holding a glass from which 

he could sip, which he was. But after a few hours, he stood up, took his glass back 

to the kitchen, placed it in the sink and began doing the dishes. Something 

surprising happened to him as he did the dishes. Out of nowhere, he began crying. 

An uncontrollable rhythmic burst of whimpering and bellowing alongside the 

noisy tap spurting water into the sink and onto the dishes. Tristan cried himself 

out for a good two minutes, as if he were possessed. When the tears dried up, he 

de-tranced himself and began wondering what had gone on with him. He was 

unsure as to the reason behind the tears, and why they had stopped, but he felt 

cleansed. He washed his face with some of the water that was still flowing in front 

of him, finished his cleaning, dried his hands and went upstairs to his bedroom.  

 

He sat on his bed and looked around. Wondering for a while longer as to why the 

tears came. Was it the poetry, perhaps? Or the pressure he’d begun to feel from 

the competition? He knew he had to win. As he put his pyjamas on and got ready 

to go to sleep, he thought to himself that he must do better tomorrow. Doing 

better was always Tristan’s aim. Without knowing it, he was a perfectionist, and 
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how could he not be with his dear friends constantly telling him that he’s not 

good enough. Tristan was in constant competition, and he didn’t even know it. 

 

As he closed his eyes, his phone rang. It was Louisa. Tristan was confused. Louisa 

never called him. The only reason he even had her number saved on his phone 

was because Peg once put it on there when she was drunk – neither of them could 

remember the conversation that led her to do it. 

 

“Hello?” 

“Tristan?” said a crying Louisa. 

“Yes. Are you Okay?” asked Tristan as he sensed her tears from the other side. 

“No. Not really. Can we meet?” 

“Now?” 

“Tomorrow morning is fine too,” she said. 

“Um. Yes, that should be fine, I think. I’ll be at the bookshop tomorrow. Can you 

come there?” 

“Yes. I’ll come around ten.” 

“That’s fine. Are you alright, though?” 

“Me? No. See you tomorrow.” 

She hung the phone up and Tristan began to nod off. 

 

* * * * 

 

Mel woke up the next day slightly petrified. He ran down the stairs to get her 

camera and look at the photos again. ‘Okay,’ Mel thought, ‘it’s not too bad. Still. I 

don’t think I can send these to anyone.’ Reader, I cannot stress enough how little 

of Mel those photos actually showed. I believe nuns reveal more of themselves 

than Mel did in those photos, yet Mel still felt incredibly self-conscious and 

impure and doubted its actions from the previous day. 

 

Mel sat down to have breakfast as she thought about the competition and the 

photos. ‘If I win, isn’t it worth it?’ he thought. ‘Well, the problem is, Lady Peg is 
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the least trustworthy person I know. I have no doubt she will publish these 

photos and circulate them amongst all her friends. So is it worth it? Do I want the 

documents from her that badly?’ 

Mel thought some more, took a few bites from the cornflakes and concluded, 

‘Absolutely! I need those documents back. I can’t have Lady Peg keep them. I 

think my photos as a trade-off is quite fair.’ 

Mel took the plate to the sink and thought, ‘In her defence, she has had those 

documents for years and never showed them to anyone, so maybe she could be 

trusted with some secrets? Saying that, can I really be sure she’s never showed it 

to anyone? I guess not. Well, I say that, but actually, if she had shown it to 

someone, I would have known, wouldn’t I? Oh, I don’t know. This is all so 

confusing.’ 

 

Mel remembered why it didn’t like people and why it tried to stay as far away from 

them as possible. Humans only caused problems for Mel, be it from the way in 

which they behaved towards it or the way they made it feel. Mel hated humans. 

And animals. And really quite everything. Mel was a hater, and who could blame 

it? 

 

After breakfast, Mel had to do some work. Being a freelance meant that it was 

never possible to take proper days off. If work came – work must be taken care of 

and that was what Mel had to do that day, despite wanting to continue with the 

competition and do some more amazing things. Still, at least Mel had the photos. 

That’s something, and hopefully it would be better than what his competitors 

have done so far. Mel was not content, but competently continued her work and 

tried to finish it as quickly as possible. By late afternoon, Mel had finished her 

work and was able to continue planning.  

 

She was semi-excited. He felt that she was on a roll and therefore must continue 

and strike while the iron was hot. All the accounts for the day had been taken care 

of and she was ready to find the next amazing thing. He took a large piece of 

paper and a pen and was ready to go. Ready to start thinking and coming up with 
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something that Lady Peg was sure to find incredible. Yes. She was ready. All 

geared up. Pen in hand, paper on table and prepared to think. No. Not think. 

More than that. Discover. Yes. Discover. He was ready to discover the amazing 

thing that was sure to win her the prize. She must win the prize. Must. So, now 

was the time. Ready, he was! 

 

But the bedroom was a mess. So perhaps it would be best to tidy the bedroom 

quickly before starting to think. Mel knew that a tidy house meant a tidy mind and 

felt strongly that there was no point starting to think before the bedroom was tidy.  

 

‘Fine, I’ll quickly do the bedroom and then I’ll come back and do this. Besides, I 

can think whilst tidying.’ Of course, thinking whilst tidying was not a practical 

option for Mel, as somehow its mind managed to disconnect from reality in an 

almost zen-like way whilst cleaning. So Mel cleaned the bedroom, which naturally 

led to cleaning the bathroom, the office (‘how can one work in such a messy 

office?’), and of course, the kitchen and the carpets. The carpets were dirty. Yes, 

they needed to be hoovered.  

 

Mel finished cleaning the house a few hours later and was ready to go. ‘Yes, now 

the house is so tidy. I’m ready! Although, I do feel a bit disgusting and sticky now. 

Maybe I need a shower. Yes, a quick shower. I stink. I have to have a shower. A 

quick shower and then I’ll work. Besides I can work whilst taking a shower.’ Of 

course, thinking whilst taking a shower was not a practical option for Mel, as 

somehow, its mind managed to disconnect from reality in an almost zen-like way 

whilst taking showers. 

 

Mel was now clean, dressed in comfortable clothes and back in front of its desk, 

ready to come up with something to win the competition. ‘Come on, Mel. You 

have to win this competition. Don’t forget what’s at stake. Enough with all this 

time-wasting. Although, is it really wasting time? I’m quite practical. I’m doing 

good things. I’m doing things I need to do in order to think. I couldn’t possibly be 

able to win this competition stinking or in a dirty flat. It’s all fine. In fact, I’ve 
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worked so hard, that I deserve a treat. Some hot chocolate. I’ll make some hot 

chocolate and then I’ll come back and continue. Besides, I can work whilst 

making hot chocolate.’ Of course, thinking whilst making hot chocolate was… 

actually, that was quite a realistic proposition. The fact that making the hot 

chocolate required quite a bit of concentration meant that Mel’s brain was 

engaged and still thinking. So there was every opportunity for him to think whilst 

making the hot chocolate. Sadly, however, she didn’t. It just made the hot 

chocolate. Then drunk it. Then washed the dishes. Then went back upstairs.  

 

‘Right. Now I’m ready.’ Mel picked up the pen and placed its tip on the paper. 

‘Come on, ideas. Come out. I’m ready for you. Ready to write you all down.  

 

The pen stood still. Mel stood still. Stillness was all around in the room and 

engulfing Mel’s existence. ‘I’m never going to win like this. I’m such a failure. No 

point in even trying.’ And with that self-defeating statement, Mel was done for the 

day. He got up and started pacing in the room. The memory of the documents 

took centre stage in her brain and began consuming her. The fear and the stress 

started increasing. All the possible worst scenarios multiplied in her mind like an 

amoeba and he began pacing quicker and quicker. 

 

“I must do something,” it found itself saying aloud, which scared it a little bit. Mel 

rushed to his computer, and feverishly started looking up a charity to donate to. 

‘Here, children. What can be more amazing than to donate to starving children?’ 

Mel continued clicking some buttons, still shaking from the anxiety that had 

recently assailed her. And a few moments later, rested his fingers.  

 

Mel stared at the screen. The confirmation was there. In bold letters. It was true. 

Mel actually did it, despite the glare of disbelief that sat in front of the screen. The 

confirmation did what it was meant to do. It confirmed. Somehow, in the blaze of 

panic, Mel had donated to a children’s charity. Mel had donated a little bit more 

than anticipated. Mel had donated £90,000. 
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The realisation of what had just happened resulted in complete silence taking over 

Mel’s brain. It was the quietest it has ever been. It was as if someone had taken 

out all the soundtrack from a film, and it became eerily silent. Death-like. Mel sat 

there for twenty minutes staring at the confirmation. The screen had gone black 

two minutes in, yet Mel still didn’t move. He could still, in his mind, see the 

number confirmed, and silence. No words, or noises or anything occurred in the 

vicinity of her. Only silence. Until, twenty minutes later, the silence was finally 

broken with a single word uttered from Mel’s lips. 

 

“Shit!” 

 

The breaking of the silence meant that Mel was finally free to move and get up. 

He rose from the chair, her legs still feeling wobbly and lacking blood. And 

walked calmly downstairs. Mel took a glass, went to the sink, poured some water 

into it and drank slowly.  

 

Mel brushed her teeth and ran to the bedroom, lifted the duvet and engulfed 

himself in it so no light nor air could penetrate. As the air grew thinner, and Mel 

felt more and more light-headed, the thought that kept going through its mind 

was, ‘well, at least I did something amazing.’ 

 

This thought reverberated like a mantra in Mel’s brain for an hour as he gradually 

fell asleep. 

 

* * * * 

 

Lady Peg woke up at six AM from a nightmare. She dreamt that she was poor. It 

was a recurring dream for Lady Peg. In it, she was living in a bedsit and peeling 

potatoes. For some reason it was always potatoes, and she would sit in the room 

and peel them and peel them and no matter how many potatoes she peeled, there 

would always be more, Sorcerer’s Apprentice-style. And Lady Peg would wake up 

in a panic and immediately look at her hands to ensure they are not as wrinkly as 
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they were in the dream from peeling so many potatoes. This was the thing that 

scared her most and one of the reasons she refused to eat chips (the other two 

reasons being that they were too fattening and that she actually didn’t really like 

the taste of chips). 

 

Peg got dressed and left the house. Monday mornings were her time to socialise at 

yoga. She hated yoga, yet many of the rich bitches in her social class would 

frequent them and it had become the social event of the week. Not quite ‘Tattler’-

worthy, but enough to warrant all the women of the area (and some outside it) to 

attend.  

 

Peg arrived and stood outside the studio for a few minutes. She pretended to be 

talking on her phone, even though this was a tactic to ensure she was seen, to 

ensure she could check who was going in before she entered and of course to be 

able to be late. There was nothing worse for her than having to wait for her 

comrades inside a dedicated space. They must all wait for her. It was a good thing 

that Peg had stood outside to wait, as she only observed Francesca and Megaline 

coming to the lesson (when I say it was only the two of them, I mean they were 

the only two from Peg’s own social circle. There were a few other people 

attending the class, but they were insignificant to Peg. Poor, boring and with no 

social power). Peg was not too fond of Francesca and Megaline. Well, she wasn’t 

too fond of anyone in her circle, but particularly these two pretentious women. 

She also didn’t believe they had enough power to affect her life in any way, and 

she certainly did not feel that this was worth an hour of upside down dog or 

whatever they do in those yoga classes (despite attending yoga on and off for 

several years, Peg still had no idea what the poses were, what the point of the 

poses was or why do them the first place). 

 

Peg gladly escaped the yoga class, pretending there was an emergency on the 

phone. This little act was done for the people who might be looking at her. 

Nobody was looking at her. This whole act was futile and redundant. Peg escaped 
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and hurried home, actually believing there was an emergency until she walked 

through her front door and remembered it was a mere charade.  

 

Once home, Peg sat down and had a gin and tonic. It was a hot day and the icy 

freshness of the tonic water (it had medicinal powers, she believed) was exactly 

what she needed. She wasn’t an alcoholic, just a casual drinker. A casual daily 

drinker. A casual daily heavy drinker. Still, having a glass of gin and tonic around 

lunchtime is normal. Lots of people have a drink with their lunch. Just because 

Peg didn’t eat lunch didn’t mean she couldn’t enjoy the joys of having a drink for 

lunch. Surely! 

 

She finished her drink much quicker than she had anticipated and sat on her settee 

staring at the wall. Peg had refused to have a TV in her house (another thing she 

had in common with Tristan) and so often found herself staring at the wall. ‘Still,’ 

she thought, ‘probably more entertaining to stare at walls than it is to stare at a 

television screen when there’s nothing specific on that you want to see.’  

 

By now she started feeling sick. Perhaps it was the escape from the yoga or 

perhaps it was the downing of the drink but Peg felt quite queasy. Her instinct 

was to assume that it was related to drinking alcohol on an empty stomach. It 

didn’t take her long to remember that she always drinks on empty stomachs and 

never feels sick from it, so surely there is no reason for it to be different this time 

around. She continued staring at the wall and concluded that it was the yoga (after 

a brief moment of intense fear that she was dying, only to be reassured that she 

wasn’t, because a witch had told her a few years ago that she would die of old age. 

And she believed her. Such was Lady Peg, always happy to believe things if they 

meant she could avoid fearing her mortality).  

 

After a period of wall-staring, and as her mind began entering the realm of 

philosophical wonderings, Peg hastened to halt these thoughts by going upstairs. 

She took a shower while listening to the radio, not noticing that her phone was 

ringing. She exited the shower, dried herself off and sat down naked on her bed. 
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Staring at the wall. She knew she would have at least thirty minutes of pure staring 

before her brain would resort to thinking again and she made the most of all one 

thousand, eight hundred seconds of it. Sure enough, at the end of that uncounted 

countdown, her mind strayed towards a question she hated asking herself, a 

question that put so much fear and dread into her that it made her sweat, and 

seeing as she’d already had her daily shower, she could not risk the accelerated 

heartbeat that this question caused. The question was a simple one, and the 

competition that she’d begun brought it all back again, ‘am I bad?’  

She knew she was no saint and that, morally, some of her actions might be 

considered dubious. She had been raised in a family that had certain moral codes 

and she was aware of the fact that her natural youthful rebellion against her 

parents had resulted in riling against those morals. She didn’t care. She’d never 

cared. Yet, somehow, deep down inside, it was hard – if not impossible – to get 

away from the way one is brought up. Deep down inside we have an underlying 

belief system that our parents indirectly or directly teach us from when we are 

babies. Deep down inside, Lady Peg knew that some of her behaviour was 

reprehensible. ‘It’s too late now to change,’ she would conclude. Peg had 

dedicated her entire life to live the way she lived in order to achieve the goals she 

wanted to achieve. The only consolation she had whenever feeling bad about 

doing something was that perhaps in the end it would all be worth it because she 

would achieve something valuable. If she stopped now, it would mean it had all 

been in vain. That was not something she could risk doing. Understandably.  

 

So Peg did not like asking herself whether she was bad and she would do 

everything she could to avoid it. ‘Thinking about these things is futile,’ she would 

often say to herself and, in a sense, she was right. She was also deeply 

disappointed to discover she was not as shallow as she had been presenting 

herself for most of her life. This was not something she intended on ruining by 

thinking too much. 

 

A second burst of queasiness attacked her once more, and this time she even 

thought about running to the toilet. The nausea subsided on her way to the 
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bathroom and, as she was already up, she decided a shot of liqueur would do the 

trick. She had a large variety of international liqueurs, but for nausea, the best 

solution was kreuter schnapps. She strongly believed the herbal content in it was 

medicinal and she drank the shot in one go. 

 

Lady Peg put the glass down and sat down on her chair. All of a sudden, 

something unexpected happened. This was not something that happened often to 

Lady Peg and she was taken aback by it. Out of nowhere, at almost the precise 

time as Tristan, she started crying. It was as if some cosmic link between the two 

acquaintances drew tears into the world in unison. Uncontrollably, Peg wept for 

about five minutes before the tears and yelps subdued and she was able to start 

reflecting on what had happened. 

 

‘Why?’ she kept asking, genuinely seeking reasons for that uncharacteristic 

behaviour. She was unable to find an answer and that inability to find it was in 

fact part of the reason it had happened to begin with. Peg was very apt to repress 

thoughts, fears, and in fact anything she deemed ‘un-fabulous’. But repression has 

a funny way of sneaking up on you when you least expect it. And it was this 

repression that led the Lady to loud crying. The confusion that followed it was 

severe. Peg didn’t understand, nor did she have the emotional capacity to 

understand and ended up feeling quite frightened. She did the only thing she knew 

how to do – repress more. This repression, of course, would only lead her to 

greater problems and eventually to hospitalisation and death at a relatively young 

age, despite the witch’s story, but that’s a different story. 

 

For now, Peg’s psyche was sufficiently repressed and she was able to continue 

with her day and do her things. Not that she had any things to do, and not that 

her day became any more exciting. She stared at the wall for a few more hours, 

drank a few more litres of gin and tonic and ended the day passing out on her bed 

(she was more than capable of making it to bed before passing out). Another 

pointless day for Lady Peg, not that she’d ever realise it.  
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Despite her best efforts, though, sleep was not going to end this miserable day. A 

few hours after falling asleep, she woke up in night-sweats and a panic. Her 

hearing became incredibly attuned and everything disturbed her. She felt as if she 

could hear atoms moving all around her. She could hear the trees swaying, a police 

car thirty miles away and her neighbours (her nearest neighbouring wall was at 

least a hundred feet away) watching TV. It was dark and it was cold and Lady Peg 

felt frustration and anger, lying in bed, desperately trying to find a way of making 

all the noises disappear, but there was nothing she could do. She had no ability to 

control sound. Instead, after two hours of tossing and turning in bed with a fiery 

rage building inside, she decided to take a sleeping pill. Yep, some more 

repression for this ticking emotional time bomb. Regardless of the reasons, it 

worked (albeit an hour later). Peg was out like a light. 

 

* * * * 

 

Louisa leapt out of bed and ran towards her green book, stubbing her toe on the 

way. Now, Louisa was not one to curse or use profanity, yet a stubbing of the toe 

on a cupboard was enough to incite the most vulgar word she had in her 

vocabulary: ‘cunt’. This was the first time Louisa had ever used that word, and 

instantly she sat down trying to understand where it had come from (after the toe 

pain had subsided). She hated profanity. She always felt it was a sign of 

unvirtuousness. And despite knowing that isn’t actually a word, it was one she had 

nonetheless often liked using.  

 

She limped her way to her kitchen, holding the little green book close to her heart. 

She was looking forward to looking in it, but like a maturing child on Christmas 

Day, she was able to restrain herself from running her eyes at an unregistering 

speed up and down the text of the book, and instead calmly sat down with her 

cup of tea and slowly began turning the pages.  

 

Louisa was disappointed. Massively disappointed. She’d had high hopes for the 

book. Extreme high hopes. Burj Khalifa-type hopes. But why would anyone put 
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so much hope and belief in a little green book that a child wrote. It was always 

doomed to failure. Little green things should not be counted on in life. I believe 

that to be a good rule of thumb to go by. Do not believe in Leprechauns, do not 

believe in broccoli and do not believe in Martians. At least not those who are 

supposedly little. And green. As you can imagine from a ‘dream book’ written not 

only by a child, but specifically by Louisa as a child, it was full of incredibly futile 

dreams. Being a princess, marrying a prince, having a step-mother, killing a step-

mother, setting fire to the teacher, having a pony and so on. Not anything that 

would be any use to Louisa in this competition. 

 

‘Oh dear,’ thought Louisa to herself. ‘I think I may have wasted another day.’ She 

slowly sipped some more of her tea and stared blankly at her kitchen wall. ‘I bet 

the others are way ahead in their efforts. Oh, sugar cubes! I’m going to lose. I 

can’t lose. I need to win! I have to.’ Her mind began to race. She remembered 

always coming second to last in school sport days, and never actually being 

pushed to do anything. She always knew it was because people didn’t think she 

could amount to much, and she never really tried either. She never won a thing in 

her life, which she was fine with, but why does she have to compete now? It must 

be some mystical cosmological sign telling her that this was her time to shine, and 

she was adamant to win her prize. She knew on Saturday that this competition 

was the chance for her to start her life anew, but the fears of failure attacked her 

innards from every possible direction, and gradually, unbeknownst to her, they 

were nibbling at the one thing she still had full control of, her sanity.  

Louisa finished her tea and stood up defiantly. ‘I will not waste today. Today I will 

do something amazing.’ 

 

She ran upstairs, still holding her empty mug, reached her bedroom, realised she 

was still holding her empty mug, ran downstairs and put the empty mug in the 

sink, ran back upstairs to her bedroom and opened her wardrobe. She hastily got 

dressed in a flowery dress over a pair of jeans, put on some make-up and ran out 

of the house. She kept on running, or walking briskly rather, for about forty-five 

minutes until she found herself in a strange, unknown place. She stopped, looked 
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around and realised something upsetting – she did not actually have a plan. She 

had no idea what she was doing. She’d been so excited and almost possessed by 

her desire to do something amazing, that she had forgotten to think about what 

that amazing thing might actually be. She decided instead to keep on walking until 

inspiration came to her and then she would do something amazing.  

 

Louisa walked the streets of London and started singing to herself. She would 

often sing songs to herself, well, she would often sing to herself one of two songs. 

Ever since she was sixteen, Louisa had been singing the same two songs in her 

head over and over again. She would use the songs mostly as a way to distract 

herself from other thoughts. They became a sort of safety blanket to be used in 

specific occasions. She would sing one of the two songs when she had a different 

song stuck in her head that annoyed her (after having these two songs with her for 

most of her life, they became a part of her personality, and something she could 

tolerate more than an annoying pop song that got trapped in her mind). She 

would also use these songs to clear her mind when she had thoughts that made 

her unhappy. The two songs had contrasting tones and Louisa used one for when 

she wanted to stay awake and one for when she was trying to go to sleep. When 

she wanted to stay awake, for no apparent reason, Petula Clark’s Downtown would 

be the go-to song and whenever she wanted to sleep, she would sing Some Day My 

Prince Will Come from ‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarves’. As she was out for a 

walk, it was time for her to sing Downtown. Louisa particularly enjoyed singing this 

song to herself when she was out for walks, as she kept imagining herself in a 

video for the song, walking around London, walking towards downtown 

(wherever that might be in London) and singing, looking coyly to camera whilst 

strolling and gently touching things.  

 

Louisa had listened, re-listened, forgotten and remembered the Tony Hatch 1964 

hit lyrics to the song, but for some reason, perhaps because she was feeling lost 

emotionally and physically in the streets of London (why she did not have Ralph 

McTell’s song, Streets of London, stuck in her head is a mystery to me), the words 

resonated with her greatly.  
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“When you’re alone and life is making you lonely,” sang Louisa as she emotionally 

choked on metaphorical tears, “When you’ve got worries, all the noise and the 

hurry seems to help…” Louisa stopped and looked around. She had been over 

these lyrics so many times, how come this was the first time she felt like she truly 

understood them? The first time she could honestly and truthfully relate to them? 

Her metaphorical tears began to materialise into damp and honest droplets exiting 

the inner corners of her eyes.  

 

Louisa continued to linger on the sidewalks and to listen to the traffic of the city. 

It started to calm her down. Louisa had never been to the beach and had never 

seen the sea from up close. It had never interested her, but she’d often heard of 

people talking about the soothing noise of the ocean. She did buy a CD once, but 

found the noise to be too silent and irritating. She did not understand the joy 

people got from listening to ocean noises, or the serenity that it apparently 

granted them, however, how the noise of the traffic was affecting her now was 

how she imagined people were affected by the sound of the sea. She grabbed a 

lamppost and hugged it with all her might as she gradually slumped. Passers-by 

ignored her, as they often did in London, attributing her behaviour to alcohol or 

mental illness. Louisa felt calm and relaxed. She was hugging a lamppost (why she 

did not have Noel Gay’s song, Leaning on a Lamppost, stuck in her head is a mystery 

to me) with closed eyes and a calm smile on her face. Louisa realised how mad she 

probably looked, but felt she was allowed to look mad every once in a while. It’s a 

Londoner’s prerogative. Londoners so often have to look, deal and every so often 

even take care of the mentally or alcoholically challenged, and therefore each 

deserves at least one if not two days of being that person in London. For Tristan 

it was the day he defecated in his pants on a night bus, for Jeffery it was begging 

strangers for some drugs after a particularly bad night and for Mel… well, Mel is 

seen as a crazy Londoner most days. For Lady Peg it hadn’t happened yet, but 

would do very soon. For Louisa it was today. And she felt happy. 
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As she leaned on a lamppost after trawling the streets of London (damn it! And 

there is no downtown, is there?) and singing to herself, she thought about how 

easy and lovely it was to be a bit mad and have other people take care of you. No 

worries, no responsibility, no pressure, no stress, no anxiety. Someone will help 

you wake up, choose what you do all day, give you food and tuck you in, with the 

addition of some free medication – all sounded a bit heavenly, as long as one 

could afford private care, that is. And with those thoughts Louisa had her eureka 

moment. ‘I should become insane! Surely Lady Peg would find it amazing if I go 

bananas, no? Then I’m sure to win.’ 

 

Louisa rushed home. Night was beginning to fall, the novelty of lampposting in 

London was wearing off and she’d had a brilliant idea. It was all going to be 

alright, and she was going to win the competition. Louisa was so elated by her idea 

that she even skipped for some of her journey. Louisa often skipped. She 

genuinely felt it was a quicker way to travel and, I mean, she’s right. It is a much 

quicker way to travel than walking and even running at times. Louisa could not 

understand why more people didn’t skip. 

 

She was happy and wanted to start her mission to get herself sectioned. She 

decided to research on the Internet what she needed to do in order to be 

sectioned, and turned her computer on. 

 

Louisa received an email.  

 

Dear cunt, 

Your tits are tiny and you need to die, whore! I wish you’d drown 

yourself in a tub of acid so that you stop polluting our world with 

your muff stench. 

 

Louisa’s heart sank, her blood pressure dropped and her breath stopped. She 

felt… she didn’t feel anything. Her symptoms were completely physical. She 
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stared at her screen and read the message over and over again. She was unable to 

move any part of her body except for her eyes. She sat there for ten minutes 

staring at it, sometimes reading it and sometimes just gazing at specific words. She 

didn’t know what to do. She began feeling scared, she began feeling cold, she 

began feeling lonely and then something unexpected happened to her: she 

laughed. She laughed for twenty seconds so hard that the only thing that stopped 

her laughter were the hiccups that commenced. She ran to the kitchen and poured 

herself a glass of water. She lingered above the sink for a few more moments, 

trying out several techniques to make them stop. When she realised her diaphragm 

had calmed, she stood up, went to the bathroom, took out the bottle of 

mouthwash, and gargled. She touched everything she could in the bathroom, 

thinking about the tactile properties of the various objects. Anything to help keep 

her mind off the words that she had been ignoring in her brain. She refused to 

think about them. This was time for gargling.  

 

Louisa was unable to think about anything productive. She was so preoccupied 

with not thinking that she resorted to her best tactic, which was to sing Downtown 

over and over again to herself. She found the familiar melody and lyrics to have 

the soothing effect she was hoping for. It also refocused her mind on the 

competition and her idea for winning it, although she was unable to delve too 

deeply into it, knowing that it might result in all her hard work of repressing the 

email to fail as the horrendous words resurfaced into her mind. She decided to 

forget about the competition for the day and instead chose to watch a film. A 

Disney film always seemed to do the trick in transporting her mind to a different 

world and today was no exception. Just over an hour of pure joy and naïveté 

helped her reach her goal of pure repression. 

 

By the time the film had ended, Louisa was sufficiently transported and the email 

had become a non-existent memory. She went upstairs and started to get ready for 

bed, but remembering that she had left her computer on, she went to the office to 

turn it off, only to be confronted by the one thing she had worked so hard to 
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forget – the email was still open on her screen and her heart began beating at 

double its normal rate. 

 

Louisa’s repression had failed and with a shaking hand, she turned the computer 

off as her eyes misted with wetness and her vision became fish-eyed. She couldn’t 

hold it any longer and began crying. She collapsed on the floor in tears and 

contracted her body into a foetal position. 

 

She wailed and heaved and cried and made the most undignified noises. She felt 

lost. She felt confused. She didn’t know what to do with herself. She needed help 

but she had nobody to turn to. She decided to call her best friend, Peg. 

 

She took her phone and called her friend, but the call went dead very quickly. 

Lady Peg had screened her call. Louisa’s paranoid mind went into overdrive. She 

began assuming the worst. At first, she guessed that Lady Peg was dead – after all, 

she always answered her calls. She then realised that Lady Peg must have done it 

on purpose. She didn’t want to talk to her, because secretly she hated her. In fact, 

she probably hated her so much that maybe it was her that had written that 

dreadful email. Louisa needed a few moments of stewing in her anger to 

remember how technologically incapable Lady Peg was and that, despite her well-

hidden evil, she would never be able to do something like that. She also realised 

that Peg was not the kind of person to use such language.  

 

Louisa needed help. She knew that. But she had nobody to turn to. She tried 

calling her siblings, but all of them ignored her calls. She flicked through her 

phone at the people in it and lingered only on one – Tristan. Yes, he was her 

competitor and no doubt wanted her to lose, but he was a kind-hearted person. 

And surely he would be willing to give her a few moments of his time to help her. 

Surely? Yes. She would ring him. 

 

“Hello?” said a bemused Tristan. 

“Tristan?”  
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“Yes. Are you Okay?” 

Louisa tried with all her might to fight off the tears choking her throat. “No. Not 

really. Can we meet?” 

“Now?” 

“Tomorrow morning is fine too.”  

“Um. Yes, that should be fine, I think. I’ll be at the bookshop tomorrow. Can you 

come there?” he said. 

“Yes. I’ll come around ten.” 

“That’s fine. Are you alright, though?” 

“Me? No. See you tomorrow.” 

She was no longer able to stop her tears and quickly hung up. 

 

Louisa ran to bed and covered herself up with her giant duvet. That was her go-to 

action whenever she wanted to hide from the world. She slowly began singing 

Someday My Prince Will Come to herself until she fully fell asleep. 

 

* * * * 

 
Right, I’ve just been offered some paid work. Sorry about this, but I’m going to 

have to leave you for now. I really do hate having to go mid-story, but as I’m sure 

you can appreciate, I’m writing this novel for no money whatsoever, and I do 

need to pay my rent. So, please forgive me whilst I go and ensure I can heat my 

house over winter and I hope to be back at some point. Hey, if I would be offered 

more money to write this story, I would, you know? But as it is, money talks! 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

Tuesday – Tristan’s Day 

 
 

I woke up confused that day. You see, I’ve always considered myself to be a heavy 

dreamer and I usually need a few minutes to orientate myself whenever I wake up. 

My dreams would be so deep and poignant that they would often affect the rest of 

my day tremendously. That specific night, I dreamt that the barista in the café 

opposite my shop, who was always very friendly towards me, kidnapped me and 

tied me in her cellar only to torture me. The dream was very intense. When I 

woke up, I was shaken, yet not quite sure as to why. I had a brief moment of 

remembering the dream. ‘That was weird,’ I fleetingly thought to myself, but by 

the time I opened my eyes, the memory of the dream faded, even though the 

emotional sensation of being tortured in a cellar by a girl I thought to be quite 

pleasant was nagging at my psyche. Still, having by now forgotten the content of 

the dream, I continued my morning routines without realising what it was I had 

dreamt or how I might be able to rationalise it in order to continue with my day, 

unaffected by this trauma. 

 

I did what I did every morning. I took a shower. Don’t be surprised. I like to stay 

clean and it’s a nice feeling to start the day refreshed. I was still upset and felt 

quite lonely for some reason. ‘I’m sick of living alone,’ I said to myself, only to be 

bombarded by my children, who relished the opportunity to mock and torment 

me about the reasons for my loneliness. 

‘You’re an idiot and a fake,’ said Adrian. 

‘You’re ugly too,’ added Bertie. 

‘You don’t really want someone to love. You just like feeling sorry for yourself.’ 

Craig jumped in, and finally Deborah blew the last blow at me. ‘Whenever you 

find a relationship, you ruin it as quickly as you possibly can.’  

That wasn’t all they said, but the rest were more or less labouring the same point. 
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I didn’t say anything. I usually do, but this time I felt quiet and unresponsive to 

those statements. Truth is, I knew everything they were saying was true and I 

knew that the feeling of loneliness was more a result of social constraints than it 

was an emotional need for a partner. Yes, I knew all of that, but I really, really 

wanted someone to make me my cup of tea.  

 

If I had someone, we could shower together and that would be so efficient. It 

would also give me the opportunity to finally ask them about peeing in the 

shower. For years I’ve been desperate to talk to someone about peeing in the 

shower, but felt it was never appropriate to do so with my friends or with my 

lovers. If I ever have a proper partner, I would have to have this discussion with 

her, because I believe firmly that peeing in the shower is an efficient activity, and I 

cannot understand what the hang-ups are about it. Is it a case of people saying it’s 

disgusting but secretly doing it anyway? Or is it truly a never-to-do act that’s too 

taboo to even talk to anyone about? It was a quandary that puzzled me greatly, 

particularly every day when I peed in the shower. Saving time. Being efficient and 

normal.  

 

Alas, I am alone and have nobody to ask about peeing in the shower and nobody 

to make me a cup of tea. Nobody was there. I had to make it myself.  

 

As I drank the tea and had a piece of toast (jam and butter), I remembered 

Louisa’s phone call from the previous night. I wasn’t quite sure I’d understood 

why she called or what she had wanted, but I guess I’d find out later that day. The 

feelings of confusion chimed in with my emotional state from when I’d woken up. 

I still did not remember anything from my dream, only the distress and confusion 

with which I had woken up that morning. I finished breakfast and went to my 

bedroom to get dressed for work. I think the biggest advantage of working in a 

casual job is not having to wear some sort of uniform or a suit. I am always 

amazed by all the people I see walking to work wearing suits. People like Mark, 

for example. And that reminded me: I really did want to return Mark his stuff. I 
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knew I needed to leave early to make it in time before getting in to work. I had, 

though, enough time to relish in the joys of not having to suit up every morning.  

 

On my way out, I picked up Mark’s stuff, which I’d conveniently positioned by 

the door so that I wouldn’t forget to take with me. I began walking towards 

Mark’s house. On my way, I passed by the spot in which I first met him. It was a 

bit embarrassing and the thought of everything that happened made me cringe. It 

began to feel like an amusing anecdote, before I realised that actually it was 

making me feel sick. It was not yet time for it to become an amusing anecdote. It 

was still an action that had made me feel incredibly embarrassed, both by the 

brazenness of the attempt and the fact that I had failed. Resulting in double 

amounts of shame. 

‘You’re a failure!’ 

‘Yes, faily, faily failure!’ 

“Oh, shut up all of you. I don’t have time for this now!” 

 

I approached Mark’s house. It was a detached cottage, surrounded by a gate and 

foliage. Lots of foliage. I could just about see the windows and the curtains. They 

were blue. I thought it to be quite odd. I noticed a buzzer by the entrance gate and 

pressed it. A few seconds passed and still there was no reply. I pressed again and 

waited a few more seconds. Still nothing. As I was about to give up and insert the 

items into the letterbox, a young woman’s voice answered. 

 

“Yes?” 

“Oh, hello. Sorry, I’m looking for Mark.” 

“Oh, Mark isn’t here.” Her voice sounded extraordinarily like a British version of 

Marilyn Monroe, with a wistful naivety composing its lyricism. 

“Right, well I… I found his wallet.” 

“Oh, my! That’s incredible news. He will be so pleased. Please wait one moment.” 

I had no intention of going in or of meeting his wife. I was about to shout back at 

her that it was alright and that I really must go, but she had hung up the intercom 

and I was forced to wait.  
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I looked at my watch as I started my waiting and again every few seconds. The 

cow made me wait for eight minutes and thirty-three seconds. I was beginning to 

feel stress and pressure from having to go and not wanting to be late to open the 

shop when I suddenly saw her. A beautiful woman wearing a revealing lace slip 

opened the front door and began walking towards me. I could have sworn that 

everything turned to slow motion as my eyes transfixed on the lady. Her long red 

hair waved down her neck to her buxom bosom and curvy figure. She was no 

stick and I liked that. I never understood the obsession some men had with thin 

women. I always preferred someone I could grab hold of, and this redheaded 

British-Marilyn-sounding bombshell had it all. The curves, the hair, the eyes and 

the slow motion effect. I was smitten. 

 

“Oh, please, do come in,” she said as she opened the gate. 

“I… I need to go to work.” 

“Oh, please. Do let me make you a cup of coffee and offer you some muffins as a 

thank you. They’re homemade. Fresh out of the oven.” 

“I… I guess so,” I said, feeling cartoonish, as I followed her into the house with 

my jaw dragging on the floor like a literal cartoon wolf caller. 

 

‘You want her!’ 

‘You’re going to fuck her, aren’t you!’ 

‘Bertie, don’t be so crude. What would Deborah think?’ 

‘Don’t mind me. I think the same. Tristan is so going to fuck that woman.’ 

‘You are disgusting, Tristan. Really disgusting. She’s a married woman.’ 

‘You know he only does it to make her feel better. It’s selfless.’ 

‘Selfless my arse. He is doing it because he’s horny’. 

“Be quiet, all of you. I’m not going to sleep with her. Even if she begs. She’s 

married. To Mark. And I don’t want to sleep with her.” 

‘You don’t want to sleep with anyone.’ 

‘Exactly. It doesn’t stop you from doing it.’ 

“Only because I think it will make them feel better. That’s not the case with her.’ 
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‘She may be a nymphomaniac.’ 

‘She looks like one.’ 

“Stop it! That’s enough now!” 

 

I’ve always been a fan of film noir, but I never expected to enter into one myself. 

Though the red-headed bombshell stopped moving in slow motion (how the hell 

did she do that?), I did have an intense feeling that the entire world turned black 

and white (or, rather, shades of grey) and that any moment now she would tell me 

she needed me to procure something for her. Something that was lost, before 

somebody got murdered. I half expected to enter and find Mark’s body on the 

floor in a pool of blood, with the gun in her hand, only for her to say that she 

didn’t do it. That didn’t happen. Instead, she led me to her kitchen and offered me 

a seat. 

 

I don’t know what it was about her, but I knew this dame was trouble. I could see 

it in her eyes. In her hair. I knew, as I sat down, that it might be the last time I 

ever sat, but I weren’t prepared to waste energy over a broad. I could almost see 

myself lying on the floor on the street, a gaping wound in my head and drowning 

in a pool of my own blood, with her beauty as the last vision for me to take to my 

grave. And then, realising at the very last moment that she was holding a smoking 

gun, the same one that killed me. This woman could mean the beginning of the 

end for me, and I weren’t prepared to die so easily.  

 

“Please, sit down,” she said huskily, and discontinued my noirration. “How do 

you like your tea? Or would you like something a bit stronger?” She looked at me 

and smiled coyly. I was about to answer when I became so involved in the 

moment that I started hearing a jazz soundtrack in the background.  

“Can you hear music?” I asked. 

“Oh, yes. That must be the radio upstairs.” She turned to me dramatically. “Do 

you want me to turn it off?” 

“No. It’s alright.” 

“You like jazz, hon?” 
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“I… I do.” I said, still a bit confused about this situation. 

“It’s awful nice of you to return the wallet. And you didn’t even take the money. 

Please, allow me to give you something for your trouble,” she said. 

“No, really. It’s fine.” 

We looked at each other intently, although whether or not our intentions matched 

was a different issue. We eyed the situation up, each not sure if we should 

continue fighting our corner or give up. As the tension between us grew to the 

point of explosion, the kettle boiled. 

“So I can’t remember what you said. Milk? Sugar? Rum?” 

“Milk. No sugar, please.” 

I stopped for a moment and continued, “No rum. Thank you.” 

“Sure.” 

 

She began preparing the tea, tilted her head slightly towards me and said “How 

silly of me. Here I am preparing tea for you, and I don’t even know your name. 

What will my mother think of me?” 

“Oh, Honeycomb. Tristan Honeycomb.” 

“Now, that is a fantastic name. I’m Julia. Julia Target. Would you like a muffin?” 

“What kind?” I asked and sank into a deep self-hating embarrassment, thinking to 

myself, ‘why did I ask that? Is this my “I carried watermelons” moment?’  

“Oh, the fresh kind. I made them myself this morning.” 

“It’s so early, when did you have time to do them?” 

“I’m an early riser. Please. Try one.” 

She took a muffin, tore off a piece with her hand and positioned it by my mouth. 

I had very little choice but to release my lip muscles and allow the piece of muffin 

into my mouth. It was still warm and moist and I loved every second of it. I 

wasn’t sure if I enjoyed it because of the great taste, texture, or the fact that my 

lips accidentally brushed her fingers, but what I did know was that despite hating 

sex – I was up for it now. Literally. 

 

“I’m really sorry. I’m going to have to go to work.” 

“Oh, that’s a shame. You seem like such a nice young man.” 
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“Young? You can’t be much older than me.” 

“Honey, that’s very sweet of you. But yes, you’d better go.” 

 

I was so transfixed by her and by my physical arousal that it took me a few 

moments to even realise she had moved. She walked towards the entrance hall 

and I begrudgingly followed her, trying desperately to hide my… excitement.  

 

“Do please come and visit again. I’m sure Mark would love to thank you 

personally for bringing his wallet back. He was quite worried.” 

“Was he?” 

“Oh, yes. Apparently, he was mugged and passed out on the street. He only came 

back in the morning.” 

“Did he?” 

“Yes. So please, come back. Perhaps after work? He should be here in the 

evening.” 

“I’ll… I’ll see. But thank you.” 

“No, thank you. You must come. If you won’t accept any payment, the least we 

could do is dinner.” 

And before I had the opportunity to respond, she closed the door.  

 

I looked at my watch and another series of worrying began. In a white-rabbit-

esque stress, I started running to work. I’m not stupid. I made sure there was a 

route to work that passed by the Target residence. I made sure that a bus that 

takes me to work does pass there. As you could have probably guessed from my 

bath urination philosophical musings, I am a man who values efficiency, and there 

would be no point in having to go all the way in one direction to then have to go 

back. I would just as well have preferred to go another time, which would 

coincide with my journey than to do a detour. Even if the detour is only of a few 

seconds. It’s the retreat in a journey that frustrates me. I find it fairly infuriating. 

So I continued my journey in the opposite direction to that of my house, until I 

reached the bus stop where I waited for the bus. The bus stop was empty and I 

was so transfixed by this beautiful woman that she was all I could think about. I 
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hadn’t felt horny in… gosh, probably in years. It’s not really part of my M.O., and 

I didn’t fully know what to do with it. I felt a little bit like a teenager, discovering 

his hard-on for the first time after seeing a bikini-clad girl or a teacher bending 

over to reveal a cleavage. The funny thing was, these things never happened to 

me. I became increasingly confused and flustered by this entire situation.  

‘You know that sex is pointless.’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘So why are you even horny?’ 

‘I don’t know. I just am. I couldn’t control it.’ 

‘This is ridiculous. You have better things to do with your time than to fawn over 

women and hide your fucking cock!’ 

‘I know. I don’t understand it either.’ 

‘You’re definitely not going back there again.’ 

‘Well, I was invited. It would be rude not to… Shit, now I’ve missed the bus.’ 

I hate London bus drivers. They’ve always had it in for me. It’s personal. I know it 

is. There’s a picture of me in every bus depot in the city. Besides, I don’t 

understand this stupid idea of not stopping unless someone signals for you to 

stop. I always miss busses. It’s not my fault that I get deep into my own thoughts 

so often. It’s the bloody drivers. They’re always out to get me and catch me out. 

My father once gave me a piece of advice that I’ve never forgotten: ‘Never run 

after a bus. Another one will come along’. Of course, that was true to a certain 

degree. Out in the country, where the busses go once an hour or even once a day, 

perhaps a little jog to avoid disappointment is warranted, but in London that was 

fair advice, and I did accept it. Unfortunately, this would result in a nonchalant 

gait towards a bus that was stationary ahead of me at the station and would often 

end with the bus drivers assuming I wasn’t interested in boarding, and in almost 

passive-aggressive behaviour would close the door on me as soon as I arrived, as 

if to say, ‘If you don’t want to make the effort for us, we don’t want you on us!’ 

 

After missing my bus, I had to stand up to ensure I’d be sighted. I had to do what 

I always did when I got to this point, which was to stand like an idiot, by the bus 

stop, on the edge of the road, with my arm in a half-outward pose, and hope that 
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bus drivers – all bus drivers - would assume I was calling them, and would stop. 

That way, if they stopped and it was the wrong bus, I could justify my innocence 

to myself. It was a well-crafted position, but not one that was easy nor 

comfortable to hold for too long, which was why I would only ever use it after 

missing one bus. It would also cause quite a bit of nuisance to other buses – the 

wrong busses, but seriously, there’s nothing else I could do. I can’t just stand and 

wait until I finally spot the right bus to hail. Stupid busses! 

 

By the time the bus finally did arrive, I was already late for work. I knew that there 

would be nobody to be cross with me, as I had no superiors, but the concept of 

lateness never sat well with me. For me, arriving on time meant being late. As I sat 

on the bus, all I could imagine was the poor person who was desperately trying to 

get into the bookshop. That person must buy the book urgently. It’s a matter of 

life and death. His daughter is dying in hospital and all she wants is this one book 

that only my bookshop sells. That person can’t keep on waiting. His daughter is 

dying, but he can’t go without the book. He doesn’t know what to do. If only the 

bookshop had opened by now it would have all been fine. Alas, he has waited as 

long as is humanly possible. He will have to go to hospital to visit his daughter. 

He delivers the sad news and the girl, broken-hearted, dies there and then in the 

hospital bed as the man punches the sky, shouting, “Why, God? Why?” This really 

fucking upset me! Yes, I might have only been five minutes away from the 

bookshop, but five minutes were too many when a girl’s life was at risk, and it was 

all because of me. 

 

When I arrived at the shop, there was no man knocking the door down, which 

was sort of a relief. While I did feel a bit rejected by not having hordes of people 

begging to get in, I also felt concern for the little girl, as clearly her father had 

given up on getting the book and had had to break her heart and cause her 

demise. My upset was soon forgotten as I opened the door, turned the alarm off, 

the lights on and made myself a cup of tea. It was a time of reflection, as most tea-

making periods tend to be. The time you have to wait for the water to boil, the 

time you have to wait for the tea to brew, too short for you to go and do 
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something else in the meantime, but too long for you to completely wait. So 

reflection was the best use of tea-making time, and efficient me felt strongly that I 

should do just that. It was an opportunity for me to think about the woman I’d 

met and try to understand what it was about her that had stirred me so much, 

physically and mentally. It wasn’t like me to get so affected by a woman in such a 

way, so why this one? Why now? I was unsure. It must have been the 

unexpectedness of it. She was obviously beautiful, but I have seen many a 

beautiful women and none has caused such mayhem in my trousers. Or my mind. 

Why could I not stop thinking of her red hair, soft voice and that slow motion? 

What the heck was that? 

 

Still, the tea had brewed, and reflection needed to end. I took my cup and went to 

sit on the chair behind the counter, sipping my tea and reading a book. Today I 

felt it was appropriate to read some Raymond Chandler, and I went to the rare 

copies of Black Mask and began reading Try The Girl. As I began losing myself in 

the story, which was by far my favourite pastime of all, I was alarmed when the 

door to the shop opened and a woman entered, flustered. I was excited. She had 

found me. My redheaded angel had followed me to work and came to send me on 

a mission to restore her dignity. I flicked my head and was gravely disappointed. It 

was Louisa, just in time for the meeting I had completely forgotten about. 

 

“Tristan, thank you so much for seeing me. I really appreciate it.” 

“Yeah, it’s fine. What’s wrong?” 

“Oh, I don’t know. I don’t know what to do. It’s been…” Louisa was unable to 

control her flooding tears as her eyes poured over her cheeks, with droplets 

abseiling down towards her mouth and disappearing onto the tongue that came 

out in a lizard-like way to catch them before they reached her chin. This of course 

meant that Louisa not only looked like she was having a seizure, she also spoke in 

sections, making her sound more mentally distressed than she actually was.  

“Do you want a cup of tea?” I asked, knowing this was the only real solution to 

the situation. 

“Oh, please.” 
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I walked to the kitchen without another word. It meant I would have more time 

for reflection, and I very much wanted it at that point. I boiled the water and 

stared at the wall, unable to think of my red lady anymore as whenever I pictured 

her, all I kept seeing was Louisa’s face.  

 

‘Come on Tristan, stop thinking about that woman who is obviously not 

interested in you.’ 

‘Yeah, and she’s married.’ 

‘And besides, she’s way out of your league.’ 

‘And you’re ugly!’ 

Of course, I knew – as I always did – that my head friends were right and I 

decided at that moment that I would not pursue those thoughts any further. 

Besides, Louisa was there and she needed me. As long as it wasn’t some sort of 

tactic to make me lose the competition, I was happy to help. ‘Who knows? Peg 

might think it’s amazing if I can help her. Actually, that’s a great idea. I can sort 

Louisa out, and I’m sure Peg would be so amazed by someone helping out her 

fake friend. God knows she is very vocal about what a loser she thinks Louisa is – 

I bet she thinks she’s beyond help. I can prove her wrong. That would be 

amazing.’ 

 

I managed to rile myself up and get excited, and with the ready tea, I was eager to 

find out what was wrong with Louisa and how I could help her. 

 

“Right, so what’s wrong? What’s the panic?” 

“Oh, Tristan. I didn’t know who to turn to.” 

“Yes, so you said.” 

“It’s been… I was… Right, can you keep a secret?” 

‘Here we go,’ I thought to myself. ‘I might even get something on her. Excellent.’ 

“Of course I can,” I said. 

“I have a blog.” 

“You have a what?” I didn’t ask out of surprise or shock, I just genuinely wasn’t 

sure what that last word of the sentence was. 
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“A blog. Online. I write things.” 

“Oh, Okay.” It’s fair to say that I was fairly disappointed by this secret. Not really 

the location of Oliver Cromwell’s head, is it? 

“You see, I write it under a pseudonym. So nobody can tell it’s me who writes it.” 

Now that enlivened my curiosity. What on Earth could she be writing about that 

would warrant a secret identity? 

“Why? What’s it about?” I asked eagerly.  

“Oh, nothing interesting. Just about fairy tales and rainbows and stuff.” 

I couldn’t say I was surprised. More disappointed, I guess. 

“Oh, please don’t tell anyone.” She hurried to add. “If people found out, nobody 

would ever take me seriously.” I didn’t have the heart to tell her that nobody takes 

her seriously anyway. Besides, that’s not going to help my genius plan of sorting 

her life out.  

“I won’t. I promise. So what’s the problem?” 

“Well, yesterday I got a heinous message from somebody. Have you ever heard of 

something called trolling?” 

“You mean like in fishing?” 

“No, not trawling. Trolling. Like trolls.” 

“The creatures?” 

“Yes. It’s this thing that people do online. They send you abuse and wish you all 

sorts of horrible things.” 

“Okay, so what? So people are idiots. Hardly worth you getting upset by someone 

who is bored and has nothing better to do than attack strangers.” 

“Yes, but…” 

She stood still all of a sudden. Silent. As if the notion of it being something not 

worth getting too worked up about was new to her.  

“I suppose you’re right. I didn’t really think about it that way.” 

I wasn’t too sure how to cope with her innocence. It had always bordered on 

stupidity, but there was still some sort of charm to it. Nevertheless, I could feel 

that I was starting to get through to her and might even reach her defective mind 

and perhaps mature it by a few years. 

“Louisa, you need to toughen up. Don’t take other people too seriously.” 
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“Tristan, you’re right.” 

I was on a roll and felt fantastic. “You should get more of a back bone. A spine. 

Fight back. Don’t let people attack you. Fight back!” 

“Yes. I can fight back.” 

“You’re a strong woman.” 

“I am. I am strong. You’re right.” 

This appeared to be much easier than I had anticipated. I guess I didn’t expect her 

to be so malleable. I began an entire rant about how strong she could become and 

she was taking every word I said. I felt powerful. I felt strong. If I could empower 

Louisa to be a stronger person, I could do anything I ever wanted. That was 

exciting. It was amazing. By the time Louisa had left the shop, I felt so good about 

myself. In fact, I felt amazing. So amazing that I might even win the competition! 

This was my opportunity. Lady Peg would so appreciate it. I was psyched. So 

excited by my eventful morning that I felt invincible. I hadn’t felt this good in 

years. I couldn’t remember the last time I’d felt like this. Maybe when I took 

ecstasy when I was twenty. Yeah, I’d felt pretty invincible then. That was a pretty 

invincible night, and today almost matched it. I began feeling trapped in my 

bookshop. I wanted to run out and shout. I knew I couldn’t. I wasn’t mad. This 

was still London – I didn’t want to be one of those mad people running around 

the streets shouting and whatnot. You always see them walking around, or singing 

to themselves or shouting and hanging onto things. So I contained it and kept the 

shouting to myself. Well, that’s actually a lie. In truth, I went to the back room 

and shouted. I shouted so loud that I didn’t notice customers entering the shop. 

When I re-entered the shop floor, I was frightened to death. 

 

‘Tristan, this is your chance!’ 

‘Your moment.’ 

‘Your opportunity to become something wonderful.’ 

‘To be the best you that you’ve ever been.’ 

‘Do better things than you’ve ever done.’ 

‘You can be the best human in the world.’ 
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“Well, guys, let’s not get carried away. It’s not about being the best human in the 

world, but at least being the best me.’ 

‘The best you? That’s nothing.’ 

“No, it’s not. I am never satisfied with anything I do. And finally, I did something 

that I’m happy about. I saved a woman’s life. That’s pretty amazing. I’ve never 

done anything as important as that.” 

‘What are you talking about?’ 

“I’m talking about Tristan Honeycomb for the first time ever in his life feeling 

good about himself. Because he’s excelled himself.” 

‘Tristan, you had so much potential when you were younger. You are nothing 

close to the best Tristan you could be.’ 

“What do you mean?” 

‘I mean that you are a failure. And do you really think you saved that woman? She 

looked more mental when she left than when she had come in.’ 

‘I thought you were meant to be good at reading people.’ 

‘Clearly not.’ 

“I guess I’m not even good at that.” 

 

As elation and depression collided in forceful spout, time kept passing and I kept 

to my daily schedule. At lunch, I went to the coffee shop next door. They made 

the best coffee and the barista there is… um… and then it struck me again. All 

the memories from the dream came flooding back. Being trapped. No, not 

trapped. Tied down. Yes, she tied me in the basement and she did horrible things 

to me. What did she do? I couldn’t quite remember exactly what it was that she’d 

done, but I remembered it was horrible and painful and I felt… I felt trapped. I 

remembered thinking how evil she was. I entered the shop tentatively, feeling a bit 

apprehensive about just taking my usual confident step inside a building. Instead, I 

hesitated by the door. It felt more of an instinct rather than a conscious decision, 

but eventually I was able to make it in. I looked around. Everybody looked 

familiar. It was as if I entered my own nightmare – that feeling when everyone 

inside seems eerily recognisable, and all plotting against me in one way or another. 

There were my parents sharpening a knife, Julia and Mark tying a noose and even 
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Jeffery sitting and putting arsenic in my coffee. I bravely took a few more steps 

towards the bar, trying to get out of this Fear And Loathing In Las Vegas sensation. 

Finally, I looked at her, as I queued for my coffee and I could not understand 

what I found scary. She had an amazing smile. The kind of smile that really made 

your day and she was directing it at me. So why could I not shake this underlying 

fear? Her smile, which I had adored for so long, had all of a sudden become 

menacing. As if she were plotting something behind it. They always warn you that 

the nice ones are really the dangerous ones – what if that’s her? What if the dream 

was prophetic rather than just random? 

 

She handed me my coffee and said with her usual smile, “Hey, hope you enjoy it.” 

She always said that, but today it received a new meaning. The coffee was 

poisoned. I had no doubt about it. It must be poisoned. I could see that gleam of 

evil in her eye. I could tell she had plans for me. I had to escape from there. I ran 

out of the shop, leaving the coffee on the counter and ran back to my shop. I 

locked the door, turned around the ‘closed’ sign, turned the lights off and sat in 

the dark. Hiding. I was waiting. I wasn’t quite sure what I was waiting for, but I 

was waiting. I could hear someone outside, banging on the door: “Let me in! Let 

me in!” I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t get up. It was as if all my fears from everything 

ever, from the time I read ‘It’ when I was far too young to digest it, to my fear of 

death – everything came flooding in and I was unable to move. Stuck in my body 

in my room in my shop. The only place I sort of kinda half-felt safe. I was like a 

prisoner of my own making. A prisoner of my own fears. Somehow, I’d travelled 

from invincibility to immobility within minutes and I had no idea how to get 

myself out of this situation.  

 

I wouldn’t regard myself as claustrophobic, but when you’re stuck in a room 

(regardless of how safe it makes you feel) unable to move, there are some new 

fears and phobias that emerge. I’d read about this thing called locked-in 

syndrome. I know that’s not what I had, but all I could think at that moment was 

that I would never move again. I even began doubting my geographical 

placement. I felt as if I might not have even been where I thought I was – in the 
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shop. I considered that I might be in a hospital, or dead, or buried alive or… I 

don’t know. Perhaps I only imagined being in the shop, as it was probably my 

‘happy place’. Then I got stuck into an entire debate about being a ‘brain in a vat’ 

and, somehow, returning to basic philosophical arguments had calmed me down 

tremendously. I was gradually able to start moving. I think the idea of the ‘brain in 

a vat’ amused me so much that it had softened my frozen muscles and enabled me 

to make contact once again with the world around me.  

 

Now, let me explain something to you. I don’t often have panic attacks, but when 

they occur, they do take the wind out of me. They can be incredibly intense and 

cripple me, sometimes for hours. Of course, I have no idea how much time 

actually passes when I’m in one of those states, and on this particular occasion, it 

was two hours. I’ve had worse, although two hours is quite a lot and I particularly 

felt bad for any of my customers who obviously desperately needed some books. I 

did have a vague memory of hearing someone trying to break the door down. 

 

Once that attack was over, I was able to sit and reflect on what was actually 

worrying me. I was able to quickly dismiss my fear of the barista: I knew it 

couldn’t be her. Yes, she scared me, but I knew she wasn’t going to kill me. I 

knew she wasn’t a psychopath… although, she could be, I was not afraid for my 

life (I did however decide to not go out with her if the opportunity were ever to 

arise). Once that had been discounted, I considered what it could have been. I 

knew it must have had something to do with the beautiful Julia. Yes, I probably 

felt guilty about having thoughts of infidelity that would affect Mark. I’ve always 

been very strict with my ‘not doing things with people who are in a relationship’ 

rule. I’ve always felt having the moral high ground was enough for me to justify 

my existence, so perhaps it was the cause for my breakdown. But that couldn’t 

have been it, because I hadn’t actually done anything. There must have been 

more. Perhaps I felt guilty about Louisa.  

‘But what was there to feel guilty about?’ 

‘You gave her advice out of pure cynicism!’ 

“I thought you said I was useless at reading her, and in fact I made things worse!” 
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‘Well, Tristan, you’re intelligent enough to know that if we observed something – 

you must have too, you just didn’t realise.’ 

“So I’m confused. Did I do a good thing or a bad thing?” 

‘I don’t know.’ 

‘I don’t know.’ 

‘I don’t know.’ 

‘I think we can just assume that you did the wrong thing.’ 

… 

… 

… 

‘Loser!’ 

 

I knew what I had to do. I had to find Louisa and make sure she wasn’t going to 

do anything stupid. So I tried calling her, but for some reason the call went 

straight to voicemail. My brain went into overdrive. I began imagining the worst. 

Louisa killing herself or going on a murder spree and shooting anyone that came 

along. I could just picture her with a rifle and two black lines under her eyes, 

commando-style. Perhaps a bandana on her head. Wow. She did not look good in 

a bandana – then again, very few people could pull a bandana off. Still, the 

thought of her in a bandana did reveal to me how ridiculous this whole thing was 

and that I shouldn’t really worry about her. She’d be fine. I was sure she would be. 

So I tried calling her one last time and, when it went to voicemail once more, I 

decided to give Lady Peg a call. Just in case. 

 

“Hello?” she answered in a less elegant way than normal. 

“Lady Peg, it’s Tristan.” 

“Oh, Tristan,” She said and coughed. “I can’t really talk to you. I shouldn’t really 

talk to any of you.” 

I could tell something was wrong. I couldn’t tell what was wrong, but I could 

sense with my incredible empathic mind that something was certainly up. 

“Lady Peg, you don’t sound yourself. Is everything alright?” 

“Oh, Tristan. My beautiful, wonderful, Tristan…” 
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And she left it there. No completion of what was clearly the start of a sentence. 

Just silence. A few seconds in, I felt I had to say something. 

“Lady Peg?” 

Still silence. 

“Hello? Are you there?” 

For some reason, I didn’t assume what one normally assumes nowadays when the 

other end of the line disappears, which is that reception has vanished. For some 

reason, it seemed to me that there was something else that had caused this. For 

some reason, I… 

“Yes, I’m here. Sorry. I just realised, I’m out of gin.” 

“Oh, right.” 

“Tristan, sweetheart, I don’t suppose you could pop over with a bottle of gin for 

your dear friend?” 

I really wanted to ask her why she couldn’t just go and get it herself, but to be 

honest, I felt like it might be wise to see her. If nothing else, at least it would be an 

opportunity to suss out what kind of thing I should do to make her declare me the 

winner. And it would also give me a chance to tell her all about Louisa. And the 

poem. Although, I thought I might save that for another time, as I’d kinda started 

feeling like it was a bit stupid and badly written.  

 

I travelled towards her house, stopping on the way to get a bottle of gin. Only 

moments after ending the phone call to Lady Peg, I received an anticipatory 

message instructing me of the exact brand of gin she wanted. Hendricks’s. That 

was her poison, and I can’t say I blame her; it is indeed a fine gin. Perhaps she 

would appreciate it if I also brought her a cucumber. I’d understood that 

cucumbers went exceedingly well with Hendricks’s, so she would appreciate it. If 

she even liked cucumbers. Not everybody does. It’s strange. I wonder what there 

is to not like about cucumbers. They’re basically water and vegetable. No, Peg 

definitely looked like the sort of lady who liked her cucumbers. She probably put 

them on her eyes, plus, they’re healthy and permeate alcohol to enhance flavour, 

or something like that – so she must have like them. Sounded right up her street.  
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When I arrived at Lady Peg’s house, I was extremely disappointed with having to 

stand and wait outside until she opened the door. It was bad enough having had 

to wait that morning for Julia… ah, Julia… I wonder if she was still thinking of 

me. It was bad enough having had to do it that morning for Julia, but to have to 

do it now again for Lady Peg, particularly after she had invited me, was frustrating. 

I had to really put aside all my anger towards Lady Peg. I did care very much 

about her and valued her as a friend and a socialite, but she did have some 

incredibly skewed views. Her self-obsession could be quite off-putting. She had 

very little consideration towards anyone but herself, and even this entire 

competition has made a mockery of her friendships. I mean, I didn’t quite know 

what prize she had offered the others, but I did find it quite incredible that, even 

though she was perfectly able to lend me the money to open my shop, she would 

only do it if I won some stupid competition. I think it’s fair to feel anger when 

someone who you thought was your friend, who was able to help you, and 

obviously has the interest and inclination to help you, doesn’t actually do it, and 

instead expects you to run around like a puppy or performing monkey. Still, it was 

her money and her contacts, and I couldn’t really be too judgmental. I should 

have appreciated her for even considering to give me the money in the first place, 

and if she wanted me to dance for her like a little monkey boy, I should dance for 

her like a little monkey boy. 

 

After nine minutes and twenty-five seconds, Peg finally opened the door and I 

entered her den of misery. In all my years of knowing Peg, I had never seen her 

like this. She seemed completely out of sorts and lost. I was flabbergasted and 

didn’t quite know what to say to her. 

 

“Oh, Tristan, Tristan!” 

I looked straight at her. I had perfected my ‘caring/concerned’ face and had 

mastered making my body express openness without having to think too much 

about it. I knew what came across to Peg as I stood there, and I could tell by her 

reaction that she appreciated it and was able to warm up and confide in me. She 

didn’t. Therefore, I knew there was more to her silence than just politeness.  
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After a few moments of gentle, unworded, failed coaxing, I decided to say 

something instead.  

 

“Lady Peg, what’s wrong?” 

“Have you brought the gin?” 

“Of course.” 

She took the bottle and prepared a tonic and gin for herself (I very wisely changed 

the order of the famous cocktail name, as she chose to go for the gin as the mixer 

and the tonic water as the shot). She didn’t ask me if I wanted any, which quite 

upset me, if I’m honest. Still, as much as I wanted a drink, I was happy to repress 

my urges and divert my alcoholism towards extra attentiveness.  

 

As she was preparing her drink, she would make noises and regularly start 

expressing herself, only to fail miserably shortly after and revert back to silence. I 

knew this feeling very well, when talking felt like being stuck in a maze. You tried 

one direction in the maze by starting with one word, only to hit a dead end and 

return to your last step; you try a second direction and hit a wall, desperately 

pulling the words back into your mouth, even though the consonants had already 

exited your lips. Peg was clearly stuck in that maze. I knew what I could do. I 

could ask questions and shine a light on some parts of the maze, which might help 

her find the correct direction. 

 

“Lady Peg, did something happen to you?” 

“No. Not really.” 

“Are you sick? Is it something physical?” 

“No. Not exactly.” 

“Family?” 

“No.” 

“Friends?” 

“In a way.” 
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I panicked. My entire day was leading me to this moment and now that I’d got 

there, it was all exploding in my face. 

 

“Is it Louisa?” 

“What?! Of course not.” 

She seemed to almost be angry with me for bringing her name up.  

“Lady Peg, is this to do with the competition in any way?” 

 

She sighed. I could see the relief in her eyes. “Oh, Tristan. I can’t talk to you 

about this.” 

“Why not?” I asked, already knowing the answer. 

“Oh, Tristan. If I tell you it might give you an unfair advantage over the others.” 

“Peg, do you really think I care about the competition now? I only care about you. 

I want to make you feel better.” I can’t say it was a complete lie. I did care about 

Peg and probably more so than about the publishing of my book or winning this 

damn thing, but I guess it was fair to say that I wasn’t too unhappy with the 

possibility of getting a head-start on my competitors.  

‘Tristan, you are a manipulative dick!’ Adrian shouted at me, and before Bertie 

was about to add his abusive thoughts, Lady Peg quickly put as all at east. 

“Tristan, you’re a good boy, and I would love to tell you, but I really can’t.” 

Suddenly her face went completely white. All her blood had flooded anywhere but 

her head. Lady Peg was pale at the best of times, but this was far worse. 

 

“Excuse me,” she managed to just about shout as she ran out of the room. I could 

hear her galloping towards the toilet and eventually I could hear faint sounds of a 

quite unpleasant heaving noise. She was being sick, evidently. I’d been in 

situations like this before, wherein I was visiting someone who seemed to not be 

in as adequate a state to entertainment as they probably would have liked and I 

was unsure as to whether they would prefer my company or not. It reminded me 

of Carolina’s twenty-first birthday. Now, Carolina was a lovely girl. Very clever, 

very troubled and very lonely. I was her only friend. Gosh, I wonder what is new 

with her. I haven’t spoken to her in so long. She has, since her twenty-first 
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birthday, grown up quite a bit, and un-troubled herself. She managed to find a 

man she loved and it seemed to do the trick. All her troubles went. It’s a bit scary 

thinking about how easily it was all solved. In any case, Carolina’s twenty-first 

birthday. She’d invited me over for a night of music and drugs and it all went 

really well until she began having diarrhoea and I had no idea if she wanted me to 

stay or go. Now, drugs makes one paranoid at the best of times, so to have that 

on my mind made the whole experience even less pleasant. This is the problem 

with us British folk. We just are completely incompetent at expressing our wishes 

and resent people who don’t understand what to do without words. I have never 

known, and have always guessed. Still, I have kept most of my friends, and people 

do seem to like me, so I guess I’ve been guessing accurately.  

 

So, as with Carolina’s birthday, this day had left me in an awkward position. There 

was I, in Lady Peg’s house, with my host throwing up in the next room, and as 

much as I had partied with Peg in the past, I had to admit that I had never seen 

her throwing up, nor had I even been aware of the fact that she excreted (apart 

from theoretical knowledge, obviously). I was very aware that the reason I had 

never known about Peg’s bodily rejections was a conscious decision she had made 

and a lot of hard work going into ensuring there were no traces or obvious hints 

of any visits to toilets or anything that indicated any sort of internal bodily action.  

 

However, despite that, I had been summoned by Peg and based on the way she 

sounded over the phone, she was aware of her situation. So clearly she didn’t 

mind me being there, and it would be naïve of me to assume she did not know I 

could hear her from the other room. She clearly knew I could and she clearly had 

no problem with it. So I decided to employ my general life tactic that I had chosen 

in order to cope with such situations. I was to take things at face value. I was to 

assume that if Peg had wanted me to go, she could have told me. And in fairness, 

Lady Peg was never one to shy away from expressing her honest opinion about 

things, so perhaps it wasn’t as much of an issue as I had thought it might have 

been. 
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By the time I’d finished my contemplations, Lady Peg re-entered the room, even 

paler than she was when she had left it, but this time with her hair in a mess and a 

few droplets navigating down her face. I had assumed (and frankly, hoped) that it 

was water rather than… well, rather than anything else.  

 

“Tristan, I’m not very well.” 

“Yes, Lady Peg, I can see that.” 

“Oh, do I look so dreadful? Am I hideous? Please don’t look at me!” 

“Peg, I’ve known you long enough to be able to call you a friend. You are 

anything but hideous! I promise you!” 

“Oh, Tristan, you are such a sweetheart. You do always know how to say the right 

thing, don’t you?” 

Truth be told, yes, she was right. I do always know how to say the right thing. It’s 

been a knack that I’ve had since I was a very young child. I don’t know, perhaps 

when I was younger I had an urge to be accepted. To be loved. I assume 

everybody has that, particularly by parents, wanting to be appreciated by them, 

trying to get their respect and all that crap. But I don’t think it was just about that 

for me. I think I needed everybody to accept me. I needed the entire world to 

admire me. And it worked. I have always been a charmer, getting waitresses to 

give us desserts on the house in restaurants at the age of six and getting 

shopkeepers to give me sweets for free. So something had certainly worked.  

 

“Tristan, my sweet, dear Tristan. I want to tell you something.” 

‘Here we go,’ I thought to myself; she was finally going to spill the beans. I won’t 

bore you with the details, but my inner friends began attacking me for a 

Machiavellian thought process and harassed me for being so cynical about my 

friendship with Lady Peg. Thing is, I do care for Peg, but I do also, if truth be told 

(and please keep this between you and me), find her to be quite beneath me. I 

know. I know. It sounds horrible and patronising and pretentious and whatnot, 

but it’s true. I do think she’s not the most intelligent person in the world. But I 

don’t care. See, some people are racist and think they’re better than other people 

because of their race and some are sexist and think they’re better than other 
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people because of their gender and some are ageist who think they’re better than 

other people because of their age, but I’m none of those things. I’m an 

intelligenist. I think… no, I know I’m better than other people because they’re 

stupid. However, despite knowing I’m better than them, I don’t necessarily dislike 

them – I’m happy to accept them for who they are. I just wouldn’t go to them for 

intellectual Stimuli. Lady Peg has something much better and far more important 

than intelligence: she has money and contacts, and to be honest, that was good 

enough for me. Plus, she was a really fun person to spend time with.  

 

“Tristan? Are you listening?”  

“Of course, Peg. What do you want to say to me?” 

“Tristan, I’m not well.” 

“Yes, Lady Peg, you’ve already told me that.” 

“Yes.” 

 

She stared at me silently. I was unsure whether she wanted to say something and 

was unable to express herself or whether she was waiting for me to say something. 

Either way, we stared at each other, as I had nothing to say, and was busy anyway 

trying to figure out why I wasn’t getting a drink. I began to think that perhaps it 

wasn’t a joke when she told us the other day that she was dying.  

 

“Tristan, I’m unwell.” 

Now, as I mentioned before, I consider myself to be fairly intelligent, but to be 

honest, one doesn’t need a high IQ to understand that Peg was unwell. For 

heaven’s sake, she’d mentioned it often enough. 

“Yes. You have said.” 

“Said? I don’t look it?” 

“No. You look smashing.” 

“You’re such an adorable liar, Tristan. An adorable liar indeed.” 

She smiled at me and I smiled back, without letting anything on. I was afraid that I 

might accidentally give the whole game away and that she would find out that I 

indeed was lying. 
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“Tristan, I think it might be best if you leave now. And I don’t want you to think I 

don’t appreciate your coming over and more importantly bringing over the bottle 

of gin, because I truly appreciate both things, and it’s been a wonderful addition 

to my day to see you. Truly.” 

“Right. Not a problem. Just before I go, could I ask you, did you speak to Louisa 

today?” 

“No.” 

“May I suggest you do? I’m a little bit worried about her.” 

“Oh?” 

“I saw her today and she was a bit… well, strange.” 

“Always so caring, you good, dear boy.” 

“I just don’t like to see anyone upset – strangers, acquaintances and especially not 

friends.” I gave her a knowing nod so she understood that the last noun was 

directed at her. She nodded acceptingly back and smiled. 

“You are a good boy.” 

She walked me to the door and before I exited, she gave me a hug. Peg never 

hugs. At least she’d never hugged me before. This was my first hug and it was 

passionate. Not sexually passionate, just emotionally charged. Her arms wrapped 

around me with so much force and intention, it was as if she were trying to insert 

some wisdom into my body through her arms. Considering this was our first hug 

ever, I was also quite surprised that it was longer than expected. Probably about 

eight seconds too long, which might not sound like much, but in hugging terms, 

and in new-huggers’ hugging-time, it’s an extremely long period of awkwardness. 

Peg, however, did not seem to mind it. And I, well… I did what I do best, pleased 

Peg with reciprocation.  

 

When she released me, she immediately turned and walked back in, closing the 

door behind her. I could just about see her trying to hide a tear. All my worries 

about Louisa had vanished and concentrated on Peg. Yes, I wanted to win the 

competition, and yes, perhaps there was something slightly cynical about my 

behaviour towards her that day, but seeing her like that, seeing her with tears in 

her eyes, seeing her hugging too long, seeing her physically sick (Okay, not seeing 
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her, but hearing her) made me develop genuine worries for her. I do care a lot 

about Peg and I truthfully didn’t want to see her suffer in any way, and I was 

having to endure my worst fate of all, I had to endure not being able to do 

anything to help her. 

‘Tristan, you are so self-centred.’ 

‘Yes. This isn’t about you. It’s about her!’ 

‘You are disgusting.’ 

“No, you don’t understand me. This isn’t what I meant.” 

‘You can try and fool the rest of the world, but not us.’ 

‘We know you inside out.’ 

“Honestly. I care. This is altruistic. Honestly!” 

‘Keep on trying to convince yourself of that, but you know very well that it’s 

bullshit!’ 

‘And it’s fine. Seriously. You don’t need to worry about it. This is what we are all 

like.’ 

“I don’t care what you think. I know what I am.” 

‘Tristan, you got that all wrong. We don’t care what you think, because we know 

what you are.’ 

 

I needed a drink, so I walked away and started making my way back home. It was 

getting dark already and, as much as I wanted to go to the pub and have a drink, I 

thought perhaps it would be unwise for me to drink alone. Well, at least that was 

the excuse I made in order to justify my upcoming behaviour. It seemed to me 

that the best idea… the only idea… the single right thing to do, considering the 

day I’d had, was to go and visit my femme fatale. After all, I’d been invited over 

for dinner, so it would in fact be impolite of me to not accept.  

 

I began walking determinedly. My mind had been made up and I was keen and 

excited. But I couldn’t help notice that I wasn’t walking in the right direction. In 

fact, I found myself walking away from her house. I found myself walking away 

from my house. I had no idea where I was walking to, but it was certainly not the 

right direction. I started stressing. I know it’s possible sometimes for a body to do 
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one thing and the mind another and I was terrified. ‘What if I’m becoming a little 

Dr Strangelove? What if I just keep on walking in the wrong direction forever?’ 

And besides, where was I going? I had to get some power back. I had to make a 

decision and commit my legs to following it through all the way, until they obeyed 

my direct orders and reached a destination. And there it was! A pub! Just in front 

of me. The Flying Arms. Had never been there. Had never heard of it. But most 

importantly, I didn’t care. So I entered and I sat down. I managed to. I managed 

to tell my legs what to do and I was able to force them into my direction. The 

direction of a pint. I’m not a big pint-drinker, and beer isn’t usually my first go-to 

drink, but this was a scary pub, and I didn’t feel quite comfortable getting a 

cocktail or wine.  

 

“Yes, mate, can I have a pint please?” 

“Sure. What kind?” 

“Oh, mate, I don’t care. Any lager will do me.” 

I was super-manly and proud of it. I even burped after my first sip to make them 

all aware how manly I was. I had to give out a clear sign of ‘Don’t mess with me’ 

and retune my legs to operate in the manner in which I wished them to.  

 

Halfway through my pint, these two geezers (yes, I will call them geezers, as it 

seems the most appropriate term) entered and sat beside me. 

“Did you see that thing?” 

“Fuckin’ ‘ell, mate, what the fuck was that?” 

“It was sickening, weren’t it?” 

“Fuckin’ ‘ell yeah, it was.” 

“What the fuck?” 

“I know.” 

Feeling increasingly uncomfortable due to their vocabulary (or lack thereof), and 

with an urge to give them a thesaurus, I decided it was time for me to finish my 

drink and to start heading out. Home, to Julia, to Chicago – anywhere. I didn’t 

care as long as I was out of there, but I couldn’t down the half-pint that was left 

(I’m not a maniac after all) and I couldn’t just leave it there, but I was terrified that 
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they might start talking to me, and that would be the worst scenario. So I sipped 

the pint quickly (although I pretended to be taking much larger mouthfuls than I 

really was by pinching my mouth tightly on the rim). 

 

“Was that a man or a woman?” 

“Fuc…” Okay, excuse me, whilst I censor some of the vocabulary and paraphrase 

these gentlemen’s conversation, as it’s becoming repetitive and, frankly, quite 

unnecessary. 

 

“Dear me, I have no idea what that was!” 

“Ol’ chap, I must admit that I agree with you wholeheartedly. This being was 

clearly not stereotypically aligned with either of the two genders that we know of 

and have been trained into understanding and discerning. How are we meant to 

distinguish and know how to react?” 

“Indeed, my friend. Indeed.” 

 

Now, I was curious about this conversation for several reasons. The first was that 

I’d always been fascinated with any sort of gender-bending techniques. Whether it 

had to do with cross-dressing, cross-talking or just watching The Alternative Miss 

World. I had a great appreciation for anything that challenged the world. The 

second reason was that, with the competition on my mind, I couldn’t help 

thinking their conversation might have had something to do with Mel. After all, 

the person that one of the springs that throws forth intermittent jets of heated 

water and steam was talking about to the other Egyptian pyramid city sounded an 

awful lot like the one and only Mel Crayon. So I was intrigued and slowed my 

sipping down. Well, in actuality, I kept the sipping at the exact same speed, but 

stopped pretending to be drinking more.  

 

“I tell you what, dear friend, what is this world coming to, eh?” 

“One cannot tell what is left and what is right any more.” 

“Or what is wrong and what is right.” 

“How droll, ol’ chap. That is overly correct.” 
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I felt this to be the best time to join the conversation.  

 

As my language was peppered with far fewer profanities, it can be written here in 

its original wording, but I shall go on with my translation of the two gentlemen. 

 

“Wotcha!” I said loudly in what I remembered to be the natural attention-seeking 

call for these people.  

“Yes?” 

“You talking about a geez who looks like a bird?” 

“That’s fornicating right.” 

“Or perhaps it’s a bird who looks like a geez!” 

“Yes, indeed! Indeed! You are overly fornicating correct! Do you know her? 

Him?” 

“I think I do, mate, I think I do.” 

“What in the name of hell is this thing?” 

“That’s it, mate. Nobody knows. It’s an effin’ mystery.” (I’d tried saying the full 

word, but had felt quite uncomfortable, so settled for the ‘e’ word instead). 

“Fornicating Hades!” 

“Where did you see it?” 

“Just outside in the dining property next door.” 

“I got to see that,” I said, took a final massive sip from the pint (although in 

essence only inserted about a millilitre of liquid into my mouth), banged the glass 

on the table, freaked out from the bang and the fear of it crashing and walked out 

without looking back but with intense self-loathing as a result of my bad grammar. 

I walked with a manly swagger, swaying my weight heavily from side to side with 

my arms held away from my body, trying to consciously decrease the gap between 

my behaviour and the behaviour of the missing link until I opened the door and 

managed to escape into the freeing darkness. The street was cold and scary, and 

yet, compared to my attempted blending experience indoors, I felt relaxed once 

again. 
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I turned to the restaurant next door and looked through a window. Indeed, it was 

Mel who was sitting there, seeming anxious. There was an almost empty glass of 

wine on the table and I did seem to remember that Lady Peg had told me that Mel 

was teetotal. So I was very surprised. There were no plates or dishes or anything 

on the table. What was Mel doing there? I decided to spy for a few moments, 

pretending occasionally to be doing something very important on my phone to 

avoid raising suspicion. Mel was sitting and holding the glass of wine. Mel was 

clearly feeling stressed about something. S/he was very much uneasy. Eventually, 

I saw him/her get up and put on his/her coat, ready to go. S/he put some money 

on the table and stormed out. I had to hide behind the wall so as not to be seen 

by him/her. I can’t be one hundred per cent sure, but I do believe that s/he was 

crying as s/he walked away.  

“Wow,” I unnoticingly said aloud.  

 

I had no idea what I had seen, but I did know that whatever it was would surely 

be good news for me and for my chance of winning the competition. S/he was 

upset and probably wouldn’t be able to concentrate properly. I was excited and 

elated, and with that feeling decided to head off to the Targets’. I felt invincible 

once again! 

 

I hurried down the street, like an out-of-control skier, unconsciously slaloming 

down a black piste. I felt ecstatic. My mind would often go to these extreme 

places of high and low and the highs, at least, felt great, albeit I had no ability to 

control them. Even though it was dark outside, it felt like the sun was shining. It 

was a strange feeling and I was hot. Really hot. Properly hot. As you would at two 

in the afternoon on a summer’s day in Barbados. It was really strange. I could see 

people coming towards me, but I think I saw them how I would imagine a fly sees 

things. It would all be in lots of different shots. Very slow, and missing stages in 

the middle – like an old film that has been damaged. I was so excited about seeing 

Julia. I was half-hoping that Mark wouldn’t be there and, more so, I was looking 

forward to seeing how my film noir was going to pan out. Would there be a body? 

Would I have a mystery to solve? Would my life be in danger? And would this 
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dame be as much trouble as I’d thought when I first saw her? I had to find all 

these things out and there was only one way for me to do that. And there it was. 

The Target house.  

 

The light was on in most of the rooms in the house. That boded well for them 

being in, unless they’re these paranoid people who leave all the lights on when 

they leave the house so that burglars think they’re home and don’t enter. After 

warming up my spying skills with Mel earlier outside the restaurant, I decided to 

employ them again and look around to see if I could see anything. I walked 

around the perimeter wall, surveying possible entrance points, and found a part of 

the wall with less foliage than the rest of it. I climbed the wall and jumped felinely 

down to the ground. I crept stealthily around and looked for a dark patch near a 

window. I found several, but none of the rooms seen through these windows 

contained either of the Targets. In fact, I couldn’t see them at all, despite all the 

lights being on. I concluded that they must be upstairs. I considered climbing the 

wall and looking at the first floor, but decided against it.  

 

Suddenly, there she was. With all her beauty, and even a bit more. This time 

wearing nothing more than an opaque nightgown. She was holding a martini glass 

and her luscious hair was damp. Somehow, despite obviously coming out of the 

shower not too long ago, she already seemed to have make-up on. Perhaps they 

were planning on going out, or perhaps they genuinely expected me to come to 

dinner. I was excited. I looked at my beautiful broad. She looked tense. Again. 

What is with all these people I’ve been spying on? Why do they all look tense? Is 

there something in the air? Did I manage to pick the most interesting people to 

spy on? Or perhaps they could feel my prying eyes looking at them creepily. Okay, 

so I was behaving in an unnerving manner. I was aware of it, but it seemed logical. 

It seemed right. And besides, in the worst case, I’ll have a great story to tell Peg. 

My mind began getting lost in all sorts of scenarios. I thought about how to justify 

myself if I were to get stopped by the police, and how I would react if Julia caught 

me. 
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“What are you doing?” 

“Oh, I’m looking for the front door,” I would say. It would be fine. I wouldn’t be 

in any danger. I’ve always been good at justifying myself on the spot and getting 

myself out of trouble. I was so lost in my thoughts that I didn’t notice Mark 

entering the room. He was completely naked and Julia was not happy about it. 

They started arguing. I couldn’t quite make out what they were arguing about, but 

it seemed to be serious.  

 

My film noir finally began panning out. As their argument heated up, she threw 

her martini glass at him. He reacted in a violent outburst, slapping her until she 

bled. I was compelled to observe. I knew that I had to burst inside. I’ve seen film 

noir, I understood what my role in the story was, and yet, there was something 

intriguing about the vision of violence. You see, I’m not a very violent person. 

I’ve never been violent. In fact, the thought of stepping on an ant accidentally can 

traumatise and upset me for days on end. I remember as a child, whenever I 

would step on a spider, I would then be unable to go to the toilet. I would have 

this intense fear that if I am on the toilet, a giant spider would come from behind 

me and eat me. I don’t know why it would only terrify me in the toilet, perhaps it 

was because I had nowhere to run there. I also am unable to watch violence on 

screen, and will always close my eyes whenever a scene appears to be gorier than 

my threshold would allow (which is incredibly minimal). And so, watching this 

real-life violence was a novelty for me, and despite urging myself to stop it, I was 

unable to move or divert my gaze. My head forced my eyes to watch every bit of 

this act, in a manner not too dissimilar to Alex in A Clockwork Orange. My brain 

didn’t even allow my eyes to blink.  

 

I know that this description has made it sound like I was standing and watching 

for a very long time, but in truth, I was there for less than it took you to read the 

description. Much less. For one thing, he didn’t hit her that much and for another, 

I am not a perverted monster, despite the situation I’ve just described, which I 

admit does not draw me in the nicest of lights. 
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So after only seconds of observation (perverted or otherwise), I decided to take 

on the role I was destined to play and storm inside the house. In the few moments 

it took me to get to the front door and try to burst in (fail and then ring the 

doorbell), I pictured in my mind what I would do upon entering. 

 

“Get your filthy hands of her, Mr Target!” 

“Tristan? What are you doing here?” he would say to me. 

“Never mind what I’m doing here. Get away from the lady!” 

She would then run into my arms. “Oh, Mr Honeycomb, my saviour!” 

“Mind your own beeswax, Tristan,” Mark would say and approach me 

threateningly. 

“Or what?” I would reply and shield Julia. 

“Or I’ll introduce you to Mr Fist and Mr Punch, The Knuckle Brothers” he would 

say, as he raised his arms and prepared to fight. 

“Oh yeah? Well, we’ll see about that!” 

“Tristan, be careful, he boxed professionally with Lenox Lewis,” Julia would 

scream at me, looking at us gleefully, slightly enjoying the battle over her honour. 

We would begin fighting. He would… 

 

“Yes?” I heard Julia from the other side of the door, interrupting my heroic 

daydream. 

“Um…” I was completely flustered at that point. I did not know what to say. “It’s 

Tristan. You invited me over for dinner.” 

“Tristan, what are you doing here?” she said and opened the door. 

“Never mind what I’m… I’m your … I’m a saviour!” 

“I beg your pardon?” 

“Get your filthy paws… um…” 

“What the hell are you talking about?” 

“I don’t know.”  

I was contemplating just turning around and running as fast as I could. My eyes 

had been looking at the floor for the last few sentences, and eventually I gathered 

enough courage to look up again. She did not seem happy. 
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“I’m sorry. I thought…” 

I noticed she wasn’t bleeding, which was strange because I was sure I’d seen her 

bleeding through the window. 

“Is everything alright with you?” I asked. 

“Of course.” 

“Did Mark… is Mark…” 

“Mark isn’t here.” 

At this point, I began worrying. Could I have imagined it all? Was it all in my 

mind? Did I see what I wanted to see? Perhaps I’d read too many crime thrillers 

and thought I saw something that didn’t actually happen. Still, I stood there 

outside, waiting for her to invite me in. She didn’t. I took another look at her and 

she didn’t look as attractive as she did that morning. Her hair was bundled up, she 

had some disgusting cream on her face and she was wearing a tracksuit.  

“Look, Tristan, it’s not the best of time at the moment. Sorry.” 

“But I thought…” I thought she had invited me over for dinner. Perhaps I had 

imagined that too. I couldn’t take the embarrassment any longer, though. 

“Oh, right. Sorry to have bothered you,” I said and did what I’d wanted to do a 

few seconds earlier: turn away and run as fast as I possibly could. When I reached 

the front gate, I dared to take one last look to see if she was still there, hoping that 

she was looking back. She wasn’t. She had already gone inside.  

 

I walked home. Well, it wasn’t so much a walk as a gentle run. My mind was 

racing. It was full of thoughts. Contradictory thoughts, but mostly upsetting ones. 

I was not feeling good. I was not feeling happy. I was not really feeling myself. 

Today had been a strange day and not one that I felt I’d controlled. Yes, I know 

that we are never truly in control of our lives, but somehow today was different. A 

bit worse. I felt like I’d been played. Like I’d been living a fantasy. Like I had been 

a character in a book or a secondary hero in a film. I did not feel real. None of 

what had happened to me that day made sense or felt real. So what was going on? 

I concluded the only thing I could have concluded – this was all a dream. That 

was always the easy way out from complicated plot lines in books and films, the 

most infamous of endings. ‘And then he woke up.’ So that’s what I was willing 
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myself to do. To wake up. This whole story with the barista was too strange; it 

must have been a dream within a dream. 

 

Somehow, though, I did not feel satisfied with this conclusion. It just didn’t ring 

true. Something about it did not sit well in the logic of my life. I know you can 

never tell if things are a dream, as they always feel real, but surely you can tell 

when something isn’t a dream, and this wasn’t. It all just went on and on and on. 

It was too long. Dreams cut things, shape things. This was not a dream. This was 

reality. Just a strange and twisted reality. I tried to ask myself what it all meant. 

Why it had all happened. This was not a typical day for me. Was it all just me 

trying to be amazing? Was this all from trying to be better than the other three? 

Could this whole competition start to destroy my sanity? My aim had been to try 

to second-guess what Peg thought about me. That’s a bit of an insane task. Of 

course I wouldn’t have been able to stay sane whilst doing it. I’d tried to be too 

clever. Maybe I just thought I was more intelligent than I actually am. And all this 

just to for a stupid shop. What was the point? Was it just for vanity? 

 

I got home and made myself a cup of tea. I was cold and needed something to 

heat me up. I didn’t feel like drinking anymore. I wanted to sober up. The beer did 

not sit well in my stomach and I felt that tea would calm my insides – both the 

physical and the emotional bits. I stared at the kettle. I wanted the tea to be ready 

already. Brewing time can feel like the most frustrating waste of time possible, and 

the existential crisis I found myself in did not help pass the time any quicker. My 

eyes were fixed on the kettle and the well-known adage of watching a kettle boil 

did not dissuade me from looking at it. Indeed, it did not boil. It didn’t even look 

like it was heating up. I decided I would beat the kettle. I would stare at it until it 

boiled. Anything to help divert my thoughts from the depression I was slowly 

sinking into. I kept on staring at it and I could feel my victory coming. The water 

was starting to gently bubble inside. It wasn’t boiling yet, but it was definitely on 

the right track. If I just stuck to it for a little bit longer, I would beat it. I would be 

the master of idioms and I would get to watch a kettle boil. It took what felt like 

an eternity, but eventually the kettle did boil. I won, I beat it. Once again, I felt 
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invincible. If I’d managed to beat a kettle, I could do anything. I could become the 

master of the universe once more. Well, at the very least, I could become the 

master of my own existence. I was winning. Which was great. I’d won! 

 

I sat down with the cup of tea in my hands. By the time I had finished 

congratulating myself over my incredible defeat of the kettle, the tea had 

sufficiently brewed and I was ready to glare at the hot steam exiting the cup and 

endure one last battle of patience, waiting for the tea to cool down to a drinkable 

temperature. I felt very lonely again.  

‘Perhaps I should get a pet.’ 

‘Don’t be ridiculous, Tristan. You can’t take care of a pet.” 

‘And if you get a pet, it’ll only run away.’ 

‘Or commit suicide.’ 

‘Yeah. Nothing would want to live with you. You stupid man.’ 

‘Fine. So I won’t get a pet. Still, I guess I have you guys. You’ll never leave me, 

will you?’ 

‘Ah, that’s so sweet. Of course we won’t.’ 

‘Tristan, I know we give you a hard time, but we’ll be with you for ever.’ 

‘Yeah, we’re stuck with you.’ 

‘We’ll never leave you.’ 

‘It’s nice to know I have some friends in my life who will stay with me for ever.’ 

‘Of course we will.’ 

 

I began to well up. It’d been an intense and emotional day, and I was aware of 

that. I decided it was time to go to bed, but just before I did, I thought I’d quickly 

check my emails. I hardly ever got emails. I really consciously tried to avoid giving 

my email address to anyone. I never really got on with the virtual world too much 

and as much as I appreciated it, I was happy to keep a distance from it. Still, 

checking my emails every so often was important.  

 

I turned the mail programme thingy on and waited for it to boot up. I had forty-

seven new emails. I began deleting them one by one… I had an array of penis 
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enlargement emails and a few girls in Russia wanting to marry me and telling me 

how much they’d missed me. With their boobs out or whatnot. I can’t understand 

who would find any of these images arousing. Not that I have a prudish view of 

pornography. On the contrary, I respect it for what it is, and I would have been 

happy to have been in pornography myself. But it’s the content of the 

pornography that I have a quarrel with. Why would anyone find attractive a 

woman who is more silicone than flesh, pulling faces as if someone is gutting her 

and in positions that wouldn’t even look flattering on a cowboy trying desperately 

to hang on to a bull at a rodeo?  

 

When I had finished deleting all the spam, as they are apparently called, I noticed I 

had an email from RedHairedBombshell. 

 

Dear Tristan. 

I’m so sorry about today. You must excuse my behaviour. I was 

slightly all over the place, but I’m fine now. I was just a little bit 

confused when you came over, but I wish you hadn’t gone. 

 

I want to meet you. Could we meet on Sunday afternoon? Also, if 

you truly love me like I think you do, I will need you to prove it. 

Don’t leave your house until we meet next Sunday. I have hired a 

Private Dick to watch your house. There will be a twenty-four-

hour team to check if you leave. Some people want yellow 

ribbons, I want true hermitic commitment. Could you do that for 

me? Do you love me enough? 

 

If on Sunday morning I get the report telling me that you did not 

leave the house and stuck to your promise, I will meet you at two 

PM and we can run away together. We’ll run far away, 
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somewhere I can take care of you and my husband will never 

know. 

 

Don’t contact me. Don’t even try. If you try to contact me, the deal 

is off. 

 

Your red-haired bombshell 

 

As I said, it’d been an intense and emotional day. I turned my computer off and 

went to bed. I was doing the best I could to not think too much about the email, 

but it was virtually impossible (no pun intended). How did she get my email 

address? Why did she want me to stay in? Was she serious? And did I even want 

to run away with her? The email seemed like a joke. I mean, surely she couldn’t be 

serious.  

 

If she was being serious, it was a bit twisted. I didn’t really think that was the kind 

of girl she was. It had turned from a film noir to some star-crossed lovers shit. 

This wasn’t what I wanted. And what about Mark? Was she planning on doing 

something to him? I needed to think very carefully about this.  

 

‘Very carefully indeed,’ I thought to myself as I nodded off.  
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CHAPTER FIVE  

Wednesday – Mel’s Day 
 

Before I even open my eyes, I am reaching with my arm and grabbing my phone. 

I am turning it on and can now continue my waking-up process, which requires a 

few more seconds of lying with my eyes shut. I’m nervous. That’s the reason I 

was unable to sleep too well that night. I turned my phone off last night and I did 

it for a good reason. I did not want to… I… I wanted to hide. Hide from the 

world. I knew that when my phone is turned off, nobody can reach me. Even in 

an emergency I cannot be reached. And there was such a relaxing feeling knowing 

that I could do that. So last night, as soon as I got home, I turned it off and didn’t 

turn it on until now. And now that the phone is back on, I am waiting. I am 

waiting to see what messages come through. And sure enough, the beeps start 

coming. One… two… three… four… five… six… seven… eight… that’s it. 

Eight in total. The eight beeps beat me like Beethoven’s first eight notes. Fate is 

knocking at my phone! 

 

I don’t want to look. I am keeping my eyes closed. A few more seconds feeling 

safe in my bed, without anyone being able to disturb me. I can still reflect on the 

night. Reflect on the several times I’d woken up in fear or sadness or whatever it 

was I’d felt. I don’t really want to think about that, and I’m feeling anxious. I’m 

anxious to see whom the messages are from. Can I wait a bit longer? Can I deny 

myself this gratuitous task of checking the messages? They might be from him. 

They might not. I’m not sure what would make me happier – if I did get messages 

from him or not. I don’t really want to know. I’ll wait. I’ll wait a bit longer. I’ll go 

downstairs and make myself a cup of coffee, turn the radio on and at least try to 

enjoy the morning. I am getting up. Putting on my dressing gown and ignoring the 

phone. It’s just a thing. A thing with eight messages on it. A thing I don’t want to 

look at. 
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I put my hearing aid on, although I didn’t know why. I don’t want to hear any 

better. I am going downstairs. The house is cold. I’m turning the heating on and 

making myself a cup of coffee. Quickly turning the radio on. BBC Radio 3. Good 

music. Nice in the morning. Essential Classics. Interesting works. I don’t know 

most of them. That’s good. Educational. I’m putting sugar in the coffee, still not 

thinking about the phone that I left lonely upstairs. Still forcing myself to enjoy 

the sunshine shining through the glass roof of my kitchen. Basking in the sun for 

a bit, hoping I don’t get tanned or cancer or anything. Are the UV rays even 

strong enough in London? Strong enough to give me a melanoma? I hope not. 

Nevertheless, a bit of vitamin D must be useful – it’s meant to make you happier 

or something to that effect. So I’m drinking my coffee, listening to some violin 

concerto by someone. I don’t know whom by. I don’t know the piece at all, but 

it’s calming and peaceful and… I can’t take it anymore. Coffee is half empty, but I 

know that when I finish it, I’ll probably need to run to the toilet. I’m pretending 

to be walking slowly up the stairs, but the truth is I’m running. It’s dangerous. I 

shouldn’t do it. I could slip on my carpet. I’ve done that before. I don’t want to 

fall again. It hurt last time. I almost broke something. I mean, broke something in 

my body. I definitely broke something in my house. The banister. You can still see 

the crack from the time I fell down the stairs. 

 

I’m by my phone and I was right. I have eight messages. And I was right again: 

they are all from him. 

 

‘Mel, I’m so sorry. I had an accident. I’m alright, but I had to go to hospital.’ 

‘My battery ran out, that’s why I couldn’t message you.’ 

‘Can I please see you?’ 

‘I’m really sorry. I wish I could tell you how heart-broken I am for missing you.’ 

‘I hope you didn’t wait too long. I’m so sorry if I upset you. I am really upset.’ 

‘Mel, please forgive me. I didn’t lie to you in my email. I have been thinking about 

you for years, and I really want to see you.’ 

‘Mel, please, can we please meet today? I promise I will make it today even if I’m 

attached to life support.’ 
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‘Hello?’ 

 

I don’t know what to do. I don’t know what to think. I don’t know what… Oh, 

bugger it! Bugger it! Bugger it! Bugger it! I knew last night that there must have 

been a good reason for him not turning up, and yet, I can’t really ignore those 

intense feelings of being ditched at the restaurant. Sitting there like an idiot. I hate 

being in public as it is, but to be there alone, clearly being stood up, just giving 

more people more reason to laugh at me. Staring at me as if I’m some freak of 

nature. I’m used to it, that’s fine. That’s not a problem, but it doesn’t mean I need 

to aggravate matters by being a freak that has been made a fool of. And this is 

what I can’t forgive him for. Making me look like a fool. I looked like someone 

who was sitting and waiting for a date that had only been arranged as a dare. I 

could see the waiters laughing at me in the back. I could see it all. I am still 

haunted by their ridicule. 

 

I’ve always said that I give people one chance. One chance in life. And like a 

stupid idiot, I made the mistake of giving him a second one. Thinking foolishly 

that it’d been long enough and perhaps he deserved a second chance. But lo and 

behold, I was right the first time. Never should I give people a second chance. 

That’s settled then. That’s how I shall live my life.  

 

Saying that, he wants a third chance now. I’ve never been in that situation before. 

To get to third chances, I will have had to first give them second chances and that 

was a completely new (and entirely unsuccessful) experience for me. That bloody, 

stupid, buggering idiot! I hate him so much. Why did he have to email me like that 

out of the blue? Why? Everything was fine. I was happy. My life was good. My life 

was calm, and the only thing that caused any sort of upset in my life were those 

documents that Peg has. Well, that and the stupid mistake of the £90,000 

donation, but thankfully, I was able to fix that yesterday and change it to what it 

was meant to be – £90. I think this incident can nonetheless go into my memory 

bank of stupidity. 
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His email was so sweet though. Where is it now? I want to read it again. 

 

Mel.  

 

At least I hope it’s Mel. Well, I am pretty certain it is Mel, but I hope it’s 

the right and only Mel and not some stupid joke. Ted, if this is you 

pranking me again, I will never forgive you! 

 

So, Mel. My dearest Mel. I haven’t seen you for so many years, but I’ve 

never stopped thinking about you. No other human being that I’ve ever 

met has come even close in comparison to your beauty, wit, 

intelligence and uniqueness.  

 

I know that the last time we met you told me to never come close to 

you again. You hit me and I understand now how presumptuous I was 

in attempting to do what I attempted. I want to please apologise for my 

behaviour that day and to beg for your forgiveness. 

 

I remember you said you never gave anyone second chances, but I 

hope that, seeing as it’s been thirty years… thirty years in which not a 

day has gone by without me thinking about you… thirty years in which 

all I could do was look for you and hope that one day you would forgive 

me… thirty years in which I couldn’t really find anyone quite like you. I 

hope these thirty years have granted you the ability to forgive me and 

to do the wondrous thing of granting me a second chance. 

 

I will completely understand if not, but would appreciate it if you could 

at the very least get back to me and tell me that there is no chance. 

Perhaps, with one final confirmation, I will be able to finally move on. 
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Yours forever, 

Max Burger 

 

P.S. I assume you haven’t forgotten me, which might be another grave, 

presumptuous mistake. Apologies if that is the case. 

 

I mean, how could I resist? And it’s not as if I never thought of Max. The truth is, 

I have always missed him. He was my only friend. Ever. And I know that perhaps 

I was a bit irrational when I possibly overreacted to his affection. Although, he 

was certainly wrong in what he did. Still, a second chance? I guess if anyone in this 

world should be granted a second chance by me, it should be Max Burger. Oh, 

Max. How I remember our days together fondly, until the incident. Yes. I want to 

see him. He was the only one to understand me. The only one to accept me. And 

perhaps I was foolish in being the way I was with him. So I replied. 

 

Max. 

 

Of course I haven’t forgotten you. How could I?! You were and 

always have been the one that got away. Well, the one I threw 

away foolishly. 

 

Please accept my apology. 

 

You are right, I still do not offer anyone second chances. One 

chance is all anyone gets in my world, but you are not anyone. 

Let’s meet up. I live in London now. Where are you? 
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Yours, 

Mel 

 

P.S. How did you even find me? 

 

He replied less than a minute later. 

 

Mel. 

I am full of excitement and tears. I cannot wait to see you. I will 

come to London tonight. Please. Tell me where you would like to 

meet. 

 

I have been searching for you online for years. Finally got a lead 

yesterday. 

 

Max 

 

So I arranged to meet him in the restaurant down on the high street. The one next 

to the neo-Nazi pub. I was so nervous. I don’t think I’ve ever been this nervous in 

my life. So many thoughts went through my head, but I have to be honest with 

myself – I know which one was the most prevalent. The one that, despite my 

trying to deny it, beat all the other thoughts and affected my behaviour for those 

few hours – it was the hope that perhaps, finally, I could find someone. Max 

obviously still cared about me and, as much as I tried denying my desire to be 

with someone, to be in a relationship, I know that I do. I know that I’m lonely, 

regardless of how well I’ve coped with living alone. And Max… well, he was really 

the only one who ever accepted me and I ruined it, so to be given a second chance 

must mean something. I know that I’m a tough person, and I know that I’m hard 

to soften. I know I’m unforgiving and very harsh with the world around me, and 
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I’ve lived with the consequences of that. I’ve lived with everything that comes as a 

result of constantly fighting against the world. I’ve come to terms with all of it, 

but does that mean I can’t have a little bit of hope? For the first time in my life, I 

truly believed that the world might want to make a truce with me, and I was 

willing to give it a chance. 

 

I say all these things today in retrospect, because yesterday I didn’t understand any 

of them. I just found myself taking a bath for the first time in years and trying to 

make myself look good, whilst saying to myself the whole time that this was just a 

waste of time and that I had no idea what the point was and feeling sorry for Max. 

‘Poor Max thinks he’s in love with me. The creep.’ That’s what I kept saying to 

myself all day, although my behaviour was at complete odds with my words. 

‘Methinks the… person… doth protest too much’ would have been the obvious 

conclusion for anyone looking at me.  

 

So to have got to the restaurant and be humiliated in such a way was just too 

much. It broke me. It really did. I can’t remember the last time I cried 

emotionally. I cry at music all the time, but not as a result of things happening to 

me. I genuinely cannot recall any instance in my life when I cried because of 

something happening to me. All my masks, all my protection, my shields, they 

were all put aside yesterday as I jumped into the cold water and was willing to let 

love grab me, and then… I drowned.  

 

So with the incredibly fresh memory of last night still hurting my innards, I don’t 

think anyone can blame me for having reservations about today. I know what I 

must do. I cannot and will not let myself fall like that again. Last night was too 

painful and I am not… I will not do it to myself again. For all I know, this is all 

just a hoax. Max… or, do you know what? It might not even necessarily be Max. 

Could be someone else playing a trick on me, but either way, someone might be 

sitting there and making fun of me. ‘Oh, look at that stupid Mel, believing us! As 

if anyone would ever send emails like that. Ha ha ha!’ No. This is not for me. I’ll 

text him now and ask him kindly to stop texting me. 
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Dear Max, please stop texting me! 

 

Yes. That’s it. That’ll do. And send!  

 

Right, it was a difficult decision, but the right one to make. I’m sure of it. I can’t… 

Oh, he’s replied. 

 

Mel, please don’t! I’m begging you! You are everything to me! 

Please. Any time, anywhere! One last chance, I swear I won’t 

disappoint you again. I swear! 

 

Gosh, he managed to type a lot very quickly. Unless he had it already prepared. 

Oh, I can’t. I can’t do this again… Oh, another text. 

 

One more Monopoly game. One last Monopoly game! 

 

How can I resist a smile when reminiscence is involved? He is lovely, isn’t he? 

Perhaps… perhaps a game of Monopoly. Saying that, I thought he hated it. 

 

I thought you hated Monopoly 

 

Let’s see how he replies. Let’s see if he can win me over. 

 

I do. I’ve always hated it. Only played it with you because I 

thought it made you happy. 

 

I am quite taken by this. Fine. I’ll meet him. I will do it. One more time. One last 

time, but somewhere comfortable. He’ll have to come here. No. I can’t invite him 

here, I don’t even know if it’s really him or not. I don’t know where to meet him. 
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I don’t know where to go with him. It can’t be somewhere public again, because I 

couldn’t cope with the humiliation should he not turn up like last time, but it can’t 

be somewhere private. For all I know, this was all a ploy to get me to ask him to 

meet somewhere he could do heaven knows what to me. No. This is a problem. I 

need to find a place where it is acceptable and not awkward for me to be alone, 

even if I am all dressed up, but which was still a regular place to meet someone. 

 

A library! If there are still any of those around. Okay, I just need to find my 

nearest library and get him to meet me there. And could I dress up? No, but I 

wouldn’t need to, because it’s a library. Yes.  

 

Meet me at the South Friern Library at six PM. 

 

That should be alright, shouldn’t it? Gives us enough time to be there until it 

closes at eight and in the worst case, I could get myself a nice book.  

 

Excellent. Shall we meet next to the children’s section, for old 

times’ sake? 

 

Oh, no. I am not going to be lurking alone around the kids’ section. I’ll get called 

names. Or heaven knows what. No, no. This will not do. 

 

Let’s meet by the psychology section. 

 

Nobody ever looks odd by the psychology section. One can expect all sorts of 

folk to stand there and look around, so it’s the safest place for me to be and the 

best place for us to meet. Right, now I need to get ready. I’m glad I don’t have any 

work to do today. Maybe I should go and get my hair cut? I did want to do it 

yesterday, but didn’t have enough time. Right. I am going to get my hair cut. 
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I quickly get dressed into jeans and a t-shirt and go out. The hairdresser is not too 

far away from where I live, so I can get there and back within the hour. Even 

quicker if there’s no queue. I am walking down the street with my usual level of 

human ignorance. It’s funny, they are ignorant and I am ignoring them and thus 

treating them with ignorance. They don’t deserve my time. They don’t want to 

understand anything they don’t already understand and I am not a teacher. I don’t 

fight. I don’t argue. I just live, and if people can’t have that, it’s their fault. I do 

appreciate that there’s a need for fighters, there’s a need for groups of people to 

go into battle and secure rights and secure fairness and all that, but that’s not me. I 

fight through normalisation. That’s it. At least, that’s what I like to say to myself in 

order not to feel guilty. But no, I do believe it. I don’t want to fight anyone. I 

understand that I’m lucky to have a choice because I live in a society where others 

do the fighting for me, but that’s the point. I do. And they do. So I don’t. And 

that’s it. 

 

“Yes, just a little bit shorter, please. Do not change the shape in any way. Just 

shorter. About an inch and that’s it.” 

I feel like he should know by now how I like my hair, yet I still have to state it 

every time I come here, which is fairly regularly, apparently. I come every three 

weeks and two days. I find that three weeks and two days is the optimal time it 

takes for my hair to grow that extra inch that I find to be tolerable before I am in 

dire need of cutting it and normalising it again. Ha, even my hair needs to be 

normalised. I guess I’m just an all-round normal person. I am NorMel! That’s me! 

 

 “Oh, excuse me.” 

 

Hmm… that’s strange. That person who bumped into me… he looks really 

familiar. I can’t quite put my finger on it though. And why on Earth is he dressed 

like that? With a 1930s coat and fedora hat, as if he’s some private dick from a 

crap pulp fiction murder mystery detective story. I love London. This is what is so 

special about it. People can be and actually are so ridiculous and they can and do 

get away with it. Fantastic. I know who he looks like – he looks like Inspector 
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Gadget. Maybe that’s where I’m remembering his face from, although it’s his 

voice that sounds familiar too and it’s definitely not Don Adams. How amazing 

would it be if I met Don Adams? I wonder if he’s alive or not. I could quickly 

check on my phone, but do I care that much? No, I do not. That man looks like 

he was trying to hide from someone. Makes me curious. Does it? I’m not sure. 

 

So I’m buying some swordfish for dinner, which is a lot cheaper than I expected it 

to be. I have some rice at home and a rice cooker. Okay, so I’ll have some rice, 

some swordfish, and do I need a sauce? I think I have some chimichuri sauce at 

home. Perfect. Does chimichuri go with swordfish, though? I will cook it and eat 

it. 

 

I get home and cook. I like to present my food in a nice way. It makes the whole 

experience more appealing, I find. The meal is lovely and just exactly what I need. 

It’s light yet filling and I now feel good and full, but not bloated. I could even 

probably have a few drinks and not fear getting drunk. Euch. I hate drinking. It’s 

such a silly thing. Why does everybody in this country need to drink so much? 

Why is it that drinking is the thing to do here in normal social situations? Maybe I 

should move to the continent. They all have coffee there. I love coffee, and it’s 

such a better thing to drink rather than alcohol. Enough with alcohol. It’s stupid. 

Coffee or tea or something like that is so much better… so much cleverer than 

just drinking alcohol. Ah, if only I could live on the continent. I would be able to 

go out tonight with Max and have a warm drink. I could get a tea in the pub. Oh, 

who am I kidding? Of course I couldn’t. It’s impossible to have coffee or tea in a 

pub without looking ridiculous. Plus, tea and coffee in pubs are always so 

disgusting. I feel sorry for real teetotallers, or for recovering alcoholics. How can 

one live in this country in such conditions? I feel really bad for those people. I still 

feel a bit sick from the few sips of wine I had yesterday. 

 

Right, I think it’s nearly time to go and get ready. I won’t make too much effort. 

I’ll dress well, but not too exciting. Something comfortable and nice, but not too 

fancy. I take a shower, get dry and get dressed. I put some nice smells on (but 
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that’s mostly for me rather than for him. I don’t want to smell bad smells 

throughout the evening). And I think I’m ready and I think it’s time to go. Oh, 

I’m getting nervous. I think I’m feeling a bit sick.  

 

Right, now no more excuses. I am ready to go. I’m out of the house and walking 

down the street. It’s five thirty. I still have half an hour, which is fine because it’s a 

fifteen minute walk when I walk at my regular speed, and I can walk slower. I can 

take my time. It’s a relatively nice day. The sun is out despite it being cold and 

London always looks so pretty when the sun is out (although it looks a lot prettier 

when it’s hot as well).  

 

So I’m taking my time, walking slowly, pretending to enjoy myself. In honesty, I 

find leisurely walking to be a complete waste of time. I hate not being able to be 

early. I’m always early. But this time I don’t want to be. But I can’t not be. It’s just 

an internal battle that I will always lose no matter what. Maybe I should stop for a 

coffee. No, I’m running late. I don’t have time for a coffee, plus, with the way my 

stomach is now, I think a coffee is probably the worst possible thing.  

 

On my way to the library, I’m passing by a private clinic. I’ve seen this clinic many 

time. I’ve never been in, obviously, as I can’t really afford private healthcare and 

have to gratefully rely on the wonderful NHS, and this particular clinic is fairly 

known for how expensive it is. I think they give patients champagne in the waiting 

room. So I guess I can’t say I was too surprised to see Lady Peg entering it. I 

would have guessed she, like most of my clients, attended this clinic, but I must 

admit that she did not look good. Extremely pale. I wonder what was wrong with 

her, but as I am wondering that, I am also remembering what I have more or less 

forgotten – I have a competition I want to win. It’s vital for me to get those 

documents back. Peg has been so vindictive and incredibly cruel by keeping those 

documents when she knows how much they upset me. I wonder why she did that, 

but more to the point, why would she consider giving them back to me now? Why 

the sudden change of heart? What is she getting from this competition? That’s 

what I don’t understand. That’s what confuses me. Perhaps it’s something to do 
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with her visit to the doctor’s. Perhaps she really is dying or something and is 

trying to… I don’t know what the hell she’s trying to do or why. Stupid, evil 

woman! I hope she does die. No, that’s not true. I don’t hope that. I only wish 

that… Oh, I just want my documents. Peg doesn’t even understand what they 

mean. She just thinks I was creative with my dad’s finances. Well, she didn’t even 

know it was my dad, when she called me to her house a few years ago to tell me 

she found out I was a con artist and that she is going to go to the police. I had to 

spend an hour to prove to her that the person in question was my father and that 

it was his wishes that I helped him. I hate that woman. I hate all women. And 

men. And people. Why are people so horrible and impossible to cope with? This 

is why I’ve always been happiest with my numbers. Safe, clear, well-defined. You 

always know where you stand with numbers, and I certainly feel a lot better with 

mine. I think I understand them in a way that makes logical sense to the entire 

universe around me, and to be honest, what more does one need. 

 

I therefore need to think of something. Something amazing. Something to make 

sure I win. But how can I concentrate on finding something to do when I have 

Max to meet up with? Oh, stupid Max. What dreadful timing. Still, finding Max is 

much more important than the documents, no? It’s not like Peg will ever really 

show them to anyone. She could have given them to the police by now, but she 

never did, so it must mean something. It must mean that… Oh dear, it’s time. It’s 

five thirty. 

 

I’m standing across the road from the library. I’m not sure I can go in, but I want 

to see if he’s going in. I haven’t seen him. Would I even recognise him? And 

anyway, what if he got here an hour earlier? I mean, there is a chance that he’s 

nervous. He did sound nervous in his messages. If he’s genuine, and that’s a big if. 

As I keep having to remind myself, this whole thing might be some sick joke. 

Although who would have a warped enough sense of humour to do such a thing 

to me? There are enough demented people out there. This is a joke. No. I can’t do 

this. Someone is making fun of me. I’m going home. 
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I’m walking back. I don’t want to go in there. It’s dangerous. It’s crazy. I am not 

going to let myself suffer again. We’ll see how he reacts. If he texts me to ask 

where I am, I’ll know it’s him. If he texts me to apologise for not coming, I’ll 

know it’s fake. In the meantime, I wonder who is sick enough to play such a dirty 

trick on me. That is, of course, if it is a trick and not just an unfortunate 

coincidence. Oh, I can’t take all this pressure any more. I live my life at such a 

comfortable, mediocre level of excitement. Never get too excited, never get too 

upset. Things keep at a very sane and proper level. This has completely thrown 

me off my plate. Is that even an expression? I don’t know. I’m so un-kilted that I 

don’t even know which expressions are true and which aren’t. I feel like I can’t 

breathe. Well, I’m standing outside my house and breathing the freshest air one 

can find in London, so I don’t quite know why I should be having any problems 

breathing.  

 

It’s forty-two minutes past five now. He hasn’t texted or called or anything. He’s 

not there. I know it. He’s not. It’s a prank. I’m tired. I’m sick and tired. This is all 

just so… I don’t have the words to describe it. I don’t think I’ve ever been so 

upset. No. I refuse to get upset by some stupid kids doing stupid kiddy things. I 

will not. I will not! I… I’m going to go home, take a long bath, listen to the radio 

and forget about this whole Max thing. Then I will go downstairs and come up 

with some more ideas as to what I could do to win this competition. I am now 

more determined than ever to win it. I need it for my ego if nothing else.  

 

Shit. That’s my phone. It’s ringing. I daren’t look. It’s not him. I know it’s not 

going to be him, so I don’t even want to… Well, it’s probably him actually. Oh, 

I’ll just check, but I won’t answer. Yes. It’s him. Damn it. Why is he calling? Why 

isn’t he texting? Should I answer? No. I won’t. Well, maybe… It’s too late now. 

Gone. Done. Ended. Dead. He’s dead to me. I can’t hear his voice. Unless… 

What if he is at the library waiting for me? If he’s calling, it must be him. It can’t 

be a prank, I’d recognise the voice. Would I though? Would I really recognise it? I 

don’t actually think I would. It’s been years. His voice hadn’t even broken last 

time I saw him.  
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Okay. I’ll call him back. Let’s see what he wanted. Oh, text message. 

 

Hey, I think I’m here, but I can’t find you. Where are you? 

 

Shit! Shit! Buggery! Shit! What do I do now? Okay, I call him. No, I text him. Yes, 

pretend I’m busy. Just running late. 

 

Be there in ten minutes. Sorry for being late. 

 

X? No. No X. Okay, I need to get back to the library. There goes my calm walk to 

the place – now it’s all stress and flutter and… holy cr.... I’m going to see Max! I 

can’t believe it. It’s Max. Max Burger. I’m feeling nervous now. Terrified is more 

the case, if I’m honest. Right. I’m here, but I’m sweaty. That’s no way to meet 

him. Do I stink? Oh, why didn’t I bring my deo with me? No, I’m fine. My hair is 

alright. Is it? Yeah, it’s fine. 

 

Right, here I go. Into the library, the world of knowledge, the world of books. 

And where is the children’s section. No, we’re not meeting there. We’re meeting 

at the psychology section. Where is it? Oh, here it is. Right. Am I ready? Is he 

there? Oh, fuck me! Here he is! Looking so handsome even though he is bald and 

spectacled, but I still recognise him. Still see that kid that was in love with me all 

those years ago. 

 

“Max!” 

“Mel!” 

“I…” 

“Wow. Is… Wow!” 

… 

… 

… 
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“I can’t believe it’s you. I haven’t… Wow!” 

“Okay.” 

… 

… 

“Can I hug you?” 

“I don’t… I suppose so.” 

He’s hugging me. It’s a long hug. A tender yet confident hug. He means it. I can 

feel it in his body language that this hug is genuine. But I still don’t know what to 

say to him. 

“I don’t know where to start. How are you?” 

“Sssssh!” 

The librarian is telling us off, and we know we need to get out of there, but where 

do we go?  

“Mel, shall we go and get a drink?” 

“I don’t really drink.” 

“You could have tea.” 

“We could go and eat something. There must be a restaurant around here.” 

We exit the library and start walking down Colney Hatch Lane. At first, we look at 

some of the eateries that are there, but at some point we get so lost in our 

conversation, we just focus mostly on walking. And we just walk and talk and 

reminisce. It’s strange, and I think I come across distant and slightly cold, which is 

not really how I feel. I feel… well, I am feeling warm. I am enjoying the company 

and I am more than enjoying the bringing back of this wonderful human into my 

life, yet I am unable to speak. I have so little so say. He asks me questions and I 

respond and I can see the excitement in him diminishing.  

 

We continue walking and find that we’ve ended up in Alexandra Park. It’s dark 

and fairly scary, but we still walk. I wonder which one of us feels safer walking 

with the other – is it him or me? I don’t know. He’s not quite what I thought 

would become of him. A few hours into our time together and he’s mellowed. 

He’s become less excitable and has matured, and looks less like a puppy and more 

like an adult human. 
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“Mel, I’ve really missed you.” 

“By the sound of your stories, it seems that I really messed you.” 

“Ha! Always full of wit. This is why I’ve loved you all those years.” 

“Come on, Max. You must have found other people. You’ve never been in a 

relationship?” 

“Mel, I’ve never even gone on a date. I couldn’t.” 

“I’m so sorry.” 

“No! There’s nothing to be sorry about. I always knew that I would find you one 

day. Look, I don’t want you to feel any pressure, and I know it must sound crazy 

to you that I’ve been waiting for so long, and that I keep saying that you are the 

only one for me. I know I must come across like a maniac or some psychopath or 

something like that, but honestly, this is not the case. I’ve had a good life. I’ve 

been content. I just never needed anyone by my side. You know, I’ve met people. 

I’ve met many people, but you just made a completely new benchmark for what 

makes the perfect human. How could I even consider going out with anyone else? 

I read somewhere that people’s first love dictates their lives and, for starters, I 

didn’t even know what my sexuality was, being in love with you. I didn’t want 

anyone else, because there isn’t anyone like you. But I’m happy.” 

“Are you really, though? It sounds to me like you’ve put all your eggs in the 

proverbial basket.” 

“And look, the basket is here now.” 

 

I am feeling torn. His words, as he continued to pour them into my ears, and his 

continued reiteration of how I was the only one and all that, are incredibly 

flattering and of course, if truth be told, not too dissimilar to the way I feel about 

him – and yet, it’s a lot of pressure. All that was missing was a proposal; it feels 

like his next words are very likely to be exactly that, and sure enough… 

 

“…I don’t want to pressure you and I will never again come to you for a kiss, but 

I just want to be close to you for ever, in marriage, or just in residence, but I’d 

also settle for friendship.” 
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I knew it! I just knew it! I expected those words to come to life, and they did. My 

telepathy in action once again. And now… what do I do now? It’s too… soon? Is 

it, though? It’s not like I have any other options and… well, he’s the only one who 

would ever want me like that. And if he isn’t bothered about sex, which by the 

sound of it, he isn’t, perhaps… yes, perhaps I should. Still, I can’t just commit to 

such a thing so quickly. 

 

“Max. I’m… I’ll think about it. I promise.” 

“That’s all I wanted to hear. Thank you.” 

I’m not sure how I’m feeling about the whole thing, but we are still walking. And 

I’m still enjoying his company. He’s not as funny as I remembered him, but 

perhaps he’s just nervous. I mean, he’s clearly nervous. Is this really the person I 

want to spend the rest of my life with? Is there even such a thing as ‘spending the 

rest of your life with someone’? And besides, who’s to say that I’m not going to 

die in two months. Perhaps the rest of my life isn’t as daunting as I expect it to be. 

 

He goes on to tell me about everything he’s been doing. It’s a long history, but 

I’m glad. I don’t really want to talk about myself and I think he gets that. I think 

he knows that if he wants this… date? Is it a date? Okay, date. If he wants this 

date to succeed, he needs to keep control over this conversation.  

 

We are near a pub, and his phone is ringing. He looks at the number, apologises 

and answers it. 

 

“Yes, Jeff. Hello. What? Hold on, just one second…” 

He holds his hand on the microphone and looks to me “Mel, do you want to get 

us a drink and I’ll see you inside in a minute? It’s an important call, and I’ll tell you 

all about it when I come in.” 

I agree and go in. I have no idea what he wants to drink so I just order two cups 

of tea, at which point I am rudely corrected by the bartender who says that I will 

be getting a large pot for two. I pay and do the appropriate thing when in a pub, 
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which is wait for the drinks to be ready, but this snotty, speckled, stupid bartender 

just gives me a dirty look and says, “Sit, I’ll bring it over, madam.” Madam? I can’t 

tell if he’s being surly or not. I do look particularly feminine today, but I guess I’m 

not used to being called anything. And regardless of all that, how am I meant to 

know that he will serve me at the table. I mean, that’s very kind of him, but why 

would I expect this kind of service from such a stinking pub?  

 

I sit down and wait. I’m sitting by the window so I can look at Max. He’s still on 

the phone. He seems to be in quite a heated discussion with whoever it may be. 

Oh, it looks like he’s finished his conversation and he’s coming in.  

 

“Sorry about that.” 

Max looks exasperated. Still, I don’t ask. I don’t want to appear nosy or rude. He 

doesn’t really owe me anything apart from an apology, which he has already given. 

“The cheek of that man! Can you believe it?” 

“Well, it’s hard for me to comment, as I didn’t really hear the conversation.” 

“Oh, I shouldn’t really be telling you, but I’m so angry that I don’t care!” 

“What is it?” I try to ask in a blasé manner so as to conceal my true desire to be 

given all the dirty details. 

“Well, this was the guy that helped me find you.” 

Well, that wasn’t quite what I had expected to hear, and my curiosity turned to 

paranoia and fear.  

“What? Who?” 

“His name is Jeff. That’s all I know about him. Well, that wasn’t the name he gave 

me. He told me his name was Damian. I don’t know. But I searched his email 

address and I found a notice for some boating event that needed an RSVP to Jeff, 

and it had his email address on it. It also had his phone number on it, so it’s 

definitely him.” 

“Jeff? I don’t think I know anybody named Jeff.” 

“Well, he knows you. He contacted me the other day.” 

“How did he find you?” 
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“I put an advert online searching for you. He saw it and responded. He told me he 

knows you.” 

Our teas arrive, Max politely halts his words, we wait to be served by the dick of a 

bartender and smile and nod as he places everything on the table and walks away. 

“Where was I?” 

“He contacted you to say that he knew me.” 

“Yes, that’s right. He said he would give me your number on one condition, that I 

contact you within twenty-four hours and arrange to meet you this week.” 

“Really? How bizarre. Who the hell is he?” 

“Wait, that’s not the rude bit yet.” 

“Really?” 

“Yes. He called just now to check how our date went and to offer me some 

money so I could take you away for a few days.” 

“What? Is he like my guardian angel?” 

“It seems far more sinister than that.” 

“Right. Jeff… I really can’t think of any Jeffs.” 

“Basically, he said he’s got us tickets and hotels booked and we have to go.” 

“When?” 

“On Friday and come back on Monday.” 

“That is very odd.” 

Silence. We’re looking at each other. I don’t quite know if I can definitely read 

him yet. I don’t really know what he’s thinking. Is he actually considering it? I 

mean, we can’t. And also, I am curious to know who this Jeff is. Jeff… do I know 

any Jeffs? Jeffery? Do I know Jefferys? Hold on. I do. I do know a Jeffery. The 

Garden guy. The sweets guy. What… why would he… it can’t be him. 

“Does this Jeff have a really annoying posh voice?” 

“Yes. Yes, he does. Why? Do you know him?” 

“I think so, but I don’t understand why he would… hold on. Yes I do. That 

bastard. He’s trying to get me out of the country for Sunday so I don’t… Oh! The 

cheek of him!” 

“What? What is it?” 
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I am fuming. I can feel the blood rushing to my head. I can feel my bones 

beginning to ache for rage. How dare he? What kind of a sick and twisted thing is 

that to do? To go to all this trouble just to win a stupid competition! That’s really 

what this is about?  

 

Max is looking at me sheepishly. That’s odd. Why is he doing that? Stop doing 

that! 

“What is it, Max?” 

“Do you… I mean, it’s fine either way, but I just thought that… it could be nice, 

you know?” 

My patience is wearing a bit thin now. I’m more concerned with this dick Jeff than 

Max right now and I cannot cope with his weakness. 

“What are you talking about?” 

“The holiday. Do you want to go?” 

Ooh, that damn Jeff. He knew exactly what he was doing. 

“No, of course we are not going. I’m not going to let him win with his dastardly 

moves.”  

“Oh…” 

I am full of rage. I am full of anger. I feel like the Incredible Hulk. I’ve always told 

people not to get me angry. My body feels like it’s doubling in size. I am ready to 

fight the world and I’ll start with this Jeff. The best way to fight him is to win this 

stupid competition. I will not give him the benefit of thinking he has managed to 

get one over me. Oh, I will fight back. Fight back dirty. 

“Max, tell Jeff that we will take him up on his offer.”  

“Really?” 

“Yes really. Tell him.” 

“Oh, that’s wonderful. I’m so happy. I’m going to call him right now.” 

“Good. You do that.” 

 

As Max goes out to make the phone call, running like a tiny puppy seeing his 

master after being alone for several hours, I sit there staring out the window, 

bubbling and boiling. I stare out the window and I don’t know if the adrenaline is 
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causing me to hallucinate, but what the hell is that? When living in London, one 

sees some very strange things and, indeed, I do believe I have seen everything. At 

least, that’s what I thought until now. This is certainly an entirely new level. Right 

in front of me is a naked lady riding a horse on the street. Galloping around and 

shouting something. I think she’s shouting, “No more taxis!” What is wrong with 

people? Still, I guess that’s one more to go into the collective London memory 

bank. 

 

Max is coming back in.  

“Did you see that?” 

“See what?” 

“You didn’t see the woman on the horse?” 

“No. I was talking on the phone.” 

Maybe I was just imagining it.  

“Oh, right. Is it all sorted then?” 

“Yes. We are good to go on Friday.” 

“And what did he say? Did he sound happy?” 

“Yes. He was very excited when I told him.” 

“Good. Good.” 

“Right, I better go and start packing then.” 

“Packing? Why?” 

“For the holiday.” 

“Max, we’re not actually going.” 

“We’re not?” 

“No. Of course not. I just wanted him to think that we’re going so that I can 

surprise him on Sunday.” 

“Oh.” 

Yes, that will show that dick. 

“I don’t understand. What do you mean by surprise him?” 

“Max, I am taking part in a competition, and Jeffery or Jeff is one of the other 

competitors. This whole thing was a play to distract me from winning. On 
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Sunday, we are all meant to meet up and declare what we have done and 

announce a winner. He was trying to get me to not be here for that.” 

“Oh! Right!” 

My fumes from earlier now begin to sizzle with semi-demented excitement. I feel 

like I’m on a mission. I feel like I have something I need to do now. Even if I 

don’t win the competition, I will definitely beat that Jeffery Garden the Third 

Dick. I’ll stuff his face full of his goddamn sweets.  

 

I have good reason to be angry, and I have good reason to curse and to have 

violent thoughts. I feel cheated and betrayed. For someone to go to such 

conniving lengths in order to make me lose, that’s… that’s very unsportsmanlike. 

And this is not something I could take lightly. I’ve mentioned the documents, and 

they’re important, but that’s not everything any more. The competition has now 

become a matter of pride. A matter of justice. I don’t care about winning any 

more. I just care about destroying him. If the competition was meant to encourage 

us to do great things, all it’s done was reveal to me the true nature of people. The 

true ugly nature of people and I have to fight against it. I feel like it’s my duty. 

Like a fairness crusader.  

 

It’s the end of the date now and Max is walking me home. He seems a little less 

excited than he was at the start of the date and he’s definitely more guarded. I 

can’t say I blame him, and in honesty, I haven’t really been paying attention to the 

last thirty minutes of the date anyway, as I have been concentrating on my self. 

 

“Well, thanks for agreeing to see me, and apologies again for last night.” 

“It’s alright. I’m… I’m glad I met you.” 

“Really?” 

“Yes. It’s been… it’s been lovely.” 

“Oh, I’m… so happy to hear that.” 

“Yes. I thought as much.” 

“And don’t worry. I’m not going to try to kiss you. Lord knows I’ve learnt my 

lesson.” 
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“Thank you. Well, this is where I live.” 

“Okay. And you will think about my suggestion?” 

“Of course I will.” 

“Goodbye.” 

“Goodbye.” 

He isn’t moving. Only staring at me. Should I not wait for him to go? He looks 

happy again. I don’t really want to go though. But… he’s been lovely and he 

clearly loves me. But I don’t want to kiss him. No, I don’t. Certainly no kissing to 

be done. 

So I’m leaving him at the door and going inside. I’m checking out the window. 

He’s been standing there for a few minutes with a great grin and eventually he 

glides away. Something between Singin’ In The Rain and On The Street Where 

You Live. 

 

Now that he’s officially left, I can continue my search for the amazing things. I 

need something so extraordinary that it would destroy Jeff. Crush him! Like the 

sweet wrapper slime that he is. So what else would Peg find amazing? What can I 

do to Jeff or Jeffery or whatever he wants to be called? I need to find something 

that I could do to him and that Lady Peg would find amazing. Let’s see, she does 

like a tipple. Well, that’s an understatement. She’s a proper alcoholic. So what if I 

get Jeffery so inebriated that he makes a fool of himself? I could make him do 

something outrageous, like ride naked on a horse shouting something about taxis, 

or maybe he could get so drunk that I could tie him to a lamppost on her street. 

Wait a minute, I need to get him to not be ready for Sunday. I can play his tricks 

right back at him, so I could make him get so drunk on Saturday that he won’t 

even be there on Sunday. But how do I do that? He thinks I’m going to be away 

in France, so I need to find someone else who wants to do it for me. Perhaps I 

could get Tristan involved. I mean, if Jeff can do this to me, who knows what he’s 

done to Tristan. I need his phone number. Where can I find it? Oh, I’ll need to 

call Lady Peg. May God have mercy on all our souls. 

 

“Good evening.” 
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“Hello, Lady Peg?” 

“Speaking. Who might this be?” 

“It’s Mel Crayon speaking.” 

“Oh, Mel. You really mustn’t be calling me. I don’t want to appear to have 

favourites or inadvertently give you an edge over the others.” 

“Not to worry, Lady Peg. I am not calling regarding anything to do with the 

competition.” 

“Oh dear, is everything alright with my finances?” 

“Yes, everything is absolutely fine. I called because I need something from you.” 

“Oh, Mel, I’ve just explained to you that I am unable to assist…” 

“No, Lady Peg, nothing to worry about. I only need a phone number.” 

“Oh, but you already have my phone number, don’t you? How else did you 

manage to call me?” 

“Yes, Lady Peg. I do have your phone number, but it is not your number that I’m 

after.” 

“Oh, so whose number are you…” 

“Tristan. Tristan Honeycomb.” 

“Oh, right. I see. Well, of course. May I ask for what reasons?” 

“Nothing for you to worry about. It’s just about work.” 

“A-ha. Of course.” 

 

Dearie me, Lady Peg is indeed an exhausting person to speak to, but she agreed to 

send me the required phone number. As the conversation eventually drew to a 

close, I thought it might be appropriate to ask after her health. 

 

“Lady Peg, I just wanted to check, are you feeling alright?” 

“Of course I am; why wouldn’t I be?” 

“Well, I hope you don’t feel this is none of my business, but I do believe I saw 

you entering a health clinic today.” 

“Mel, I have to go. Goodbye.” 
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She was clearly quite rattled by my question, which does not bode well for the 

competition. She probably thinks I’m a busybody. Saying that, if she is trying to 

hide a secret, perhaps it will be my bargaining tool in re-obtaining my long-stolen 

documents. This might be a unique blessing in disguise. Winning the competition 

for the documents does not seem so important any more. Now I only want to win 

in order to destroy Jeff. And first thing I must do to get my plan into action is call 

Tristan. 

 

“Hello, Tristan Honeycomb speaking.” 

“Hello Tristan, this is Mel Crayon. I don’t know if you remember who I am…” 

“Of course I remember. Um… hello. Is everything alright?” 

“Yes, of course.” 

“Oh, good. How can I help you?” 

“Well, Tristan, this is not so much about how you can help me, but rather about 

how I can help you, or rather how we can both help each other. The point is that 

we are… um, our help is needed for each… um. Let me start from the very 

beginning.” 

“Yes, that’s indeed a very good place to start.” 

“Well, Lady Peg invited us over to announce a competition.” 

“Yes, I am aware of that.” 

“Of course you are. You were there. Now, do you remember one of the 

competitors, a Mr Jeffery Garden, from Garden Confectionary?” 

“Of course.” 

“Well, it appears that Mr Garden has been playing dirty in this competition.” 

“Oh?” 

“Yes. I don’t quite know all of the details, and I am not completely sure what else 

he has done, but I know that he tried to arrange for me to not be available on 

Sunday to attend the final meeting with Lady Peg, at which she will decide who 

the winner is.” 

“Sunday?” 

Now, Tristan did sound very confused, and he started mumbling to himself 

incoherently. 
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“Tristan? Are you there?” 

“Yes. I am. Can you… What exactly did he do to you?” 

“Well, it’s a little bit personal, but suffice to say he has instructed a close friend of 

mine to try to manipulate me into leaving the country for the weekend only to 

return on Monday. Obviously, I did not fall into his trap, but nonetheless, he 

tried. Now here’s the thing. I told my friend to tell Jeffery that I will leave the 

country, which will mislead him and leave him open to my hoisting him by his 

own petard.” 

“I see.” 

“Do you know if he tried to do something to you?” 

“Well, something did happen the other day which could have resulted in my not 

being available on Sunday, but I don’t know if that was him.” 

“Did it happen recently?” 

“Yes. Yesterday.” 

“In which case, I would recommend you double-check all the facts and ensure he 

is not involved in any of it.” 

“Yeah… too good to be true.” 

“Pardon?” 

“No, nothing. Yes, I’ll check. What’s your plan?” 

“Well, I was thinking of getting him so inebriated on Saturday that he himself will 

not be able to make it on Sunday. Perhaps tie him to a lamppost, stag night-style, 

or get him on a train to France once he’s very drunk.” 

“Yes, that is an excellent idea, but how do we manage to do it if he thinks both of 

us are indisposed.” 

“Well, that is exactly the problem.”  

“Mel, do excuse me, but I need to check on some things. Can we discuss this 

further tomorrow?” 

“Of course.” 

“Thank you very much. I’ll speak to you tomorrow.” 

“Good night, Tristan.” 

“Yes. Oh, and Mel…” 

“Yes?” 
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“Thank you for your warning, I do appreciate it.” 

 

What a lovely man he is. I can see what it is that everybody likes about him. So 

polite. So gentle. Perhaps he deserves to win. Then again, I don’t know what Lady 

Peg has offered him. For all I know, he’s a mass murderer and she has all the 

proof! And she’d be willing to destroy all the evidence if he wins. Thus harbouring 

a mass murderer. No, surely he can’t be a murderer, can he? I don’t know. 

 

Right, well, it’s time for me to start getting ready to sleep. I don’t need another 

shower after taking one earlier, and I’m not too hungry. I think the adrenaline is 

still pumping in my body. Tristan won’t call me until tomorrow anyway, and as far 

as how Lady Peg is doing, I couldn’t give a rat’s monkey’s arse. I should probably 

eat something, though. I haven’t really eaten anything today, and if I don’t eat 

properly, I wake up with terrible stomach cramps. Saying that, if I eat too much 

just before bedtime, I also wake up with stomach cramps. Perhaps there’s 

something wrong with my stomach. I need to eat something small. Something 

easily digestible. Perhaps a small salad. That’s it. I’ll make myself a small salad. 

 

As I make the salad (which consists of over-ripe tomatoes, a dried up cucumber 

and peppers that have lost their shine), my phone rings. Now, I’m not accustomed 

to receiving phone calls in the evening. If anybody ever calls me, it’s to do with 

work. I don’t really have anyone who calls me socially because, as I’m sure is 

pretty evident, I’m not the most social of people. So you can imagine my surprise 

at receiving a phone call at night. But I answered it nonetheless, because that’s the 

polite thing to do, and you never know, it might be important. 

 

“Hello, Mel Crayon speaking.” 

“Mel, it’s Tristan.” 

“Oh, Tristan. That was quick. I thought you would only be able to call me back 

tomorrow.” 

“Yes, I thought that too, but I have an idea. It’s a bit more drastic than what you 

had in mind, but… well, I think it will work.” 
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“I see. What is it?” 

“Not here. Can we meet tomorrow?” 

“Yes, I think that should be fine. Tristan, you sound quite emotional, is everything 

alright?” 

“No, not really. I’m angry. I’m very angry.” 

“Oh, did you find out that Jeffery was behind something?” 

“Oh, yes. And it cost me quite a bit of dignity too.” 

“I see. Don’t let your rage take over. You need to keep a sound mind. Remember, 

revenge is a dish best served cold.” 

“Well, that’s why I want to meet tomorrow. I am giving myself the chance to 

sleep on it, but Mel, I can tell you now… this is going to be brutal! He will pay for 

this.” 

“Right.” 

“Is ten tomorrow alright for you?” 

“Yes, that’s fine.” 

“Could you come to my shop?” 

“Yes, I think that should be fine.” 

“Great. I’ll text you the details tomorrow morning.” 

“Right-o. Well, calm down, have a cup of tea and go to sleep.” 

“Tea is already brewing. Takes bloody ages, you know?” 

“Does it? Yes, I suppose it does.” 

“Bye.” 

 

And he hung up. Now, I don’t know Tristan too well, but the mild-mannered 

person that impressed me so much in the previous conversation was overtaken 

now by an emotional, raging person. I’m beginning to wonder if he is indeed a 

serial killer. That anger and rage is not the most composed behaviour I’ve ever 

encountered and it’s certainly not what I expected from him. Will I even be safe 

meeting him in a private place? I’m beginning to have second thoughts, but then 

again, my mind does run wild sometimes. I’m sure he’s fine. Lady Peg would 

never socialise with a serial killer. Unless, of course, she thinks it’s amazing.  
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This does make me think that I, perhaps, should become a serial killer to win the 

competition. I reckon I would be a very good serial killer. I have the calmness 

required. I’m intelligent enough. And I don’t have any friends to discover my 

doings. They always say that serial killers are quiet and non-sociable people. Well, 

if ever my mind snaps, at least I know I’ll have something to fall back on. Serial 

killing.  

 

Tristan, on the other hand, does not really seem the type (although they never do, 

do they?). Still, just to be on the safe side, I’ll take a knife with me tomorrow or a 

blunt object or something I could protect myself with. I think I still have that rape 

alarm I got for Christmas somewhere. Just in case. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Thursday – Lady Peg’s Day 
 

I arrive again at the clinic at about four. As I sit there waiting (I honestly cannot 

understand why I pay obscene amounts of money to still have to sit in this 

common waiting room. I must remember to raise some complaints), I keep 

contemplating and worrying. This is the third day in a row that I have been called 

in to the doctor’s and I do not find it soothing in any way, shape or form. I am 

fairly sure I have made the right decision, but can one truly be sure? This, 

unfortunately, is not the first time I’ve had to make this decision. Luckily, things 

have improved dramatically since the last time, which is a blessing. 

 

The sterile whiteness of the waiting room is anything but relaxing. In fact, I would 

go as far as to say that it invokes more illness in those waiting in it. I don’t mean 

purely because of the incredible number of germs that must be gallivanting from 

one piece of furniture to another, but even the disinfectant smell and the sea of 

whiteness can cause some uncontrollable feelings of nausea. Well, the one thing 

that my money is certainly paying for in this clinic is the magazines. Hundreds of 

them and, what’s more, they’re all up-to-date. 

 

The receptionists are far too pretty and well-spoken – two facts that I’m sure were 

deliberate in order to make us feel more at ease, but in fact, cause the exact 

opposite effect. I do not understand why the upper classes (and in that, I 

horrifyingly include the middle classes too) should work as receptionists. These 

jobs should be left entirely to orange, cider-guzzling girls named Chantelle. And as 

for them being pretty, well, how can a woman of my stature feel good about 

herself when she has to cope with that skinny little blonde sitting with immaculate 

posture and answering the phone like a madam? This is not to my liking. Not one 

bit.  
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I’m aware that I’m overly sensitive, but surely that’s the point. Most people sitting 

in medical waiting rooms are fairly sensitive and vulnerable. Perhaps I got it all 

wrong. Perhaps the aim of all these supposedly calming techniques is not to cause 

calmness, but in fact to infuriate and thus to channel all our fears and trepidations 

into mundane things, such as this one, as opposed to into the scary reason we’re 

all there for in the first place. In that respect, it’s worked very well. I think very 

little about my… condition, as I am far more concerned with Tabitha or Cressida, 

or whatever this privileged receptionist is called.  

 

I try to remember what day it is. I’m never very good with days. I think it’s to do 

with the fact that I don’t really have a regular schedule. I have tried, often, to 

create weekly events that are constant enough for me to be able to follow the 

week properly, but whenever I do, I find it an utter bore and cannot maintain it 

for too long. Normality, or regularity, or anything scheduled is fairly aggravating 

and I never last for longer than two or three weeks tops. So I never know what 

day of the week it is. All days seem to be similar. I do know that I have another 

event in my house on Sunday, but today could be anything between Monday and 

Friday. Well, probably not Monday. I picked up a newspaper and it said it was 

Thursday, but I can’t be sure it’s today’s. 

 

“Excuse me, is this newspaper from today?” 

“Yes, it is.” 

“So today is Thursday?” 

“Indeed.” 

 

Well, that clarifies that. Good thing to have Tabitha here, if that is indeed her 

name. So it’s Thursday. This week has flown past so quickly. I do ever so slightly 

regret the timing of the competition. I have planned it for so long, picked the four 

contestants and ensured it will all run smoothly, chosen this specific week as I 

knew I had very little to do, and I could dedicate my time to following up on the 

competitors, but one never expects things like this to happen, and the timing 

was… well, unfortunate. Still, I expect I have to make the most of this; it’s too late 
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to cancel the competition and I am deadly curious to know what the four will 

come up with.  

 

It does all feel so futile at the moment. For all I know, I could be dead by 

tomorrow. Although the likelihood of my dying is not great. Besides, I’m too old 

to die young now, and be immortalised by my premature death, so I might as well 

die of old age, living in a fabulous Barbara Cartland-style mansion. Although, no 

pink. Heaven forbid, no pink! After all, this is all about immortality. Getting 

myself forever remembered and recognised. Having books written about me, 

having a movie about my life… being played by the latest Hollywood starlet… I 

want to make sure this week will be so fabulous that I will forever be immortal. 

And then I could die. Man-made legacy. That is the only way for me to be 

remembered after I… oh, dear. I don’t want to think about it. Perhaps this week 

will make wonderful timing, except that I have not yet seen the results of the 

competition or informed all my writer-friends of it. I must remember to call them 

this evening, before I accidentally die. At least they would still be able to attend on 

Sunday and write about all the fabulousness that I created. I must remember to 

call them tonight. At the very least, I must invite Sebastian – if anyone would 

enjoy this story, it’s him. I am looking forward to Sunday. Creating such amazing 

things is very exciting. I am positive these four competitors will do so well. Well, 

what I’m offering them is incentive enough. I spent a very long time accumulating 

information in order to find the right four people. I’ve had this idea for years and 

I finally managed to get it to happen. I am very proud of myself. 

 

But as my mind pleasurably wanders to think about anything but my situation, 

offering me a temporary escape route from the mundanity and fear of my 

predicament, I am rudely transported back to the white, sterile room with a crude 

loud scream coming from one of the cruel treatment rooms. It came from a room 

on the right, I believe, which is reassuring, as my doctor is on the left, but still. 

The world is full of people in pain. People who are sick, people who are unwell 

and today, I am one of those people. I really am deserving of pity. This is a 

terrifying thought. Considering that I might be one of them… one of the weak… 
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one of the sick… This world is a dog-eat-dog world, and only the fit survive. The 

sick extinct themselves. Their biologies cleanse them from the world, and only us, 

the strong, survive. The magazine has a picture in it of starving children in Africa. 

I hate that. It’s annoying and, in a sense, infuriating. Guilt-tripping me to give 

money. I’m a very generous woman, and I give and give and give, but I don’t need 

to feel guilt when I don’t. I’ve had to… I’ve had to de-sensitise myself over the 

years, and I feel terrible for those poor Africans and whatnot, all those people 

who have been through disasters, but – and here is my point – where are they 

today? When I need them? I’m the poor sick one in a clinic now waiting to go and 

see a doctor and do something that might kill me… where are they now? They 

don’t care about me, so why should I care about them? Those horrible, dirty little 

poor people. Oh, I know, I know. I sound like a terrible snob, but please, you 

must appreciate what a delicate situation I am in. I am not myself. So please don’t 

judge me. Please don’t look at me and judge me, thinking wrongly that I’m a 

horrible person. I’m not. I’m a good person. I’m just… well, distressed. 

 

You see, despite being here at the clinic, and despite being here for a third day in a 

row, and despite being fairly adamant in what it is that I wish to do and how to 

resolve my… issue, despite all of that, I am still contemplating. I am still 

considering whether I made the wrong decision; perhaps I should do the right and 

Christian thing and go ahead with it, but seriously, the thought of me as a 

mother… I think Joan Crawford was a better mother than I could be. I would be 

a monster. They would be nothing more than jewellery for me. Something to 

show off in order to receive some sympathy and affection from others. Perhaps 

status too.  

 

I’m not a monster. I’m a realist. I know what kind of a parent I would be and I 

would never wish to be the cause of this torture. So I’m doing the right thing. I 

chose a long time ago to not have children and I am now sticking to it. And if any 

mummies out there want to judge me for not doing my womanly duty, or come at 

me with the ‘most amazing experience any woman could go through’ cliché, well, 

tough. I am a woman in every sense and I never felt I needed to bloat my body 
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and expel an infant in order to be any more a woman. It’s my body and my temple 

and my choice, but to be honest, It’s not about my body. If I honestly thought I 

would be a good mother, if I had one iota of assurance about my capabilities, I 

would have opened my legs straight away, but I know that will never be the case, 

and I cannot pretend otherwise. 

 

I’m sick of sitting and waiting. I pay enough money to not have to sit here and 

wait like a commoner. Money is meant to buy you everything in life, including and 

mostly, importance. It should certainly buy me no waiting. This is unacceptable. 

Don’t they know who I am? Oh, perhaps I’m not anyone important anymore. Is 

that it? Have I failed? Am I now back to step one all over again? Am I back to 

being the pathetic and poor Fanny Ver? They do say that doctors humanise 

everyone – after all, the one thing all we humans have in common is the fact that 

our bodies deteriorate, so in a sense, I am no different from those poor children 

in Africa, and by poor, I hope it’s clear I am not talking in a sympathetic way 

about their existence, but I specifically mean the amount of money they have. I 

am not a monster, so stop judging me. I refuse to let you judge me as if I were 

wrong to appreciate that this world is made of rich people and poor people, and 

as sad as it may be to say, being rich is better than being poor. It’s just a fact of 

life, and I stand behind it. Yes, they’re unfortunate, and I’m sorry for anybody 

poor, who is born into this world, but I worked hard to get money and now I am 

rich. Now I am better than I was growing up. I do not, will not and should not 

feel guilty for feeling or thinking these things and I will not allow you to judge me 

for it. Now, for heaven’s sake, what is taking them so long? 

 

“Excuse me, is it going to take long?” 

“I’m terribly sorry about the delay, but there’s a bit of an emergency in there. The 

doctor should be with you shortly.” 

“Yes, I understand, but can you please hurry up?” 

“I assure you the doctor is going as quickly as possible. I understand your 

frustration, but do please remember that you were not meant to have an 
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appointment today; Doctor Marley has kindly agreed to see you now, but you are 

in fact scheduled in between other people.” 

“So you mean, someone after me is even more delayed?” 

“I’m afraid so, but we have notified them to come a little bit later.” 

“Well, could I leave and come back?” 

“I wouldn’t recommend it. The doctor could be finished any minute now.” 

“Right.” 

 

Such petulance from the younger generation. She probably thinks she’s privileged 

because she’s beautiful. Well, she probably thinks she’s privileged because she 

probably is privileged. Her daddy is probably a named partner in some top law 

firm. It has to be some job with strong moral values, otherwise he wouldn’t make 

his daughter work for a living. Still, a cushy job, with one of his best friends, a 

doctor, in an up-market clinic, where all she has to do is smile and be pretty and 

for the rest of the time she can play with her phone or do some online research 

for her studies, because she’s Daddy’s little girl and has to get good grades to 

prove herself to him. Look at her. Sitting there without a care in the world. 

Completely oblivious to the fact that her body too is deteriorating. She won’t stay 

pretty forever. She needs to hurry up and find a rich husband to take care of her, 

because she does not seem the type to want to take care of herself. Hardly too 

much ambition, answering the phone and booking appointments because Daddy 

forces you to do it once a week. No, she’ll marry her second cousin, probably, and 

the family business will pass down to them, she’ll have two kids and… what am I 

doing? Why am I being so horrible? What’s wrong with me? It must be the stress. 

I don’t deal very well with stress, and this week has not been an easy one for me. 

Even though it’s only Thursday. I really need to relax and calm down. It’s sitting 

in a waiting room. It must be that. It really does force such dark thoughts to enter 

one’s brain. I mean, I don’t regret thinking or believing what it is I think or believe 

when it comes to money and worthiness, but perhaps I should have a bit more 

understanding. Some people are unfortunate and it’s not really their fault. To a 

certain extent. It’s not as if I’m talking about people on benefits who really do not 
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deserve it and are just lazy. I’m talking about people who were born into severe… 

No, it’s Wednesday today. Not Tuesday.  

 

I should probably decide what I wish to have as entertainment and refreshments 

for my party on Sunday. Clearly we will have some champagne; I should still have 

enough bottles downstairs for the guests, and I could continue with my gin, which 

I do need to buy some more of, as I’ve finished the tiny bottle that Tristan bought 

me. What was he thinking, buying me one bottle? He should know better. I 

suppose Tristan is a great example of someone who is poor yet still lovely, and 

unpretentious. He knows his place and he knows what he can and cannot be as a 

result of his finances. It never appeared to me that he cared too much about being 

rich, the idiot. 

 

He is a curious man, though, this Tristan. Apart from being obviously alluring in 

so many ways, I do find I struggle to understand him. I can never really tell if what 

he tells me comes from true excitement or from some sort of overly intelligent 

sarcasm that I am just too stupid to understand. I do often feel stupid when I’m 

around him and yet, it’s that stupidity that inspires me. It’s a very tricky situation 

to be in. Incredibly dual. On the one hand, he makes me feel inadequate (despite 

being so much richer than him, so clearly I should feel superior) and on the other 

hand, he inspires me, so surely that’s a good thing. He does make me want to 

educate myself more and do more things with my life. For heaven’s sake, he reads! 

Argh, I hate reading. It’s a waste of time. My life is incredible enough for me to 

enjoy, so what do I need a novel for? Waste of time! Complete and utter waste of 

time. The most I’ve ever written in one go was a letter when I was twelve. I used 

to have a pen pal. Back when communicating with someone your age from a 

different continent was exciting and had little to no risk of ending up being 

sinister. Yes. It was so much fun. I loved the anticipation of waiting for the letter 

to arrive, opening it and getting all this information about the other side of the 

world. Now, what was her name? She was from Sydney, I remember that, but 

what was her name? Emma? I think it was Emma. Gosh, I wonder where she is 

now, what she is doing with herself and how her life has turned out. I mean, the 
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letters were fairly trite, but at the time, they were so exciting. Oh, I remember 

those days of youth and innocence. Such happy times and wonderful memories.  

 

I wonder if I still have those letters somewhere. They must be somewhere. I 

remember enjoying so much having an outlet for my teenage rants. It was 

wonderful. A great opportunity to bitch about my family, yet Emma (if that 

indeed was her name) would mostly just write about life in Sydney. Yeah, I 

remember that now. Her letters lacked any really interesting gossip. It was more 

like reading a travel book about a city I had no intention of ever visiting. Ach, 

Australia, so far away and so full of… well, Australians. How horrid. I can’t 

understand why anyone would want to go there. Probably for the sun, but then 

again, I’ve never been a big fan of sun. I was always more keen on winter. One 

can dress so much more glamorously in winter. Oh, the thought of not wearing 

my wonderful coats… what a horrid thought.  

 

So how did I even get to thinking about Anna? Wait, it wasn’t Anna, was it… it 

was Emma. Was it? Gosh, I can’t remember. I must try to find those letters. 

They’re probably in my memory box down in the basement. That’s where I hide 

most of my things. Well, the ones that I’m embarrassed by. My past mostly, 

anything to do with my life before I was… well, before I was Lady Peg. When I 

was still Fanny T. Ver. Oh, what an awful name. How can they expect anyone to 

live with a name like Fanny T. Ver? Stupid parents. I’m glad they’re dead. Don’t 

look at me like that. I have my reasons for hating them. If there’s one thing I 

learnt in life, it’s never to compare or contrast people’s relationship with their 

parents. My parents were dreadful. How they could live such a disgusting life and 

bring a child into the world when they had no money for it? It’s appalling. And 

then people are surprised that I don’t want children. I will not do to another soul 

what they did to me. Saying that, I do have everything that they didn’t have. I 

know. That’s what everybody says. “You could do a better job because you’ve 

learnt from those unambitious, content poor souls.” But no, that’s not the way I 

see it. There is no need in this world for more children, and I genuinely cannot be 

a good mother. Can I? Oh, I don’t know. This is not a dilemma I ever wanted to 
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have again. I made my mind up a long time ago and I was happy with my 

decision, happy to live with the consequences and take responsibility for my 

choice. I don’t regret my decision, and I’ve been happy all these years, so why 

does it have to come back to my decision again? I don’t know if I want this. I 

mean, a mother? Can you imagine? I’d just drown my child in a gin bath! Which is 

quite an amusing thought, actually. But then I’d end up in prison. Or am I rich 

enough to get away with it? Probably. 

 

“Peg, I’m so sorry to keep you waiting. We’re having a bit of an emergency.” 

“It’s quite alright, Doctor. Is everything okay in there?” 

“Yes, it’s fine. I just need to wait for the ambulance to arrive.” 

“Ambulance?” 

“Oh, nothing serious. It’s just being safe rather than sorry. Definitely nothing for 

you to worry about. You have enough on your mind.” 

“Yes, but…” 

“You are a saint, how you still care about other people even in your time of need. 

Do please be reassured that everything is alright.” 

“Thank you, Doctor.” 

“But I need you to continue with your saintly ways and be a little bit more patient. 

I hope you don’t mind.” 

“Of course not, Doctor. Anything for you, dear.” 

“Thank you.” 

 

What a nice man. And I must say, now that I’ve got a personal apology, it’s 

completely fine to wait. Life is so simple when people just have manners and 

know how to talk to others. It’s incredible what can be accomplished just by one 

apology. Years of anger and war. I wonder if that could be applied to politics. 

Have I cracked the way to get to world peace? Oh, who cares? I do hope that lady 

inside is indeed alright. So kind of the doctor to confide in me in such a way. Like 

most men, he trusts me blindly. I’ve always had this power over men, to make 

them confide in me. It’s been the one power that has allowed me to climb the 

social ladder at the speed and to the extent that I have. Gosh, what was that name 
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of that character that Philip always compared me to? From that novel… Oh, I 

can’t remember. What was it called? Something Sharp, wasn’t it? I think so. Yes, I 

had to pretend to him that I’d read the book and knew what on Earth he was 

talking about. 

 

I remember the first time he mentioned it. 

“Lady Peg, you are a modern-day Becky Sharp!”  

Oh yes, Becky… that was her name. 

We were sitting in some club in Chelsea; I cannot for the life of me remember 

which one. And he looked at me and said, “Lady Peg, you are a modern day Becky 

Sharp!” 

I had to pretend I couldn’t hear him, as I had no idea what he was talking about. 

“What was that?” 

“Becky Sharp. You know the character?” 

“Oh, of course. Philip, how rude of you. Why are you comparing me to her?” 

“It’s not a bad thing. It’s a compliment.” 

“Is it? In which case, how lovely of you, but still, do explain to me how.” 

“You will do anything necessary to get up your social ladder, won’t you?!” 

“Why, thank you, Philip.” 

“Peg, you are unscrupulous.” 

“Thank you, Philip. That is so kind of you.” 

In hindsight, and considering I’m still not one hundred per cent sure I know what 

unscrupulous means, and remembering the face he pulled when I said that, I don’t 

really think he meant that as a compliment. Still, this Becky Sharp sounded 

interesting and I decided to investigate her myself. I was able to find the film. She 

was quite a character and very beautiful, which I took as a wonderful thing for me.  

 

It wasn’t the last time he mentioned her name to me; in fact, I remember now that 

he had that annoying habit of calling me Lady Bexy whenever he saw me. What an 

impudent man. That was why I ditched him as soon as I didn’t need him 

anymore. That and the fact that, looking back at it, he was probably one of the 

only men to see through my gentle manipulations. He would always play so hard 
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to get with me, would make it near impossible to achieve anything rewarding with 

him. Oh, Philip. Died a few years ago, apparently. I think it was a boating 

accident, or something like that. Or was it skiing? I must check again in my notes. 

Horrible little man. Nobody really liked him. He had those horrible podgy cheeks 

and he always paraded around like one of those rich hipsters. Dressed in all kinds 

of fancy clothes, pretending to be an eighteenth century gentleman. He was 

certainly no gentleman. And he was probably gay, which is fine, except that he did 

try it on with me. Dreadful little man. Ugly, fat and pretentious. I hate pretentious 

people. They are definitely the ‘écume de la terre’. Still, he did use to make me 

laugh – well, he made all of us laugh. And surprisingly enough, we didn’t all just 

laugh at him – well, at least not all the time. Some of the time it was with him. He 

had fantastic wit and a wonderful sense of humour. Not enough to make him 

overly tolerable, but enough to be able to cope with his company for up to one 

evening a month. Which was always the maximum I allowed myself to socialise 

with him. Eventually he became social poison, and his insistence to keep on 

calling me Lady Bexy (and sometimes Sexy Bexy, which I found sickening) was 

definitely grating and needed to cease.  

 

Sexy Bexy my arse. Apart from the fact that I’m clearly and obviously no Bexy, 

and despite having very little in common with Becky Sharp, I am certainly not 

sexy. Sexual, sensual, attractive, alluring, but definitely not sexy. It’s a horrible 

term. Demeaning. The kind of woman who might be considered as sexy is in no 

way attractive. I am certainly not that kind of woman. I am mysterious and 

enchanting. That’s why men fall at my feet. I know what I need to do in order to 

get them to comply with my every wish. A little aloofness, a little weakness, a 

quiver here and there, warn them to stay away from me and then disappear for a 

while. Drives them mad. I call it being AWKWARD. Not the best of anagrams, 

but it does the trick. More of a mnemonic than an anagram, I reckon, but still. 

Aloof, Weak, Quiver (yes, I do know how to spell quiver, but it works), WARn 

and Disappear. Be awkward with a man, and trust me, he will be putty in your 

fingers. The stupid, testosterone-fuelled fool. To be honest, this technique also 

works on women. And not only in sexual relationships. It works for me in 
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everything I do. I have perfected it over the years, but it’s a fine art. You have to 

do the exact precise number of awkward things every time in order to achieve 

maximum outcome. 

 

Some people are more resistant to it than others. I assume it’s to do with their 

intelligence. The cleverer they are, the less it works. With Tristan it never worked, 

but then again, I didn’t try it for too long. I was quite taken by him. He would 

probably have been the one to get inside me and tear me apart. Luckily for me, 

he’s gay, or whatever it is he is. Jeffery was the easiest. I think that says it all. 

Within two days, he was mine. And I was able to get him to do anything I wanted. 

I do wonder what it was that he was doing today outside my house. I did notice 

him, even though I don’t think he saw me coming out. He was just sitting there in 

the park opposite my house, facing my door. He was holding binoculars that were 

mostly directed at the trees. I assume he was pretending to be bird watching. 

Clearly he wasn’t. He was watching my house. I noticed him. And I went out 

when he was having lunch or something. I wonder if he’s still sitting there waiting 

for me to come out or to do something. Such a strange boy. So dumb. I can’t 

believe there’s a big chance I might actually marry him. No, it will be fine. I’ve 

thought about it long and hard and I will marry him. It will be good. I am a 

woman of my word, and I will do what I promised. Now, I know what you’re all 

thinking. Deciding what’s amazing is such a subjective thing. I’m just going to 

pick a winner based on whom I want to win, but no. I actually take offence to that 

accusation. All my friends know what an honest woman I am. I despise being 

thought of as someone who would do something underhand. I will be completely 

honest and pick the best and most amazing winner. I will then live with the 

consequences of their prize, which I genuinely am happy to grant to all of them. 

To be honest, I did consider giving them all their prizes over the next few months 

(I can’t give it to all of them at the same time, as that would make a mockery of 

the entire competition), but I do not take to the new modern way of everybody 

being a winner. When I was growing up we competed, and we won. Or we lost. 

And that was that. We learnt the true value of competition and the reasons we 

need to ensure we are the winners, and not end up ultimate losers. It was a 
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valuable life lesson. I can’t imagine what kind of a person I would be today 

without it. I would be nowhere. Probably still living with my wretched parents. 

And now, it’s all about inclusion. Everybody is equal. Everybody deserves the 

same chance. Everybody is a winner. There are no losers. I dread to think what 

kind of a monstrous world we are creating. Probably a world full of 

disappointment and emotional collapse, when the children grow up to realise they 

will never win, and that there will always be a lion to demolish them. But I will 

certainly not treat my friends in the same irresponsible way. There can only be one 

winner, and I want them to work hard for it. After all, what is the point of 

competition if no blood is shed? Competition is there to help the economy and 

the world progress. At the same time, it encourages some Darwinist ‘survival of 

the fittest’ and gets rid of the weak. That’s what competition should do. Get rid of 

the crap, pathetic losers and let only the crème de la crème make it through and 

shine in this horrible world. It is our duty to give people the opportunity to shine 

like this. This competition is for that. Which one of those four is the strongest? 

And which three are going to crumble? Get rid of them. Let advancement 

advance! 

 

Oh, I’m exhausted now. That was quite a passionate speech I gave you. But it’s 

important for me that you understand it. Competition is valuable. Well, you get 

the drift. I can move on. Well, I can’t really move anywhere. I have to sit here and 

wait. Wait and wait and wait. No, it’s alright. I’m happy to wait. I’m helping a 

woman, who is clearly in distress, get the attention she needs. Although, I am 

surprised that the ambulance has not yet arrived.  

 

This is the problem with the UK now. Our health services just cannot cope with 

the millions of immigrants coming over here and taking our hospital places. No 

wonder ambulances are not coming for real British people. They’ve ruined our 

economy, taken jobs from our working classes and now they’re flooding the 

streets in their millions, stopping the emergency services from reaching Brits who 

genuinely need them. I bet they go to A&E just because they’re a bit drunk on 

their Polish beers or something. Getting into fights and ruining this country. This 
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city has really gone down the drain. Such a shame. I remember growing up in this 

country when you were able to speak English to everyone. Such a shame. Poor 

lady in there. I hope she’s coping.  

 

Which reminds me. I hope Louisa is alright. I mean, she is not coping well at all. I 

should have known that a competition would destroy her. She’s always been a bit 

crazy and right on the verge of losing her mind, but the last couple of days she 

was… well, strange. First, there was that insane letter she put in my mailbox 

yesterday: 

 

Dear Lady Peg. 

You are so special and wonderful and you need to understand 

how free you must be. Like a bird. You are a bird. A beautiful and 

exotic bird. And like any bird, you must be nurtured. Nurtured 

and free. Like a bird. Because that’s what you are. A bird. A free 

and wild, exotic, beautiful bird. Here, I made some likenesses of 

you. This is a picture of my living room. As you can see, I’ve made 

eight hundred and ninety-three origami birds for you. Trying to 

find the perfect one. But each one I made wasn’t as perfect as you 

are, so I had to keep trying. But as you can see, I’ve positioned 

them carefully in my living room, so that they look like a bird. 

You. This bird is you. Free, and beautiful and exotic.  

You know, Lady Peg, you’ve hurt me. Many times. I have often been 

hurt by you and by the things you’ve done to me. I know I never 

told you and never spoke about anything, but I was not stupid. I 

could see when you made snide remarks and I could tell when 

you were laughing at me behind my back. And after that 

dreadful night at the Cottonwaldsers, I genuinely thought that 

our friendship was over. The humiliation endured by you was 

intolerable. You made a complete fool of me in front of all my 

friends. You made it appear as if I were stupid. And I’m not stupid. 
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I don’t understand why you kept making up these lies and telling 

people that I said things I never said… but, it’s fine. And I have 

now learnt to forgive you. I am so grateful to you for inviting me 

to take part in your competition. It has changed my life.  

Lady Peg, I worry about you. I think you’re caged. You must free 

yourself up. Like the bird. The bird that you are. You must be free 

and fly and soar in the skies. We must all be free. Free from 

constraints. Like Lady Godiva. I shall be your Lady Godiva, 

fighting the evil money-people. Not that you’re an evil money-

person. You are wonderful and special. Exotic like a bird. So fly, 

Lady Peg, fly! 

 

Yours forever, LouLou 

 

Now, there are so many alarming elements in this letter, most notably, her calling 

herself LouLou. This is certainly the first time I’ve ever heard her refer to herself 

in such a disturbing way. I mean, who on Earth would give themselves a new 

nickname at this age? Next on the list of worrying elements is the slightly insane 

photo of hundreds of origami birds. All meticulously placed in the room, yet in no 

order nor making any sense whatsoever, with Louisa… naked… in the middle. 

I’m not sure if this photo or indeed this letter was part of her attempt to do 

something incredible, but these pathetic writings and worrying birds do not seem 

incredible to me. Merely insane. As I said, I know she’s always been on the verge 

of total madness – after years of repression and holding things back, it was 

obvious one day it would all explode. Louisa had the tendency not to deal actually 

with any of her emotions. She would get dumped on a regular basis and would 

just grin and bear it, moving along to the next mission, and I know that finding a 

husband has been the most important part of her life. So it obviously means that 

she must have felt quite demoralised whenever something like this happened. 

Plus, she has issues. I mean big issues. With her parents, with her work, with 

her… well, with her everything. She really never took any care of her mental well-
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being, so no wonder she’s like a powder keg that’s already been lit. She just needs 

one catalyst and boom! 

 

That was the letter, and then this morning I woke up and had forty-three missed 

calls from her. She also left five messages, although she didn’t say anything in any 

of them. She only breathed heavily down the phone. Now, I have no idea what 

she wanted or why. Perhaps again, it’s part of her plan and I’ll find it all out on 

Sunday. Who knows? Maybe she will manage to astound me by doing something 

extraordinary. Can a competition do that to her? I genuinely thought it would 

inspire her rather than break her. Too weak, I guess. Even weaker than I had ever 

anticipated. I knew she needed something to do, and I also knew how much she’d 

want that date with Leonardo and would do anything to win. I thought it would 

be an exciting challenge for her. I should have known it would also result in 

having her play a much bigger part in my life than I really do care for. Now I’m 

stuck with getting missed calls and slightly scary letters. Well, I say slightly, I 

actually mean incredibly scary. The sort of scary that would make you run and 

hide behind the sofa. I should probably do something to protect my home. No, 

I’m being silly. Yes, she’s a bit loopy, but she’s not dangerous. I’m sure of it. It’s 

Louisa. Or LouLou, apparently. I’m sure it will all end up fine. She’ll be fine. 

 

“Yes, Mrs Bolinska. It should be here any moment.” 

That’s confusing. The doctor just came out from his office and spoke to the lady 

in his room. Bolinska? That is not a British name. It’s… foreign! Polish? She’s 

Polish? I’m sitting here and waiting because of a Polish woman? A foreigner in my 

country? This is inexcusable. No. She can’t be Polish. What Pole could afford Dr 

Marley? That’s impossible. A Russian Oligarch, that’s it. Yes, this city is being 

filled with those Russian bimbos with their big hair and big… operations. I bet 

that’s what she’s here about, a failed boob job. Ach, disgusting. And I need to sit 

and wait in the meantime. How rude. I have a mind to say something to the 

doctor.  

 

“Doctor Marley, am I to understand that you’re still dealing with Mrs. Bolinska?” 
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“Oh, Mrs Bolinska is not the patient. She’s just her PA.” 

Ah, interesting. So she’s not here taking appointments from good British people, 

but like the rest of her country folk, she’s here taking jobs from qualified British 

PAs. Still, I gather I do feel far less angry than I would have done had it been the 

former case. Besides, the old lady might have Polish roots, and fears that if 

dementia strikes, she might stop talking English and start talking only European, 

like her family did before the war. Maybe that’s why she wants an Eastern 

European PA. This is all completely understandable. Why do I always get so angry 

so quickly? Such a shame… This cannot be good for my heart. Oh, which 

reminds me, I really should talk to the doctor about having a full check-up at 

some point. As much as I’d like to deny it, I am not as young as I used to be. I 

miss my old body. Not that I miss it enough to consider augmenting myself for 

any reason.  

 

Don’t get me wrong, I’m not a feminist. I believe that everyone can do whatever 

they want to do – this is a free world, a free country, and we live in a free market, 

so if a woman wants to spend all her hard-earned cash on sticking rhinestones to 

her foofoo, well, that’s certainly her right. But as a woman living in this 

completely masculine world, all I can do is hope for the best. And perhaps doing 

it the way I do it, which is by manipulating men to give me money, may seem 

dubious to other women, most notably to feminists, I think at the end of the day 

I’m the winner. The fact is, that I don’t need a man to get anywhere, I don’t want 

to be housebound taking care of a baby. But I also don’t want to work, which is 

why I don’t care if I marry Jeffery. I’ll be able to dedicate my life to making the 

world a better place. For me, obviously. So this is not a fight in the classical sense 

of the word, but I’m doing something which works for me and I believe 

eventually will crown me the winner of the war of the sexes; I am fighting fire 

with fire. This is a patriarchal world and, so long as science falls short of enabling 

men to conceive babies, this will always be a patriarchal world, and my battle will 

take the shape of making the most, and getting the most, out of my weaknesses. I 

think there’s a martial art that has this as its core philosophy. I’m sure I heard 
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something about it somewhere, using your weaknesses to defeat your enemy. And 

my weakness, apparently, is my womanhood. 

 

Still, I think the fact that I’m sitting where I’m sitting and probably about to do 

what I’m probably about to do is enough proof that I am a strong believer in 

women’s rights, and that I greatly and tremendously appreciate everything 

feminism has done for me. I am unable to understand why it’s become a dirty 

word and, more importantly, why some women think feminism is an enemy. 

Saying that, I do have a problem with militant feminists who fight against women, 

which is strange and defeatist. But, well, there’s a right and a wrong, and we do 

need to live under the correct and appropriate code of conduct. Our entire culture 

is built on the dynamic between stronger species and weaker species and so there 

must be dominance. But do we have to accept it? Well, clearly not when it comes 

to the battle of the sexes, but clearly yes when it comes to the battle of the 

classes…? Oh dear, I seem to have confused myself. I don’t quite know what it is 

that I’ve done. Oh, if only the doctor could see me now. I’m sick of waiting. Heh, 

sick of waiting, that’s funny. Because I’m waiting in a doctor’s waiting room. And 

I’m sick of it. That’s funny. Well, I find it funny.  

 

So, how open-minded does one have to be? It’s a very tough question. I’ve often 

relied on Mel Crayon to fulfil my open-mindedness quota and be able to consider 

myself a true Londoner without having to do too much. I mean, Mel is quite 

extraordinary. Always enjoy showing him… her… off at my parties. Always gets a 

conversation going after he goes. And always pretending to be so pious. But he’s a 

crook – just like everybody else. To be honest, the only reason I even added Mel 

to the list of competitors was that I was hoping he would reveal his true gender to 

me. Now, that would be amazing and would certainly win the competition. I 

wonder if he’ll have the courage to do that. Probably not. I bet Mel will do some 

vanilla things that wouldn’t even excite a dragonfly. Mel is not flamboyant enough 

to be anything. Considering how intriguing he is, it’s completely and utterly 

disappointing. I remember thinking Mel would give me so much excitement when 

we first met. I was keen on making him a permanent fixture in my life, but alas, it 
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backfired. Although, he did humiliate Clairopat, when he fired her dramatically in 

front of all us, which in my book makes him a hero! She is a complete bitch and 

probably deserves anything bad that ever happens to her. A real snob. Born to 

filthy-rich parents, who I think owned a massive area in Egypt or something like 

that. At least, that’s what I assumed was the reason for her ridiculous name. Oh 

horrible woman. I must remember to call her today and see how she is and what’s 

new with her son. Wayward. Really horrible little boy. Can’t say I’m surprised or 

blame him. He’s spoiled rotten. Always makes a fuss about anything. If something 

doesn’t go his way, he will tear the house down and start breaking things. 

Clairopat is now not invited to any event that allows children. It’s quite amusing. 

She is banned from all social events that offer room for parents. Instead, she is 

only invited to the grown-up dinners, where nobody wants to talk to her, because 

she has children. It’s so hilarious, we laugh about it every time. 

 

Still, as much as I enjoy watching that two-faced, backstabbing, conniving cow 

getting hurt, it’s very hard for me to condone such behaviour by a lower classed 

financier. But Mel, well, Mel is very good at all those fiddling bits… you know, the 

numbers. I don’t understand it, but I seem to keep having money and a lot of it 

and more every year so I’m happy. 

 

“Excuse me, I have an appointment today at ten past four with Dr Marley. Should 

be for Mrs Target.” 

“Certainly, Mrs Target, please take a seat. I’m afraid there’s been a bit of an 

emergency and the doctor is a little bit behind on all his patients, but if you would 

care to wait, he will be with you very shortly.” 

“It’s quite alright. I’m in no rush.” 

“Wonderful. Thank you.” 

 

So this pretty redhead sits next to me. She is very beautiful. Her hair is luscious 

and wavy and… ach, I already hate her. She smells like spring and looks like 

summer, and next to her I feel fat and ugly. I hate women like that. All they want 
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to do is make other women feel bad about themselves. Well, I shan’t give her the 

satisfaction. 

 

“Darling, what a lovely dress you’re wearing. Such a brave choice to wear it with 

your complexion.”  

There, that should put her in her place.  

“Thank you, dear. I also love what you’re wearing. So chic and vintage. I mean, is 

last season considered vintage?” 

Ha. I am starting to like her. Anyone who can retort like that must be kept close 

to hand. 

“I’m Lady Peg.” 

“Yes, I know who you are.” 

“Oh, you’ve heard of me?” 

“Of course. Who hasn’t?” 

“Only good things, I hope.” 

“Hmmm.” 

“Sorry, I didn’t quite catch your name.” 

“Target. Julia Target.” 

“Well, it’s a pleasure meeting you. We must meet again.” 

“Must we?” 

“It would be a delight. Shall we do cocktails?” 

“Dear, I’m very sorry, but I’m not quite interested in cocktailing with you. And if 

you don’t mind, I’d rather just sit silently and wait for the doctor.” 

“Of course, dear. I wouldn’t want to interrupt. But if you change your mind…” 

“Yes, I know where to find you.”  

 

What a woman. I’m intrigued. She’s exciting. I like being excited. Gosh, I’ve not 

been snubbed like this in years. I must have her! Oh, now, how do I get her? 

Women are always so much harder to manipulate than men. If only she were a 

man, I’d know exactly what to do, but with a woman, I must find her weakness. 

Right, I’ll need to send Philipo to follow her. Julia Target. Julia Target. I’ll send 

him a text. 
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Philipo, darling, I need you. I need you to find out everything you 

can on Julia Target. She’s local, don’t know much more. Thank 

you, darling. Xx 

 

Right, so he’s on the job. Actually, I have a better idea. 

 

Darling, I’m sending you my location now. She is inside this clinic. 

Maybe follow her if you’re free. Xx 

 

Perfect. Sent. Right. 

Look at her. Sitting so smug there. Probably will go back to all her friends and tell 

them how she snubbed the great Lady Peg at a clinic. Still, I wonder what she’s 

doing here. What is she waiting for? What is wrong with her? Oh, that’s 

interesting. I could try to ask the doctor, but he probably won’t say anything. He’s 

very good at his discretion, which is incredibly important. I would be quite 

worried if he tells me about others, as it would make me worry about what he may 

be telling others about me.  

 

Ooh, a reply.  

 

I m on da ceis. 

 

Oh, how I loathe dyslexia. I remember the days when those people were just 

regarded as stupid. All of a sudden they have a condition. Everybody has a 

condition now. What a waste of our lives. Just let the weak be weak and leave it at 

that. Why do we need to give them identities and justifications for their laziness? I 

consider myself to not be the cleverest of people. I was never too interested in 

acquiring too much knowledge and learning too much, so I don’t regard myself as 

clever. I’m not pretending to have some sort of disease or condition to justify the 

lazy woman that I am. I simply didn’t work hard enough at school, and I had to 
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take responsibility for it. Ridiculous. All this self-pity. I thought we had put paid to 

it at the end of the twentieth century, but it appears to have come back again. 

More self-pity, more self-obsession. What a palaver.  

 

“Right, just come this way, please, Mrs Bolinska.” 

The way the doctor shouted it, one might have assumed he was talking to a very 

old and deaf woman. Instead, came out a gorgeous, blonde bombshell. I can see 

Julia Target’s disdain at the visage in front of her. At last, she and I can bond. We 

have both been out-shadowed by this Russian beauty. Hold on, so she was 

Russian. That’s certainly not the PA. That’s the actual woman. Oh, and that’s why 

he was talking loudly and slowly at her, her English is probably not good enough. 

How rude. Coming over here to our country, not learning our language and 

making us wait for our health care. Disgusting. I’m sure Julia Target feels the same 

way. We shared a look now, and it was clear that we both thought the exact same 

thing. It’s nice to have a common enemy. I always find that a common enemy is 

indeed the best way to bond with someone. 

 

“How rude, isn’t it?” 

“I beg your pardon?” 

“Her.” 

“I’m sorry, I have no idea what you’re talking about, and I must go and powder 

my nose.” 

“Of course.” 

Bitch! 

 

So beautiful, though. I wouldn’t mind giving her a bit of a… romp. That doesn’t 

sound like the right word. And rumpy pumpy sounds a bit too pretentious even 

for me. I think what I’m trying to say is that I’d definitely do her. I’ve explored my 

sexuality and I have never had any issues with the female body. To be honest, in 

many ways I prefer it. Sexually, anyway. I would never want to be in a relationship 

with a woman, though. Oh, women are horrible. So whiny and bitchy. No, no. I’m 

very happy with men. Well, to be honest, I’m not really happy with men either. 
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Come to think of it, people in general are just a bit… well, crap. Why would 

anyone want a relationship with any of them? Oh, I might end up engaged on 

Sunday. How horrendous. No. That will not do. What on Earth was I thinking? I 

can’t marry anyone. I’m a horrible and disgusting woman.  

 

Sorry. You weren’t meant to hear that. I sometimes just… well, it’s normal, isn’t 

it? Everybody hates themselves sometimes. And it’s not like I’ve lived the life of a 

saint, and do you know what? I bet even Mother Teresa sometimes looked at 

herself and said, “I’m a horrible woman.” I’m sure of it. We’re not meant to like 

ourselves, despite what all those new modern quack psychologists say. We’re just 

meant to live well and do extraordinary things. Liking ourselves is completely 

irrelevant to the matter at hand. The only thing that distracts us even more from 

our true goals, apart from this idea of having to like ourselves, is having to like 

other people. This whole notion of ‘love’. Complete nonsense. It’s enough to 

spend ten minutes with Louisa to see that the whole concept of love is life 

imitating art, and us just trying to understand what some poets or scriptwriters 

once put on paper. This is not a true emotional thing, and thinking in such a way 

is foolish. So as I said, I won’t marry Jeffery or anyone out of love. Which is 

exactly the reason why I won’t have a child. Horrible, squealing, disgusting things. 

And how can a disgusting woman like me bring a disgusting thing into the world? 

So what if it’s apparently ‘in my nature’ or whatnot. Just because I had the 

misfortune of being born with a womb, it does not mean I need to have children. 

And you have no right to judge me. Who are you to tell me what I should and 

shouldn’t do? It’s my life and my body, and besides, half of you are probably men 

and you have no idea what I’m talking about and the rest of you are… well, I 

don’t know. But you can’t judge me. Why is it that a woman must be made to feel 

so bad just for making a choice? Why does everybody with a child look at me with 

a ‘you will never understand’ look? Well, they will never understand either. It’s a 

choice. I took my life in this direction and they in the other. I reckon people with 

children look at me like that because deep down they are jealous of me and regret 

having children and so, in order to not live with that horrendous feeling of regret, 
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they repress their personal disappointment and take it out on me. Just like 

homophobes are the biggest homosexuals. Well, there you go. I want to be alone. 

 

Besides, the truth (which I think I’ve made clear enough now) is that I would not 

be a good mother. I simply wouldn’t. I would be a terrible mother. And I’m not 

going to torment a child by being their mother. Because that’s what it would be. 

Torment. For them and for me. Although, and please don’t tell anyone I said this, 

but… well, it does feel odd to know there’s a thing inside my body. Yes, I know 

it’s the size of a pea, and yes, I know it’s not really alive (despite what the religious 

fanatics say), but still, it’s… a thing in me. That was made using part of me. It’s 

sort-of moving and exciting. Not moving and exciting enough for me to want to 

keep it, but… well, moving and exciting enough. 

 

“The doctor is ready to see you.” 

“Oh, right. Yes… um… I’m coming.” 

 

Okay. I am confident. I know what I want. I know what is good for me, I know 

what is good for this unborn pea and I know what is good for the world. I am 

confident. Keep on saying it to yourself. I am confident. Why is she staring at me? 

 

“Is everything alright, Julia Target?” 

“Yes, I was just admiring you. Such confidence.” 

“Oh?” 

“Yes. To feel able to show your extra fat and not try to hide it under layers. That’s 

very impressive. So many women today will do anything to look thin, but not you. 

Good for you!” 

Bitch! 

 

“Hello, Doctor.” 

“Peg, please take a seat. Are you feeling alright?” 

“Yes.” 

“And did you give any more thought to our conversation yesterday?” 
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“Doctor, I’ve thought of nothing else.” 

“Okay. So have you reached a decision?” 
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CHAPTER SEVEN  

Friday – Jeffery’s Day 
 

“So would you care to start from the beginning, sir?” 

“I’m… I don’t really… I… sorry. I don’t know… um.” 

“Please, sit down, sir. Just take a few breaths and calm yourself down.” 

“No, but… I’m not… it’s…” 

“Sir, please. Please sit down, otherwise I might have to handcuff you to the chair. 

You don’t want that, do you?” 

“What? No. I… I don’t.” 

“Great. Thank you. Now, please, sit down and tell me exactly what happened 

from the beginning.” 

“I don’t really… I don’t know.” 

“What’s your name?” 

“It’s Jeffery.” 

“Full name, please, sir.” 

“Jeffery Garden.” 

“Okay.” 

“The Third.” 

“The third what?” 

“The third Jeffery Garden.” 

“Is that relevant?” 

“Well, it’s my name.” 

“I’m sorry?” 

“It’s my name. My full name. It’s Jeffery Garden The Third. Well, actually, it’s 

Jeffery Michael Philip Bartholomew Garden The Third.” 

“Are you messing with me, sir? Because I should tell you now that we don’t look 

favourably on people who take the mickey.” 

“No. It’s my name. My full name. Do you know Garden Confectionaries?” 

“You mean the chocolate?” 

“Yes, that’s us.” 
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“You are Garden chocs?” 

“Well, I guess so.” 

“Right. Wait here, sir. I’ll be right back.” 

… 

… 

… 

“Hello, sir. I’m DI Pleyn. Do you mind if I ask you a few questions?” 

“No, of course not.” 

“Your name?” 

“Again? I’ve just given it to…” 

“Yes, please, sir. I just need to restart the interview.” 

“Right. It’s Jeffery Michael Philip Bartholomew Garden The Third.” 

“Wonderful. Now, do you know why you’re here?” 

“Sort of… I mean, I guess so…” 

“Good, so in your own words, can you please tell us what happened?” 

“The thing is, I don’t… I’m not sure.” 

“Okay, just tell us what you remember from yesterday.” 

“Well, yesterday I was… well, hold on, I need to start a few days before that.” 

“Please, start wherever you like.” 

“Last week I was invited to join a competition. Me and three other people were 

given a week to do an amazing thing, and we would be judged this Sunday and the 

winner will receive… well, each winner, I think, is meant to get something 

different. I don’t really know what the other people are meant to get, but me, well, 

I’m meant to get a woman. Hold on, sorry. Don’t look at me like that. I don’t 

mean in a pervy rapey way. I mean in marriage. The woman who organised the 

competition. She’s amazing. Truly wonderful. She’s beautiful, clever, funny, rich – 

everything a man wants in a spouse and she… well, she’s not like the other 

women. She’s clever, you know. Not a dumb bi… sorry, not dumb like other 

women. Really special. Anyway, I’ve always wanted her. I told her that I loved her 

a few years ago and I think she enjoyed it, if I’m honest. Loved leading me on and 

refusing to marry me. A proper cock-tease, she was, but the more she teased, the 

more I wanted her. You know what women can be like, right? And she is very 
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good at being a woman. Anyway, she’s been driving me mad for years and now 

she… well, now she finally gave me the opportunity to get everything I wanted. 

She offered me her hand in marriage if I win the competition. All I have to do is 

beat the three other competitors, and to be honest, that’s such an easy thing. I 

mean, the other guys in the competition are… well, not really at my level. One of 

them is this stupid, childish baby girl and one is… fuck knows what, some 

hermaphrodite that barely speaks and the third one… well, the third one is… he is 

the problem. He was always going to be the problem. A manipulative, devious 

little shit. Thinks himself the genius of the world because he reads books. Looks 

down on all of us, which is utterly ridiculous, as he has no money, still, he’s always 

been… well, he’s always been a little shit. Been telling people things about me so 

they all laughed behind my back, been warning people that I’m a stupid… um, 

idiot. All kinds of things. He just tries to stir trouble for me anywhere he goes. To 

be honest, I don’t know what he wants from me or why he picks on me 

specifically; I can only imagine it’s because he’s jealous. Jealous of my wealth and 

my obvious better looks. I don’t really know. Like I said, it’s only what I assume. I 

can’t tell you for sure, but something is seriously wrong with that shit. Saying that, 

as much as I hate him, I must give him credit for being intelligent and devious. 

Like a sly… um… what’s the animal called? You know, the ones that we hunt… 

oh, shit. I’m sorry. I’m still a little bit… you know. Fox! That’s it. Yes, he’s a sly 

little fox despite his… No, not despite, because of his intelligence. But still, he 

isn’t as intelligent as me, so even though beating him at the competition is a 

challenge, it won’t be impossible, because I’m… well, better! Anyway, do you 

need me to give you all these details?” 

“You tell us anything you want to tell us that you think may be relevant.” 

“Right, well, yes. It’s relevant.” 

“So please, continue.” 

“Well, so I hope you can appreciate that winning this competition means 

everything to me. I have to win it, and the only way to win is to ensure that the 

other three contestants lose.” 

“Or just do better than them?” 

“Well, you see, Lady Peg… that’s the woman. Lady Peg.” 
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“A Lady? How exciting.” 

“Well, no. She… well, it doesn’t matter. The point is that Lady Peg is crazy. Like 

all women, you know what I’m saying, right? Anyway, she’s… yeah, crazy. And 

I’m avoiding preceding it with the B-word, although, between you and me, 

she’s… well, you know. Anyway, I know that if I want to win, it’s not enough to 

do amazing things. What’s more important is to ensure nobody does anything 

amazing. That’s that only way to win a competition – destroy your enemy. Crush 

them. Anyway, I… well, I don’t want to say ‘play dirty’, but you know, in love and 

war and all that, and this competition had both of them, you know what I mean, 

right?” 

“Sir, just continue with your story.” 

“Of course. Anyway, I knew I had to stop them from winning and I started 

researching them. Know your enemy, that’s what I always say. Know your enemy 

and you can know their weaknesses. Now, it didn’t take me long to find the weak 

spot for the he-she or for the stupid girl. A quick online search gave me all the 

information I needed to crush them, which I did. Easily. The third one was 

trickier. I had to think long and hard about what I could do to him. Anyway, I 

started following him. And there it was, right in front of me – the one thing that 

can distract anyone – a beautiful woman. I knew that was my key. That was my 

way of… you know, getting into his head. Anyway, my plan was to defuse the 

three of them, and it all went perfectly to plan. 

 

The first thing I did was take care of that stupid little baby bimbo. Can you 

imagine a mix between Emma Bunton and Shirley Temple? That’s probably not 

enough to describe how sickening she is. You know the kind, you’d want to fuck 

her just to know that you’re allowed to do it without being charged with 

paedophilia. Anyway, I searched for her online and saw that she has this blog 

where she writes stupid things. That’s the problem with the internet; everybody 

thinks they should share their thoughts, when clearly they shouldn’t. Particularly 

women. Fuck, how many women have started writing now? Who cares, eh? All 

this crap about being a woman and periods and fuck knows what else. Waste of 

virtual space. Anyway, I saw her blog (which by the way, she was trying to keep 
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anonymous, but clearly failed to do), and I knew what could break her little, 

fragile, womanly soul. All it would take was a little abuse. Trolling, I think they call 

it. And that’s what I did. Wrote her a violent message and true enough she was 

gone. Last time I saw her, she was going through rubbish bins in the street, 

wearing a bathrobe. That was yesterday. I don’t flatter myself enough to think that 

it was all down to me, but clearly she was cuckoo. Anyway, that was way too easy 

to manage, but wait… I’ll come back to her later. Hold on, am I in trouble 

because of her?” 

“Sir, please continue.” 

“Alright… well, next, I was looking at the he-she thing. Sorry, I don’t know what 

I should to call it, especially with all this politically correct mumbo jumbo. I don’t 

want to be taken to court for being insensitive or something. You know, they tried 

to send me to one of these courses once at work. I didn’t go. They tried to 

threaten me, but seeing as I’m the richest person in the company, that didn’t 

work. I’m richer than the CEOs, you know? And before you ask, I have to keep 

that job. My dad insists otherwise I won’t inherit his business when he dies, so I 

have to pretend to care about this crap. Do you know what? I can’t even tell you 

what it is that my company does. And I can assure you they have no idea what it is 

that I do there. I piss so many people off. They look at me and feel frustrated, 

because they’re working their arses off and I make a shit-load more money than 

they do. Again, not that I need it, they probably need it for their children or some 

other ridiculous thing. That’s the other thing I love about Lady Peg. She doesn’t 

want any of this children nonsense, so we see eye to eye on this and we can have a 

happy marriage. Not that parenting is that tough, if my parents are anything to go 

by. First you hand the kids over to some stupid bitches to nurse and take care of 

until they’re old enough to go to boarding school and that’s it. Once a year you 

send them a birthday card and then deny them anything they ask for; make them 

work hard for their inheritance. Piece of cake, you know? I can probably count on 

one hand the number of times I saw my parents as a child.  

 

Anyway, back to that he-she thing. That was the weirdest thing. I was looking 

online and found out that there’s somebody desperately looking for this… I’ll just 
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call it Mel. That’s his or her name. Anyway, this person was desperately seeking 

Mel. Apparently, he’s been in love with Mel all his life and they lost touch years 

ago and since he discovered the Internet as a way of finding people, he’s been 

looking for Mel. Now Mel isn’t really technological – guess that’s the half-woman 

in him… her… whatever. Do you mind if I just call him a ‘he’ for now? Though 

I’m really not sure that he is.” 

“You can call him whatever you like.” 

“Thanks. It’s weird, isn’t it? How even though I have no idea what he is, it seems 

a lot easier for me to just regard him as a ‘he’. As if men have some sort of natural 

superiority over women, that even talking about men seems easier on the tongue. 

Very interesting. I must remember that next time I have a discussion about 

women’s rights. Anyway, apparently this guy, Max… he’s been in love with Mel 

forever and looking for him and… now, this sounds weird and gay. I’ll call Mel a 

she. That will make the whole thing more logical. Anyway, so I contacted him… 

him being Max, and told him that I can put him in touch with Mel on one 

condition – that he arranges to meet her the following day – and he was obviously 

thrilled and agreed, so that was sorted. Anyway, I didn’t want to leave anything to 

chance so the next day I arranged to meet him, just to make sure it was all going 

to plan and that he’s not some untrustworthy, flaky, nutter pleb, you know? 

Anyway, we arranged to meet in the evening, and he came all dressed up, but was 

really nervous, and I tried to calm him down, so I gave him a couple of drinks and 

he just gulped them and we talked and apparently he was about to go and meet 

Mel that evening, but by the time he told me that, he was so pissed that I couldn’t 

let him go. No way would Mel even look at him twice. The guy was a serious 

lightweight, you know? So I had to get him to cancel and rearrange for the 

following day. I didn’t even realise what a genius idea that was until I thought to 

myself, ‘If it doesn’t work out between them, at least I managed to waste another 

day for Mel – two days in a row, and maybe even upset her so much that she’ll be 

totally distracted and lose for certain.’ Anyway, I sent him back to his hotel (he 

doesn’t live in London and came over especially for this) and the following day I 

made sure he was still meeting Mel and he said he was, and I knew I had to make 

the most of it. See, when he got drunk he just kept telling me how much he is in 
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love with Mel and how he wants to marry her and how they must be together. I 

knew that if this worked, and if Mel felt the same, which she probably does, 

otherwise she wouldn’t want to meet with him, anyway, if they both felt the same, 

it was going to work and it would be really quick. It was a bit like all or nothing: 

either it was going to work and they might as well elope, or it wasn’t going to and 

then at least I will have managed to waste two days for Mel and I’d still have 

enough time to think of something else to distract her with. Anyway, I called Max 

just before his date and told him I would send them both on a romantic holiday 

that weekend. See? I knew if they were going to be out of the country, Mel 

couldn’t be at the finishing line on Sunday. Anyway, this was all sorted. I mean, it 

wasn’t really – that Max guy started arguing with me, telling me he was worried it 

was too fast and that he’d scare Mel. I tried explaining to him that if Mel didn’t 

want him, she wouldn’t have agreed to meet with him and that it was clearly 

meant to be. See, I also figured that in the worst-case scenario, if Mel did freak out 

and kick him with all her might, she’d still be so overwhelmed by the proposal 

that her mind would be elsewhere. Distraction, you know? Seemed like a good 

consolation prize should I fail in getting rid of them completely.” 

“Sorry? Getting rid of them?” 

“Not kill them. That’s not what I meant. I’m not… I mean, it’s… I just meant get 

them out of the competition. Out of the country, preferably. Or in Louisa’s case, 

out of her mind.” 

“Right. Go on.” 

“Okay. Anyway, this Max calls me an hour later and tells me he’s up for it. Asks 

me to book the tickets as Mel has agreed to go with him. I was incredibly pleased. 

You can imagine.” 

“Can I?” 

“Well… I mean, yeah. No?” 

… 

… 

… 

“So what about the third one?” 
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“Ah, yes. The third one. Tristan Honeycomb. The bane of my life. The devil in 

blond. Evil, evil man! He was certainly a challenge. I couldn’t find anything about 

him online. Not even on social media sites. I mean, who doesn’t have at least 

some social media presence, eh? I don’t know. It’s enough to suspect him of 

being… well, evil! As I keep saying. Anyway, I knew it wasn’t going to be as easy 

as with the other two. With him I had to think outside the box. I had to follow 

him and see what he got up to. As it turned out, he was up to quite a bit. I went to 

his house early in the morning. Stood outside for a while and this man came out 

of his house. Now, I must admit, that was the last thing I expected to see. I mean, 

I knew Tristan was a bit fucked-up, but I didn’t realise he was a poof! So then I 

had a dilemma. Did I follow the man or keep my eye on Tristan’s house to see 

what else he was doing? See, I thought for a moment that I might be able to use 

the fact that he’s a gay against him, but then I rethought it. Tristan is clever. He 

wouldn’t give a fuck if I told people he was gay, but then again, that man might. 

So it was a big dilemma. Anyway, the story was getting better and better. The man 

was coming towards where I was hiding and I was able to get a closer look at him. 

It was only Target. Some idiot I know. This was priceless. Now, not only do I 

have ammunition against Target, I also know that he’s a married man. He’s got 

this beautiful bombshell bimbo of a wife. A proper trophy-wife, you know what I 

mean? So I knew there was something there. I wasn’t quite sure what, but I knew 

there was something. Maybe I could blackmail Target to keep distracting his lover 

or maybe I could tell his wife and wait for her to explode, bringing down both 

men with her. I didn’t quite know. I was sitting and thinking about it and, 

eventually, Tristan leaves his home, so I started following him. And he goes to 

this house… No idea whose house it is, but it’s a nice one. You know? A really 

nice Edwardian house behind a gate. Very nice. Anyway, Tristan waits outside and 

you’ll never guess who comes out and opens the door. Mrs Target. I was shocked. 

I mean, that was just bizarre and I got pretty confused. Wasn’t quite sure if I 

could conclude anything from that. Anyway, I wait a little bit until he leaves and I 

see that he’s a changed man. So I don’t know if he fucked her… Hey, I wouldn’t 

put it past him to have an affair with both of them, or perhaps just with her? I 

start to get really confused, so I go inside to have a little chat with Mrs Target and 
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anyway, if she’s as cheap and easy as to put out for Tristan Honeycomb, I’m sure 

I’ll definitely be in line to get some of her redheaded slutty passion, you know? 

And it’s been a tough few days and I’m… well, you know, I have needs. But hey, 

only if she offers. Don’t worry. I’m no rapist or anything like that. With my looks, 

who’d need to be a rapist? 

 

Anyway, I didn’t get anything. She was flirting like a whore on heat but she 

wouldn’t put out. I asked. She seemed offended by the question. But this is what 

drives me mad. If she really gets offended by men offering to pleasure her, she 

shouldn’t be putting her body out there on a plate so much. Hey, don’t look at me 

like that. I told you I’m no rapist. I don’t agree that any man should get what he 

wants, regardless of what she might be wearing. I’ve heard all those ‘she was 

asking for it’, ‘she was gagging for it’, ‘she wore a short skirt and a tight T-shirt’ 

and all that crap. I don’t think any of those things are an excuse. Yeah, women are 

inferior to men, but they’re still human and should be treated with a bit of respect. 

And I’ve been told enough times that ‘no’ means ‘no’ and I’m all over that. But a 

woman should expect a man to be frustrated. Not violently frustrated, but 

frustrated nonetheless. Anyway, we didn’t have sex. I just talked to hear. Tried to 

understand what was going on with Tristan. She kept saying that nothing was 

happening and that he just came to return her husband’s wallet. It all sounded 

really fishy to me. I told her about Mark staying that night at Tristan’s and she 

seemed really confused. The whole thing was just strange. She found the notion 

of her husband having an affair with Tristan very amusing, and vehemently denied 

sleeping with him herself. Now, methought that the lady protested too much, but 

to be honest, it didn’t even matter to me that much. It’s enough to just put doubt 

in a person’s mind to drive them insane. Also, I learnt something very important 

from Mrs Target. Apparently, Tristan was quite infatuated with her. The way she 

was talking about him, it sounded like she could get him to do anything. Now, 

that was interesting. But you never know with those crazy bitches. You never 

know if they’re just full of themselves or whether they do actually possess such a 

power. I guess, with her… I guess, I knew that she was right. There was 

something about her that… well, something about her that made me believe that 
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she could make some men do whatever she wanted them to do. Not me, though. 

She could never get me to do anything. I’m not stupid. I can see right through her.  

 

Anyway, we kept talking and she kept saying things to me like, “Don’t tell Mark. I 

mean, there’s nothing to tell, but don’t tell him,” and all kinds of things like that. 

Now I don’t know how stupid she thought I was, but it was obvious she was 

having an affair. And I knew exactly what I needed to do. I was going to confront 

Mark about Tristan. Mark is a bit of a geek. A real weakling. But – and this is the 

surprising thing – he has a real paranoia about his wife. She’s obviously way out of 

his league. She’s the Jessica to his Roger Rabbit. And if anyone were to mention 

something about her or about her having an affair, he would lose it. This one 

time, Paul was joking with him and saying how he’d done her the night before. 

Mark ended up punching him in the face so hard that he lost his front tooth. He 

looked so stupid. It was hilarious. It took quite a long time for him to fix the 

tooth because he was broke, so he would just walk around with a hole in his 

mouth. It was so funny! Anyway, this wasn’t the first time Mark had lost his 

temper when it came to his wife, so I knew that if I confronted the two of them, it 

would be the end! I mean, I didn’t expect Mark to send Tristan to hospital, but… 

well… maybe scare him or something.  

 

I arranged to meet Mark in a café opposite Tristan’s bookshop. I thought we 

could chat, I could tell him about the affair and then send him on his way to the 

bookshop to scare the living daylights out of him. Anyway, I was sitting in the 

café and, to my horror, Tristan came in. I angled myself rather carefully so that he 

couldn’t see me, but he was behaving very strangely. I don’t know what had 

happened to him, but he just freaked out there and then, and ran out. Just a 

moment or two before Mark arrived. Luckily, neither saw the other. And Mark 

already seemed a bit out of sorts. Anyway, I told him that I thought his wife was 

having an affair. I could see his blood boiling and he started to get really angry. He 

started accusing me of lying and telling me that it couldn’t be true. I told him it 

was. I told him it was this guy called Tristan. He refused to believe it and started 

shouting at me. I started to feel really scared. Eventually he just shouted at me in 
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the middle of the café, telling me that I was lying. And he started throwing things 

at me. I mean, nothing dangerous, but like the serviettes that were on the tables 

and… oh, he threw all his business cards at me. I tried calming him down and 

getting him to stop, but he wouldn’t. People were looking at us and I picked up 

his cards. And then all of a sudden he stopped. He got really quiet and stared at 

the table for a few minutes saying nothing. I could almost literally see the cogs in 

his brain moving. But I thought it might be best if I said nothing. Then he slowly 

raised his gaze and looked me straight in the eyes and asked me, “Are you fucking 

my wife?” I said I wasn’t, but he didn’t believe me. He started saying, “You’re 

fucking my wife, aren’t you?” repeating himself over and over again. I could see 

he was losing his mind and that I couldn’t say anything to him so I just got up and 

started walking out. Just as I got to the front door, he got up and shouted, “I’m 

going to kill you!” so I ran out. He started chasing me. I didn’t know where to go. 

I tried going to Tristan’s shop, but it was closed. I knocked really loud on the door 

shouting, “Let me in!” but he wouldn’t and Mark was just behind me, but luckily, 

there was a taxi waiting on the street, so I quickly got into it and went home. 

 

Do you know what? I was terrified. Seriously, I haven’t been so scared in… I 

don’t know how long. He looked like a maniac. You know the Green Hulk? No… 

that’s not what he’s called, is it. But he’s green… you know who I’m talking 

about?” 

“You mean the Incredible Hulk?” 

“That’s it. The Incredible Hulk. ‘Don’t cross me! You won’t like me when I’m 

cross!’” 

“Don’t make me angry. You wouldn’t like me when I’m angry.” 

“Yeah, that’s it. That’s it. Anyway, that’s what he looked like. It was terrifying. 

Seriously, I can’t stress enough how nerdy Target is. If he walked in front of you 

at night in a dark alley, you’d mug him just because he looked like he was asking 

for it. You’d almost want to mug him out of pity.” 

“Sir, did you ever mug Mark Target?” 

“Of course not.” 

“Did you ever mug anyone in your life?” 
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“Why would… are you insane? Look at me! I am rich and incredibly good-

looking. I wouldn’t need to rape or mug anyone. Why are you insinuating these 

things about me?” 

“Carry on.” 

“Right, well, anyway, I was in the taxi on my way home. I saw Target running 

after the taxi shaking his fists in the air. Anyway, I couldn’t really see what 

happened next, so I have no idea if Target went to Tristan or not, but I had to do 

something just in case. Halfway home I suddenly realised Target can easily find 

my address, so maybe I should go and sit somewhere… lay low for a few hours, 

just in case he goes to my house. Anyway, I went to… um... a bar. Like, you 

know. A regular bar. Just a regular bar. Nothing special about the bar.” 

“Sir?” 

“Yes?” 

“Which bar did you go to?” 

“Does it really matter?” 

“Yes, it does.” 

“It’s called… it’s called The Griffin.” 

“Is that…?” 

“Yes. Yes, it is. It’s a strip club, alright? It’s not illegal, and it seemed like the best 

place to hide from Target for a while, you know?” 

“Of course. Carry on.” 

“Thank you. Anyway, I hid in this… bar for a few hours. Well, more like five, and 

then I thought I could go home. And I got in a taxi and headed home, at which 

point I thought it might be worth checking to see what’s going on at the Target 

residence. As I arrived, I saw Tristan standing in the door talking to Julia. I 

couldn’t hear what they were saying, obviously, but I could sense the tension 

between them. It was so thick, you could cut it with a pen! Now, I had to take a 

gamble. A gamble on what Mrs Target had said to me...” 

“Sorry, remind me again? What did she say to you?” 

“About Tristan being in love with her. I didn’t have much choice but to believe 

her and hope that she wasn’t just too full of herself. Fuck, I so hate people who 

are so full of themselves, you know? Anyway, when I got home, I opened a new 
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email account. I wasn’t sure what her name was, and thought that even if I did, 

she would probably have a fake name. Anyway, I just went for 

RedHairedBombshell. And I emailed Tristan telling him how much I wanted him 

and how in love I was with him and all that crap. And then I hit him with the big 

guns. I told him that if he wanted me… well, her… he mustn’t leave the house 

until next week. Honestly? I didn’t believe it would work, but I was desperate. It 

was the only thing I could do to stop him doing incredible things and winning the 

competition. I knew he was intelligent… well, as intelligent as somebody as stupid 

as him can be, so I really didn’t think he’d fall for it, but perhaps Mrs Target was 

right all along. I guess he was putty in her hands, because the next day he wouldn’t 

leave his house.” 

“How do you know?” 

“Oh, I was… well, it’s not illegal to check to see if what you did worked or not, is 

it? I was just looking at his house. Not in a pervy way, or anything like that. I was 

just… looking, you know? Anyway, I sat there and he didn’t leave his house. He 

didn’t go to work. It was quite hilarious. Anyway, so that was sorted, and that was 

it. I’d won. I’d managed to stop my three competitors from beating me. I was 

going to win this stupid competition and win the hand of the woman I… um… I 

want to say ‘love’, but shall we just say ‘the woman I believe would be the perfect 

wife for me’? I think that’s probably the most accurate thing. And that was it. 

Now I could rest and let things pass. Except that somehow, someone figured it 

out and… well, this is where all the problems started. 

 

Yesterday I woke up feeling, well... pretty victorious, if I’m completely honest. It 

was a wonderful feeling. I’d managed to crush my opponents and I was going to 

win the competition. But more importantly, I was going to marry Lady Peg. I’m 

sure you can understand that I was thrilled. No, that’s an understatement. I was 

on cloud nine. Genuinely, I was so happy. Lady Peg was… well, I know I make 

fun of what I think about her, but in honesty, she really is incredible and I do 

love… fuck it, yes! I love her. I’m not ashamed to admit it. I love Lady Peg and I 

want to marry her and live with her forever! Anyway, I thought I’d go and check 

how she was doing. Look, I know you look at me and think to yourself, ‘Here’s a 
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man who is so good-looking and successful, he wouldn’t have any issue talking to 

women,’ and you’re right in a sense. I am very good at talking to bitches, but Lady 

Peg is different. I’m always scared of saying the wrong thing with her. Particularly 

since we… well, you know.” 

“No, I don’t know. Since you what?” 

“Well… we did it.” 

“Oh. Congratulations.” 

“Thank you. Anyway, yeah… it was a couple of months ago and she succumbed 

to my advances. This one night we were both invited to some… soirée, or party – 

I don’t really know what to call it. We have a mutual friend, Barnaby Pepperbrand, 

who I think was going away for a few years. I don’t really pay attention to people I 

care little about. I went because I knew Peg would be there, and I thought it 

would be a great opportunity to talk to her. We hadn’t talked for a while, not since 

the incident at the restaurant. Oh, that was three months before that; I remember 

because she’d mentioned to me that it was exactly three months since we’d last 

met. So at the restaurant I… well, I got very drunk and tried it on, she threw her 

drink at me and told me that I am a drunk disgrace and that she would never want 

to be with someone like me. Then she smiled, kissed me on the lips and called me 

‘sexy’ before storming out. She refused to take any of my calls over those three 

months, so I thought that Barnaby’s party would be a great opportunity for me to 

meet her and clear the air, which it was. We both hated every second of being 

there. She only went because she was trying to flirt with Barnaby’s older brother, 

Rufus, but with no success. I tried warning her several times during the night that 

there’s a reason why a forty-five-year-old man was still single, and that is because 

he’s a queer, but she didn’t seem to take too much notice of my warnings, 

probably assuming I had an ulterior motive, which to a certain degree, she was 

right about, but in Rufus’ case, I was fairly sure he was a queer, and I tried telling 

her. But Peg is not very good with recognising those pillow-biters. Rufus is not 

the first one she’s tried to bang, although, sometimes, she’s been successful, so 

what do I know? Now, during the evening, I knew I had to stay sober. It was my 

way to prove to Peg that I could be trusted and that I was an adult, and that 

maybe there was a chance we could make it work between us.  
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Anyway, I told you how much I hated Tristan Honeycomb, but I couldn’t deny 

that the man did know how to get the ladies to come after him, and I decided to 

use his technique that night. I was Peg’s ‘best friend’ for the entire evening. I 

drank very little, to ensure I didn’t lose control, and I waited on her hand and 

foot. I brought her everything she wanted before she even knew she wanted it, 

and I was there agreeing with everything she said. If she complained about 

something, I would sympathise with her pain and try to support her. I even helped 

her with some manoeuvres to get Rufus interested (again, knowing it was destined 

for failure made it easy). Yeah, at one point, she sent me to Rufus to start an 

argument about the economy only for her to join us a few minutes later and tell 

me off. Unfortunately for her, it backfired when Rufus found my disagreeing with 

him incredibly sexy and the moment Peg arrived, he lost any interest in her, trying 

to convince me for the rest of the night to come with him to the study in order to 

‘continue our discussion’. Now, ever since I’ve known Peg, she’s always got what 

she wanted. I mean, I’m sure she hasn’t, but whenever I’ve seen her, she has. 

Anyway, this was the first time I’d seen her fail… well, at least, the first time I’ve 

noticed her failing, and I discovered something very interesting. The more Rufus 

rejected her advances, the more she drank, and the more she came back to me for 

reassurances. I knew that all it would take was a few more rejections and she’d 

need to be validated as a beautiful woman, and it’s a good thing she had her 

BFFFF to…” 

“Sorry, BFFFF?” 

“Yeah, ‘best friggin’, fucking friend forever’.” 

“Of course. Carry on.” 

“Anyway, she had me by her side to hear her out and support her at her time of 

need and rejection. And sure enough, that time had come. I finally understood 

what a genius Tristan was. It worked. She was all over me by the end of the 

evening. I will never, ever use this technique again, unless I’m absolutely 

desperate. It’s so much work. It’s not really worth the hassle, and it ruined the 

whole evening for me. I had to be attentive and listen and that was… well, that 

was just a bit too much for me. I like Lady Peg, but never again. And that’s 
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probably the reason why it’s never happened since. The next morning I was… 

well, just me. I was my usual self, and she didn’t really like that. I’d never seen a 

woman visibly regretting her actions with me the next morning, and Peg didn’t 

show me anything either. She just hid in the bathroom all morning until I left. 

Still, obviously knowing that there’s a chance she might have to marry me, come 

Sunday, it’s proof that she clearly didn’t hate it too much. And didn’t hate me too 

much, but the moment I left her house, I remembered how much I liked her. And 

the sex was alright. It wasn’t amazing, but I think that’s mostly to do with the fact 

that I was quite sober, and that’s not really a sexual experience I want to have 

again. Drunk or on dru… I mean… drunk! Just drunk! You have to be drunk to 

have sex, otherwise there’s no chance in hell you’ll enjoy it. Do you enjoy having 

sex sober? Yes? Well, I don’t think it’s only me. I’m sure most people in the world 

prefer drunken sex. That’s why so many do it. Besides, they keep saying that most 

people wouldn’t even get laid if others were sober. I know I’ve slept with plenty 

of women who did not pass the ‘next morning’ test. Still, I don’t care. It’s all part 

of the fun, you know? Part of the game. And I was a master of it. Anyway, that’s 

when my appreciation of her became more… well, not obsession, but more… I 

guess what you would maybe probably call love. I think. I don’t know. Anyway, I 

went to see how she was doing. At the very least, I thought I might get some 

insight into something amazing I could do. I mean, I managed to defeat the 

competition, but I hadn’t won the bloody thing yet. I still needed to amaze her. 

Anyway, I thought I’d spy on her. Plus, I was… well, just really wondering what 

she was up to. Not in a creepy stalker way. Just in a concerned way. Anyway, I had 

good reason to be concerned. Peg didn’t leave her house all day. I have no idea 

what she was doing inside for so long, but there was no movement in or out of 

the house. Or inside the house. It was very odd. After sitting there for a good few 

hours, I thought I might just go and check what was happening. I went to the 

front door and knocked and rang the bell, but she didn’t respond. So I thought I’d 

just come back later. I really wanted to leave her a note, but I decided against it. 

 

I started going home and I thought I’d just check up on Louisa. That’s the stupid 

one… well, the girly stupid one. You remember? Anyway, I thought I’d go and 
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check up on her on my way home. She lives in this flat in a… I think you might 

call it an ex-council block. Anyway, I got there and I approached her door and 

there was no door. I mean, no front door. So I spotted a neighbour and asked him 

if he knew what had happened. He didn’t really know much, but he said that he 

had heard she’d gone off the rails and that the cops had to come to look for her. 

Maybe you know what happened?” 

“I don’t.” 

“Are you sure? I haven’t even told you her full name yet.” 

“What’s her full name?” 

“Oh… I don’t really know. Peg will know. Can I call her?” 

“I’m afraid you can’t.” 

“Okay. Anyway, I don’t really know what had happened to her, but I continued 

my journey home. 

 

I got home, which was a complete mess. I don’t know what happened to my maid 

but she’s been really slacking over the past couple of days. I couldn’t find anything 

in the house and it was dirty. I guess I couldn’t do anything about that. I decided 

to give her a few more days to shape up before firing her. The problem is, that 

finding a new maid you can trust and who respects you as much as Florentina 

respected me, is very tough in London. So I don’t really want to lose her. 

 

I was about to take a shower when I received a phone call from Max Burger.  

‘Hello?’  

‘Yes?’  

‘I need the tickets urgently! Can we meet now?’ 

I obviously had to go and meet him. I mean, if he wanted the tickets, that must be 

good news. I was going to get rid of Mel and win the competition. I think after 

everything I’ve done, I certainly deserved to win it. Anyway, we arranged to meet 

in his hotel an hour later. Which was good, as it meant I was still able to take that 

shower that I so desperately needed. I didn’t stink or anything like that. I just 

felt… well, I felt like I needed a shower, you know? Sometimes people do. It had 

been a busy few days and I hadn’t really had much time for myself. Showers are a 
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great way to spend some time with yourself. So I did. It was nice. And anyway, I 

was out of the house for, like… most of those days. Fighting with people, arguing. 

It was hard work. Do you know what? I should win the competition based solely 

on the amount of work and effort I put into disqualifying the others. I was 

definitely the best out of the four, so there’s no chance Peg won’t see it and let me 

win. So yeah, I finished my shower and went out to his hotel. Well, I say hotel. It 

was a Travel Lodge. Quite embarrassing, you know? I arrived at the bar and Max 

was already sitting there waiting. He looked very… I don’t know what the word 

is… maybe ‘shifty’? Yeah. He seemed really shifty or something like that. He 

certainly seemed very nervous.  

‘I took the liberty of ordering you a drink. I hope that’s alright.’ 

‘I guess so. What did you get me?’ 

‘I got you a screwdriver. I don’t know what you drink, and it seemed like a safe 

choice to make. Do you like screwdrivers?’ 

‘They’re alright. I’m not a huge fan, but I’ll drink it.’ 

‘Oh, wonderful. Bottoms up!’ 

Anyway, I started drinking it and it was really strong. I told him it was vey strong 

and he said he’d ordered me a double, because he assumed I liked to drink. That 

made sense – I am known for being a good drinker. I do get drunk, but it takes 

me a very long time. So he kept on chitchatting about ridiculous things and not 

really getting to the point, and I started losing it so I told him, ‘Can you get to the 

point please, Max? Why did you invite me here?’ And then things started to get 

really weird and a little bit hazy. I remember Max behaving very odd, starting to 

move uncomfortably in his seat, mumbling and sweating. I remember he was 

sweating, and then something incredible happened. I received a phone call from 

Peg. 

“Jeffery, I need to see you.” 

“Of course. When?” 

“Now. It’s urgent. I need to see you now.” 

“Oh, right. I’ll be on my way.” 

I hung up the phone. At first my heart raced as I couldn’t remember if I’d left her 

a note in the end or not. I was sure that I hadn’t, but it’d been such a strange day 
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that I wasn’t absolutely sure anymore. I concluded that I hadn’t left her a note, 

which was thrilling. It meant she actually wanted to see me. For whatever reason. 

As you can imagine, I was incredibly excited, but I was also starting to feel a bit 

sick; I don’t know if it was the nerves or the drink, but I was not feeling great. I 

was getting a bit dizzy as well. I hadn’t drunk vodka in a while, but it shouldn’t 

have affected me that way. Anyway, I got up and I turned to Max. ‘Listen, as 

much as I’m enjoying this, I need to go now.’ 

‘No, you can’t go!’ 

’What do you mean I can’t go?’ 

‘Wait. Sit. I… um... just wait.’ 

Now I don’t know the chap, but he was really weird. I didn’t have time for his 

games. Peg wanted to see me, plus, I was really feeling sick. I definitely needed 

some fresh air! Anyway, from that moment on, everything I remember is a bit… 

blurry. I have vague flashbacks of things. I have no idea what I’d drunk, but 

clearly it didn’t sit well with me. So I remember getting up at the restaurant and 

staggering outside. Max was shouting at me and chasing me, begging me to stay. I 

remember him jumping on me and trying to stop me and I’d had to push him off 

me. I… um, I seem to remember he might have crashed into something, right? 

There was definitely a crashing sound.” 

“He’s in hospital, but he’s fine.” 

“So he did crash into something?” 

“Your fist, yeah.” 

“My fist?” 

“Yeah, you punched him and he lost consciousness and now he’s in hospital with 

a fractured eye socket.” 

“Oh. Is that why I’m here?” 

“Among other things.” 

“Oh, fuck. What else have I done?” 

“Why don’t you continue telling us your side of the story?” 

“Well, I remember getting a taxi, and just before I got in… oh shit! I remember. 

Tristan and Mel were there trying to stop me, but I still got in the taxi and told 
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him to drive. I seem to remember talking to Lady Peg, but… I can’t really 

remember what it was I said to her. Do you know?” 

“You never made it to Lady Peg’s.” 

“Oh. So where did I make it to? And how come I remember talking to her?” 

“Are you sure you remember talking to her? Perhaps you only dreamt it?” 

“No, I’m sure… I think. Didn’t I? Oh, I really don’t know.” 

“Do you remember anything else from that night?” 

“Not really. The next thing I remember is waking up here.” 

“Yes, I see.” 

“Why? What happened?” 

“So why can’t I go home?” 

“Unfortunately, sir, we have reason to believe you committed several crimes 

during the course of last night, and we… well, need to keep you here until we 

finish our investigation.” 

“What crimes? What have I done?” 

“Sir, I’m really not at liberty to disclose this information at this point in time, but 

please, can you try and think, try and bring up any more flashbacks. Any more 

memories.” 

“But how do I know if the memories are real or fake?” 

 “Anything you remember at the moment can help us.” 

‘I really don’t think I can remember anything…” 

“I suggest you try.” 

“What was I doing?” 

“By the end of the night, sir, you weren’t doing much.” 

“Look, I am positive I spoke to Lady Peg.” 

“That may be the case, sir, but you did not make it to her house.” 

“So you just found me in the middle of the street?” 

“Something like that.” 

“Look, can you please tell me what I’ve done to have been arrested?” 

“Well, apart from the GBH case involving Mr Burger?” 

“Which I’m not to blame for.” 
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“Apart from the GBH case involving Mr Burger… you are also accused of arson, 

a robbery and… murder, sir.” 

“Murder? Who the hell did I murder?” 

“I’m sorry sir, I can’t really disclose this information to you, but I do ask you to 

please try and remember what else happened that night.” 

“I… I really can’t remember anything. I certainly have no memory of murder.” 

“Sir…” 

“What?” 

“I’m afraid this is more serious than you might think it is.” 

“But who did I murder?” 

“I can’t disclose any more information until we complete our investigation.” 

“Hold on, don’t I get to have a lawyer present?” 

“As you wish, sir.” 
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CHAPTER EIGHT  

Saturday 
 

Right, I’m back. Sorry to have left you, but as you can probably appreciate, I can’t 

turn down work. If I do – and somebody else takes it – then I’ll never work again, 

and end up like a dog on the street. In any case, I assume you need a few gaps in 

the plot to be filled. Well, have no fear, your narrator is here now and you have all 

been rescued from these incredibly flawed storytellers. Once again, I apologise for 

having had to leave you for so long, but I did have a few things I needed to do 

apart from the work: a funeral, visiting a hospital, a prison, a wedding…  

“Hold on, what about me?” 

Sorry? 

“I haven’t had my chance to tell my side of events.” 

Shit! Of course. Lou, go ahead. 

“Thank you.” 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT (take two) 

Saturday – Louisa’s Day 
 

Dear Diary. 

 

It is Saturday today, or so they say. To be perfectly honest, I’m not really that sure any more. 

Everything is a blur. Everything is confused. I’m not even sure I know where exactly I am, but 

I am so grateful to them for giving me a pen and paper. I think they didn’t want to give it to me 

until today because they were scared I would hurt myself. Today they think I’m calm enough 

to be trusted with pen and with paper. I’m not quite sure what I could have done with either. 
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Perhaps I could have paper cut my throat so that I would be in excruciating pain, but I 

certainly wouldn’t have been able to kill myself. I do seem to remember I once watched a film 

where someone stuck a pencil in someone’s hand. That was very painful. I didn’t finish the 

film. I thought it was going to be a romantic comedy. It wasn’t. That was evident during that 

scene, which was only a few minutes in. I stopped watching it there and then. In my defence, I’d 

had good reason to think it was going to be a romantic film: it was based on an Elton John song. 

An Elton John love song. Saying that, maybe I should have suspected it, considering the love 

song was to a woman. Or maybe it was written to a man with a woman’s name? Well, no, 

because the video was definitely about him and a Russian woman. A beautiful Russian woman. 

So I suppose I should have suspected something to be suspicious.  

 

Diary, I’m a little bit scared. I don’t know if what I’m writing to you will stay just between 

us. I don’t want anyone else to read it, but how can I stop them from confiscating you once I’m 

done? They are a lot more powerful than me. I don’t want to be here. I want to be home, but 

they told me that I needed to calm down a bit. And they’re all very nice. Particularly Dr 

Faith. What a lovely name. He has a lovely smile too. I mean, he’s a bit old, but who cares, 

right? I think he’s wonderful. And I looked at his hands – no wedding ring. That’s a great 

sign. Unless he also writes songs about Russian beauties. I hope not. I think he and I really 

connected. He cares about me and he’s kind and he understands me. We talk a lot. Every day. 

Well, since I got here, which I don’t think was too long ago. It feels like a long time, but that’s 
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mostly because I don’t have my phone with me. But I’m pretty sure it’s only been a couple of 

days. It’s funny how you completely lose track of time. It’s like when you go on holiday, and 

you don’t really know what day it is or how long you’ve been there. It’s funny, though, Dr 

Faith said that this is like a holiday. Although no sun for me to bathe in. Still, I reckon this is 

all planned. I know it. I had to be brought in here so that I could meet Dr Faith, and we’ll 

have a rocky relationship, because he probably isn’t allowed to date me, but he’ll be so torn over 

it because he’ll be madly in love with me and then he’ll have to make the decision between work 

and me and in a grand gesture he’ll resign and stand in the cafeteria to declare his love for me. 

And then we’ll run off into the sunset. I mean, it’s going to be tough, but at least I have a good 

worthwhile reason to stay here. The fact is, I’m not going to win the competition and so Peg will 

not set me up with the man of my dreams, so there’s no more point dwelling on that. I don’t 

know what I was thinking. I’m not a competitive person. Dr Faith told me that competition 

only leads to more stress for me and that I have to let go of any battles I may have. So I’m 

willing to resign and let it go. I don’t need Peg or anyone. I have Dr Faith now. 

 

They’re not really letting me see other people. Dr Faith said it was to protect me from them, 

because some of the people here are a bit dangerous, and that I won’t be able to protect myself if 

something goes wrong, but I don’t think that’s the reason. I think there is something else. I think 

Dr Faith wants to keep me all to himself. Yesterday (or was it today?), when I was taken to 

see Dr Faith, I passed by a room and I looked inside and there were a lot of good looking men 
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in there. It’s obvious he’s scared that I’m going to fall in love with one of them or that one of 

them will fall in love with me, but he’s a fool, because he’s the only one I want. He has nothing 

to fear. Besides, it could only be a positive thing if we had a foil to our love relationship, no? 

Someone to encourage him and to make him see what could happen if he doesn’t make the move 

and get me! We need a catalyst for our relationship, so I need to flirt with people. I only have 

a couple of male nurses to flirt with and both seem… well, not my type, but whenever Dr 

Faith is near me I flirt with them so he can see how desired I am. 

 

So they asked me to write this diary, which I am still hoping I’ll be able to keep and not have to 

hand in. Perhaps I’ll have to hide it somewhere. Perhaps inside me; that seems like the only 

place, but then it will get wet and, well… I don’t really want that. All the ink will smudge. I 

mean, they can’t take it, right? I hope not. Still, just in case they do, well, just in case you did 

take it and are reading it now, please stop. This is private. I demand you respect my privacy. I 

DEMAND IT!!!! I HAVE RIGHTS, YOU KNOW?! 

 

Right, so now that that’s sorted, I can continue with my diary. So they asked me to write this 

diary, and try to see if I can remember everything that happened this week. All the things that 

led me to… well, here. And I can. I’m not a psycho. Of course I remember. Most of the things 

that have happened to me are a little bit blurry. It was all thanks to Tristan. On Tuesday. I 

remember it was Tuesday, because I had to take the bin out to be collected, but I didn’t. I 
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couldn’t. I was so upset by that troll that I couldn’t think straight. And I went to see Tristan 

and he was so lovely, as always. He was so helpful and really made me see sense. Well, or so 

I thought. But I remember leaving his shop feeling strong and empowered. I was going to become a 

new woman. I was going to be powerful and strong. Thing is, this world… well, it can get a bit 

tough. There are some not-so-nice people, and then there are some nice people. And even the nice 

people are… well, they’re nice, but… well, I don’t know. It’s really hard to explain. This 

isn’t just about the… well, nasty people. It’s not just about nasty people. There are nasty 

people, but it’s okay, because I know there are others who are not nasty and that’s great. That’s 

what the world is about. Focusing on the nice people. But it’s just… I want… I want to have 

kids. I want to get married. I want to be in love. I want to love. That’s it. I want to love 

someone. It’s not too much to ask for. Most people in the world have someone to love and I 

don’t. And that’s not fair. Because many of the people who have someone to love aren’t very 

nice. And I’m nicer. And I’m a better lover (I don’t mean sexually, although probably that 

too). I’m a wonderful lover. I have so much love to give. I don’t need much in return, just to 

know that the other person wants me. So why am I not loved? How come other people who are 

nasty are loved and I’m not? That doesn’t make sense. It doesn’t make any sense. So I guess, 

in a way, that was what made me just need a break. All I had going through my mind was that 

I was worse than people who are nasty, because obviously I get punished by being unloved whilst 

they get rewarded with love. And that didn’t make much sense to me, so it started me thinking 

and rethinking and over-thinking about who I am and the fact that I probably am not as nice or 
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deserving of love as I first thought I was. I started thinking that… well, maybe I’m not such a 

great lover. And then it dawned on me that my perceptions of myself, the ones I’ve had ever 

since I could complete a thought in my head, have all been false. All my thoughts were lies. I 

am not a nice person. I am not a loveable person. I am not a deserving human being. The one 

thing I wanted to get – which wasn’t too ambitious, I mean, most people in the world have it – 

I couldn’t get. That made me a failure. So not only did I suddenly realise that I’m a nasty, 

horrible, undeserving human being, I was also a failure. All of a sudden, my world fell apart. 

I could literally feel the ground underneath me opening up, and it was good, because I wanted it 

to swallow me. I wanted to disappear from the world, but instead, I was just feeling this intense 

feeling of vertigo and I couldn’t tell which direction was up and which was down and… I felt 

completely lost. A failed, undeserving, disgusting, horrible, nasty woman. That’s who I have 

become. Or perhaps who I have always been, but either way, I couldn’t stand being with myself 

a moment longer. I needed to get away. I needed to get out. For the first time in my life, I could 

understand why people drink and take drugs. They all hate themselves. I got it. Finally. So I 

tried drinking (drugs are still a little bit too much for me), but after one drink I just felt sick. 

This wasn’t good enough. I needed something else. I needed to find myself again, I needed to 

reinvent myself. I needed to become a new person. A better person. One that is… well, 

deserving, nice, loveable, not disgusting. I needed to make up a new Louisa and set her loose on 

the world. Anything to make me happy again, whatever happiness may be. 
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Now, was it then that I found the horse? Or was that later? I can’t remember. I think first I 

went back home and tore up all my clothes. Yes, I felt like I needed to cleanse my soul and my 

body and my personality, and first thing I needed to do was to tear all my clothes apart. That 

was great fun! 

 

I started off with my bras. I’d often heard about feminists burning bras, but honestly, I’d never 

understood what the point of it was. Bras were good, they were there to hold my double-Ds and 

ensure they don’t get in my way. That’s wonderful, perfect. I’ve needed them ever since I was 

twelve and woke up one day with these massive breasts. God, I haven’t thought about that day 

for so long, but I remember it so clearly. A few girls in my class already had breasts, not that 

we wanted them at that point. It was far too early for boys to appreciate them (except for the 

ones that came from bad families that read The Sun, like Derek Smith and Gavin Jones). Oh 

wow, Smith and Jones – they were such nincompoops. Always harassing the girls and getting 

into trouble. Didn’t they burn down the classroom once? I wonder what happened with them. It 

has to be one of two things: either they grew up and became responsible adults, or they’re both in 

jail for rape. Or maybe one each. I have no idea. Nincompoops! So I remember the day when 

Laura Pipwick came to school with her bra. I remember looking at it and thinking it was the 

coolest thing I’d ever seen. And she felt like the queen of everything that day, swanning around, 

getting girls to do things for her in order to get to touch the bra. And then Lucy got boobs, and 

then Michelle, and then Francesca, and then… I can’t remember anymore, but I do remember 
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being one of the last ones. Well, not the last-last. That was Emma Potter. The whore! I’d 

always assumed it was because we were so mean to her about her breasts that the moment she got 

them she felt she had to share them with everyone else. Poor girl. But that day… I remember it 

clearly – it was the third of March. I woke up and all of a sudden they were there. I don’t 

know how it happened, but they just came out of nowhere. I was so excited to wear my first 

bra, even if I did have Dave the Loser snapping my strap. I felt so mature and beautiful and 

feminine and womanly. I was finally becoming the lead in my own film, instead of the comic 

sidekick. And I’ve loved my bras ever since, particularly as my breasts kept getting bigger and 

bigger to the point that it was genuinely inconvenient to not wear one. At least that’s what I 

thought, and that’s why I never understood the feminists who burnt them and said they were 

masculine methods to dominate us. But now I get it. They are constricting. I have these beautiful 

breasts, and instead of letting them fly free in the world and enjoy the air on them, like my 

face does, I’ve been keeping them hidden and far too close to my body, almost trying to make 

them invisible. But there was no reason to make them invisible. I needed to let them out. And I 

took my scissors and cut every bra I owned. It was incredible. I didn’t want to burn them, 

because it seemed very dangerous in my small flat, but cutting them was gratifying enough. You 

see? Proof that I’m not made. I was aware of my safety and was careful. 

 

I often wondered if this is an old thing, and how old it is. Did cave women worry about their 

looks as much as we do today? I mean, clearly women have always tortured themselves and 
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their bodies in their attempts to attract men, from those horrible body bodices to the ridiculous 

invention of the bra. So it’s been there all along, but is it innate in us feeble creatures? Do we 

must always change ourselves to fit in with whatever our current culture sees as beautiful? It’s 

horrible. So many women are still oppressed in this world, executed, beaten up and silenced 

and we live in a country that allows us to celebrate our womanhood, and instead of embracing 

it, we just oppress ourselves. It’s beyond me. 

 

After the bras came the shoes. The realisation I had when I opened my shoe cabinet and noticed 

how many shoes I actually owned. The horror I had, looking at all of those useless constraints. 

And heels? Who on Earth invented heels? What was the point in them? How could anyone 

have thought to themselves, ‘Oh, this looks like a great idea. Let’s turn all women into acrobats 

and make them walk on stilts’? No, I had no more time in my life for heels, or for shoes, for 

that matter. But most of all, I had one prime enemy in that cabinet – the stiletto. I took out all 

of my stilettos and one by one I broke them and used the broken heels to pierce through the shoe 

itself. After that, it became a bit trickier. I couldn’t really cut the shoes with the scissors as they 

were too tough and I didn’t quite know what else I could do to them. I tried desperately to tear 

them and cut them, but I guess the adrenaline that carried me through those past few hours was 

beginning to dwindle and I didn’t have the physical strength for that. So I ran downstairs and 

got a black rubbish bag and filled it up with all the shoes. I threw the bag downstairs and it 

landed right next to the pile of cut-up bras. I sat on the top stair and stared at the two piles 
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(well, one pile and one black bag) and I felt satisfied. I felt like God after the second day of 

creation, looking down and seeing the heaven and the earth and light and dark and knowing that 

I did good. They say that every form of creation is a form of destruction, and I couldn’t have 

agreed more. The destruction of my possessions was the creation of a new me. The creation of a 

free, released, new human. And I did that. I did all that myself. The best part was knowing 

that I still had so much more to destroy (or create, depending on how you look at it). But before 

moving to the next item, I was able to make the most of my time sitting down and pondering to 

really contemplate what items I still wanted to keep. I couldn’t let go of socks, not if I’d got rid 

of all my shoes, and dresses were good and still freeing, but everything else could go and I knew 

where I was going to start – underwear. 

 

I can honestly say that the amount of underwear I have… had, rather, was totally obscene. 

Why on Earth would anyone need so many pairs of panties and tights? I do not know. Well I 

suppose I do know, but I got so attached to them, I very rarely was able to throw any away. If 

they became unwearable, I just stopped wearing them, but I never threw them out. I couldn’t. 

They had too much history. So being able to rip each one apart with my hands and teeth was an 

incredible pleasure. One by one, I was able not only to eradicate the underwear itself, but also 

the memories lingering in my head. From terrible exes to bad Christmases, and from 

unsuccessful sexual advances to ridiculous attempts at being sexy, because that was what really 

dawned on me. I was always trying to be something I was not. I have never been sexy, so why 
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did I even try? Sexiness is not something one can put on. It’s something one is born with, and I 

certainly wasn’t. So why was I bothering? What was the aim of the torture that I’ve put 

myself through all my life to be something I’m not? To conform to something out of a 

magazine instead of out of my mirror? How was I ever going to find a husband and get my 

romantic happy ending if I tried to force myself to be something I was not and never would be? 

It was incredible and, sure enough, I ended with a pile of torn underwear and some threads still 

sticking to my teeth and out of my mouth. It was time for a quick floss, but on my way to the 

bathroom, Lady Peg suddenly came to mind. All I could think of was how this poor woman 

was still entrapped in this manly world and I felt I had to help her out. I must make her see 

what she’d become and how to escape it. I thought that it was my duty as her friend to help her 

become the beautiful bird that she deserves to be. I wanted to write her a letter so I went to my 

printer to get a piece of paper and saw the massive pile of paper next to it. This reminded me of 

the only thing I knew how to make in origami – birds. It was perfect – a sign. So I made her 

an origami bird and I was planning to mail it to her, but then I realised that it wasn’t good 

enough. I made another one, and another one, and another one and another and another and 

another and all of a sudden I had hundreds of them. Well, I couldn’t mail all of them to her 

– I don’t have a big enough envelope, and I don’t want her to think I was crazy or something 

like that, so I came up with an extraordinary idea – I placed all the birds on the floor to look 

like one giant bird – it was magical. I took a picture of me in the pile, printed it and wrote her 
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a letter telling her how beautiful she was and what she needed to do to save herself. I then 

realised I still hadn’t flossed, so I went to the bathroom to do just that.  

 

Whilst in the bathroom, I thought it was a good opportunity to cleanse my body from the waste 

that was gathering inside, and I sat down to pee. Unfortunately, the emptying of the body, 

coupled with the first time I sat down to rest resulted in an intense drop in energy levels. I was 

exhausted. I felt like I was going to faint, so as I finished peeing, I just collapsed on the floor 

and lay there for… well, I’m not completely sure how long I was on the bathroom floor for, 

but it was a while. When I got up it was already pitch dark. I still don’t quite know if I slept 

or not. I don’t seem to remember closing my eyes, but sometimes you don’t know for sure when 

it comes to sleep. So I got up, slightly more rejuvenated, but in no way full of the energy I had 

before, and went into my room. It was obviously a mess. At that point, I just wanted the house 

to be clutter-free, so I opened the window and threw everything out. Well, I threw out all the 

clothes, but the more clothes that went out the window, the stronger I grew and the more energy I 

regained. By the time I’d finished with all the clothes (having forgotten the two bags downstairs), 

I felt like I was on a roll and I kept going, throwing out anything I could pick up, which 

included my lamp, my chair, my pillows… everything really. I then went downstairs to 

continue this mission, but when I found the black bags, it distressed me for some reason. I don’t 

know if it was because they were neatly piled, which immediately made me want to do the right 
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thing and put them in the big trash bins downstairs, or whether it made everything seem real, 

all of a sudden, but I had to get out of the house (taking the black bag with me).  

 

I walked to the bins. I didn’t even realise what I was wearing, or rather what I wasn’t 

wearing. I just walked. In hindsight, wearing shoes might have been a good idea, seeing as I’m 

now full of cuts and bruises and have had to have a tetanus shot, but at the time I didn’t even 

notice. I didn’t notice the glass I walked on, or the rusty nails that cut me, or the gravel or the 

poo that I stepped on. The several poos I stepped on. I just walked. I got to the big bins, placed the 

bag inside and stared. I do seem to remember the stench. I remember thinking to myself, ‘Gosh, it 

stinks,’ but for some reason that didn’t dissuade me from doing what, at the time, seemed to be 

the most logical thing in the world – get inside them and have a little nap. I honestly have no 

idea why I did it, but it seemed to make complete sense. It was the only logical thing for me to 

do at the time, so I did it. I went inside, rummaged a little bit until I found a comfortable 

position, and closed my eyes. I must admit, that despite the stench (which I got used to very 

quickly), I actually found the experience to be very comfortable.  

 

Again, I have no idea how long I slept for, but I woke up and it was still dark, or perhaps it 

was dark again. I don’t really know. Time passed very differently from the way I was used 

to. It was all almost like a dream. I mean, looking back at it, it certainly feels like a dream, 

as I just seem to remember going from one state to another state. I remember making it to Lady 
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Peg’s house and posting my letter, and I remember going for a walk and it raining. I was so 

relieved. The rain cleansed me even more. Particularly as I still felt like I probably smelt a 

bit. That logic was great proof that I hadn’t lost my mind and I kept relying on it to tell 

myself not to worry. After all, if I was really insane I wouldn’t remember that I stank (by 

that point I was so used to the stench that I couldn’t smell it any more, so the fact that I 

remembered that I stank was proof that I was sane and remembered where I had taken my nap 

earlier). So the rain cleaned me and I was so happy. I was dancing and running and ignoring 

the comments I was getting from passers-by who looked at me as if they’d never seen a naked 

woman dancing in the rain before. I managed to ignore all of their comments expect for one. 

Some girl looked at me and started shouting, “Oi, Lady Godiva, what do you think you’re 

doing?” And then it happened. I acknowledged the fact that I did feel like Lady Godiva, and 

the most remarkable thing occurred. The spirit of Lady Godiva entered my body. I could feel 

her inside me and I just ran down the street screaming, “I’m Lady Godiva! I’m back!”  

 

I know this sounds insane, but I know she was inside me. I absolutely know it, and even if I 

had any doubt, the proof came a few minutes later when the spirit of Lady Godiva directed me 

to a horse. How on Earth would I have been able to find a horse otherwise? She knew! She was 

there! Inside me! And I found the horse and mounted it, and Godiva and I rode down the street 

shouting, “No more taxes!” I know it sounds crazy and as though I’d lost my mind, but I 

hadn’t. I have so much proof that her spirit did actually enter me. For starters, there’s the issue 
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with the horse, but fine, I can see how that can still be misconstrued as coincidence – a very 

unlikely one, but one nonetheless. I mean, there are a few horses in London, and I suppose that, 

even though I’ve never seen one on its own just standing and waiting, there was cause to suspect 

that there are a few somewhere out there. But, here’s the most interesting bit. I know nothing 

about Lady Godiva. Nothing. I mean, I’d had the chocolates once, and obviously I’d heard the 

name, and knew she’d ridden naked, but I didn’t know who she was or why she’d done it. I 

certainly didn’t know about the reasons for what she did. So how could I have known to shout 

‘No more taxes!’ if she hadn’t been in me? She rode naked to prove a point to her husband, 

that he must lower the taxes or something like that. I didn’t know that. I didn’t know any of 

that. Also, I didn’t know she’d asked all the people to not look at her, which explains why I 

was so embarrassed every time someone looked at me. It had to have been her. Oh, and the most 

incredible thing, which nobody could call a coincidence… Apparently, the expression ‘peeping 

Tom’ comes from the story of Godiva, because despite asking everybody to stay indoors and not 

look at her when she rode naked, Tom still peeped at her. I never knew that. And whenever I 

saw someone looking at me while I was riding, I automatically shouted at him, “Don’t be a 

peeping Tom!’ How could I have known that, if I didn’t know that? I couldn’t! It was 

Godiva. That’s the only logical explanation. 

 

And do you know what? I tried telling this to one of the doctors, but he didn’t quite seem to get 

it, but it’s true. I was riding naked on a horse in London. I’ve lived in London for a while 
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now, and I know that if I were to see someone riding naked on a horse in the middle of the 

street, in the middle of the day, they wouldn’t be riding that horse for too long. You’re always 

within a stone’s throw of a policeman, and the fact that I was not stopped by anyone proves that 

I was undergoing some sort of spiritual intervention. I managed to ride the horse for an hour, 

before finding myself back in my neighbourhood.  

 

Oh yes, that’s two more bits of proof that Godiva was in me. One, I don’t know how to ride 

horses. I’ve never ridden a horse in my life, and yet somehow, I took to it like fish to water and 

two, I have the worst sense of direction and somehow I found myself back in my neighbourhood. 

These two things, again, cannot be coincidences. It is just not possible for those things to happen 

without someone steering me along. And that someone, believe it or not, had to have been the 

spirit of the chocolate lady herself, Lady Godiva, or as I will now start to call her, the Goddess 

Godiva. My saviour! 

 

So in the ecstatic height of all the horse riding, I suddenly found myself on Crouch End Hill 

and the vision of the familiar shops and buildings woke me from the semi-catatonic daze I’d 

been in for the past God knows how many hours. I suddenly started to feel pain in my… um… 

my private area. Riding a horse naked does have some advantages, but the total result is fairly 

painful, and I had to get off. It was really strange – the pain just came out of nowhere. 

Almost like the moment I arrived in Crouch End, Goddess Godiva left me and I was back in 
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reality. I was cold, hungry and in considerable pain. I dismounted the horse (you see? How did 

I know to say ‘dismounted’ and not ‘got off’? I didn’t know that before I actually did it! 

Thank you, Goddess Godiva!) and started heading towards my flat. I would say ‘walking’ 

towards my flat, but I don’t think the waddle-like travel style can really be classed as 

‘walking’. Somehow I eventually arrived there and went inside – straight to the kitchen. I 

opened the freezer and took out a bag of frozen sweet corn. I was burning down there and I 

needed to cool it off. I felt a bit like a cartoon character after running too fast or sliding on 

their bums for too long. The moment I put the cold ice on it, I could almost hear and see the 

steam coming off my body. I sat down on the chair in my kitchen and instantly felt like all my 

energy had been drained. I felt really tired and a little bit nauseated and I knew I needed to eat 

something, but I couldn’t get up. I tried willing myself to get up, but I couldn’t. I wasn’t able 

to move. The only body parts I could move were my hands. And sure enough my hands had 

some food at the ends of them. So I ate the only thing I was able to at that moment, which was 

sweet corn. By this point, they weren’t quite as frozen as they were when I first took hold of 

them, and I managed to get my body to work in a repetitive and constant speed of eating one 

sweet corn at a time. This mechanical and repetitive movement was the only way I could get 

myself to do anything, as my brain felt fairly dead or, at the very least, shut down and I 

could stare at the wall and think about nothing as sweet corn consistently entered my body. 

And that was it. One sweet corn at a time for a fairly long time. I mean, I have no idea how 

long I was there for, or how many sweet corns I actually ate, but the next thing I remember 
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was the police entering my flat and taking me with them. I do remember the bag of sweet corn 

wasn’t completely empty when I was taken. I remember them trying to pull the bag out of my 

hands, and I remember them struggling. Actually, they were all very nice. They draped me 

with a blanket and they very gently took me with them. I asked them if I could call Lady Peg 

before I went. I really wanted to make sure she’d got my message. I called her, but there was no 

answer, so I called again, but still only voicemail. So I tried again, and again… a few times, 

until they told me I would have to leave the phone and come with them. I don’t remember too 

much after that, until I was here and Dr Faith was sitting in front of me and looking at me 

with his beautiful eyes and reassuring smile. What a wonderful man he is. Speak of the devil. 

He’s just here. Be right back. 

 

Right, so I just had another meeting with Dr Faith. I say meeting; it was clearly flirting. He 

kept asking me all these questions about myself, and it’s obvious that his interest in me is more 

than professional. I mean, his questions were suitable for a first date. He asked me about my 

family and my childhood and my feelings. He really cares about my feelings and he’s such a 

great listener. I think he’s wonderful and he seems perfect for me. That is the guy I’ve always 

meant to meet. It’s clear now that everything that has happened to me in the past week geared me 

towards meeting the man of my dreams. I did mention it to him. I said to him, “Dr Faith. I’m 

not stupid you know?!”  

“Of course you’re not,” he said. “What made you say that?”  
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“I can see what you’re doing,” I replied.  

“Oh? And what’s that then?” he said. I didn’t say anything. I smiled and stared at him. He 

knew what I was talking about. He was just trying to be coy. After a few seconds of staring in 

to each other’s eyes, I thought to myself, ‘Alright, I’ll play his game.’ And said, “I can tell 

you’re flirting with me. I know you want to ask me out, but you can’t because of your work.” 

He was so embarrassed. He was going all red and shy and he couldn’t look at me anymore. 

Instead, he just looked at his notebook and started scribbling something, pretending to write 

something of importance, but it was so obvious that he wasn’t really writing anything. You 

could see by the movement of his hand that he was just pretending. And I was sitting there and I 

knew that this was up to me. I’ve always sat and waited for my princes to make the first 

moves, and this time I finally felt like I’d matured. I felt like I’ve become a fully rounded 

woman and I could finally take charge of my life. He was obviously torn between his job and 

me, and I can’t say I blame him; it’s a big decision to make. I know he wants me. I know he 

wants to be with me, and I know he’ll be willing to risk his career to be with me. That’s all 

obvious. I have two ways of playing it. I could either wait for him to get to that conclusion by 

himself, or I could just push him to it. And because I’m mature now (this week has really 

helped me grow up), I will help him. I will get him to see what he is repressing. I will do what 

I need to do in order for his true emotions to surface and for him to acknowledge what we both 

know he feels and thinks deep down, which is that he wants to be with me more than anything 

in the world. I’m not sure yet what the best way about it would be, but I think I should 
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probably help him leave his job. Maybe he’s too scared to quit because of… well, could be all 

sorts of reasons, so maybe I need to get him fired – he will be so grateful!  

 

I suppose the question now is how to get him fired. What can I do to get them to want to get rid 

of him? He’s a very good doctor. He’s obviously well-respected and well-loved. So I can’t 

really get him fired for being bad at his job… I need to find something else. What if… this 

might be a bit drastic, but what if I just tell them about our affair? I mean, they won’t be able 

to keep him if I tell them about us. It’s illegal, isn’t it? How ridiculous. How can true love be 

illegal? It’s a bit like Romeo and Juliet. Our romantic comedy is actually a star-crossed lovers 

affair. Well, we just need to make sure we’re both alive in the end, and then it will remain a 

comedy. Yeah, love against the odds, rather than impossible love. Okay, so I’ll just go to Dr 

Clint and tell him that Faith and I are having an affair. Oh, it will be so exciting. My 

beautiful doctor will be all mine and so grateful for helping him make this decision. I can 

already see it happening. I will go into the room and say, “Dr Clint, I need to talk to you 

about Dr Faith.” 

“What’s this about?” he would ask. 

“He and I… well, we can’t help it. We can’t control it. And you need to know the truth. We 

are lovers. We are in love.” 

He will probably be shocked and say something like, “Are you sure about that? I will need to 

call him in.” 
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And Dr Faith will come in and sit next to me all shy and confused and Dr Clint will say, 

“Dr Faith, Louisa has claimed that you two are in love. Is that true?” 

And Dr Faith will break into tears and say, “Yes. Yes, we are. I’m sorry, I hoped I’d be able 

to get over it. I tried to ignore my feelings, but the truth is, that we’re madly in love and she’s 

the woman I want to spend the rest of my life with.” 

And he will take my hand and we will gaze into each other’s souls and be so happy. We will 

be on cloud nine, without even realising that Dr Clint is talking to us. The violins will play 

dramatically and we won’t be able to hear a thing. Only our love will speak volumes. But Dr 

Clint will get angry and start shouting and raising his fists at us. And all of a sudden, out of 

nowhere, Dr Faith will scream, “So I quit! I don’t need this poxy job or any money, because I 

have the love of this beautiful woman!” And he will pick me up in his arms and carry me out 

the door and we will go outside and my horse from the other day will be waiting for us there 

and we will… Well, of course I know that it won’t happen exactly like that, but I think that 

would be the general gist of it.  

 

I know he wants me, but I don’t think it will be as easy as that. I mean, he loves his job too, 

and I respect that. I wouldn’t want to be with someone who doesn’t value their work enough. I 

mean, it’s obvious he’ll choose me in the end, but it shouldn’t be an easy decision. Important 

decisions are never easy, and that’s understandable. So I will do my best to try to help him and 
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give him as much time as he needs. And he might choose work over me to start with, as he is 

doing now, but I know ultimately I will win. Right. I’d better go and talk to Dr Clint. 

 

So I’m back from my chat with Dr Clint. He was very nice, but he asked me to go back to my 

room whilst he talks to Dr Faith. That makes complete sense. He doesn’t want me there 

distracting him with my love and beauty. He wants Dr Faith to make that decision alone. And 

I respect that. I really do. He should make it alone. He shouldn’t rush into anything. Like I 

said, I completely get it if he picks his work now. He’ll pick me later. I understand. As long as 

he knows where I am and how to find me. Now I just have to wait. I mean, I say that he might 

pick work, but there’s still a chance he’ll pick me. Either way, I’m calm about the entire 

matter. 

 

I know that the best solution for me for the time being is to keep myself entertained and 

distracted. Oh, Diary. I don’t know who I’m trying to kid. Of course I’m not calm. I’m not 

calm at all. I’m really nervous. I’m excited. I don’t know if I should get dressed beautifully 

for him to come and rescue me from my tower or if he wants to just sneak in here to… you 

know. This relationship can go so many ways. The problem is that there are so may fairy tale 

stories and films and each of them has a different plot and a different order of events, so it’s 

almost impossible for me to know which one this one will take. Is this the sort of story in which 

he will deny me, and we will have to hate each other for a bit before he falls in love with me 
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again or will he rescue me? Will there be chasing in airports? I mean, I don’t see at the 

moment how either of us will need to be chasing anyone at any airport, since I’m stuck here. I 

still think this is going to be a declaration of love in the cafeteria in front of everyone, and then 

picking me up and putting his army cap on me. Oh, I don’t know. I have to be patient. I know 

that, but it’s so difficult. How can I be patient when it comes to love? I’ve been waiting for Dr 

Faith for so long. My own personal Darcy, my own personal Richard Gere, whatever his name 

was in Pretty Woman. I can’t believe I don’t remember his name! It’s like one of my favourite 

films. If only I had the courage to be a prostitute. Still, I did better. I’m pretending to be crazy. 

Such a simple and easy solution. How did I not see it before? Pretty Woman is not about being 

a prostitute, it’s about having something that a man can rescue you from. And this is the 

solution. So, Julia Roberts was a prostitute who needed financial rescuing, and I pretend to be 

crazy so that I get emotional rescuing from the man of my dreams. A doctor. If this hasn’t been 

made into a film yet, it certainly should. Maybe I could get it published as my life story. Or 

maybe I’ll just write it as a film. I’m going to be a millionaire. Dr Faith and I will be so rich 

and successful. It’s going to be amazing. I just need to learn how to write. Or how to write 

screenplays. Sorry, Diary, I didn’t mean to imply to you that I don’t know how to write you, 

but, well… this isn’t professional. If I want to take it to the next level, I need to learn, no? 

Maybe I could ask Sebastian for some tips. He might help me write my life story. Unless the 

bastard steals my idea and makes it his own. He’s too ethical for that. Anyway, I’m sure he’ll 

give me a few lessons, either that or I’ll just give it to him. What the hell! He can write it and 
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I’ll be happy in my marriage and perfect life with Dr Faith, when I will become Mrs Dr 

Faith and… 

 

Oh, hold on, there’s someone here. I’ll be back soon. 

 

Wow. This is unbelievable. I can’t believe it worked. I mean, I thought that probably, 

possibly… but I… I really didn’t believe that it will work so well. He’s been fired. I can’t 

believe it. I’ve just been told that Dr Faith has been asked to leave the hospital. This is sure 

proof that he’s in love with me. I mean, they wouldn’t have fired him if he’d denied it, would 

they? Wow. I can’t believe it. I’m finally going to get my happy ending. All I have to do now 

is sit and wait. Sit and wait for the man of my dreams to come and save me. Rescue me from 

my tower. Come and break me out of my prison. This is so exciting. I knew it. I knew that all 

I had to do was wait. Kiss a few frogs until my prince came.  

 

Now, Diary, the question is, how long must I wait before he comes? Should I already get 

dressed? I do want to make sure I look perfect for him. Oh, no! I can’t shave. They won’t 

allow sharp objects here (no idea why. I guess some of the other patients are a bit crazy and 

dangerous). Well, I guess it shouldn’t matter. It’s not like I’m going to sleep with him as soon 

as he rescues me. Although, it might be incredibly attractive. Oh, I can imagine him running in 

here topless, or better yet, a cowboy buttoned shirt with all the buttons open. Yes, with his chest 
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glistening in the fluorescent lighting and beads of sweat emerging as a sign of the hard work it 

was for him to beat up all the guards on the way. He will enter the room by kicking the door 

in, take a step inside and say something along the lines of, ‘Been waiting long?’ or… no, that’s 

not witty enough. It needs to be a real zinger of a sentence. ‘Hope you’re not mad that it took 

me so long.’ Yes, that’s a lot better. So, he will say that and then he’ll approach me and say, 

“Come with me.” And I’d get up and go to him, but as I start walking toward him, some guard 

or doctor or something like that, maybe even a patient, will grab me and I’ll fall down and 

sprain my ankle. And he’ll get mad and punch them in the face and then he’ll pick me up and 

carry me like a princess. He’ll just stride along the corridors, punching and kicking people on 

the way until we reach the front door, where his… well, having a horse would be quite 

amazing, but I’m not greedy. Let’s just say a car. A Jaguar or something like that. Convertible, 

obviously, as I must have the wind in my hair. And he’ll put me in it and we’ll ride to… oh, 

I never really thought about that. Where do we ride to once we’re out? Where do we go? I 

guess we go back to his place. Or mine? I don’t know. Oh, my. What happens next? I don’t 

think I’ve ever thought that far ahead. I mean, what happens then? We get in the car, and we 

need to talk… and we need to go somewhere. It doesn’t just end there. What happened with 

Julia and Richard after he climbed the fire escape for her? Where did they go? What did they 

do? What did they talk about? I imagine he went to work and she went to do nothing in the 

hotel. This isn’t me. I mean… well, I don’t think Dr Faith is as rich as Richard Gere was in 

the film. You see, every princess has just one prince. There’s only one perfect winner, and the 
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only reason they compete is to be found. That’s the only reason I joined this competition to begin 

with. I foolishly thought that this Leonardo guy that Peg kept talking about was my perfect man, 

and that I would need to prove it. Like the thousands of princes who tried to marry the princess 

with the pea and like the hordes of women who competed to fit the shoe in the Cinderella story. 

There can only be one true winner to every competition, and I thought it was me. I thought that 

Leonardo and I will finally be united in true joyful bliss, but I was silly. I got the wrong 

fairy tale. I fought for the wrong prince, when in fact, it was Dr Faith all along, but I would 

never have found him without going on the wrong journey – the wrong crusade – the wrong 

competition to find the wrong love. I am in so much debt to Peg, and she doesn’t even realise how 

much she’s done for me. I am the happiest I have ever been. The happiest. And maybe Peg will be 

my maid of honour. I would like that so much. The wedding is going to be so beautiful.  

 

Louisa, you must stop thinking about the wedding. All in good time. For now concentrate on the 

present. On what is coming. On what is going to happen very soon when Dr Faith enters. What 

will we do? What will we talk about? Oh, I don’t know. I’m sure it’ll all be lovely. We’ll 

just talk for hours and hours about me and about him and about us. And he’ll whisk me away 

on holiday and propose, but yes… that’s still in the long-term. What actually happens right 

after he picks me up? Do I need to sleep with him? I mean, I don’t mind, and he’d probably 

want it after working so hard on rescuing me. Actually, he might be exhausted after working so 

hard on rescuing me. I don’t know. I think I’ll have to play hard-to-get for a little bit. I don’t 
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want to give him all my milk so quickly. I’m sure he could wait a little bit for the cow. I 

mean, it’s only been a couple of days. Yes, I feel like I’ve known him all my life, but in 

reality, it’s only been a day or two, hasn’t it? God, I’m so funny. I have no sense of time in 

here.  

 

Okay. So I’ve washed myself quickly in the kitchenette. I hope nobody ever reads you, Diary. 

It’s really embarrassing. I washed myself everywhere, you know? Not too easy when all you 

have is just a sink, but I managed to contort my leg into the right position to be able to splash 

some water on to it… just in case. I don’t want it to smell, you know? Unfortunately, I 

won’t be able to shave, but I had a look and a feel, and it’s not too bad. I’ve definitely had 

much worse. The problem isn’t so much the stubbly bits, it’s more the bruises that I still have 

from that stupid horse-ride. Oh, how foolish of me to have been so careless. I wish I’d taken 

better care of myself, but how was I supposed to know that I would find my prince a day 

later? I suppose I should have been a girl guide and always be prepared, but I really didn’t 

think that… well, I didn’t expect any of this to happen. And most importantly, I did not plan 

on… oh, I don’t know. I’m so confused. It’s funny. People have always said to me, ‘Once you 

stop looking for it, it will come to you,’ and apparently they were right. It’s funny how 

difficult it is to listen to people, even when deep down you feel they’re right, but it was just 

impossible to stop looking for something I felt so empty without, something that was such an 

integral part of my life, which I did not have. It was the most important thing for me, so how 
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could I go and not look for it? I may have pretended I didn’t care, but of course I cared. This 

was my meaning of life. Some people have their jobs and some have their gods and I have this. 

Love and family and children… This is what I want. This is what I’ve always wanted, so I 

don’t feel angry with myself for wanting it, and I don’t think I was wrong to constantly be 

looking for it and for guiding my life toward it, and yes, I know it was a tough journey, but I 

believed in myself and I believed in the process and I knew that it would happen. I knew it 

would be a matter of time. And I’m… I’m so happy. I’m finally happy. Because I finally have 

my prince, my Dr Faith. I had so much faith in you, Doctor. So much faith and you’ve 

finally come through. And I’m happy. I’m genuinely happy, for the first time in God knows 

how long. Thank you, Dr Faith. Thank you for everything. I love you! There, I’ve said it! I 

know it’s early and everyone will tell me I’m rushing into it again, but I do. I really love 

you. You’ve saved my life in so many ways and for that I’m grateful. I will be your 

everything just like you will be mine. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. I love you. I love 

you so much. I think I’ve always loved you, I just haven’t known you. And finally I know 

who you are.  

 

I’ll now sit and wait for you. I know you’re going to be here any minute. 

Yours forever, 

Mrs Louisa Faith (to be) 
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CHAPTER NINE  

Sunday 
 

So it was Sunday, the final day. The competition had now technically ended, but 

not officially. Lady Peg was sitting in her living room contemplating her decision 

in the fully prepared room. Everything was ready and she sat and waited for her 

competitors to arrive. This was going to be a big day for her. Despite the obvious 

refereeing she’d had to do, she knew all of them were going to get their prize even 

without winning. Of course she had no intention of telling any of them about that 

until after the winner was announced, as she still took some joy in seeing the 

disappointment in their little eyes.  

 

Lady Peg actually had exciting news to share with some of the people. Not only 

was she willing to give them all that they wanted, she also spent all of yesterday 

trying to repress many thoughts and emotions by actually actualising, or at the 

very least, getting the ball rolling, on all of these prizes she’d promised. She was 

excited. Peg had never been a benevolent woman. In fact, that would be most 

likely one of the last words ever to describe her, but she was human, with feelings 

(as hard as she may try to hide them) and secretly she would always observe other 

people and be extremely jealous of their kind-heartedness. At first she’d assumed 

it was all a ploy, some sort of selfish-gene type of behaviour that makes people be 

kind to others for personal gain. Peg had always strongly believed that people are 

inherently selfish, that altruism does not exist and that everybody does everything 

for a potential reward, either in this life or the next, particularly those who deny it, 

yet she couldn’t help but wonder every once in a while whether perhaps she was 

wrong; perhaps there was something more virtuous in just being kind. But if that 

were the case, surely that’s a reward of its own. She then started getting headaches 

from over-thinking and gave up on the entire discussion, concluding that people 

are selfish and that she doesn’t actually care about others that much nor does she 

intend to do anything to help others. After all, she had worked very hard for her 
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money and had no intention of sharing it with poor people who probably just 

relied on her tax money for benefits. 

 

But today was different. Peg woke up on Friday feeling like a new woman. On 

Friday morning she had felt relaxed and calm and it was almost as if she’d had a 

new lease of life in her. Something had changed; something had switched in her 

brain. She woke up not the same woman she was on Thursday, and she loved it. 

She felt almost zen-like in her behaviour (something she previously only mocked 

and ridiculed, but today she was there, heading towards her own Nirvana and 

enjoying the world around her). She appreciated the cold air (‘no Londoner ever 

does that,’ she thought to herself and felt even more powerful in her smugness), 

she enjoyed her house; she even enjoyed preparing everything for her party. This 

party would signify the turning point in her life. She was going to do the one thing 

she’d never believed possible, and she couldn’t wait. 

 

However, she still had to wait. Peg sat down in her living room, and looked at her 

watch. ‘I wonder why they’re all so late,’ she thought to herself. ‘That is not typical 

of any of them, really. They are never late for my parties,’ she thought. Right on 

cue, the doorbell rand and Lady Peg went to the mirror one last time to check 

how she looked. ‘I look radiant,’ she thought to herself. She didn’t feel like she 

looked perfect, but she didn’t care. ‘I’m happy with the way I look, wrinkles and 

warts and all,’ she thought to herself before heading towards the door. ‘Well, 

maybe not warts,’ she hastily added and opened the door in one swoop.  

 

“Darli….” 

Lady Peg halted mid-word as she realised the person standing in front of her was 

not one of her invitees, but instead, a stranger. 

“Can I help you?” she asked him impatiently. 

“Are you Lady Peg?” 

“I am indeed, who are you?” 

“I’m very sorry to bother you, m’lady, but my name is Dr Faith and I need to talk 

to you about something important.” 
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Flustered by being called m’lady (not something she was ever really used to, not 

being a real Lady and all) and a bit surprised by the surprise guest, Lady Peg was 

lost for words for the first few moments before confusingly mumbling to the 

doctor, “Please come in. I must warn you, though, I am expecting guests any 

minute.” 

“I shall make it brief. It’s about a Ms Louisa Cumberband.” 

 

As Peg listened to the doctor explaining to her Louisa’s condition and the 

accusations she had made against him of indecent assault and potential sexual 

harassment, Louisa sat in her room elegantly, waiting and refusing to move. By 

this point, she had been still for over fifteen hours straight, and had refused to 

move even an inch. She sat on her bed with impeccable posture (which by that 

point had caused several pains and aches in her body) and had been unable to 

fight her natural urges and had urinated in her seat. She believed passionately that 

she must stay put and any movement would result in her Dr Charming never 

finding her again. It was hospital policy to not interfere with the patient for 

twenty-four hours, before force-feeding and force-moving them, and so doctors 

came and tried to talk to her, but Louisa’s refusal to move manifested itself in 

keeping tight-lipped as well. She spoke no words, instead singing her favourite 

hopeful song over and over again. 

 

“Some day my prince will come 

Some day we'll meet again 

And away to his castle we'll go 

To be happy forever I know  

 
Some day when spring is here 

We'll find our love anew 

And the birds will sing 

And wedding bells will ring 

Some day when my dreams come true.” 
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And every time she reached the conclusion of the song, she ended it with two 

haunting notes, shouting “Downtown”. 

 

“But what is it exactly that you need me to do?” asked Peg. 

“I need someone to talk to her. The staff at the hospital are forced to take her 

word for it. I don’t even know if she understands what it is she’s done, but I think 

she needs someone to help her, which we’re trying to do. I was trying to do. But I 

can’t lose my job over this.” 

“Doctor…” 

“Faith.” 

“Dr Faith, I’m really sorry, but Louisa Cumberband is not my problem. I’m afraid 

I have enough things to deal with at the moment and I’m going to have to ask you 

to leave.” 

“But, Lady Peg, you must understand…” 

“No, Doctor, I’m afraid I don’t. But thank you very much for coming over.” 

 

Lady Peg pushed the doctor out of her house and closed the door before he was 

able to react and understand what was going on and how little support and help 

he was about to get from the Lady. Frustrated, Dr Faith cursed the heavens and 

walked away, muttering bitterly. He stepped into his convertible car and started 

driving. His mind was all over the place. How was he going to explain to his 

spouse what had happened? With his suspension, they might have to leave their 

house. They might have to leave the country again. This was not an option. He’d 

only just managed to get his husband to move back to the UK after years of living 

in Spain. He knew this would cause an argument and so he decided to not go 

home quite yet. He drove back to his area of Marylebone, where he and his 

husband John lived, and sat in the car for a few hours. A woman ran to his door 

and knocked on the window.  

“Excuse me, could you direct me to the station, please?” 

Dr Faith showed her the way and the woman ran from him. ‘Must be late for her 

train,’ he thought, as the woman kept on running and looking over her shoulder. 
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Dr Faith knew that he couldn’t keep on stalling for too long and eventually 

gathered enough courage to take out his phone and write a text message. 

 

Pring, we need to talk. Can you meet me at our café? 

 

A few tense moments later, his husband accepted the invitation and they met. The 

couple didn’t break up, if you’re worried. But on to more pressing matters. We left 

Lady Peg shutting the door after the doctor had left. 

 

Lady Peg’s first action post door shutting was to call her friend Leonardo Alfredo, 

whom she was planning on offering to Louisa as her present. Peg had often 

believed that Leonardo would be the perfect mate for Louisa. He, like Louisa, was 

a true romantic, and desperate to have a family and, like Louisa, had developed his 

desperation into a personality trait. He would not start a single day without 

listening to a Disney song. This was something he had done ever since he was a 

child and had no intention of stopping it, as he became an adult. Louisa had 

forced herself to stop doing that. His favourite song was One Day My Girl Will 

Come (which was his gender adaptation of the song Louisa sang to herself 

regularly) and he was one of those lucky people who have been able to make a 

career out of their obsession, writing romantic novels. Novels which Louisa read 

regularly, not knowing they were written by a man she could so easily have met 

(particularly as they were written under a female pseudonym).  

 

Lady Peg knew they would hit it off, which was why she had refused to introduce 

them to each other, carefully planning not to invite them to the same events to 

avoid their meeting. Peg felt that by having these two halves kept apart, she could 

possess power over both, occasionally hinting to them that she had the perfect 

match for them and inventing excuses as to why they could not meet. It was only 

now that she felt she was willing to lose this power for the greater good of these 

two persons, for the sake of the competition, and after talking with Leonardo 

yesterday and informing him that she was finally willing to make the match, she 
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now had to call him to call the whole thing off. Peg felt slightly agitated and 

angered by the situation. Taking the entire case personally, she felt let down and 

somewhat betrayed by the ungrateful Louisa. She’d finally been about to save her 

life but instead, Louisa decided to go slightly insane and get hospitalised. This was 

not part of Peg’s plan, and as far as she was concerned, Louisa had been written 

off from her life. She had more important things to take care of than the sanity of 

a clearly deranged woman. She often suspected Lou was very close to ‘losing it’ 

but this timing was too much, and incredibly inappropriate.  

 

‘Well,’ thought Peg, ‘I guess that’s one guest not coming.’ And she cleared out a 

plate and wine glass from the table. She also picked up the champagne flute 

dedicated to Louisa and started drinking it. Halfway through the glass, she decided 

against it and poured the rest down the sink. She returned to her seat and looked 

once more at the time. It was already twenty minutes after the invitation time.  

 

Angrily, she sat and contemplated this entire event. She was unable to understand 

why they would all have the audacity not to turn up. She was tempted to get 

revenge for this behaviour, but was instantly calmed by her newfound zenish 

lifestyle. Besides, Louisa seemed to have been suffering enough. It was the fact 

that none of them even bothered to call her and inform her of their whereabouts 

that truly infuriated her. She was unwilling to be treated in such a disrespectful 

way. Peg lifted her phone and was about to call someone, but changed her mind at 

the last moment and put her phone down. She began pacing the living room and 

letting her mind go wild. Perhaps it was all a conspiracy, a way of mocking her and 

ridiculing this entire competition. Or perhaps this was the result of the 

competition… perhaps the four… well, three contestants had decided to work 

together and do the most incredible thing – not turn up. Perhaps there’s a surprise 

party planned. Peg concluded that her anger was perhaps premature and that, at 

this point in time, she really didn’t have any proof either way as to what the true 

reason was behind the no-show. Regardless, she felt her generosity had been 

thrown brutally back in her face. She picked her phone up again and was about to 

dial, before placing it down once more and grunting. A few more paces up and 
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down her living room, and a lot more lividity up her psyche later and Peg was 

determined to actually complete the task of picking up the phone and making an 

actual phone call. It was to the man she was about to give her whole to – Jeffery. 

As she waited for reception to complete the dial, Peg muttered to herself, ‘how 

dare he spit my marriage back at me?’ Of course, Jeffery had no idea that Peg 

intended to marry him, in fact, at that point, he didn’t even consider the possibility 

of winning the competition. At that moment, he didn’t consider anything. The call 

was redirected to an answer phone without even ringing. 

 

Jeffery’s phone had not been charged in several days, which was because Jeffery 

himself had been charged, and as he waited for the bail hearing, which he hoped 

he could pay to rush along so it might take place in the next few days. He sat in 

his cell trying to recall the occurrences of the past few days. It was not an easy 

task, but unfortunately for Peg, she was one of the last things on his mind. The 

competition or indeed Peg’s hand in marriage were of no interest to him. Ever the 

optimist, he believed he would receive his happy ending, and ever the optimister, 

Peg believed that the surprise party in her honour was only a few hours away. 

 

Peg knew she had to preoccupy herself and after considering going for a walk 

(‘No, I must stay at home in case they arrive’), calling her friends (‘Must keep the 

line free’), taking a bath (‘Too much thinking time’), she decided to do something 

she hadn’t done in many years and read a book. She picked up her copy of Vanity 

Fair, which she had received as a gift many years ago from he who she would 

rather not mention again, and began reading it. Forty-five pages in, she threw the 

book at the wall and stood up. Although having read every word, none had 

actually registered, as her consciousness was not with the novel, but instead was 

with her ungrateful contestants. She was livid, fuming and exasperated. It was 

then that she walked downstairs, only to discover a missed call on her phone. 

‘This is it,’ she thought to herself, but instead of one of the three missing people, 

it was her friend… well, I say friend; as you know Peg doesn’t really have friends, 

it was a social acquaintance, really… and it was McKenzie. Luckily, for Peg, 

McKenzie did leave a message on her answer phone, as Peg had no intention of 
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actually calling her. The message was to send shockwaves into Peg’s consistency. 

McKenzie was not a stupid woman, and knew exactly what she was doing with 

the message she left. It was intentionally crafted for maximum impact. It simply 

said, “Have you heard the news?” 

 

Peg knew this attention game all too well. In fact, it was one of her fortes to entice 

people into wanting to get more information out of her. She would often employ 

this or similar tactics among her circle of friends, distributing nuggets of 

information to build up curiosity without actually revealing any information. This 

ploy would often result in non-committal responses such as, ‘I’m sorry, I can’t tell 

you,’ to frustrate and hurt the others, which was why Peg knew that responding all 

guns blazing with a ‘What?’ would demean her and potentially result in no 

information being given. Of course there were many ways of responding to this 

first move, some strategies being riskier than others. There is the ‘Yes, I did’ 

tactic, which can be highly rewarding, yet potentially crippling. There are of course 

some other tactics: there’s the ‘I’m not interested, as that’s beneath me’ attitude, 

but again, it has the risky pay-off of finding out last in the group, which is always 

quite dangerous. Peg decided to deploy her favourite tactic, the rounded bluff. 

This involved picking the weakest member of the circle and calling them to try to 

find out what was going on by questioning them and hoping to get some 

information. In usual circumstances, she would call Louisa, but for obvious 

reasons she had to pick a different weak member of the group, and so she chose 

Grisabella (her name was of course not Grisabella, it was just Isabella, but her 

wonderfully unkind friends had nicknamed her Grisabella, which had stuck with 

her throughout her life). 

 

“Darling, I had to call you. Have you heard the news?” 

“What? What news? No, I haven’t heard anything. What happened?” 

“Oh, I… I don’t think I’m allowed to say. It’s not really my news to share. 

Perhaps you should talk to McKenzie, you know what a big mouth she has.” 

“Yes, she’s such a gossip. Right, I’ll call her…” 
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“Wonderful. And make sure to call me after you find out so we can talk about it. 

Ciao.” 

 

And after hanging up (and ensuring the call had indeed ended) she muttered, 

“Bitch!” Next on her list was Bilbi, who also had not heard the news and so was 

sent to McKenzie and, just to be on the safe side, Harriet. That was it. Job done 

and Peg only needed to wait and hear from one of them. Sure enough, a few 

minutes later, Grisabella was first to call. 

 

“I can’t believe it,” she said as soon as Peg answered the phone. 

“I know, right?” 

“I mean, Jeffery? How could he do that?” 

“I… um… well, I guess…” 

“Still, I expect this will keep us all busy for the next few months.” 

“In what way?” 

“Well, the trial. McKenzie’s going to represent him and I can only imagine we’ll all 

be needed as character witnesses. I am telling you, this is going to be the social 

event of the year. McKenzie thinks we’re all going to get a few minutes in the 

spotlight. Oh, I must start preparing clothes for this circus.” 

“Circus?” 

“Yes, the trial, it will be publicised like hell, and we all have to come and show 

him our support, you know?” 

“Oh, yes. Of course. We must support him.” 

“Okay, darling, I must go now. Byeeee.” 

 

Peg put her phone down on the table and stared intently at it for a few moments; 

her mind was racing with possibilities and options. What on Earth is that about? 

What did Jeff do? And how bad is it? She couldn’t wait much longer. The urgent 

need to know what was going on, and the impact that it may have on her life and 

her life choices, were winning comfortably over the need to save face in front of 

the fauxettes (which is how she often called the members of this circle). Now, I 

shan’t bore you with all the details of the next few hours as Peg tried to gather and 
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piece together all the details of what had happened, as you already know as much 

as they all know. Suffice to say that by the end of it, Peg was able to cross another 

metaphorical name from her guest list for that day, and further hope of a surprise 

party diminished, as she took away his plate and threw his flat champagne away.  

 

With only two names left, Peg anticipated that the event had been cancelled. 

Perhaps it was the news about Jeffery that had made Tristan and Mel not want to 

arrive or perhaps it was something personal, but Peg by this point was in turmoil. 

She could not comprehend what had happened or what the future would now 

hold for her. After finally agreeing to marry Jeffery Garden the Third, and after 

feeling somewhat content with it, she couldn’t possibly have a relationship with a 

murder suspect. Particularly one that had been charged. This would not look 

good, and love was… well, was it really that important? Her feelings towards the 

murderer were not truly based on emotions. They were based on convenience, 

finance and practicality, so why would she want to marry him if he was going to 

end up in prison? Yet, somewhere in the back of her mind, she was niggled. 

Niggled by a proposition that perhaps she did feel something else towards him. 

 

Peg refused to continue thinking about this any longer. She had to find out what 

was going on with the last two guests and why she was being stood up in such a 

drastic and offensive manner. She picked up her phone and tried calling Tristan. It 

went to voicemail. She tried calling Mel. It went to voicemail. 

 

Of course, Mel was long gone. Riding into his wonderful sunset with the man of 

her dreams, on the back of a one-seventy horse power Volkswagen, all the way to 

the airport and to their (not anymore) romantic weekend in France. The romance 

disappeared after their ploy to humiliate Jeffery by putting him on a ferry to Calais 

took a dark turn and Mel found himself outside the hotel with Tristan, after 

spiking Jeffery’s drink. 

“Come on, we have to follow him. We can’t just leave him in that state. Who 

knows where he’s even going?” 

“I can’t. Max is inside.” 
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“Well, I have to follow him. Give me a call if you need anything.” 

“Okay, keep me updated.” 

 

Tristan hopped into the first taxi he saw and Mel ran inside to a bleeding Max.  

“Are you alright?” 

“I think so. I’m just bleeding a lot.” 

“Come on, I’ll take you to hospital.” 

 

Mel grabbed Max’s hand and pulled him away. Both were shocked, as neither had 

expected this to happen. It was all meant as a childish prank, a way of stopping 

Jeffery and teaching him a lesson. Mel’s mind went to the place it always went 

when he found herself in times of stress: hearing the opening eight notes of 

Beethoven’s fifth symphony over and over again, yet gallantly, Mel pulled Max up 

and took him into his Volkswagen, driving him to the Lister hospital, hoping the 

blood wouldn’t stain Max’s upholstery. As they left the hotel, they heard sirens 

and assumed they were for them, but by the exit was a bin on fire that had started 

to get out of control.  

“We’d better get out of here soon,” said Max. 

 

Mel was not allowed to sit by his bedside. As they pumped painkillers into her 

lover’s body, she said, “Max, I’m going to have to stay in a hotel tonight,” he said 

as Max dozed off.  

 

Sitting in her hotel in Mayfair, Mel tried calling Tristan. There was no answer. ‘I’m 

sure everything is alright,’ he thought to herself. 

 

The next day, Mel arrived at the hospital to discover the police questioning Max. 

Mel ran into the room to find out what was going on and discovered the previous 

night had ended in a murder and that Jeffery has been arrested. Mel concluded the 

only logical thing: that Tristan had been murdered.  

 

“Max, we need to leave here,” she said as soon as the police had left. 
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“Oh, okay,” replied Max in his still-drugged state. 

“You still have our tickets to France? We can go. The flight is in the afternoon, 

no?” 

“Oh, okay,” Max repeated. 

Mel hurried to gather all of Max’s belongings and the duo escaped the hospital 

into a taxi.  

“Mel, I love you.” 

Mel felt awkward. He of course felt the same and wanted nothing more than to 

kiss Max. A combination of Max’s fragility in needing to be taken care of and the 

undisputable love that poured from his body meant that she was ready. Ready to 

take the leap of faith, and without saying a word, Mel leapt on Max and connected 

lips to complete an action that had begun all those years ago. The excitement was 

intense. Sitting in the VW, and forgetting about the reason as to why they were 

there, the two kissed passionately. Max had never felt so happy in his life. It was 

the culmination of years of dreaming and working so hard to finally position those 

lips of Mel’s on his and he was ecstatic. So much so that the combination of the 

car stopping, accidentally feeling a bit of actual skin from Mel’s torso on his hand 

and the taxi driver saying, ‘We’re here,” resulted in a premature climax. Mel didn’t 

notice, to Max’s relief.  

 

As they arrived, Mel jumped out of the car while Max calmly paid the driver, 

trying to take as much time as possible to better conceal his embarrassment, 

particularly from Mel. He eventually left the car with a swollen eye, blood on his 

shirt and semen on his trousers.  

 

Unable to really connect with the news from back home now that they were in 

France, Mel and Max managed to repress everything that had happened.  

“Today’s Sunday, isn’t it?” said Mel eventually. 

“Yes, why?” 

“Well, I guess I lost the competition.” 

 “Do you really still care about that?” 
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But Mel’s hearing aid was not working properly, and Max, who didn’t realise that 

Mel’s last comment was unconnected to what he had said, began to feel a mixture 

of anger, fear, frustration and paranoia, as to why Mel was not responding. He 

repeated himself two more times, before angrily exclaiming, “What’s wrong?” Mel 

finally noticed his jittery behaviour and confronted him. 

“Sorry, did you say anything?” 

It was at this point, when Mel’s attention was drawn to Max, that she had realised 

the he hearing aid needed a little jiggle, and so Mel did. 

“Sorry, my hearing aid was playing up. What did you say?” 

“I asked if you still cared about the competition.” 

“No. I expect not. Would have been nice to get those documents though.” 

“Mel, I’ve told you. You’re moving in with me now. You won’t have to work ever 

again and who cares about what Lady Peg may or may not have on you?” 

Of course, there was still a shred of hope inside Mel’s brain that, despite not 

coming to the event and declaring her doings, she could still win, seeing as two of 

the other contestants were out, but the tragedy of events leading up to this Sunday 

were enough to disturb his mind and stop him thinking about it. It was time for a 

new life for Mel, a brand new start full of new chances and new opportunities. 

Mel glanced over the breakfast table in their five-star hotel (only the best from 

Jeffery) at his new lover, a new and old lover concurrently. She gazed at him as he 

gazed at her and for the first time in many years, Mel felt happy. This was never 

even a dream she could have imagined coming true, but he knew that he deserved 

it. Max Burger had always been in Mel’s heart, over the years, and what wasn’t in 

Mel’s heart any longer was life in London. The combination of being rescued 

from the city that had cost him too much of her sanity and mental health and 

being rescued by none other than his biggest lover and fan meant that Mel finally 

had the opportunity, like everybody else, to be happy and feel love. Max took 

Mel’s hand and smiled gently. Mel reciprocated and whispered, “Thank you.” 

 

As for Tristan… whilst Max was being punched, he was outside smoking a 

cigarette. He didn’t usually smoke, but he was quite stressed. Suddenly, he saw Jeff 

running past him hailing a taxi. Tristan threw his cigarette into the bin and tried to 
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get in the same taxi as Jeffery, but mustering his last bit of energy, Jeff pushed 

Tristan out of the car and shut the door, mumbled “Crouch End” and passed out. 

Tristan tried to chase the cab, but to no avail. Instead, he stopped another taxi, 

and while Mel went back to check up on his man, Tristan got inside and said the 

immortal words he had always dreamt of saying, “Follow that car.” The journey 

was a complicated one for the driver, but he (Derek was his name) felt as if he was 

part of something truly important, and therefore made a special effort to not lose 

the taxi ahead of him. Tristan was surprised to see the car driving past his house 

and stopping not too far from it. It was the Target house. It appeared that after 

Jeffery had passed out in the back of the car, the driver had found several business 

cards in his pocket (and after a short stop, which allowed Derek some time to 

catch his breath), and assuming they were his, he took whom he thought was Mr 

Target to his home address. In the pocket he also found a £50 note. ‘Now, that 

would certainly suffice,’ he thought and turned the meter off. 

 

When they arrived, the driver left the car to help Jeff out. 

“Come on, Mark. Easy does it. Let’s go,” he kept saying, giving Tristan enough 

time to pay Derek and handsomely tip him, and get out of the car. 

“It’s alright, I’ll take him from here,” he said to the driver, who was more than 

happy to dispose of the drunkard.  

“Don’t you need money?” Tristan shouted at him. 

“All sorted, mate. All sorted.”  

 

Tristan grabbed hold of Jeff and tried to hold him, but being a lot smaller, he 

dropped him and Jeff fell to the ground, waking up quite literally with a bang. 

“What the fuck are you doing, Honeycomb?” he mumbled. 

“It’s fine. Everything’s alright, Jeff.” 

“Fuck off. Leave me alone. Where’s Peg?” 

“Peg isn’t here.” 

“I want Peg. I need to see her. Where is she?” 

“She’s not here. Come, I live just around the corner, come with me.” 

“No! I want Peg!” 
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Jeff continued shouting for Peg for several minutes, refusing to listen to Tristan or 

to follow his sound advice to go home with him. The shouting began to wake the 

neighbours up, since this was a quite street, and first out were Mark and Julia. 

Once Mark had managed to determine who the drunk, shouting men were, he 

turned to his wife. “What’s going on here? Did you invite them here? Is that some 

sort of sick joke?” 

“Mark, I’m so sorry about this,” Tristan tried to explain. 

“About what? About fucking my wife?” 

“What? No. About… I didn’t touch your wife.” 

“Are you two tagging her? Spit roasting my wife? Is that what you’re doing? You 

sick fuckers!” 

“Mark, come inside. I swear I don’t know what they’re doing here. Come inside. 

You need to take your medication,” added Julia, attracting the men’s attention to 

her. 

“PEG!” screamed Jeffery. 

“What?” responded Julia, without understanding. 

“You wanted to see me!” 

“I didn’t.” 

“You called me an hour ago and told me to come because you wanted to talk to 

me.” 

“Mark, I swear I didn’t. He’s making it up. I don’t know what he wants from me.” 

Tristan desperately tried to intervene. “Guys, this is a massive misunderstanding. 

Please, let me just explain…” 

But before being able to complete his sentence, Mark’s rage took over and he 

began punching Tristan and Jeff, to Jeff’s utter amusement. 

“What’s going on here?” he muttered as another punch hit him. 

“Leave him alone! Leave them both alone! Stop it!” screamed Julia, desperately 

trying to control her husband’s jealous temper. “Please, Mark, I beg of you, leave 

them.” 

Understanding which of the two was the easier prey, Mark focused all his attempts 

at Jeff, whilst Tristan and Julia tried to pull him off the drugged-up man. 
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“Stop it! You’re going to kill him,” begged Julia, but to no avail. From the heat of 

the moment, Mark violently pushed her and she fell to the ground, scratching her 

face. Tristan instantly ran towards the woman of his dreams. “Are you alright?” 

But as the shock subsided and turned into anger, Julia picked up a stone that was 

near her and ran towards her husband, hitting him violently on the head. One 

blow later and he was unconscious on the floor in a pool of blood, with Julia 

standing beside him holding the rock. As the realisation dawned on her, she 

looked to Tristan with her innocent eyes and said, “What have I done?” 

 

Tristan was always good in a crisis, particularly when a damsel in distress was 

involved. He took the rock from Julia’s hand, placed it near Jeff and took her 

inside, calming her down. He was finally able to play the part he had always 

believed he was destined to play. He made Julia a cup of tea and told her, “Jeffery 

is so out of it, he’ll believe anything. You just call the police and tell them some 

drunk man got into a fight with your husband and killed him. That’s it.” 

 

Julia turned to him and walked over in her slow motion way. It was a trick she had 

learnt many years ago, when she’d realised how beautiful she was. She taught 

herself to walk in a manner that appeared to the untrained eye to be slow motion. 

She knew that such a trick of the mind could drive most men wild. And she was 

right. “Thank you for everything. I’ll do exactly as you’ve instructed,” she said and 

smiled coyly. Tristan spent the following two days with the woman of his dreams, 

living a life he couldn’t have dreamt of. It was magical. The couple got on 

together so well and, apart from the moment he’d had to hide in the loft while the 

police visited, they spent almost every moment together.  

 

Little did he know that what he interpreted as reciprocated joy was in fact Julia’s 

fast-growing hatred of a pathetic man who would do just about anything to please 

her. It took her no more than two days to decide she had to escape. She called her 

sister in Stratford upon Avon and booked the first train she could from 

Marylebone station. Tristan spent his entire Sunday assuming she would return, 

until he connected all the clues he had gathered throughout the day (such as the 
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printed ticket, which Julia had forgotten to take with her, her missing suitcase and 

the note asking him to leave the house by the time she got back the following 

week). Tristan went home and in his sleep dreamt of his most special super power 

– that of turning back time. He dreamt he was able to go back and save Mark. In 

his dream, Tristan closed his eyes and opened his mind, this was his way of 

controlling time. With his mind open, he was able to see all space and time in 

front of him, and more impressively, understand it. It was through that 

understanding that he could manipulate the different dots and engage himself in a 

different time, in this case, a week earlier – before the competition, before Mark, 

before Julia, before anything. When he woke up, he decided to force himself into 

believing the only ending he could mentally cope with – that it was all a dream. He 

woke up the next morning confused about the date, but happy that all was well 

with the world. 

‘What are you going to do with yourself, loser?’ asked Adrian. 

“Go to work”, replied Tristan. 

‘Well, that sounds like a great idea.’, added Bertie. 

‘Might be a good chance to flirt with the woman in the coffee shop.’ 

‘Naaa, Tristan doesn’t want anyone in his life.’ 

“That’s right, guys. I don’t!” 

 

Lady Peg was tired. She concluded that indeed nobody was going to turn up. Her 

phone, on the other hand, kept ringing all day from friends and colleagues 

discussing the events of the past few days. Peg refused to answer any of those 

calls, but just before turning her phone off for the night, she quickly sent a text 

message to Leonardo saying, ‘Sorry, Leo, deal is sadly off. Girl is not right for 

you.’ She knew this would upset him greatly, as he was very keen on this match. 

She also knew that if she didn’t turn her phone off straightaway, she would 

receive several phone calls from him throughout the night begging her to 

reconsider. Peg also desperately needed to silence her other friends, as she 

couldn’t cope with any more people calling to share news. She walked upstairs and 

picked up a pile of papers. She walked over towards the shredder in her office and 

shredded them one by one. She had no intention any more of using the 
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documents against Mel. And since Mel didn’t actually win the competition, she 

didn’t feel obliged to return them to him either. Next to the documents was an 

envelope. She picked it up and shredded it too. In it had been a cheque made out 

to Tristan for the investment of his shop. Another ungrateful bastard who didn’t 

deserve her money. She walked to her bedroom and saw the lacy lingerie she had 

placed on her bed for her special night celebrating with Jeffery. She picked it up, 

folded it nicely and placed it in a drawer. Peg looked outside her window. She 

fought her tears and won. She wasn’t going to cry for any of them. She went to 

her kitchen and looked at the plastic bag she brought home that morning. It was a 

loaf of bread she was planning to break with her guests to officially end the 

competition. She tore a piece and mumbled, “I love you.” With a final gasp of fear 

and frustration, Lady Peg placed her hand on her belly, rubbed it gently and said, 

“Oh, dear. I reckon you’ve won.” 

 

 

 

The End 

 

	
 


